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PRE FACE

This S~poeium marks a etop forward in the progress made by the Guidance and Control Panel of tme
Advisory Group for Aeroepace Reearch, and Development (GCP/AGARD) towards providing a forum for thoe
responsible for the selection of technological option. suitable for meeting the air traffic control and
munagement challenges of the future.

The computer has already been of great service to the air traffic contoler. It has relieved
him of a series of mainly logistical task#, enabling him to concentrate his attention on the safe eolct
of navigation.

We have now reached a stage wh1ere we can took forward to the development of a ground-baeed do*-
puter capable of talking direct to an onboard comuter to guide aircraft safety from departure to destina-
tion with a level of safety as high ae that achieved today and with near mxi um efficiency in term. of
economice and capacity.

The use of satellites for highly accurate surveillance, navigation that is virtually independent
of local facilities, and reliable conmioniotions with aircraft avqnewe in the sky over the plawt,
together with the tremendoue power of the next generation of ooWeutere or, more generally, proceeing
facilitiee suitable for taking guidance decisione in the wet comiplex configuration., tend to onifirm that
the above epoctation is no Longer a mer drem. Clearly, it ie not our intention to suggest that both
stations (ground-baed and onboard) witt operate without human intervention. But does the presence of
either one percon (the pilot) or two percons (the pilot and the controller) neceearily prevent the
overall control eyetem from operating automoticatly? In other words, what level of automation do we envi-
eage and, regardlese of preeent legislation, what role may we espect the human to play in the
ground/ci/ground control Loop?

Ase density of air traffic continue. to grow, but the available capacity seems unlikely to keep
pace. As a result. the complexity of air traffic mnagement and control will inerease and the co Puter
will have to take guidance decisions. In the initial phase it will offer them to the human controller whi
will then decide whether or not to iqiplemnt them. If the comiputer prove.t itself to be reliable. the
controller will begin to accept it. guidance sytematically. The coneequeee ae Osy to redit.
A cecond phase will follw, in which the computer itt eimply present wat it intend, to "d to the
unitWc concerned (either adjacent entrete) and/or aircraft) and requet their- agreement. Mhe proce&Mr
could in due couree becom no more than a courteous formality. At that etage, what role ill the huan
controller play?

It ie in an attempt to answer this queetion that tie Sp poeium will inveetigate the latest
persepective on a inumer of fundmental ieues by maming the poeeibilities offered by new teohnlolgise.
Particular attention mill be focused on the ue of mom powerIul data processig facilitie, the itra w-
tion of sate llitee for itegrated mlaition eomniostion and srveillance and the potential role of
automti too-mey ai/gr'ound data linke. MiTe field. eovered wilt include advanced urveitlame radar.
advanced lanig syeum. the mmeemw n of air trafi (particularly in eutended termgvmt areas), the
pote tial and limitatione of automtion. includirg the poeible apptloatione of intelligemt knowlede
based csptem, and new onboavd equipment that will clearly eceeitate a fresh look at the relatioehip
betwen air traffic control and inivIdal aircraft.

!n~d 11.m m
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OPENING ADDRESS

by

Major General HRobyns de Schneidauer
Chef d'Etat-Major Adjoint Logistique

de la Force Aenenne Beige
National Delegate to AGARD

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Let me introduce myself, I am Major General ROBYNS, Deputy Chief of Staff Logistics of the Belgian Air
Force. On behalf of Lieutenant General LEFEBVRE, Chief of Staff of the Belgian Air Force, I have the pri-
vilege and the pleasure in my capacity as Belgian National Delegate to AGARD to welcome the Guidance and
Control Panel for its 42nd symposium and the 2nd one organized in Belgium.

The interest shown by Belgium in the activities of the GCP from both points of view of the scientists com-
munity on one hand as well as of the users community on the other hand, is illustrated by an active
contribution to the programme of this symposium. Dr. BENOIT of EUROCONTROL (scientist) will chair the
first session entitled "Looking to the future" and LtCol COUPEZ (user) Commander of the BAY traffic
control center/radar post will chair the last session of this meeting entitled 'Contribution to system

automation".

I am also particularly pleased and proud to note among this distinguished audience the presence of the
honorary dean of AGARD Prof. HAUS, Belgian member of your panel since the very beginning of its existence
in 1965.

Several ACARD conferences have already been organized in Belgium, nevertheless I see that, once more, a
very large attendance is reached, and it gives me great pleasure. I dare not guess whether you are mainly
attracted by the subjects of this symposium or by the charms of Brussels and Belgium, or even by a com-
bination of both.

Anyhow, I think that Belgium is a proper place to hold a meeting dedicated to "The efficient conduct of
individual flights and air traffic".

Indeed, as you all know, the Belgium Airspace is a very complicated one, not only as a consequence of its
limited dimensions, but also because of the amount and variety of air traffic criss-crossing, and because
of the different control centres that have to co-operate, and co-ordinate their action in the same small
area.

Throughout the whole world modern technology is in continuous development, and already in the last decade
of this century, we will have to define the philosophy according to which more and more powerful technical
tools will have to be applied in the beast possible way, in order to guide and control air traffic in such
a manner that optimal use of airspace is obtained for all categories of users.

The important impact of technology upon operational flying in the future is well underlined by several
interesting contributions to this symposiums' programme where I remark item such as advanced surveillance
and landing system, automatic date link between airborne and ground based stations, space based capabili-
ties, air traffic and flight managemnet systems and proceeding automation in air traffic control. All of
these features will contribute to safeguard the classic objective of establishing a safe, orderly, expe-
dite and economical flow of air traffic.

There is a continuous need for advanced technology that will offer many advantages; mwng others it will
permit aircraft to operate more independently, it will meet the requirement of proceeding as direct as
possble from departure to destination field, it will allow optimization of automation in order to modify
the methods of separation of aircraft and to obtain a better regulation of air traffic in busy areas, it
will establish data commnication channels for exchange of information between control and flight manage-
mint system.

Let am end up with Just one more mn technical reflection; notwithstanding the emerging technological
possibilities, it is anticipated that during the next decades the responsibility for safety in the air
will remain with the ground based air traffic control, possibly hacked up by airborne traffic warning
systems; this option, anyway, has among others, already been taken in the United States of America.
It is clear that technological development and progress alone cannot yet provide a solution to the problem
of efficiest and safe management of air traffic and that. up to now. the important role of son - call the
controllers or airspace managers - is highly confirmed, as long as these human beings are strongly
a"sated by automatic systems in their decision making process.

In conclusion I think that many attractive challenges continue to be present in the air traffic world and .
I am sure that this 42nd AGARD guidance and control panel meeting will bring a most valuable contribution

to sevad and suitable solutions for the future problem by giving the participants the opportunity of
sharing their experience and knowledge, so that safety and economy in the air will be maintained for many
years to Came.

I wish you all a pleasant stay in Brussels and a very successful meeting.
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BELGIUM MOVES AHEAD IN AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

by

Jr. A. VANDENBROUCKE

Director General, Department of Air Traffic Safety
R6gie des Voies A6riennes/Regie der Luchtwegen

Rue du Progras, 80, Vooruitgangstraat
1210 BRUSSELS

INTRODUCTION

It is a personal privilege and a great pleasure to be given the chance to speak
to your at the AGARD symposium, which this year is concerned with the efficient
conduct of individual flights and air traffic. I like to think that the reason
that I was selected by AGARD for this keynote address is that we are doing
something appropriate to this symposium and interesting to you, the attendees.
What I am going to talk about is an exciting new program for us, the R6gie des
Voies A~riennes/Regie der Luchtwegen (RVA/RLW). One that has been in prepa-
ration for quite a while, but has now left the runway for good.

Also, by way of introduction, I want to tell you that the RVA/RLW, which is
under the responsibility of the Ministry of Communications, has jurisdiction
over the public airports, airways, facilities, and air traffic control services
within Belgium.

Rather than going directly to the details of the subject matter, I would like
to set the stage. Belgium is a small country by world standards, but its
location bestows on it great international significance. Belgium is the home of
the EEC, SHAPE and NATO and about 10 million people. With its substantial and
diverse population, Belgium is a nation at the crossroads of Europe and
therefore transportation is an essential fact of life. Transport movement at
ground and sea level is structured to follow the motorways, railways and water-
ways. Transportation in the airways cannot be structured with physical
constraints because it is uniquely three-dimensional and an order of magnitude
faster than surface transportation. With the dynamics of modern aircraft and
the limited airspace, the difficulties of providing the efficient conduct of
air traffic are magnified. Increases in air traffic add an element of
criticality to the situation.

How will Belgium meet the challenge of providing efficient conduct of indi-
vidual flights and air traffic within the country's unique airspace ? The
answer lies in an optimum utilization of modern technology in a new Air Traffic
Control System called CANAC, which is an acronym of Computer Assisted National
Air Traffic Control Center.

CANAC BACKGROUND

Before I go into a description of CANAC I would like to tell you a little about
its historical background.

It was determined in the mid 1970's that the Belgian operating facilities were
no longer compatible with the needs and evolution of current air traffic. In
1976 the RVA/RLW addressed this problem by instituting a plan to modernize the
Belgian air traffic capabilities. This plan included the installation of a new
en-route radar station at St. Hubert, the provision of an interim automated
radar data processing and display system (called the "TEMPO ACC") and the
replacement of the obsolete en-route radars at Brussels airport by a new radar
station at Bertem. The implementation of CANAC to replace the "TEMPO ACC" will
now complete this modernization plan.

CANAC OVERVIEW

The CANAC project will fulfill the goal of a Belgian national air traffic
control center which integrates the control of en-route and terminal air
traffic. In general, CANAC is a consolidation and modernization program for
the processing and display of radar and flight plan data, and for a highly
reliable ground-to-ground and ground-to-air voice communication capability.

I m mmm mmm i b mmm
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Two major subsystems are to be procured to replace aging equipment. These are
an Air Traffic Control (ATC) Automation System which will process and display
radar data and aircraft flight data, and a Voice Communication Switching System
which will provide air traffic personnel with a modern, reliable means of voice
communication. Other procurements include a new ATC building, a reliable power
source and a security system.

The ATC Automation System will be used for both the Area (en-route) Control
Center and Brussels National Airport Approach Control Unit. These control
units will share the computer hardware and software, thereby minimizing the
total cost of the CANAC system.

The objectives in acquiring CANAC include

- Relieving controllers and assistants of routine tasks associated with the
collection, collation, sorting, updating, coding, processing and distri-
bution of data.

- Simplifying and accelerating the exchange of data needed for coordination
between operating positions in the new center and between other air traffic
positions in military and adjacent centers.

- Improving the display and the update of flight data to air traffic per-
sonnel.

- Reducing the communications volume and consequently the mental effort
normally associated with air traffic handling.

- Standardizing to a larger extent air traffic procedures in most of our air
traffic units and with our military and international partners.

AUTOMATION SYSTEM DEFINITION

The CANAC Automation System will be part of the total air traffic services
provided by the RVA/RLW. It will have the capability to interface with up to
six radars (fig. 1). The initial implementation will include the processing of
signals delivered by the en-route radars of Bertem and St. Hubert.

Both radars are of a very recent technology. The radar of St. Hubert is in use
since 1980 and the Bertem site has just recently been put into service. The
ASR-7 terminal area radar at the Brussels National Airport will also provide
radar service to the CANAC APP positions. The input of military data to CANAC
is from the Semmerzake Radar Operated System (SEROS) in the Military Air
Traffic Coordinating Center. And, the Message Switching System (MSS) interface
is used for Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunications Network (AFTN) data. Future
interfaces will include the Maastricht Automatic Data Processing and Display
System (MADAP), the Benelux Air Traffic Flow Management Unit (ATFMU), the
Distributed Airport Information System (DAISY), and adjacent Flight Information
Regions.

By using very advanced technologies and suitably sited radars, a much safer and
expeditious movement of air traffic will be assured in the en-route airspace of
Belgium and Luxembourg, as well as in the terminal area of the Brussels
National Airport.
Fig. 2 illustrates the radar coverage in the Belgian FIR.

The CANAC system will completely fit into the integrated concept of the
security of the airspace above the Benelux/North Germany area that is now being
developed between the four involved countries and Eurocontrol. This concept
will, by way of automatic computer-to-computer data exchange, integrate five
ATC centers; four national centers (Amsterdam, Brussels, Bremen and
Dusseldorf) for the lower and terminal airspace, and the Eurocontrol Center of
Maastricht for the upper airspace.

Fig. 3 shows a general block diagram of the CANAC Automation System.

The proposed design of the automation system makes maximum use of off-the-shelf
equipment. There will be multiple threads of data processing equipment with
provision for automatic reconfiguration to standby equipment for both radar and
flight data processing. Manual assignment of these threads to software
development and training functions is also provided for. Situation data
displays will be of proven design. Close coordination between the contractor
and an RVA/RLW task force will assure that the air traffic consoles will be of
a good ergonomic concept. i
Software will also make use of off-the-shelf designs, particularly for support
programs. Much of the application software will be done in the ADA language.
This is the language that has been adopted as a standard by the United States
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Oepartment of Defense. The software development capability will provide for
verification of changes to the operational and support programs prior to use in
the CANAC system. The training function will provide for controller
familiarization and in-depth training using live as well as simulated data.

The automation system is composed of five functional parts (fig. 4).
These parts are data processing and peripherals, display and input/output,
digital data communications, software development and training, and remote
devices.

The automation system will perform five basic functions within CANAC.
These are :

- To provide air traffic services to civil and military flights operating as
general air traffic within the Belgian airspace

- To provide for the training of personnel ;

- To provide for the maintenance and development of air traffic control
software ;

- To augment the air defense system by exchanging the required data ; and

- To provide coordination with adjacent facilities.

The automation system will have the following capabilities

- Processing and storing flight data received from the Air Traffic Services
Reporting Office, CANAC operating positions, and the Message Switching
System, as well as storing the flight plans of regularly scheduled air
carrier flights ;

- Modifying the flight data base in response to flight update information,
calculating arrival times over posting fixes, and updating track information

- Receiving Primary Surveillance Radar (PSR) and Secondary Surveillance Radar
(SSR) data from the radars, processing and assigning SSR codes to flights,
and processing and displaying the PSR and SSR data on aircraft ;

- Initiating tracks on flights, maintainng association between flight plans
and tracks, processing and displaying plot and track information, and
assisting control personnel in the handoff of aircraft between CANAC sectors
and between the CANAC and adjacent facilities ;

- Receiving, storing, and displaying Notice to Airmen data

- Exchanging information with other air traffic control and air defense
facilities ;

- Performing real-time quality control as well as system and incident analysis
recording ; and

- Providing simulation, training, and software development capabilities.

VOICE COWUNICATION SYSTEN DEFINITION

The Voice Communication Switching System is a computer based electronic
stored-program controlled system designed specifically for air traffic control.
It will be used to connect called and calling parties; to ensure uninterrupted
communications between (and among) the connected parties; and to disconnect
the parties when calls have been completed. It will consist of switching,
signaling and transmission functions. The switching function will identify and
connect users to a suitable transmission path. The signaling function will
supply and interpret the necessary control and supervisory signals to perform
the switching function. All switching and signaling functions will be
performed utilizing multiple stored-program digital processors (or
microprocessors). The transmission function will deal with the media over
which calls and control signals are routed. These functions will be integrated
into a highly reliable and easily maintained system utilizing modern,
state-of-the-art integrated circuit technology.
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The system is composed of a Ground-to-Ground switch which interconnects
positions within the air traffic control facility (intercom) and connects those
positions to positions at other air traffic control facilities (interphone);
and a radio control function which connects the ATC facility positions to
Air-to-Ground equipment.
R6gie des Telegraphes et des Telephones and RVA voice-grade circuits will
interconnect the equipment. The system will be designed such that it may be
introduced into the existing system without interruption to, or degradation of,
air traffic services; moreover, its implementation will require no significant
changes to existing procedures. In order to achieve reliability, the system
will provide redundancy for alternate transmission routing and equipment
backup. The system will have internal diagnostic features, self-contained
monitoring and testing, and provisions for trunk restoration.

Capabilities included in the Voice Communication System :

- Direct access - Intercom and interphone connections shall be established
between parties by the depression of a single pushbutton.

- Indirect access - Intercom and interphone connections shall be established
by dialing a selected party through the use of a 12-key dial pad.

- Incoming call queueing and common answer - Incoming indirect access calls to
a position shall be queued for answering in a random order.

- Override - A calling party shall have the ability to override a busy control
position to establish an intercom or interphone connection.

- Call forwarding - Incoming intercom and interphone calls to a control
position shall be automatically forwarded to another position.

- Call transfer - Incoming intercom and interphone calls shall be manually
transferred to another position.

- Hold - An intercom or interphone call shall be capable of being held by
either the called or calling party.

- Radio control - The system shall provide radio transmitter and receiver
selection and control capability.

Voice recording and software development/training functions will also be
provided.

FACILITY

CANAC represents totally new system equipment for automation and communica-
tions. As befits such an undertaking, a new building is being constructed to
house CANAC. This facility will be located within the land area of the
Brussels national airport.

Basically, the CANAC building will consist of two main wings : the operational
wing and the administrative wing. The operational wing requires two levels.
The lower level will include a computer raised floor and a mezzanine
(low-ceilinged cable floor) for the electronic data processing equipment,
telecommunications equipment and other support functions. The upper level will
include a false floor and a double-height false ceiling and will house the
en-route and approach operations rooms, the Belgian Air Force offices, and the
current operations/on-the-job tpaining/extension area.
The administrative wing consists mainly of administrative and housekeeping
functions, and will consist of four levels.

PI OrM MANAGEENT

CANAC is the largest air traffic control system project to be undertaken in
Belgium. Its degree of sophistication and complexity creates the need for
careful program management.

The approach being used for CANAC provides a four-phase division of acquisition
activities : System Definition Phase ; System Development Phase- System
Testing and Deployment Phase ; and System Operation/Evaluation/Transition
Phase.
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The automation system is being procured as a single system. The system is
being developed by e single prime contractor, Thomson-CSF (France), and that
contractor will have the responsibility for installation (hardware end
software), checkout, system testing, and training. The Mitre Corporation
provided support during the definition phase and will continue to provide
system engineering support to the RVA/RLW during development, installation and
testing. As required by the RVA/RLW, Belgian industry and in particular
Tractional Information Systems (TRASYS) will participate in the development of
CANAC thereby allowing transfer of software and ATC technology. The RVA/RLW
will have the responsibility for integrating personnel and procedures into the
prime contractor supplied system and to ensure that the final automation system
is operationally certified for air traffic control.

The Voice Communication Switching System is being procured as a single system
and developed by one prime contractor, Nerion (Norway). The installation of
this Communication System will be coordinated with the installation of the ATC
Automation System.

The System Definition Phase of the CANAC project has been completed. The
activities in this phase included : preparation of system specifications;
preparation of Requests for Proposal ; evaluation of proposals; and nego-
tiations and placing of the orders.

During the system development phase which has recently begun, the components of
the system will be procured or assembled at the prime contractors' facilities.
Also during this phase a significant amount of application software will be
developed to meet our specific operational requirements.

During the system testing and deployment phase, tests will be conducted in
accordance with the prepared system acceptance test plans. The tests will
include the evaluation of system performance in terms of specified functional
capability, reliability, compatibility with the external environment, and the
adequacy of the specified support functions.

The final phase will provide operational assessment and phaseover to opera-
tional status. This phase provides the opportunity to fine-tune the system,
refine the certification requirements and standards, and develop the procedures
to be used during operations. The operational proficiency of controller
personnel on the new system is also further developed during this time. The
evaluation period is completed when the total system has been demonstrated to
be ready for certification.

The phaseover of the system to operational use will be accomplished in
accordance with a carefully prepared phaseover plan.

SCNEDULE

Now that CANAC has definitely "taken off", it is interesting to look at the
program schedules. Looking back at the system definition phase, the project
has been underway for a few years. This time has been spent determining all
requirements to be specified and in preparing procurement documentation. Some
delay has also crept into the process as air space control responsibilities had
to be resolved. These activities are now behind us, and Belgium is catching up
the lost time. Some of the major milestones for the automation system include
: final design review, January 1987; factory acceptance tests, September 1988;
delivery, December 1988; site acceptance, June 1989 and system phaseover,
December 1989. The total time from contract award to phaseover is 42 months.

COICLUSION

In conclusion, I would like to emphasize that CANAC is involved in three major
integrations.

1. The integration of en-route and terminal control capabilities into one
shared system ;

2. The integration of military control positions within a civil facility

3. and finally, the most important, the inteoration of information among 4
national centers and Maastricht.

To enhance a little on this third integration, CANAC will have, inherent in the
system, the capability of controlling traffic to FL 300 (and beyond). This
capability, in coordination with the data exchange provided in the third
integration, greatly facilitates the possibility of backing up adjacent

$
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facilities in time of center failures. The RVA/EtLW is presently engaged in
on-going discussions aimed at the realization of a mutually supportive Western
European AYC service.

Now that the 'geen light" has been given to CANAC, and to the activities of
this symposium, I hope you will find the presentations on air traffic
activities which follow to be most interesting. I also hope that you will find
an opportunity to explore the ancient heart of Brussels. And, while wanderino
among the many 17th century buildings, if a jumbo jet climb* out over the city
you may get a true sense of the progress we have made and will continua to ake
as we move towards the 21st century.
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tZ COI DES FLURM SWIMES DE tA NAVIGAllON AKIE U CriVUZ

pair

Ofivier Carni
Chaeidu dpertement Raocmawisto et Rad~iogid dun

Service Technique de Ia Navigaion Adrienne
Membre franasis dun Coanili Spdcia FANS de rOACI

246 rue LeAcouarbe
75015 Paris, France

L'organisation do l'vistion Clviii Internationale a cr4. um comit6 spicial FANS
char$d des futurs iystbmi do navigation adrienne. Liexposi dicrit a& cration
do ci cowitt it traite avic plus do ditull de sa principal@ riunion. FANS-2. on
avril 1965. 11 Ivoque aussi Its travaux plus rdcints do ci Cowiti. Los concipts
do *surveillance dipendanti automatique* (ADS). dip "performances do navigation
riqulis" (UNPC) sont dicrits. Labsence do diicussion i FANS Sur Navitar est
regrettds. Enfin Idvolution tris rapidi do Ia situation dens It domaine des
comunications mobiles aironautiques par satellite est dicrite. Cette 6volution
pourrait so faire si vite qui 1,OACI narrivi pasi I& contr~ler, ci qui serait
regrettable pour 1 efficaciti du transport adrian.

L'objit principal di cit expos# est di dicrire l'action de 1 Orgmaisatiie di l'Aviatimn Civil*
Iuiwmalamle(OACI) dons as mist on plaue dis futurs iystdmes di Ia navigation sdrienne it plus parti-

culibrament dis travaux dm comit& spdcial FANS (Future Air Navigation Systems). L'autiur de cit expos#
est It inmbre di co comith disign# par Is France. LexKPOid tintira di faire Is point iur il#tat des
forces p1i agissent en ci damain., & l'OAC asii asut hors do P'OACI. La situation 6voluant do mois en
mois. cetti partie do 1'ixposk risque dd#tre rapidamint disufti, maigr4 nos efforts pour ni pas tobr
dans lasnecdoti.

inn pays. les Etats-unis, Jove um r~le fondamintal dins le diviloppement do lasviation civile
it It choix do Ssi SyStinis. Li repnisentmnt des Etats-unis au comiti FANS so trouvi avoir urn forte
pensonnalit6, AIs a sure dis intir~ts qu'il doit promouvoir.1i tst l'autiur di l'expoid qui suit COWu-
ci, *xpus* que noes smivrons avec une grandi attention.

2 - LEOEC DMAESAT

a'viation Civil* a failli utiliser dis satellites. En France. I* Centre National d'Etudis
Spatialos (CU(S) a coincd I considinir Ia question dds 1966. ii y a vingt ans. Li projet di satellite
airosatique auquil participait 'Aace Spatial* Europeone les Etats-Unis it 1i Canada s'appolait
AMOSAT. L'OACI. faisant, suite ama veux di nambreux Etats. a cr46 Sur ci mini su"t un group* di tra-
vail I* groups M6TRA. Les Otudis 6comniquui justifiant 1* satellite Abrosat on 60i faites avec It plus
grand striumx. Ellis ftsivnt ceped at basies sur divinses hypothises maihiureuses - Ii tralic davions
suersmniquis Concorde am dissus do l'Atlantique. itait sureitim, as place qu'allalent prendre lii
avimns "nu portiuri en particulier )a 747 itait SeUS estInd.. La navigation des avions, & li6poqu
effec t*& per dii navigateurs samblait euiger ue aspic* di super radar, or as diffusion dis cintrales
A irti, dM LOORnC. do lamidp, oat changd % problIne. Sian entiedu les experts navaient pas prdvu
)i basculems,.t deI 6koani mondiale dens Its difficultks queue connaft dipuis I* milieu dis anodes
70. Le preset Adrosat avait beam avuir fait l'abjot d'expirimentatimns it do diveloppemint. techniques
pessiments, i1 iAsit abandomn en 1976. laissant chez toes los directeurs di lasviatioa civile iapli-
qua, a grand ressaiment.

I L'UTIE *ATULE ME lAVI*TIb CIVIL[

LaOviattOR Civil@ naS PIS 1aueCm di pOt pier Its neuveautis. m plut. is nicissit# Jewsr-
tin do miumhliser lIn systimas do lavwiatimn civil@ i ikiuhelle mmndiale rend tis difficile it tris
ibMOUX tftt cbagmut. Les piriedmi do transition antre Systwn aciens it neeveaux snt longues. LO

coot de lesapi den deebl 6"ip 6e (lancian at I* neevea) pendant cinq A dix ans eat exorbitant.
am wit aejiurdbui camse i1 est preisu impssible do changer di astbes d'attirrissagi. de, passer do
lIga.S so OLS. LOS comain s aens p1 do lein aCcuIIlliSI@ ava plaisir Is neevell* des futures
performaces di OLS. spapeee wart. 4ewev 6i Prb, Ie OLS apperti d'imnmbrebles dpses. mdifi-
catians des avimns. des piletsi auemetiquas, des precdmnis d'utilisatian des avian. do lentralnament
des 60pegui. des hiMlagities at certifications dii 0tiriels at dis procudires. an Akanp d'avan-
taps toes trap tines peer jostifier It cobt di Is transitian.

Naotes 4w lOAI a Ofifi aetre ystb dont lintidetion me va pas sns difficult# :I*
miii S dw rider secandaire. Toet cici nI plep pas dens lentheesisme lIn respeasablis, do l'aviation
ciwile. L'IntrodoCtION do services satellitains nire pas saes difficult#.
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4 - LA CREATION OU FANS

Le nouveau dipart des riflexions sur los satellites adronautiques oct venu i linltiative
d IMMARSAT en 1982. L'agence IWARSAT est une agence internatlonale dont le sigs est i Londres et qul
wend des comunications t~liphoniques entre navires en air et riseau comut6 terrien. Elle met en oeuvre
des satellites. NARECS et MARISAT, lanks; ii y a longtemps (1977 pour 1e plus ancien). Avant de comm-
der des satellites de seconds gindration en 1983, Inmarsat a demand# lavls de IOACI, qul a riponda
6vasivemont. et I 1'assocfatfon 'nternationale des compagnies adriennes, IIATA qul a diclare no rien
vouloir do plus quo l'OACI. Cependant, i partir d'une initiative audricaine, VOACI dficidait de revenir
i 1P6tude des satellites. Elle souhaitait quo ce travail do riflexion no chorche pas a imposer des
satellites plut6t quo toute autre solution iventuellement mains coOteuse. Eli. disiralt quo les probli
aes de l'avlation civile solent vus do fagon global. en considirant lonsemble du systime. Pour 6viter
de tomber entre los mains de savants, ol. dicidait qu'il fallait crier un groupo do responsablos do
haut niveau hidrarchique. Certains itats, dont Ia France, nWont pas suivi cette demuire recomfandatlon.
Le Cftit6 SpGill cur los cystimos de la navigation adrienne du futur (FANS, Future Air Navigation
Systems) est donc coapos6 de membres 6inonts provonant des pays suivants:

Arabic Sioudite. Argentine, Australie, Brisil, Canada, Danemark, Espagne, France, Allemagne
Fidrale, Islande, Indi, Irak. Italie, Pays Bas, Japan, Tanzanie, Royaums-Uni, Etats-Unis, URSS.

L'IATA ost le plus important des "observateurs" du group. ciest 1 dire des associations ropri-
senties a FANS qui no sont pas des Etats. Mais on trouve aussi IIFALPA (syndicat des pilotes de ligno),
VIAOPA (pilotes privis). 1'IFATCA (contrOlours de la circulation adrienne), des agencos opirationnelles
importantes come 1 Agence Spatialo Europienno, 1 ASECNA (Association pour la sicurit6 de la navigation
aerienno en Ai'rique et i Madagascar) it INMARSAT, onvoient des reprisentants aux travaux de FANS.

Au lieu dWen faire ian banal groupe de travail, le conseil de l'OACI a donn6ia FANS Le titre
rare de *Coit6 Special", c'est i dire quo FANS rend compte de son action au conseil do VOACI qui on
est Vorgane exicutif, plutbt qui I& Comission de navigation aerienno, qui ressemble plus i un comiti
technique.

Le comiti special FANS s'est riuni diux fois. 11 a choisi pour president, un personnage cilibre
pour sa science de 1 OACI. sa sagesse, son autorit6 et son humour, 1e directeur de ]a navigation airien-
no hollandaise, m.1an Salt.

A FANS-i en 1984, le groupe a fait connaissanco et a ossay6 de ridiger son propre mandat de
fagon ian peu ditaille come on le lul demandait. Le domaine quo s'attribue le FANS W'est pas lensemble
de I& navigation adrienne ais plut~t les moyens radiodlectriques qui umissent les avions iI&l planite,
c'ost i dire les moyens de comumicatimn. de navigation et de surveillance du trafic, ensemble quo nous
appellons 616gamment par leurs initialos :le systime C.N.S.

5 - cuuuucICAIONS, NAVITIOU, SURVEILLNCE

Le contrile de la navi gation airienne vise a assurer ian service public, I acheminement de tous
los avions veins lour destination en veillant i trols objectlfs, securiti, rigulariti et 6conomie.

Le bosoin de sicuriti est 6vidont. un vol d'avion de transport public sur ian million so termine
tragiquement. Tous les quatre ou cinq ans, ian avian de transport public est ditruit en vol par iane
collision avoc un autre avion. Cette securlte, encore imparfalte, exige une ainutie scrupulouse de la
part d inflombrables agents. La securite pout parfois Itre abordie de fa~on scientifiquo et on pout pas-
ser par le calcul des probabilites du taux d'erreur par bit d'une transmission de message i ian risque
optrationnel inadmissible. Certains risques sont copendant difficiles i aborder - quo deviendralent une
flotte daovions en vol si par )a panne d'un ou diux satellite, toute comunication ontre eux it le sol
itait perdue ?

La rigalaritd est lexigence d'assurer le transport avec I& mis efficacit6 quel quo solt
Venvironrement : otdorologie, densiti du trafic airien etc .... Sur l'Atlantique Nord quo tout le mondi
vout traverser dens 1@ via sonse I& aim heure, co problime est important. Nous y reviendrons.

Ldcemente du transport airien coaprend blew, sdr le meilleur choix des 6lements du syste do
contrble quialn dolt pas Wte plus complex* quo nicessaire. Male coest aued * dipuis toujours, I& neces-
siti de no pas maintenir les avions en lair inutilment soit par des prociduros d'attente, soit par des
cheaineaonts trop longs. Depuis pou, liconomie vise aussi I permettre aux avions de cholsir ian profil
du vol et des vitesses qal permottmnt d'conoalser le maximum de carburant. Cot objectif nest pas tris
fa0i4 A assurer at 1 no* dolt puart .y avoir quo cur le Pacifique Sud qu'on puisse laisser l'avion sui-
vre urne trajectoire ascondante iconomiqeo. Rappelons quo 1e coC't des acyons au sol CNS sont de plus en
plus souvont imputis aux exploitants d'aironefe par le moyon do redevances divorces.

Face I ces objectifs, It systime CMS nest hl mime qu'un moyon entre los mains de ceux qui
girent lespace airmes. 11 est clamr qu'on pout envisager divers typos de compromis techniques entre lee
performances des comnicatiofts, navigation ot surveillance. Par example I* contrble pout tirer sos
informations sear le$ Positions 65s avions do divorces sources 10I plan de vol de lavion, los comptes
r*ndu do position comuniquis per lts pilotes own lts moyens do surveillance radar. Des systfmes pouvent
fonctionne avec: do h0nns navigations ot 6 auvaises comunications comae sur I'Atlantiquo Nord. ou
au centrafr* em surveillant atteotivent des avions qusi obdissent passivement au contralour comme dens
cortainies appreches.
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-FMS-2

La principal@ riunion do FMNS fut so secondo runion FANS-2 qul fut tenue du 10 am 26 avril
16 am sigV do1 I ACI. I Mistr~al. L'ordre du Jour 6tait le suivant

- 6tude d'limmnts concrets sur les besoins non satisfaits, actuels et futurs,

- examen des besoins de spectre de frlquence en vue de priparer la defense de laronautque i
la riunion mondialo de P'u.I.T sur los comunications mobiles do 1987 (CAMR/408 97 en fran-
gais, blARC en anglais)

- 61aboration de scinarios riprisentant des situations typiques dons le monde,

- 6tude priliminaire des performances des systimes nicessaires pour ripondre aux bosoins non
satisfalts,

- ichanges de vues sur les aspects instttutionnels de la gestlon des systimes internationaux
Ct4S,

- activitis futures.

Cot ordre du jour dicoulalt de Ia faq~on dint FANS await 'rWdig in plan de travail & VAS-I. La
plupart de ces tiches dtaient infaisables i court terms. La reunion FANS-2, i partir de cot ordre du
jour pas tris satisfaisant, a pu digager quelques idles fortes et intiressantes. Dautre part, certaines
de ces idees ont avance depuis FANS-2 au cours de trois riunions officiouses tenues i Montr~al (novembre
1985), Washington (mars 1986) et Brunswick (avril 1986).

7 - LES INSUFFISANCES DUl SYSTENE ACTUEL

Le groupe FANS si6tait donc charg6 lui-mime de trouver dens le monde de l'aviation d'auiour-
d'hui. des T*imsuffisances" (shortcomings) des "besof as son satisfaltsN. Nous avons juelques doutes sur
ces objictifs. 11 est inutile de se plaindre de certains faits :par exemple qu'l n y alt pas assez de
moyens on Afrique. car on y trouve los moyens compatibles avoc le petit nombre do vols quilai survole.
En revanche, on pout essayer de trouver des domaines oa un progris au coat abordable, auiorer consi-
dirablement une situation. Ceci nest pas si facile :voir 1e MLS.

La liste des insuffisances dressie par FANS-2 est assez longue. Elii commence par un point qui
pout orienter tout 1e reste dei] saffaire. L'aviation civiii est ginie par los contraintes duos a la pro-
pagation optique des ondes ra ijdp aux friquences utilisies aujourd'hui. Cola implique de multiplier des
moyons au sol et nuit & la souplesse de l'utilisation de Vespace airin. Si ci point ost considdrd
comm fondamental, il faut passer aux satellites. Pais combion davions ou d'hilicoptires 6voluent i
basso altitude? Espirons que le comiti pourra criuser un pou plus cette question.

Les autros insuffisances noties par le groupo sont

- 1e manque de moyons au so] dans bien des r~gions, faute de Justification iconomique (trafic
airion faiblo) ou faute de possibilitis techniques (oc~ans, zones polaires),

- le dicoupage des espaces airiens qut complique les op~rations airiennes (mais qui est souvent
dO I des questions do difonso national.),

- le mintion de tochniques dipassies it coOteusos (los comunications WF par exemple),

- 10 manqus de moyons di6change do donnies codies avions/sol (notons quo lOACI travaille acti-
voment aujourd'hui i difinir un moyen, le mode S du radar socondairi, qui pourrait jouer co
r~le 1a oia la couvirture radar ist assurie).

- 1* menqueoea souplessi dens le choix des cheminemonts (obligation de voler sulvant une
succession de trongons de voios airiennes en ligni brisis),

- 1. manque de moyens de guidae et de surveillance sur la surface des airoports (rappelons le
draws do Tiniriffe aucuno solution simple aujourd'hui qui puisse s'appliquer i un a~rodrone
do co gmnre. Co point a le difaut de no pas so risoudre avoc des satellites),

- a& nicossit6 do dininuor los espacemmnts virticaux intro avions dens lespaci supieur (au-
dessus du nivoau 290). Cest dens ci domaino que tout progris pout entrainer d'importantes
6conomles de carburant. Cot objectif connu wis difficil., est dfiJA trait6 par d'autres grou-
pes do l'OACI ot d'EUROCONTROL.

8 -LA QSURVEILLMCE DEPENOATE MfUUATIQIE" (ADS. Automatic Depodent Surveillance)

Le comiti spdcial FANS. souls Vimpulsion de Slog Poritzlcy, Etats-Unis, a considir# quil .y
avait beascoup I gagner par lintroduction de la survolllanco dipeedamte aUtMtique (ADS). L'ADS serait
un systm dons lequel tous los avions d'um ospaco airien coinuniquoraient automatiquemont leur position
au centre do contrilo qui a la charge do cot espace airien. Le message avion/sol codE consisterait prin-
cipaloent dons los coordonnios gfiographiquos de lavion telles quelles sont mesuries par le systim
do navigation do layton. LA pr~cision do ]a navigation des avions a considirablement #volvE avec los
possfbilftis offortos aux avions riches par les contralos I inertio, mis aussi dens certains pays par
I* Loren C (mils la France, par exaeplo West pas couvirto en Loran C), par Vom~ga, it mime par los Yap
it OK classiques dont los informations pouvent Itro traitis pr des calculateurs de navigation embar-1;quis. Dans los zones sans couvorturo radar, ou plutit 11 0 ialssoent d'une couvirture radar N
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serait d'un coat excessif dovant les moyens des opirateurs d'avlons, l'ADS serait une amnioration
indiscutable. C'est d'abord le cas de l'Atlantique Nord, oQ le trafic n'est pas immense (40 avions gros
portours dans chaque sons, chaque jour) mais oO il est tris concentr6 dans 1lespace et dans le temps.
Touts amilioration do la souplesse du contr~le amineralt des iconomies de pitrole en permettant do rap-
procher les avions les uns des autres sur los itioiraires optimaux. La miss en oeuvre de l'ADS pourrait
ftre facile i adapter & chaque cas. on pourrait demander des points de report plus ou moins friquents
suivant Ia densit6 du trafic.

Cette notion a un peu avanc6 au cours de Ia rficente riunion FANS de Washington. 11 est admis
maintenant quo le message ADS comprendra toujours los trols coordonnios de l'avion (longitude, latitude,
altitudo-pression) et un facteur de qualit6; qui donnrait une ide de l'erreur possible de l'estima-
tion de position ou de Ia probabilitd d erreur grave. Le sol pourrait riclamer s'f1 en a besoin d'autros
paramitres en envoyant un ordre codi. Citons parmi ces paramitres les 6liments du vecteur vitesse do
I'avion, ou los coordonnies des deux prochains points tournants (wAypoints).

La surveillance indipendants automatique exists diii aujourd'hui dans le plan vertical avec le
report do l'attitude du mode C du radar secondaire.

11 est possible que l'ADS, si elle s'avire efficace, remplace le radar secondaire dans des
ondroits isoles. 11 n'est guire imaginable quo l'ADS remplace tous les radars secondaires. Le suivi des
avions en zones tsrminales exige un renouvellement friquent (toutss les 5 secondes) de l'information de
position et une pricision importanto qui nest pas en rapport avoc ce qui permettrait une collects de
donnees. J'admets cependant quo ce point mdriterait diAtre considiri de plus pris;

9 - LA DEFENSE DES FREWqICES AERONAAITIQUES

L'aironautique dispose de deux bandos de friquenco pour los liaisons aironautiques par satel-
lite, i1 s'agit des bandes 1545 UMz 1 1559 MWz et 1646 MHz 1 1660 MHz. Ces bandes sont rostdes en fri-
che depuis qu'ellos existent (i un client pris ; VLNA, C*SS). Cot itat d'abandon est scandaleux au
moment o4 Ia communauti des tilicosmunications no sait oO trouvor Ia bande nicessaire aux innombrables
vimicules terrestres qui seront. paraft-il un jour, iquipis do liaisons tiliphoniques ou des moyens do
messagerie.I

Les grandes dicisions sur cetts bande soront prises i Gonive en 1987. FANS a repris i son
compte Io plus clair d'un document amiricain qui prouvo quo los deux fois quatorze migahortz de Is bande
L aironautiquo suffiront i peine A deux typos de communication, los communications de Ia circulation
airlese. (ATC) qui mettent en iou Ia sicurit6 de l'aviation, et los; bosomns des opirations des
capapies airiennms (AOC. Airline Operationnal Control) qui sont importantes pour liconouis du trans-
port atien. Ce calcul oxclut un usage qut semblo appel#i s o divelopper, le tiliphomo public mis i Ia
disposition des passagers (PPC, Passenger Public Corrospondanco). Co calcul so base sur de nombreuses
hypothisos difficiles i justifier- par exeuple loefficaciti des vocodeurs do l'avenir (faudra-t-il 64
kilobits par seconds pour passer une voix numerisie, ou 16 kilobits cosue avec ls codage Delta, ou 8
kilobits cosine cola semble possible en 1986 ou momns?), la directiviti des lobes des satellites, 1e tra-
fic airien, etc ... Mais qui pout privoir mioux ?

Depuis FANS-2, i1 y a plus d'un an, los questions 6voluent un peu, pas dans ls sons .ue souhai-
teraiont los aviateurs. D'une part, tous los prestataires de service do communications aironautiquos par
satellites, comptent bien quo 1e tiliphone des passagers passora par los mimes iquipomonts, et donc Ia
mime friquonco quo I'ATC et IJAO. D'autre part, cortains exports aimeraiont bien quo I'on autorise los
vihiculos terrostros i partager los moyens satellitaires do l'aviation. Enfin, l'aviation civilo dicou-
vre avec itonnement en 1986 un client do Ia bande L aionautiquo quo tous los autres spicialistes
connaissaient dopuis longtemps, i1 s'agit du systime soviitique VOLNA quo le socritariat do l'IFRB et
quo los Etats ont laisso se.tendre dans touts cette bando et qui avec sos 8 satellites actifs et sos 13
satellites privus limite los possibilitis futures do l'aviation civile.

Nous espirons personnollement quo dans chaque pays, los rosponsables do l'aviation civile sau-
rons convaincre lour PTT qu'ils no pouvont renoncor A la souls vois ouvorte au progris des commnuni-
cations do I'aviation, cette bande L aironautique.

10 - LA NAVIGATION ET L.E CONCEPT DE ANC

Pour so dibarasser, dans Ia mesure du possible, des questions do radionavigation, et pour
pormttre l'introduction do nouveaux moyons, notainsent do NAVSTAR-GPS, il fitait naturol doessayer
ditendre I tous los ospacos contr~lis ]a notion actuelloment utilisie sur los voles do l'Atlantique
Nord. do M4NPS ( Minimum Navigation Performance Specification). Rappelons qu'une lists des moyens dont
un avion deft obligatoiremont Itre #quip# est en giniral publilo par los itats. En France, 11 faut,
entre autres moyons, avoir un VON A bord pour voler on IFR et Il.emport d'un ONE est obligatoire par
exemple dans les espaces contr8lis do Ia rigion parisienno. Co typo do ri~lementation est un peu dipassd
lorsque los; avions sont iquipis do contralos i inortie do qualiti. Sur 1 Atlantique, iIsl suits do cal-
culs pricis sur Ia probabilit6 do collision entre avions volant sur des voles paralliles, une norms a
60i difinie. Los opirateurs d'aironefs doivent prouver aux autoritis; do l'aviation civil. do beun pays,
qu'ils tiennent cotte norm (erreur do navigation et erreur do pilotage) sils veulent avoir accis i
l'OTS (Organised Track System). Les pays chargis du contrble do l'OTS virifient avec leurs radars quo,
sur la portion d'OTS I portie do radar, les dispersions des trajectoires sont bien conformes I Ia niglo-
mentation M"vs.

11 serait intiressant ditndre cc concept aux autres ospaces airiens, mis il doviont diffi-
cilo do faire des calculs do probabiliti lorsque los voles airiennes so rocoupent do fajon complexe. La
solution Ia plus simple consists A difinin quatre ou cinq niveaux do qualiti do navigation. Pour avoirI
accis I un certain espace sin , les autonitis locales exi eraient uno qualit6 donnie, ce sorait 1emWC (Required Nevigatios Performe Capability ou qualit6 do navigatios requist). Los opirateurs
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d'avions devralent prouver i leurs autoritis qu'ils tiennent ce nlveau avec li6quipement de bord qulils
ont choisi. Ce type de logique permettrait a coux qul ont fait los frals d'un systime prkis et s~r de
dibarquer. enfin, leurs radiocoupas ou leur ricepteur VOR. C'est aussi la porte ouverte i NAVSTAR et
autre systimes i satellites. i condition qu'ils suivent los specifications. Ces spicifications compren-
dront la precision, bien sOr, mais aussi ie rythme minimum de renouvellement de l'informatlon, la ditec-
tion des pannes, le temps maximum pour ditecter une panne, l'obligation de so rifirer A un giolde norma-
lise, etc ...

11 est difficile de savoir comment on pout fixer de fagon universelle l'intigriti d'un systme
de navigation, c'est 1 dire la certitude quo des informations erronies no seront pas utilisies coitus
bonnes. Le concept a 6td lentement muri pour VILS et latterrissage tout temps. Mais le problime so
pose diffiremment pour un systme a satellites multiples. Quelques experts de la FAA et quelques
consultants aux Etats-Unis connaissent un peu mieux la question et is rends hommage A la FAA qui est
actuellement isolie dans sa difense de 1 intigrit6 face aux sectateurs de GPS. Les dibats sur ce suiet
so passont surtout dans le groupe de travail SC 159 do RTCA (Radiotechnical Commission for Aeronautics).
HWas, 1 OACI est aujourd'hui absente de ces dibats; et 11 semble mime que certains wiembres du FANS
souhaitent tenir FANS en dihors de ces questions de navigation. Il me samble anorual do maintenir
lOACI hors de cc dibat. La difinition du concept di RNPC est excellente. Eli. rejoint d'ailleurs des
travaux diji ontrepris dans d'autres organismes commt le comit6 NAYSEP d'EUROCONTROL. Dans divers pays,
dont la France, on volt circuler des projets; de textes exigeant des valeurs diverses de dispersion des
erreurs de navigation et de pilotage (erreur technique de vol). Cepondant, il no somble pas admissible
quo des pays diffirents reagissont diffiremment i des propositions de6quiper un avion di GPS (ou de tout
autro systiine). Dans ce cas, ou bien les Etats recopient ce qu'ont faits par exeimple les Etats-Unis
(cost diii ie cas dans de nommbreux domainos), ou le cas est discut6 dans un forum international, et
lOACI est 11 pour qa. Ces discussions de lOACI cofltent un peu en frais de mission, mais ellis ont
prouvi qu'ellss constituent un filtrage tris officaco des erreurs, des nigligencos, ou des caprices dont
nous sommes tous capables quand nous ridigeons un texts dans lisolement.

Pour rester dans ls domains des riflexions d'un membre du FANS qui no sont pas celles de tout
ls FANS, js voudrais exprimer i la fois mon admiration pour un systime aussi extraordinalre que GPS et
ma mifiance pour ce mime systiine avec la constellation (18 satellites opirationnels plus trois rechanges
sur orbite) insuffisante qui est privue aujourd'hui. Diverses solutions existent pour aniliorer le sys-
time, elles posent des problimes d'organisation, de financement mais pas di problime technique. Citons
la possiblitd d'intigrer dans un mime ricepteur des satellites GPS amiricains et des satellites itran-
gers et surtout la poisibiliti d'ajouter uno fonction WS sur des plateformes en orbite giostationnaire.
11 serait doimmage qus la situation reste bloquie.

11 - PREMIER ESSAI DE DESCRIPTION Dli SYSTEME CMS FUTUR

Ls comiti a ridigfi en uno cinquantaine di lignes uns premiire et prudent. description du
systitme CNS futur. En voidi un concontri :1

-Systimes de navigation I satellites de plus en plus ripandus et fournissant longitude,
latitude mais aussi temps universel et altitude giocentrique,

-atterrissage do pricision par 1NLS (notons le silence prudent sur la survie du ONE associd au
MLS).

-altitude baromitrique, muis applications possibles di laltitude gdocentrique (d~tection
d'erreurs de laltitude barometrique par exemple),

-diveloppement de la surveillance autometique dipendante (reports de position autoimatique de
lavion vers los centres de contrble),

-comunications do doonies air/sol par satellites. avec possibilitis di communications
vocales.

-possibiliti d'utiliser liquipement de bord distini aux liaisons par satellite pour effectuer
des liaisons directes avion-sol dans lii zones terminales.

Cette description laisse de nombreuses questions sans riponses, citons pile mile

- los comunications on W vont peut itre, enfin, disparaltre mais FANS espire-t-il aussi so
dibarasser de la VHW pour quo toutes los commiunications solont concentries dans l'unique
bandi L aironautique ? Dans ce cas la bandi L nest-ells pas trop itroite ?

- Imagine-t-on quo 1e radar socondaire puisse disparaltre un Jour ?

- Existera-t-il un systime embarqu6 d'anti collision commen lA-CAS, bas6 Sur los signaux au
format do radar socondaire?

- Forinera-t-on un jour les NOB, los VOR ?

m- t sutu il Ei ot otdsaateae o OSi on garde le MtS, a-t-on vraiment bosomn di garder le ONE de pr~cision qui en eit un ElE-

On pout aussi so poser des questions sur le r~le quo Joueront les ichanges vocaux dans lavenir

it bien d'autres questions importantes. Le groupe FANS a donc du pain sur la planche.
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12 - VERS FANS-3.

La prochaine riunion FANS aura lieu, on le salt depuls peu, du 4 au 20 novembre prochain (1986).

Entre FANS-2 qul date d'avril 1985 et FANS-3 le groupe s'est donn6 diverses taches dont voidi
la liste:

- poursuite de la r~flexion sur la surveillance d6pendante automatique,

- r~flexions sur les besoins de communication air-sol, vofx et donnies, et sur ce qul peut 6tre
commun i des systiies utills~s simultaniment dans une phase transitoire (par exemple. ACARs-
HF, mode S du radar secondaire, et transmis~.on de donnees par satellite),

- diveloppement du concept de RNPC (probablement par le group. RGCSP de l'OACZ).

- avenir de lanti-collision embarqude, possibiliti d'6tendre sa portie i 40 milles nautiques,

- iiste des insuffisances des rmyens actuels dens chaque rigion de l'OACI,

- probl6me de la circulation a la surface des adroports.

- suivi de livolution de la question des siparations verticales au-dessus du niveau 290,

- localisation des avions accidentis,

- amilioration de la description du systime futur,

- suivi du sort des bandes de fr~quence 1545 i 1559 MHz i 1646,5 & 1660,5 MHz,

- recueil de documentation sur les systimes de satellite applicables au CNS,

- mise au point de 'sc6narios", c'est-i-dire de quelques cas typiques d'espace airien et de la
faqon dont chacun §voluera de la situation actuelle au systeme futur,

- 6tude de la fajon dont devraient Wte gir~s les systines futurs CNS, notatuient par satellites
(agence internationale existante ou i crier, role du priv6,etc ... )

- 6volution des traitements des donnies dans les centres de contr~le et adaptation de ceux-ci
i la surveillance dipendante automatique,

- recuefi de renseignements dconomiques divers et Litudes bconomiques i'entuellement nicessaires.

Ces tiches sont un milange bureaucratique dWaxes de recherches importantes, de ditails, de
tiches possibles et de tiches impossibles. 11 6tait difficile de faire mieux dans le temps d'une riunion.
Parini ces points, certains avancent un peu :la mise au point de PADS est celui qui va le mieux.

L'@tude de scinarios qui dicriraient la situation de l'aviation civile aujourd'hui et dans
vingt-cinq ans va lentement. Les espaces airiens typiques que dicriraient ces scdnarios seraient
l'Atlantique Nord, la circulation en route au-dessus de l'Europe, une zone terminal. typique, la TMA de
Francfort, les espaces airiens de 1'Afrique de I'ASECNA et du Brisil. En novembre on aura peut Wte une
description de li6tat prisent, ce qui nest pas d'un intirit gigantesque. Certains organismes souhaitent
avoir le temps de simuler sur des ordinateurs la circulation airienne du troisiime millinaire. 11 serait
tris intdressant de disposer de tels travaux mais on peut douter qu'ils soient achevds en temps voulu.

Restent deux sujets qui ant avancd un peu et dont nous voudrions parler pour conclure ce sont
ceux hiis A lorganisation d'un service de communications aironautiques par satellites. Au FANS, ce su-
jet est partag6 en deux, l'un traite de la normalisation technique des signaux, lautre de la faqon dont
i1 faudrait girer les organismes de conmunications aioronautiques par satellite. En fait, du technique
au politique, la frontiire est peu visible

13 - LES CONMUNICATIONS PAR SATELLITE

Le systime vers lequel nous dirivons est un systime de communications en bande L qui comlpor-
terait les fonctions suivantes:

a) communications pour le contr6le de la circulation airienne (ATC, Air Traffic Control) codis
et iventuellement voix,

b) communications techniques internes aux compagnies airiennes (ADC, Airline Operationnel
Control), codes et 6ventuellement, voix,

c) communications publiques des passagers (PPC, Passenger Public Correspondance) c'est i dire
le tiliphone public.

La bande disponible est de deux fois 14 migahertz, de 1545 a 1559 MHz pour la voie descendante,
de l'avion au satellite et de 1646 i 1660 M4Hz pour 1a vole montante.

Le march6 semble exister dans les trois domaines, ATC, AOC et PPC.
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Le bosoin ATC exists sur IlAtlantque Nord oO on pourrait certainement faire un meilleur usage
de Vespace airien si Von pourrait mieux surveiller les avions. Ls mime bosoin se diveloppota un jour
sur is Pacifiqus Nord. Notons qus los Etats responsables de 1 Atlantiqus Nord, au couit6 FANS so gardent
bien de prousttre quoi que ce soit aux futurs utilisateurs de comunications satollitaires.

Le bosoin AOC, cris tan demards croissants. L'Europe siquipe graduellement du systbus dichan-
ges de donnies codies en VHF. PCARS quo la SITA met en oeuvre hors des Etats-Unis.

Le bosoin de tiliphoner des passagers exists certainement, auais pas 1 tout prix. 11 exists
s~rement un public prit i payer quelques dollars la minuts (disons de 2 1 5 dollars), 11 est moms sfir
qu'il on exists un pour payer de 15 A 30 dollars la minute, ce qul, d'apr~s certains, serait is coat
d'une communication par satellite. Los compagnies airiennes recoyront une part du chiffrs d'affaire
PPC, co qul no constitusra sOrement pas uns affaire merveilleuse, mais ls fait do fournir ce nouveau
service sera un argument commercial on faveur des compagnies 6quipies.

Face i ce marchi qui somble s'ouvrir, divers prestataires do service so prisontent :ARINC,
coopirativo amiricaine do compagnies afiriennss, qui assure des services do communications aironautiques
fixes et mobiles, ost en train de s'organiser et d cr66 un comit6 pour difinir un matiriel embarqud. La
SITA, autre coopirative fournissant des services analogues, hors des Etats-Unis, a aussit6t proposi tan
service analogue en s'unissant i INMARSAT et i 1 'Agence Spatiale Europdenne. Los services dos postes et
til~omuunications do divers pays so aettont on mouvomont. British Telecoimunications, mest bientbt en
service oxpirimental le tiliphono public sur cortains avions do British Airways en utilisant los satel-
lites d'INMARSAT. Aux Etats-Unis, divers organismes privis do commutnication, Mobilesat, Skylink,
Omninet entre autres, so manifestent.

Tout pout avancor si vito quo FANS et lOACI en soient riduits i entirinor los choix techniques
do cos divers organismes. Un conflit technique pout oxister entre los choix dos prostataires do service
qui so basent sur los signaux faibles des satellites dINMARSAT (qui ont 1e mdrito doexistsr ot l'incon-
viniont diftre tan pou dipassis) et d'autre part ceux qui utilisont des satellites qui noxistont pas
encore. Notons quo dans la vague oO V'on so trouve, toutes los parties intiressios, compagnios airiennes
ot aduinistratives, souhaiteraiont quo 1e service mis en place soit modulaire et pornotts do servir i
la fois des avions dquipis do l'antenne omnidiroctionnelle la plus simple (et qui so contsntsrait do
passer quolques donnios codfies), et los avions 6quipos do roseaux d'antennos i diphasours pointant en
permanence un lobe do 7 a 12 dB do gain sur 1e satellite et capablos do transmission do paroles on
duplex. Pour quo 1e service do communication par satellits soit d'un usage souple, ii ost important,
et tout le monds ladmet, qu'il conviendra d'utilissr pleinement le concept (JSI (Open Systems
Interconnoxion) difini par V'ISO.

Le divoloppoment contina do la technique jouant aussi bien pour los systimes anciens quo los
nouveaux il est possible quo los chosos 6voluent anal, comme 1e MIS qui coatora 2 i 3 fois le prix d'un
ILS iquivalont. Il est possible qu'au contraire, ces tschniques dovionnont indispensables, comms Vest
devenu 1e radar secondaire.

14 - CONCLUSION

L'aviation civile internationale par son organisation traditionnelle, l'OACI et son comitfi FANS
participe i la mise en place d'une nouvelle giniration do moyons do communication , do navigation et do
surveillance. La gestation do cotte nouvelle giniration do moyens et do concepts inidits so fait i la
vitesso la plus grands quo per-met tans organisation intornationale, co qui nest pas tris rapido.

Beaucoup do choses pourraient Wte obtenues dans 10 domains do la navigation avec: los systmes
tols quo GPS et los compliments i GPS ota dans 10 domino dos communications codies entre calculateurs
do bord et calculateurs au sol par satellite. Los divers partis on prisence difendent chacun leurs inti-
rits comme il est naturel. La some des 6golsmes particuliers itant raroment igale S l'intirlt giniral,
il West pas certain quo los systimes qui verront ls jour soront globalement los plus intelligents ni
los plus 6conoaniques. Le comit6 FANS ouj tous les dibats sont permis ontre los Etats et los organisations
pourrait fitre le lieu oO dos conceptions unifiios soraiont difinios. Et j'espire blen quo ce sera 1e
cas.

Cependant, cortains jouent pour quo los choix so fassent aileurs.
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0FANS --*A U.S. PERSPECTIVE

S. B. Poritzky
(U.S. Member, ICAO FANS Committee)

Director, System Studies and Cooperative Programs
Inn Federal Aviation Administration
O Washington, D C 20591 (U.S.A.) I

SUMMARY: This paper traces thrA~,!elopm en t of a worldwide effort to establish
aviaton requirements f or CNS4systens for the future, with special emphasis onsatellite technologies. Beginning with the air traffic services modernization
efforts underway in several countries, the paper reports on the evolution of
the ICAO Future Air Navigation Systems (FANS) Committee, the U.S. Radio Tech-

| nical Commission for Aeronautic*-ERT* effort to support the development of a
U.S. view and the realities which must be faced in considering the definition
of new systems and new approaches. The paper describes the activities of FANS
to date, the approach being taken to achieve a worldwide minimum satellite
communications system standard, and efforts to achieve agreement on automatic
dependent surveillance.

At its first meeting, the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Future Air
Navigation Systems (FANS) Committee agreed that one of its objectives is "to identify
needs and subsequently to consider the satisfaction of those needs by: I) systemati-
cally identigying world aviation needs for the next 25 years; ii) considering
potentially Applicable technologies which may cost effectively satisfy the identified
needs; and iii) laying the groundwork for any required international standardization
by appropriate bodies of ICAO and other organizations."

The order is not an accident, but a recognition of how easy and tempting it is to get
fascinated with a new technology mousetrap and then find an application for it. It
should be the other way around; a need or a requirement should be expressed first,
then new solutions must be thoroughly tested against other, perhaps less costly,
alternatives. Even more important is agreement on what a requirement really is.
Said straight out, a requirement for a new system or a new capability is a need we
have identified, for whose solutions we are willing to pay--no more and no less.
This point is all-important because our industry has changed in the last few years.
Until not so long ago, any new technologies that promised benefit were eagerly
embraced by the industry and by Government. As the industry has matured, it has
become more money-conscious and more skeptical. In today's market, a new technology
must have clear and obvious benefit--and soon--if it is to be viewed seriously,
especially if the investment required is either unknown or prospectively high.

What is the atmosphere in which the U.S. is looking at new technologies and FANS?
The National Airspace System (NAS) Plan and similar modernizations in other countries
will provide major improvements. At the end of our U.S. modernization, it is
reasonable to assume that:

o The air traffic control process, through the Advanced Automation System, will be
far more flexible, and more automatic, than it is today, and will be far along
to permitting automatic creation and transmission of conflict-free clearances.

o Information available on weather and winds will be improved dramatically.

o Information flow will be enhanced through use of digital data link
communications.

" Dynamic knowledge of system capacity and airport capacity will have become good
enough to permit a great deal more strategic planning than exists in the system
today, and the system will be more capable of rapid, dynamic adaptation as the
situation changes.

o Cockpit systems will simplify and optimize the interaction of pilots with auto-
matic systems and digital communications devices.

Well, then, what is left to do? As seen from the U.S. perspective, many people in
the Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics (RTCA) Special Committee ISS (SC-ISS),
"User Requirements for Future Communications, Navigation, and Surveillance Systems,
Including Space Technology Applications," believe that among the challenges remaining
at the end of the NAS Plan will be:

1. lack of sufficient airport and heliport facilities in major city areas,

2. lack of surveillance information in much of the airspace over oceans and
unpopulated areas,

3. lack of instrument approach capability to many paved and lighted airports, and,perhaps most Important,

4. lack of low-altitude communication, navigation, and surveillance (CNS) coverage
in most areas of the world.

i- m m m m m m m
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A growing view is that the most effective way to reduce or eliminate such CNS
deficiencies is through the use of satellites as one important ingredient in
improving information flow. It may well be that easy and convenient information
flow, satellite and otherwise, is the key not only to the evolution of CNS, but also
to the provision of improved ATC and weather service.

In thinking about new technologies to aviation, world realities must be faced
squarely. The major modernization programs are concentrated in a relatively small
area of the world. Yet new capabilities, which might be nice to have in areas where
sophisticated air traffiT-ontrol services already exist, nay be essential in parts
of the world where few services now exist. And the need for standardization demands
that at least subsets of the same basic systems serve all.

The second meeting of the ICAO PANS Committee was exceptionally candid in discussing
this problem. They said:

"The fact that services are less than adequate in many parts of the world
results not only from lack of financing, but in many instances also from a lack
of trained technical personnel and engineering, maintenance, and operations
disciplines in those parts of the world."

"There appears to be little likelihood that the present air navigation situs, .4
will improve within the near future unless new approaches are adopted."

FANS-2 said, "it seems inevitable that the full Implementation of the present
ICAO Regional Air Navigation Plans is unlikely to be accomplished," and that
FANS "must now extend consideration to the application of alternative technolo-
gies, functional concepts, and associated institutional arrangements."

The gauntlet is down. The needs of the future can be met by the introduction of
better data and information flow, more automation in high-density operations, and
improvement in the basic CNS services, but can we agree to make it happen?

RTCA Special Committee 155, in its examination of needs, concluded in its interim
report that there is a need in the future for C,NIS services to be available any-
where in the world from the surface to 70,000 feet plus. The only viable way that
has emerged to date to deal with that requirement, if it is real, is by the use of
satellite services.

But why haven't there been energetic applications of satellite services for aircraft
before now? The reason is that it has up to now been too expensive, and the need
has "ot been sufficiently pressing.

It is not that anyone seriously doubts the technical capability of satellite services
to do iw't they promise. That has been proved again and again.

After the demise of AEROSAT, FAA became a partner in an international committee to
undertake an international requirements study. The findings of that body (the
Aviation Review Committee, under the chairmanship of Roy Cox from the United Kingdom
Civil Aviation Authority), were interesting. Among their conclusions:

o The greatest savings in efficiency improvements in the areas studied would result
from reduction of vertical separation above Flight Level 290.

o Lesser savings would flow from an improved navigation performance standard
combined with improved data link communications (either HP or satellite service),
with automatic dependent surveillance capability.

o Implementation of improved navigation performance standards and an airborne
separation assurance device would be valuable.

Their findings were surprising to many because they did not tout satellites as the
end-all and be-all, but they were realistic--especially one which said that in order
for oceanic air traffic control satellite services to be viable financially, aviation
would need to share satellites, possibly even space-based transponders, with other
users who might pay a large share of the satellite capita! costs.

While the Aviation Review Committee could not produce a ringing endorsement of
satellite services, they were uneasy with their finding. It appeared to them
"unthinkable that civil aviation should enter the next century without satellite
systems at least providing cost-effective aeronautical mobile communications."

FAA believed then and believes now that satellites will have a future role to play
in communications and probably in surveillance and navigation.

An FAA study shows aviation may require all of the spectrum currently allocated to
Aeronautical Mobile Satellite (R) services, and erhaps more. This work was subse-
quently supported by RTCA SC-155, and tested by PANS and CON/OPS. It was agreed
that the satellite spectrum long protected for civil aviation would be required by
civil aviation.
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In order to justify its coaclusiea, ICAO FAIS-Z pfstulat0d prospective satellite

applications as part of the future s stom. it d t tntivy ad nervously,
but, as you have board, a first-blust tentative system concept was hammered out at
FANS-Z. Its basic elements are as fellows:

o Satellite navigation will prove to be a highly reliable, high-integrity. and
high-accuracy system. Three-dimnsional informatien will be available, along
with a standard system time service.

" The accuracy and integrity of the system is likely to be such that it can serve
all navigation functions with nearly instantaneous failure wormings is oceanic,
em route, and terminal operations. ILS will be used for precision approach and
landing operations; it is, however, possible that the satellito system my
eventually be able to provide information adequate to support Category 1-type
approaches. Services will be provided and separation standards will be
implemented based on navigatio performance requirements suited to the
applications. Other suitable navigattoa systems say be available and used.

o Barometric altimetry will remain an important element in the system, but the
geocentric altitude available from the satellite navigation system could serve
as a crosscbeck on vertical position.

o A satellite navigation system will be of sufficient integrity to serve as a
source for automatic dependent surveillance. in which navigation position
information is transmitted to the ground either directly or via satellite relay,
to serve as a surveillance system for all airspace, with appropriate built-in
redundancy and failure protection.

o The committee considered, however, that automatic dependent surveillance may not
be fully satisfactory for all circumstances. Therefore, in addition a
cooperative independent surveillance service, based on satellites, is likely to
be needed. There are several ways to achieve this capability. In some
cooperative independent surveillance concepts the navigation satellite
geocentric altitude will serve as an integrity crosschock on the aircraft
barometric altimetry system.

o A satellite communicatbons relay will be used extensively to provide automatic
dependent surveillance position information, along with additional information,
as required and available, such as aircraft identification, state and
intentions, meteorological information, etc., and information conceraiag ATC
services. The communications services (voice and data) between aircraft and the
ground system will utilize satellite relay in over-ocean and remote land areas,
at altitudes below line-of-sight in both low-density and high-density airspace,
and for other purposes.

0 In some airspace, such as terminal areas, the bulk of communications nay be such
that a direct ground-to-aircraft and aircraft-to-ground communications system
may be preferable to a satellite-based communications system. In order to
permit use of common avionics, spectrum in the 1 54S-I 5S9 MHz and
I 646.5-1 660 MHz bands is needed for such a terrestrial-based communications
system.

o Aircraft operators will continue to require spectrum for operational control
communications.

It is the job of FANS now to flesh out this concept, to change it, to test it, and
to see what can be dome to practically evolve towards it. It is a job not in the
first instance for ICAO, but for the States and organizations involved in it, and
for the aviation communities in our countries. In the U.S., that means the major
groupings of aviation interests, as well as organizations like RTCA and others.

I want to say a few words about the Global Positioning System (GPS). Satellite
navigation is a significant rt of the tentative concept developed by PANS-2. Work
on satellite navigation hs ben underway a long time in several places. In a way.
GPS is a special case because, unlike other satellite services which are still vying
for sponsorship, GPS is happening. It represents a major investment by the U.S..
available to the world, to achieve a dramatically improved global navigation
capability.

In the FAA assessment to which I referred, we asserted that because of the major
benefits it offers, satellite navigation will eventually replace mast ground-based
navigation systems for en route operations and for nomprecision approaches. We
assumed that the full accuracy capability of GPS will become available to civil
users, and that the remaining issues of coverage, reliability, and integrity will be
resolved--by one of several available means.

A part of FAA's program is to support the utilization of GPS in the National Airspace
System. We hope to investigate CPS system technolegy alternatives and emerging
technologies with civil aviation potential and, importantly, to study the intogre-
tion of satellite technologies with ground-based services.
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ICAO and ITCA both are looking at the need for services and the technology possi-
bilities out to ZS years or Nore fro* now. but wiy bother? Isn't it siml y a blue
sky exercise. who laisses faire will get us there as well? We have Met been good
at predicting the future, particularly inventions not yet invented. Ve are not good
at predicting our business for 10 years ahead, such less IS or 30.

So why met let a few people with their heads In the clouds (so pun intended) think
about the future, and get on with our near-term business, especially in an industry
which isn't sure where nest year's dollar is coming from? Lot ne suaest some
reasons why the work is important, begianing with what I consider to be important
truths:

I. Technelogies are marching forward rapidly, nt only in the computer and data
processi mg world, but also in satell ito end terrestrial communications tech-
nology. There is truth to the fear expressed at FANS that if we do not move
rapidly to determine our needs, the now technology Will pass us by and we will
take the leaviags from what the industry wants to offer.

2. Satellite system implementation is meving so rapiJly in a number of coatries
that if aviation cannot state its requirements and develop technical standards.
we will be condemned to a variety of complex, unworkable, nonstandard systems.

3. Integrated COS systems, talked about for IS years or more, will be difficult to
achieve, for a variety of reasons: (1) the problems perceived in the three
areas (C,0,.4S) have never nshed in time, (2) we have seldo had the courage to
change more then one technology at a time, and (1) the benefits of integrated
systems have never been clear to the aviation community.

4. The transition to now technologies will not happem, either sInly or in an inte-
grated way unless the benefit is clear. One such benefit which must be offered
is the possibility of simplification of the avionics suite, particularly in
genoral and business aviation. The new tecknology offers a chance of getting
there.

S. New teckologies have traditionally taken from 12 to 18 years. and sometimes
longer, to move from conception to Implementation, in spite of sometimes
Herculean efforts to speed up the process.

6. Itelardless of their neatness or their technical sophistication, implementation
to now technologies simply will not happen unless the transition and implementa-
tie path is clear.

7. The level of implementation of systems around the world is and will remain widely
divergent. The needs of 15-20 percent of the world's geographic area are wildly
different from those of the other 60-5S percent. The true test of now CNS tech-
nology is that it met be implemetable in a time- and capability-phased fashion,
and in a way in which Country A can move forward without Country A moving at the
sane time. The concept we need is one which can be embraced at different levels
by both the highly developed and less-developed States, with a clear tndication
that benefit will accrue.

There are a kundred reasons why FANS may not make progress, and even more reasons
why even the best-designed system concept may fail for political, institutional, or
economic reasons, or because States will not choose.to ag ree. Yet the opportunity
exists to make progress in the near tere and gain a far etter system in the long
term.

There are some things we need to do now, certain practical actions to put ourselves
into psition to utilize the new capabilities when the need is clear. There are
some bare doors we need to close before the horses run away. Some of them are the
near-tern activities: reduction of vertical separation standards above Flight
Level 290; harmonistion of traffic information to controllers on aircraft positton
and intent; movement toward bemoficial use of airborne collision avoidaace systems;
the introduction of the SSM lode S data link; and Improvements is emergency aircraft
location.

but, I want to emphasize improvements in data and voice communications capability
and automatic dependent surveillance.. Data link applications are being developed
at VMF, at Hr, and for satellites. The Pode S data kink is coming closer to appli-
cation in air traffic control and data link use is growing rapidly in the airlines.
Satellite data and voice communication sclemes abound. Work is underway in a number
of countries and by a whole best of proposers in the United States.

Unless there is rapid movement by the aviation industry to establish requirements
and commnications standards to the degree they are meoded, we face the possibility
of a variety of satellite communication schemes becoming available for sale to
aviation users--with no real standardiaation. it is essential ria, to estab-
lish the necessary commnunication systems standardization, to accondiIe airline
operational needs and automatic dependent surveillance, but, of course, to
further--to build a foundation for the functions beyond which will need to 
accommodated. Both satellite and nonsetollite methods of communications by data and
voice will need to be considered.
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Since ADS, first over eceams and probably later in domestic areas, represents sear-
term ATC system payoff from mew tocheolegy, we nd to reach alreemeat e approaches
and technical standards for it. Whether we choose to implomoct sooner or later,
such preliminary agreements can help define systems which are valuable both as
safety improvemets and money makers.

We mood to deveop am airborne system architecture to achieve the most effective and
safest conaunications protocols and automatic dependent surveillance messages in
aircraft. ge must move toward less dependence on particular transmission media to
perform the functions we need.

We need to correlate ia rovements in comamications, navigation, and surveillance
with improvements i. ATC services (i.e., separation standards, tactical operations,
etc.), to establish clearly the benefit of implomeoting sow CAS technologies.

The FANS Working Group of the Whole met is Montreal on November 4-8, l1S, and made
soe important progress. Even though it was only a Working Group and not a formal
FANS meeting, it was attended by most of the active members of PANS except that.
unfortunately, the members from the U.S.S.R., Tansania, and Iraq were unable to be
present.

Several views were pervasive throughout that meeting:

o Civil aviation oust take early and persuasive action to stake its claim to
satellite spectrum and to show clearly that it intends to use it.

o The first practical application of ATC satellite services is likely to be
over-ocean automatic dependent surveillance and related direct pilot-controller
data link communications, and action is needed to bring automatic dependent
surveillance into being because of increasing traffic and a continuing
significant number of large deviations from track in oceanic operations.

o Since automatic dependent surveillance must have a commonly agreed-to signal
format compatible with terrestrial and aircraft systems in order to have a
chance worldwide, it is likely to be the service which lays the basis for
international satellite signal standards, protocols, and formats.

The Workmng Group considered all of its work program, but I want to report on only a
couple of items. In the discussion of automatic dependent surveillance, the orking
Group took several important steps. A definition lor automatic dependent surveil-
lance was agreed upon, as well as certain fundamental views:

1. There is operational benefit and anticipated cost/benefit in the application of
an effective high-integrity automatic dependent surveillance service.

2. Effective application of automatic dependent surveillance requires complementary
direct two-way pilot-controller communications.

3. The technical capability of satellite communications to support automatic
dependent surveillance and other ATC related aeronautical air/ground
communications exists and has been demonstrated in several test programs.

4. Advantage should be taken of the present navigation systems to implement

automatic dependent surveillance.

S. The need will exist for various position reporting intervals.

In addition, the Working Group agreed on a series of tasks which need to be performed
to achieve operational automatic dependent surveillance service.

Perhaps the most important effort started was the task of minimum !ir/ round
co y st dardl tion. Starting with the proirse thatautomatic
39 aE t isnvietlsce i aed tioo way toward the commmications standardization,
but that functions beyond automatic dependent surveillance must be catered for in
the standard, the group agreed that this item represents I high priority.

The task is to assure:

I. imteroperability sufficient to permit aircraft to use various satellite systems
which might be available in various regions.

2. interoperability with related terrestrial aeronautical systems.

3. Achievemot of the simplest commos standard avionics.

It was agreed that work needed to be done by working parties prior to PANS-3 "to
consider the technical aspects of commmicatioms standardizatiom and to avail the

roup of export advice on satellite and other techniques which impact 
on the need

or standardization and delineation of system architecture."
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As baseline material for this moting, the tentative future CXI concept and the
digital date flow ad spectrum needs agreed by FAWS-Z were used, as well as the
automatic dependent surveillance concept developed in the Working Group meting.

The Working Group of the Whole discussed a series of CKIS system studies and experi-
meNtal programs, with contributions free igland, the European Space Agency, Japan,
and the United States. The group rocgmtibed the Importance of coordinating satellite
experiments and demonstrations to assure comm" purpose and to avoid future
differences of view which could come to plague PUSS.

The Working Group agreed on definitions and a series of traffic scenarios against
which future system concepts might be evaluated. Six scenarios were selected for
consideration--a complex en route airspace structure, a remote continental airspace,
an oceanic airspace structure, a high-density and a low-density terminal area, and
special scenarios, such as the Gulf of Mexico, polar regions, and others. The FANs
Member from the Federal Republic of Germany chairs this effort.

The first of two subworking group meetings was held March 17-21, 1986. to move FANS
work forward, primarily on satellite communications systems standardization (FANS
Work Program Item b) and Automatic Dependent Surveillance (Item a).

The group agreed that rapid progress would need to be mde on both communications
system standardixation and Automatic Dependent Surveillance. Confirming conclusions
of the November 198S neting, the groups working on these tasks again agreed that
events were moving so rapidly in the satellite world that early decisions and
recommendations on aviation's needs are needed if aviation is to have an impact on
satellite developments.

Further, eany states and international organizations feel that Automatic Dependent
Surveillance is of potentially great value for both safety and efficiency, and that
decisions with respect to it need to be made at the earliest possible time.

Two other considerations were noted by the group--the stated intention of at least
one major international carrier to implement operational control communications via
satellite data link in the very near tern, and general recognition that such early
implementation, while entirely welcome, would have a major impact on international
standardization. As noted by the U.K. Member:

"There are no natural stages at which everyone re-equips so successive genera-
tions of equipment must co-exist with each other. It is, therefore, essential
that the initial systems and the standards on which they are based, must have
the capability to grow to meet the ultimate requirements."

The view expressed by the U.S. Member was that a system concept can be developed
which meets all foreseen requirements without disadvantaging any one user element,
and that the need for ICAO now is to develop a system concept which can evolve from
relatively simple applications to the more complex applications; a concept in which
all elements of aviation can eventually participate--from general aviation to air
carrier and military, in areas from the lowest density remote areas to oceanic use,
to high density domestic en route and terminal airspace. It is in the interest of
international aviation to move as rapidly as possible toward achievement of this
kind of concept. This means that the initiatives by air carriers to move out should
be applauded and supported, but that every effort should be made to provide such
services in the context of a broad and universal system concept. This view was
widely shared by working group.

During its week of work, the participants were able to make important progress in
two areas:

0 Mininum Communications System Standardization.

I. It was agreed that the ISO Open Systems Interconection model system be used
for the design of future digital communication systems to be standardized
by the International civil aviation community.

Z. It is essential that an early initial satellite communications system
framework that will accommodate all user classes and all anticipated user
services be developed. This framework should provide for international ADS
service, potentially as the first ATS application of satellites, but it was
recognized that some international airlines plan to use satellite data
conunication for operational control purposes in the near term.

3. The international system must provide for data and voice communications.

4. This system is to operate in the L-Band Aeronautical Mobile R satellite
spectrum segments (IS44-1SS9 MlHx and 164S.S and 1660.6 Mlx). The bands
will be used for grouad-to-aircraft and aircraft-to-grond, respectively
(for satellite-based and terrestrial communication systems, as envisaged in
the tentative FANS-i Future System Concept).
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S. There oust be avionics intoroperabili asoag candidate satellite systems
and related terrestrial systems on a g1obal &$is.

6. The potential future capability of providing cooperative independent
surveillance eMn and ubere such functional capability is needed should be
a part of the system structure (that is, a functional capability like that
envisioned for ROSS should be available within the system concept as part
of the integrated system).

7. The system envisions the use of digital modulation for transmission of
voice communications. Where both capabilities exist, voice and data
communications must be available simultaneously, and full duplex capability
for voice and data must be a part of the system.

The Working Group agreed on a series of objectives which must be met by the system
design and, after examination of a variety of system elements, agreed on a series of
ten which require international system standardization.

o Automatic Dependent Surveillance (ADS).

The Working Group reiterated and strengthened a number of basic agreements
reached at the November 198S meeting. Among them:

I. There is operational benefit and anticpated cost/benefit in the application
of an effective high integrity ADS, tncluding ancillary direct pilot/
controller communications.

2. rhe technical capability of satellite communications to support ADS and
other ATC related aeronautical air-ground communications exists and has
been demonstrated.

3. ADS can be successfully and usefully implemented with existing navigation
systems, although future availability of navigation capability providing
better performance will be helpful.

4. ADS service must be designed to a global standard and must serve all classes
of aviation users in a variety of environments.

S. The Working Group refined its definition of Automatic Dependent
Surveillance.

b. The group recognized the operational potential to support system efficiency
improvements through an increased level of tactical control and to support
reductions of separation minima. The group, again, agreed on significant
separation reduction as an objective to be supported by Automatic Dependent
Surveillanc-.

7. It agreed on a series of application and functional objectives for Automatic
Dependent Surveillance. It agreed on a series of system characteristics of
Automatic Dependent Surveillance and identified further work -o be done.

e. The group agreed on a table of minimum and extended Automatic Dependent
Surveillance system message elements, their content, and the range of
communications services required to accomplish them.

9. The group identified a series of criteria for reliability, redundancy and
continuity, service, and identified further effort to establish the
necessary figures.

The work will continue in a Jdne 1986 meeting in Paris, preparatory to FANS-3 in
November.

I said earlier that ICAO FANS, at its first meeting, agreed on the need for world
aviation to move rapidly to establish its requirements and to lay the basis of
system standardization for aviation. If the energies of'the satellite industry are
to be harnessed on our behalf, if aircraft avionics suites are to be kept simple and
efficient, if basic worldwide system improvements are to be achieved, and if future
internatiowal controversy over systems is to be avoided, the opportunity is now.

N I
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Mhe 41p ?Affo Service 4ste fo,. *000 ad beond &alt have to cope with the onstantly ine7oaeing
traffic demand and cause the uminimu oontraint Ps- the oets of opeiratig the a r.raft.

It Mhall take wholly into acounet the methods by which the aira'ft are onduated, mid, in particara, the
ablity to a2dUwre accutely to a piwdefine4 profile.

Since 1000 a Wuorkcing party of tihe UUROORML Agency 0 in ahav'g of tme development of a future system
copwept and tihe formtatioK of,a sopeepn .7eeearoh prYOMr.in.

Me present cominication ,evio u the object ive, tme d iffeumttie, the main prieiptes and the oharao-
tr'istioe aoociat d to the devetopent and implementation of the future ATS concept.

It points at the necessity for coe eooutation between aircraft iunn~aeturere, avionics manufaturers,
aircraft operators and the authorities responsible for 4ir 1raffie Mwnageownt.

1. INTMODUCTION

The role of Air Traffic Control is to ensure the smooth, safe and econootcally-optimi flow of air traf-
ftic. uriag the last 20 or 30 years the facilities needed for air traffic control have gradually evolved
into a complen system whoee main components are secondary surveillance radar, radar communications, navi-
gation systems and data processing. In fact, the air traffic control system has been able to adapt itself
to the advance* that have taken place in aircraft design without any significant dialogue having developed
between aircraft designers and ATC planners.

Today, with the eception of the Node C altitude read-out on the secondary radar, the ATC ground system
establishes both the forecast and the instantaneous situation in airspace from data which is completely
separate from that used for the conduct of flights.

The utilisation of flight plan date processing and radar data processing as well as the automted
assistroce in the forecasting and managemnt of traffic flows is, with various degrees of refinement,
fairly wide-spread. Also, an lacreaslng namber of aircraft are being fitted with flight management
systems (FMU). Nevertheless, the moet advanced ground systems are still working on the basis of a descrip-
tion of aircraft performance which corresponds only loosely with reality. This directly affects some of
the basic features of air traffic control, such as the determining of standard separation minim and the
procedures employed to mitato such minima both en route and in terminal areas.

Air carriers sxrt oe the ATC authorities a legitimate pressure to obtain an air traffic control service
which is suited to the traffic demand (constantly increasing) and causes the minimum constraint vie-I-vis
the profitability of the investmento in aircraft.

It this commectiom, it is clear that the only way to satisfy air carriers will be through the implemen-
tatioo of concepts- which taks wholly Into account the methods by which flights are conducted and, in par-
ticular, the possibility for the aircraft to follow accurately a specific profile in the four dimnoons.

2. kin

To be couvinced of the gulf between the current system and the one the users wish to see, it is necesary
oly to look at the different phases of preparing for snd performing a flight as they ought to be.

('i ?rneeted romPepwl
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2.1. Flight plan

Whom prepartiag his flight plan. the pilot-in-comand should be able to choose without any restriction the
route, the flight profle and the precise time of departure. NIT data and Aeronautical Information should
be available to him by automatic seems. am should also be able to obtain before departure a clearance for
the whole of-the route and profile to be flow.

2.2. Take-off and climb

Regina start-up, taxying, line-up and take-off should follow one another without any break. Unrestricted
climb to the optimam- cruise level should be the geeral rule.

2.3. gs route phase

This should take place as planned. with no change to the flight levels and headings, and keeping the ATC-
related tasks of the pilot. such as changing frequency, ITF communications, operation of key-pad(s), to a
mimnium.

2.4. Descent and taxi

The descent should follow the optimsm profile until the moment of touch-dow and the distance to the ramp
parking position should be as short as poesible.

As can be seen. the difference between the above and the way flights are currently conducted is Large.

3. THE DIFFICULTIKS

3.1. In attempting to visualise the future ATC system. various factors have to be taken into account.
Among these are the following:

- A number of aspects of ATC depend upon existing or future international agreements, e.g. ARINC stan-
dards. ICAO, dates for the protection of systems, airspace organisation. The slowness of the process
involved in such agreements can be a factor delaying the introduction of technologies which are in fact
available in the short or medium term;

- Factors connected with the role of the human being within the system and the suitability of certain
techniques or methods. e.g. speech recognition, 3-dimensional presentation, the use of expert systems;

- The fact that the system can progress only by mans of an evolutionary process and also the great dif-
ficulty involved in synchronising the evolutionary phases In the ground ATC system with those of ATC-
related aircraft system;

- The constraints resulting from airspace organisatLon, especially the cohabitation by both civil and
military, and airport capacity.

3.2. The above tends to show the ned to define aim which are ambitiouns rather then modest - in order
not to be influenced too such by events - and which can be a guide to the action to be taken in connection
with the subjects mentioned above, i.e. with regard to

- international authorities

- the main lines of research, development and experimentation

- implementation.

3.3. If the most likely assumptioes as to the characteristics of the navigation, surveillance and com-
munication systems in use in the year 2000 are submitted to analysis, It is easier to identify the areas
in which the problems Involved lie, namely, accurate navigation, accurate position-finding, automatic air/
ground and ground/ground communications, and close coupling between the aircraft and ground control.

4. KNAIGATIONW. FACILITIU

The work of the ICAO future Air Navigation System (FANS) Special Committee has been mede widely know.
The Committee introduced the concept of Required Navigation performance Capability (IMPC) and postulated
that the use of satellites for navigatioa would prove to be highly reliable, of high integrity and highly
accurate.

...............
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The number of navigation systems that could be adopted, viz. Navatar/GPS, Glonass, Grenas, Navsat,
Geostar, and no doubt others still to be developed, together with the nature of the questions which still
remain to be decided is probably and indication that it will be some time before the situation becomes
clear.

In any event, the current systm, based essentially on the use of VOR/DE, will evolve towards an area
navigation system (RNAV) using dual DMes and/or satellites. This will directly affect airspace organisa-
tion.

5. THE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

Improvements in the surveillance system will occur in the following areas:

- Accuracy in determining aircraft position and horizontal and vertical speeds;

- Reliability of the data providing identification;

- The possibility of detecting gross navigational errors.

The introduction of Node S secondary radar could make it possible to achieve the above aims.

Moreover, the FANS Special Committee is studying an "Automatic Dependent Surveillance" (ADS) concept
whereby an aircraft periodically, or upon request from ATC, transmits avionicsystems-derived data to the
ground system for air traffic control purposes. This method would make use of communications satellites
and its application would initially be restricted to those areas not covered by radar.

It may also be noted that work on the preliminary specifications for the air/ground and ground/air
exchange of data via the Node S data link are currently in hand. Various trials of aeronautical com-
munications via satellite have already taken place or are envisaged, the Prosat system for example. The
use of a data link is an integral part of the Automatic Dependent Surveil-lance system. It is not
however, expected that the ADS system will replace an independent co-operative system of the Mode S type
in areas of high-density traffic.

The idea of an independent co-operative surveillance system is also mentioned by the FANS Special Commit-
tee. This would provide undeniable advantages in the matter of coverage, accuracy and maintenance as com-
pared with a network of ground radars.

In all cases, the availability of facilities for the acquisition of accurate identification data and posi-
tion data is assured.

6. COIOWNICATIONS

6.1. Air/ground data commnications

Whether by means of Mode S or satellite data links, the possibility of having automatic air/ground and
ground/air data transmission can at last be seen. The need for ATC to have further data from aircraft in
addition to altitude and identification have been expressed for decades. The limitations on the accuracy
of flight path prediction will be reduced to a significant extent.

It should also be possible for the aircraft to have access to a number of data bases, such as those
relating to MET and AIS, which are stored in ground systems, and for certain ATC instructions to be
transmitted to the aircraft form ground stations.

The installation of air/ground and ground/air data links is one of those areas in which the need to her-

monise aircraft equipment programme and ground equipment programme is of prime Importance.

6.2. Verbal air/around co mnications

In an environment in which a large pert of the routine comunications takes place via automatic links,
verbal comnication will still remain essential in order to resolve special problems.

6.3. Ground/sround commnications

Automatic centre-to-centre links will probably increase to a considerable extent. The ATC system relies
more and more on the interrogation of distributed data bases which are shared between several functional
bodies, along with the associated problems of updating and of maintaining consistency. A special problem
occurs in the setting-up of a future Node S network with inter-site operation. I

I
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7. DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS

The expected increase in the volume of traffic will bring about a corresponding increase in the capacity
of the ATC system. But it is especially by increasing the part played by automated systems in the
decision-making process that this increased capacity will become possible. It is obvious that, as in any
other fields, data processing is going to occupy a predominant place. The foreseeable developments in
computer technology and in input/output facilities (e.g. displays, dialogue, etc.) are such as to leave a
wide field open to the imagination.

A number of major subjects of preoccupation must however, be borne in mind; subjects such as:

- the need to have reliable systems which will be "fault-tolerant';

- the man/machine relationship;

- compatibility between systems.

8. THE EUROCONTROL AGENCY

Since 1980. the EUROCONTROL Agency has been working on the development of a future system concept for air
traffic services and the formulation of a corresponding research programme. The time-scale of this con-
cept extends from the late 1990. to the decade 2020/2030. Quite clearly the present document is largely
inspired by the thinking of the working group which is developing the concept and whose considerations go
beyond those of the EUROCONTROL area properly speaking. This group has emphasised a certain number of
principles for the development and implementation of the future system together with the essential ATC
functions. In the paragraphs that follow, stress will be placed on the aspects which associate aircraft
and ATC closely.

9. PRINCIPLES

A list of these principles will be found in Annex 1. Five of them deserve special attention and are

referred to below.

9.1. The responsibilities of controller and pilot in the context of automation

Progress in automation and in computer-provided assistance are essential for the future system. It will
be necessary to find the correct balance as regards the tasks involved and the role played by the human
beings concerned. This applies to traffic monitoring and, more particular, the mechanism involved in
decision-taking.

9.2. Air traffic management functions

The basic functions of the ATS system will be performed by the ground organisation. However, the idea of a
partial transfer of responsibility in the long term to the airborne side is not excluded.

9.3. Responsibility for navigation

With the exception of radar vectoring, responsibility for the navigation rests with the pilot.

9.4. Exploitation of the capabilities of airborne equipment

Full account must be taken of the need to exploit the capabilities of advanced airborne equipment so as to
provide optimum flight economy compatible with overall system efficiency.

9.5. Airspace organisation

The future system should be based on an area control concepL instead of a fixed route network concept.
This is so as to allow the maximum of flexibility and operating economy.

10. GUIDE-LINES

The concept for the year 2000 depends therefore on the following features:

- The availability of a navigation system which is accurate in space and time and of reliable Flight
anagement and Guidance systems (VM1G);

- ATC is able to obtain accurate data on the instantaneous and forecast positions of aircraft, together
with what this Implies in the matter of data processing system capacity with respect to real time and
to short, medium and long-term forecasting;
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- The availability of an air/ground and ground/air data communication system which enables a close
coupling between the aircraft and ATC to be achieved;

- Airspace organisation is based on an area navigation concept.

The accuracy of the navigation system and the efficiency of the flight management systems should enable
the pilot to propose to ATC the direct and optimum routes and flight profiles that he is certain he can
follow very closely.

In return, the ability of ATC to evaluate the general situation also with great accuracy should allow a
dialogue to be established prior to the 'route and flight profile being chosen. The overall aim is to
increase ATC system capacity, while at the same time complying with the overriding needs of safety and
economy. The means for doing this consist in increasing the automated systems in decision-making by the
controller. This of course supposes that the automated functions form a consistent whole, that
appropriate alogirthms for performing them can be worked out and that acceptable solutions can be found as
regards the man/ machine relationship. It will also be necessary to resolve the problems connected with
transitions tc increasing levels of automation together with their implications for reliability.

11. MAIN FUNCTIONS

The main improvements in the ATS system are expected to take place in the following areas:

- Harmonisation of strategic and tactical functions;

- ATC productivity;

- The management of arriving flights.

11.1. Harmonisation of strategic and tactical functions

Efficient air traffic control depends, firstly, on the ability to forecast traffic situations and, when
necessary, to use planning measures to modify these situations and, secondly, on the ability to decide on
tactical measures that are the most appropriate to the forecast situations.

During the period of application of the future ATS system concept, artificial intelligence techniques
should make it possible to reproduce planned traffic situations which can be rationalised in accordance
with the specific conditions involved, e.g. selfteaching, heuristic methods, etc.

11.2. Controller productivity

It is possible to discern two important aspects connected with an improvement in controller productivity.
These are:

- the identification of genuine potential conflict situations;

- the installing of conflict-alert systems.

Three timescales are envisaged: medium-term conflicts (15 to 20 minutes); short-term conflicts (of the
'safety net' type: 2 minutes); immediate conflicts (30 seconds, i.e. of the ACAS type and its
derivatives).

The alerting function of the first two of the above is carried out by the ground system.

11.3. Improvement in the management of arriving flights

This involves combining the utilisation of the maximum landing capacity and the utilisation of optimum
flight path profiles, and is an area in which experimental and research work has been in progress for
several years, e.g. COMPAS, Zone of Convergence. Given the capabilities of flight management and guidance
system, ground-based prediction systems and prospect of automatic data links, various practical courses
of action can be foreseen.

The following, however, 6,ae to be borne in mind:

- ATC will always be faced with a mixed environment where the capabilities of airborne equipment are
concerned;

- It will therefore be necessary to design, evaluate and validate algorithms and procedures which are
adaptable to a wide range of geographical and traffic configurations.

11.4. FLIGHT-PATH PREDICTION

Significant improvements in the areas dealt with above are dependent on the availability of a high-quality
flight-path prediction system. This implies that aircraft are able to follow accurately a predetermined
flight path.
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In addition, the full benefit of the area navigation concept can oaly be obtained insofar as the ATC
system is provided with tried and proved techniques. The nature, renewal rate, accuracy and.also the
source of the data required by the ground system for flight-path prediction differ according to the
conflictalert timescale and also according to the phase of the flight concerned, e.g. en route, terminal
area.

It is possible to identify a certain number of lines of research which are additional to those mentioned
above, namely:

- The possibility of the acquisition of updated MET data by airborne equipment and ground equipment;

- Improved knowledge of the vector state of the aircraft;

- The ability of the aircraft during the period under consideration to keep to the predetermined flight
path in the four dimensions;

- The coupling of the flight control systems and flight path prediction systems in the aircraft and on
the ground.

12. ADVANED .TC TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM

12.1. Any system based on the strict adherence to planned flight paths requires high-quality data con-
cerning the flight together with a good knowledge of the pilot's intentions and consequently close co-
operation between the aircraft and the ground systems. Moreover, the various components of the air traffic
control system are increasingly inter-dependant.

As a result, an evaluation which is concerned specifically with a particular component of the system, e.g.
FMGS, Mode S, must of necessity include an evaluation at the system level. There is therefore an evident
need for simulation facilities which are representative of the ATS system as a whole. These simulation
facilities should use the most advanced technology available (these are not necessarily the same that
actual conditions will dictate at the start of the implementation of the concept). In this sense, such
facilities would be simulation systems as well as demonstration systems.

12.2. The above foreshadows the future system the ground organisation of which could be envisaged as
follows:

- Transmitted via the air/ground data link: proposals regarding the future flight path derived from the
Flight Management System and position data derived from the navigation system;

- Obtained from the independant surveillance system: position data for the whole of the traffic;

- Flight plans.

S stemaoututto the aircra ft ,(via the air/grodnd data link(:

- Proposals concerning, or modifications to, flight paths;

- Instructions for vectoring and avoidance.

The architectureof theground system descrlibed in Figure 1 could be seen as havina five sub-systemw as

follows:

- Calculation of the four-dimensional flight paths and the "negotiation" of the route and flight profile
with the pilot;

- The strategic function;

- The ATC tactical function;

- The monitoring of the actual situation to check compliance with the forecast situation;

- The working positions with their display and input/output facilities.

12.3. The advanced ATC technology demonstration system would therefore include:

- the realistic representation of the behaviour of aircraft which would be presumed to have the most
advanced equipment;

- a global position-finding system supplemented by an air/ground data link;

44
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- the representation of the most advanced functions of the ground system;

- supervisory and executive control positions which include the most advanced types of man/machine coa-
munications facilities.

13. CONCLUSION

A considerable amount of work still remains to be done in order t3 refine the ATS system concept for the
year 2000 and beyond. It is nevertheless possible to discern the broad lines of future developments:

- Accurate navigation;

- Close coupling between each aircraft and ATC;

- Accurate position-finding;

- Automated counsunications.

Studies, tests and trials in all the above fields are increasing. However, to avoid the risk of failure
they will need to be accompanied by frequent consultation between the aircraft manufacturers, equipment
manufacturers, aircraft operators and the authorities responsible for air traffic control.
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ANNEX 1.

PRINCIPLES

The following is a list of the principles by which the development and operation of the future ATS system
should be guided%

1. Adherence to ICAO rules.

2. Continuity of safe operations.

3. Provision of adequate redundancy in navigation, surveillance and communications.

4. Responsibilities of controller and pilot in the context of automation.

5. The ATS system to serve the whole of the airspace and the totality of the traffic.

6. Utilleation of Minimum Performance Specifications.

7. Cost-effectiveness analysis and operational/technical Judgement for policy decisions.

8. The air traffic management functions of the system should be essentially ground-based.

9. Capacity for coping with demands.

10. ATIM capability and relationship with ATC.

11. Avoidance for airspace segregation.

12. Responsibility for navigation.

13. Priority rules.

14. Functional harmaonisation of services.

15. Compatibility in data exchanges.

16. Maximum exploitation of advanced airborne equipment capabilities.

17. ATS airspace organisation based on an area control concept.
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V. VACHIERY

ORGANISATION SIIROPEENNE POUR LA SECURITE DR LA NAVIGATION hZ3IENNE
EUROCONTROL

Rue do Ia Loi, 72, 1-1040 Bruxelles

RES MS

Le eystinv deervicesa do Za circulation airienne doe anniaa 2000 dovra pouvoii. fairs. face a Vage1a
tion constants du tr'afic at prseantar un minimm do contriai nte au nivaau doe ooft. dazploitation dos
aironafe.

It davra prondra totalanunt an conpta Le rdthwdo do conduit. do vol at, en particulier, la poesibitti
de auivna, do fagon pricisa, zot profit do vol ditermirO.

erapis 1980, zag Groups do travail do 1 Aganca EUROCONTROL act chargi do La misa au point do concept futur
at do La formuldation do pro gramume de racherche correapondant.

L 'atpoa4 qui sut passa an revue too objectife, Zea obstac les, Zea pri nci pa. ecantials at Zee caracti-
rictiquac assoija & La mica an oauvre at & t 'exploitation do aystims ATS futur.

It fait reccortir La n4ceacitj d'una concartation intensa antra Zee avionnaura, Zee iquipsmentiors, Zee
exptoitanta do trans port airian at Les reeponcabtac des sarvicas do gaction do trafic airian.

1. INRODUCTION

Assurer l1icoulement du trafic avec souplesa., aficuritl ct dana lea conditions 6conofiquee optiualea cons-
titue Ia mission dui Contr8le dui Trafic Ahirien. Lesanoe n6ceaaairoa A l'ozlcution dui Contr~l. dui Trafic
Afirien su coiira des derniaree dlcenniea out 6volul progresaivement en in ayatbue complexe dont lea compo-
santa principaux aont le radar de suirveillance, lee co mounicationa, lea syatamos de navigation et Ie trai-
tement infornatique. Co myatinc a pii a'adapter A l'ivolution de 1'avion sans qii'une concortation Stroite
s'Stablisse entre lea conceptoura d'aviona at cciii do l'ATC.

Juaqu'al~ra, 1. "SOL" 9tablft la situation "AIR", privue et atantanie, A partir de donn~ea totalement
indfipendantea de cellos qui mont itilisloa pour la conduito du vol, exception faite de l'altitude Mode C
dui radar aecondaire.

Le traitemont informatique dea donniea plan de vol et radar, ainai qiie l'siatance automatisfie A la
privision at Ia Bastion des coiirsnts de trafic aont dfisorucas largement rlpandus avec dea dogria de raffi-
nement divers. On voit, par ailleura, s'accroltre ie nombro d'aviona modernea &quipla do systames do gs-
tion do vol (FNS). NMansoine, lea ayatamea "SOL" lea plus avancfia travaillent toiijoira a1 partir d'iinc
description dc performances -aviona" qiii ne correspondent A Ia rfieliti qiie de fagon approilimative. Coci a
des consliquences directea our un certain noubre d'aspecta fondamentaux, tela quie la dfiteruination des nor-
see d'eapacikmont, ot lea procdires utilisgca pour en assuirer le aintion, an route, comma dane lea zones
terminale..

Lea tranaporteurs airions oxercent aur lea autoritlas rosponsables dui Contr~l., una presion lIgitimo pour
obtenir in service adapt& A l'augiaentation constants dui traf ic et prisentant un minimum de contrainte A la
rentabilleation des Inveatissements consentis au plan de l'avion.

1l cet clair quzill no pourra louar Itre donnd satisfaction dana Ilavenir qua par Ia mime an oeuvre do
concepts qui pronnent totaloment on compte lea mlithodes do conduite dui vol et, en particulier, la poasibi-
lit& donnie A l'alronef do respecter, do fagon pricie at dane lea quatre dimensions, in prof 11 d~terming.

2. UIS O9JECTIFS

S'il *at besoin de a. convaincre do Is distance quL *&pare 1e systa actual do ccliii quo. disirent lea
ueagers, 11 auff it do passer briavemeont on revue lea phaaea de pr~paration ot d'exlcution d'un Vol tell..
qu'allo devreient do dirouler.
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2.1. Plan do vol

Au esais do Isa prlparation du Plan do Val. I. Comndant do bord devreit avoir 1s libre chats do Is route.
du profil do vol et do i'beure prcide. do dipart. 11 devralt disposer autometiqsemnt dos damages
Nltlorologlquesatc do I' Information Afiroaautique. 11 devraii obteair avast Is dlpari Ia -clearance' pour
I& totalitl do L& route at du profLi requis.

2.2. Dfcolapo at moatfi.

Lee optrationa do also en route des motedrs, roulago, alignement et dlcollage devraient oenchaltner cans
discontisuitl. La montle mans restrictione au ntveau do croisire optimal devrait lIre I& rigle
glnlrale.

2.3. Phas en route-

Elie devrait pouvoir sezlcuter come prfivu. cans altlrations do niveaux at do cap*. et en maintenant au
minimum lee interventions du pilots lilt. au contr~le du trafic (changofente do frlqusace, communicationa,
manipulations do clavier, etc.).

2.4. Descents et rouLage

La descent* dovrait oaeffectuar salon 1. profLil optimal juaqu'au toucher des rouse at la distance pour re-

joindro le parking, lire sai courts quo possible.

Come on pout 1. conatater, l6cart set grand par rapport I Ia rdialit4.

3. LIS OBSTACLES

3.1. Lorsqu'oa essais d'imaginer Is sysilme futur. on as trouve confront# 41 pLuseure aspects, parmi
leequols

- lot aspects qul sont tributairs daccords intorvenus ou A intervenir done I. domain, international
(norms ARINC. OACI, date* do protection des systilmee, organiaation do lespace alrien, etc.). La
lenteur du processus pout Itro facteur do ralentisemont done I'introduction do technologies pourtant
dieponibles I court ou moyen terse

- lee aspects qul ressortont du r~lo do l'boame dans it sysAime et de P'adiquation de certain.. techni-
ques ou mlthodologiee (reconnaissance de Ia parole, prlsentation 3 D, utilisation do syames
experts, etc.);

- Io fait quo I. systboat no peut progresser quo do par Avolution at Ilnorme difficult# quil y a A syn-
chroniser lo* phases d'6volution au sol et I bord;

- lea contraintes rgsultant de l'organiaation do lespace (cohabitation civile/militaire) at do I& cape-
citt des alroporta.

3.2. Codi tendrait A montror Is nficessit& de difinir des objectifs plut~t ambitieux; que modestes - afin
de no pas so Waiseor porter par lee 6vinoments - at qui servant de guide aux actions relative* aux sujeta
mentionnls plus haut, coest-a-dire our Is plan

- des insances Lnternationalos,

- des axes do recherche, dliveloppement at oxpirimentations,

- de Ia also on oouvre.

3.3. L'analyse des hypothises lea plus probables quant aux caractlrietiques des syst~aes de navigation.
de surveillance ot de communications I I1horizon 2000 permet de sleux cerner lea probiames

- Navigation prlcise

- Localisation prlcise

- Communications automatiqus air/sol et sol/sol

- Couplags Atroit entre lavion at 1. sol.

4. LBS MOTENS DE NAVIGATION

11 a St& largesent f ait Icho aux travaux du conit& spicial do VOACd - Future Air Navigation Systems
(FANS). Ce conit& a introduit Ia notion du concept 3.NPC (Required Navigation Performance Capability). 11
a postull que La navigation par riflrence satellite osvgrora hautement fiable, do haute intlgrit& at do
haute prlsion.



La lisLt* dos *ystbas comdata bntaals (NASTMR/GFS * GLON*SS. GRN". NAVS*1 * GAOSTAR at d atre so
douto A yasir). SIaMi 40a Is nature do. que~stions qtai reosst Ouvt** ILGismt Pv4.agr 46,1 ii anr tan
certain teamp aeet quo 10 situation Be dicasto.

gn tout ftat do caue. Is @yt= actual. eaeaetielmst baS soar lmatilisatioa du VORJGW , evaluae vars
san oystw do navigation do surface (daoable (NE et/ou, satollita). Ceci aura tn Impact direct our Vorga-
nistie do Vespace &&Visa.

S. SYTSUE Da SURYB!LLANCS

L'awlioratioe du syste de surveILiace so safestera dase lea domaine. auivaatc

- Fr~clsioa, do IS wactare do position at "as vitesa.. borizontalos et vorticales.

- FiabilitS des dons*@ d'identiticotion.

- Possibilit& do "dteeter Les errout. grossibres do navigastion.

La as an oeuvr* du radar sacondaire/Modo S potrralt permeitro dattendro coo objactits.

Par ailleurs, Is comit& PASS Studio usn concept do 'Surveillance Automatiqus D~pemdanto' (ADS), dana loqual
Valronef tranamest A lusago du contr~le "os donne* du systbma aviosiqua Sait pdriodiquement Soit ouar do-
mande du sot. Caci ferait appel Ik des satellites do commnications at son application sorait intialomant
limitS. A des zones non couvertes par radar.

On pout Agalement noter qua lIa liaison do donnios du, Mode S fait actuatiemat l'objet do sp~cificationd
prilimninaires pouar &change air/aol. sal/air. Des assois do commnications adronautiquss par Satellite ont
d6JA ou lieu ota *ont onvisaSGs (par example, PROSAT). L'utilisation d'une liaison do domains eat Partia
intlgrante du systbam ADS. On a osttend toutefois paa A co qua tan ADS romplace un system coopratif
indgpondant (du typo Mode S) dana lea zones A haute denai.

La notion d'un systems cooplratif indlpondont do surveillance eat Sgalomnt Gvoqudo par Is Comitl FANS.
11 pr~sonterait. par rapport I un raseau do radars au sal., des avantagos indiniablos (couvortura. prgci-
sion, maintenance).

Dana tous la cao, 1. diaponibitit6 do moyons d'acquisition do donnloa d'identification at do position
prlcises Oct &sour&*.

6. COMMUNICATIONS

6.1. Comunications do doonnes Air/sol

Quil *'&giss da liaisons do dornnes Mode S oea satallites. on vait onfin so matlrialiser 1& possibilitf
do disposer d'une transmission automatique do donnies Air/Sol at Sol/Air. I* bosomn do disposer au, aol,
an plus do laltitude at do lidentification, d'informations connues A bard a it& expriffi depuis des dl-
cennios. Los tiaites I& prficicion do to prfidiction de trajoctoires a. trouveront repoucsas do fagon si-
Snificativ*.

11 devrait figalement 9tro possible d'avoir accla, depuis 10 bard, 11 des bases do donndas au Sot (Mtla,
510) at do transusttre vars to bard certain*@ Instructions ATC depuis to sol.

La aiso an oeuvyre do liaisons do donnlos air/sot-sot conatitue tan do c dominos oO lIa nicessitA d'harwo-
nicer la progaomas d'Squipment au Sal at i bard rewlt une Importance primordial.

6.2. Comnications verbal... air/sal:

Dan@ tan onvironuoment oa un* grands partie des communications do routine sant achewinlos our les liaisons
automatiquas. it raster. inpgratif do pouvoir utiliser tea communication@ werbales pour Ia risotution de
probles porticuliors.

6.3. Commnications sot/sot

Las liaisons automatiques contre I contra deraient so dlvotoppor do fagon considirabla. La systae ATC
repose do plus eu plus star Ilterrogotion do bases do doonnes diatribules at partagSos entre plusiours
ontitis fonctionnellos, avoc lea problems *smocils do mise I jour et do maintien do Ia coharence. Un

proble paticulier rlside dons lIa cr~ation d'un futur rlseaa Node S (fonctionnemant intersits).

7. ISLS SYSTENIS INPOINATIQUESI

L'6volution attendue du volume do trafic va nlceseiter tan accroicaement correspondent do to capacit& du
syate ATC. Cosat surtout en atagmantant Isa r8le do l'assistance auto~ati*Ge dan" 1s processus de pris



do dkileioe qsin col etrs possible. LI set clair quo, comme dams bon smre de domain@&. Vinforuatqus
wa occupor use place prdpemiftaate. Leo d&veloppomets prvisiblea do Is tochalogio dad ordistours at
doe maye.. dcmsttd*oortio (vismaliaation, dialogu". *cc.) laiscoet an vast* chm Ilbre &I'liusination.

11 fandra wdemma asrdr AI leaprit Lo aujete do prdoceupation majourm. tole quo

- Is .Icoot do disposer do systio fishie. at "toldrasts A Is tauts',

- lea rapports bomchime.

- Is campatibilit6 des symtoas entre eux.

a. L'AGUCI KUkOCOKTRL

Dupuais 1960, I'4oenc* RUIOCONTROL travailie I I&a lse au point d'un concept du futur syotlue des services
do Ia circulation &&rie"n (ATS) et I Ia formulation dun programse do recherche correspondent. La pdrio-
do d'application s'&tond do Ia fin du sicLd. aux ann~e. 2020. La prisento comunication eat 6videmment
largeont iaprd. do Is rlflexioo du groups do travail qui Ilabore Is concept at dont lee coniddrations
dipassent Ia rdgion BUROCONTUOL proproment dice. Ce groups a mLs on relief un certain sombre do principoc
pour Is diveloppoment at Is mine an oeuvre du systbas futur. ainsi quo I** tonct ions ATC asontiolles.
Does cc qul suit. Vacceat soa mls our Lesa spects qul asoocient Stroitement l'avion at 1. contr8lo du
trot ic.

9. LIES PKINCIPZS

On trouvera, an annoxe, Is liate do ceo princip... Cinq d'entr'sus wlritont uno attention particulibre.

9.1. aapjoazabilit& du contr~lour et du pilots en milieu automatial

Des progrla done I'automatistion at done l'assistanco par ordinateur sant indispensablos pour le aystluo
futur. IL faudra trouvor 1. just* fiquilibre par rapport aux tichos at au r8Io do 1Idldment huain. Codi
concerne Lea tlkhca do surveillance du trafic at, plus part icul ibroment, lea ffifcaniams do pries do dlci-
aliong.

9.2. Fonctions do geation du trafic

Kloes devraiont, pour Vessontial, Itre ozlcutics par llorganisation au mol. On noxciut pan. toutefois,
I lang torme, Ia notion d'un transfert partiel do responsabilitG vero le "bard".

9.3. Respoaabiliti pour Ia navigation:

La rosponaabilit& do Ia navigation incoube au pilots, exception faite en cam de guidage radar.

9.4. Exploitation des possibilitla do ISuipoment do bord:

11 dovrait Itro ploinamant tenu compte do Is ndcesait6 dexplaiter lea possibilitis des Siquipefenta de
bard modorno. atm d'asaurer des conditions optimale. d1conomie du vol compatibles avec leafficacitE
global* du *yetime.

9.5. Organisation do Veapace adrien

La systame futur dovrait Itre boa our un concept do contrOle do tono par opposition A un concept de rA-
seat, do routes fixde, ceci done le but do permettre un maximume do souplesse ot d16conowie doa opira-
tions.

10. RESUIE DES ORIEN4TATIONS

La concept ]k l'horison 2000 repose donc our lea Slluents suivants

- On dispomo d'un systie do navigation pricim. dona lespace et dana 1s tomps, at. do ayatimoa do ga-
tion et do conduits do vol performante (FKGS).

- La aol eat en ensure diGlaborer des donelce prdcises mur lea positions inatantandom at prdvuem des as-
ronot a. avoc cc qua cola iupliquo &a plan do Is capacit& do traitefont des sytlama intornatiquea (temps
rial, prdvisiona A court, moyon at long term).

- On dispoe d'un syotlee do communications do dondAo air/sol-mol/eir qui poruet I& rdalimation dun
couplage fttoit entre lasvion at Is contr~l.

- L'organleation do Ileepace airion cot baale out un concept do navigation do surface.



La prkcision dv sytm do navigationat 01i'aticacit# do@ syst~me do gOtiOU do Vol doVraLeot porsttre
au pilot@ do proposer A VATC des tajectoiro direct** at optimal*a qu'11 *at, per atilouro, certain do
.eaivre do to6.. stricto.

go rotour, le possibilit~s do VATC d'Gwalsier I& situation BWCdrio daiina: avec use Stands prkisilos
dovralost pormaltro I'Ltabliaeemst du dialogue prahi au cheis do Is trojoctoiro. L'objoctit global
oet d'aus"Sior Is espacit& du systw do costrelo tout on rospoctant Ia$a impratifo do olciarits at d'Gco-
mostle. Lee nyone conoisteat A accroltre 1aesistoace omt~.etiaA Isi pries do dacisioeo du coatgaiour.
Col suappose bion outomdu quo Los tosettom autoesti~ooa constituenlt uso *snemle cobdront, qua.o pulses
concovoir let algoritlmss appiopriao pour lout oslcution at quO des solutioes acceptables soiat trouwss
ca pigs dos relations home/machine. 11 tuda ftalommat resoudro Lee proILme do troaition a doe at-
voeaux croissants d'autoastiaation avoc lour* iopletios. our le "aects "tiabLIiit.

11. ONCTIOuiS PAINIPALKS

Losanlioratow priscipale. ona syst" ATS soet attoodue. dams leoain"amo suivont.

- harmooolgoo doe foactiona stratliquss at tactique.,

- productivitf du cofltr~bo,

- gostion des Vol& a Varriv.

11.1. Harsonisaton des tonctiona atratftiquos at tactiquo

L'officscill du contrOl. ddpend, d'uno part, do l1aptitude A prdvoir les situations do tbafic. & air our
cas situations par des assures de planification at. d'autre part, do Is possibilit6 do d~cidor do assures
tactiquaa qul cadrent, autant quo possible, avoc Is situation privue.
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ABSTRACT

Du. to various reasons the interest in the p;actical use of CPS has con-
siderably increased during the last two years."\The test phaseihas demon-
strated its outstanding performance. With the differential method the rel-
ative accuracies achieve values that open its use even for the precision
approach of a/c landing. The development of new techniques 4alowi-ls0-4he
3-dimensional attitude measurement and angular rate deterninaiton. Diverse
civilian groups will use GPS in the future; in particular motor car drivers,
geodesists, civil engineers etc. This review paper describes the present
state of development and discusses the various practical applications.

KEYWORDS: Global Positioning System, CPS, NAVSTAR, navigation receivers,
positioning, tracking, attitude and velocity measurement, angular rate deter-
mination, differential method, radio navigation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The NAVSTAR GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM GPS (NAVSTAR - NAligation aystem with
lime &nd ]anging) is under development by the U.S. Government. It is managed
by the U.S. Air Force Space Division, but will be used by many other organi-
zations as well. GPS will revolutionize navigation. This technique will open
many new fields of practical application in the military area as well as in
the civilian domain. This becomes quite obvious considering its capability to
provide for an unlimited number of users worldwide continuous navigation in-
formation, independent of weather conditions, three dimensionally, in one
unified coordinate system and with a precision much better than any other
system can offer.

For civil users the system will be available in Standard Positioning Service
(SPS). Most probably this service will be of an accuracy of 40 m CEP (CIRCU-
LAR ERROR PROBABILITY) which is equivalent to 100 m, 95% level of confidence
(2d RMS). The final decision of the DOD regarding an intentional degradation
of the performance of the SPS, which uses the C/A-ranging code (Coarse and
Acquisition Code) is not yet known, or has not even been made. The Precise
Positioning Service (PPS) with the P-code (Precision Code) for military users
will offer 15 m SEP (SPHERI CAL ERROR PROBABILITY), 0.1 m/s rms velocity
accuracy and 0.1 ps timing accuracy. No other navigational aid has comparable
performances, as can be seen from table 1.

If it is sufficient to determine a position relative to a neighbouring one,
the performances improve considerably. Even with SPS it is possible in the
"Differential Mode" to achieve accuracies which are sufficient for aircraft
instrument landing. Approximately 2 m ram error horizontally and about 0.5 m
vertically can be expected. Furthermore, it is possible to use GPS-signals
for precise three dimensional attitude and angular velocity measurements as
well. Thus, the system can deliver the three dimensional components of the
position, velocity, attitude, angular rate and time. This means, it is the
most universal navigational system with superior performance compared with
other existing systems. It is obvious why the DOD policy considers CPS its
future radio navigation system and intends to terminate the operation of its
other radio navigation systems as soon as CPS is fAlly operational /1/.

As regards the time schedule the deployment of the operational satellites
should have started already, according to the original dates given in table
2. A delay due to the launcher problems can be foreseen. However the final
operational capability might well be achieved by the end of this decade
because the launch of the 18 operational satellites and the three active
spares could be done relatively fast considering that sets of 3 satellites
are orbiting in the same plane and could be launched as triplets. With seven
launches the complete space segment would be available. Presently, we can
consider the system to be still in the test and evaluation phase, as far as
the segment configuration is concerned: Seven satellites can be used for
navigation. They are orbiting in 2 planes of 63 degrees inclination. This
present orbit configuration is shown in fig. 1. For Brussels the visibility
during the months of June/July is demonstrated in fig. 2. In fig. 3 the
ground tracks of the 7 satellites are drawn and the contour line of the
visibility for a receiver in Belgium is indicated.

I
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2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The three main elements of the GPS are

the satellite segment (termed NAVSTAR),
the ground control segment, and
the user segment.

The NAVSTAR satellites are equipped with atomic clocks and L-band trans-
mitters for two carrier frequencies, Li - 1.57542 GHZ (-154 x 10.23 MHz) and
L2 - 1.22760 GHz (-120 x 10.23 MHz). The Llsignal is QPSK-modulated with

the pseudorandom noise sequence (PN-sequence) for the C/A-code with a
chiprate of 1.023 MHz and 1 msec period,

- the P-code with a chiprate of 10.23 MHz and a period of 267 days, but a
restart every week, and
the data stream for the information about the ephemeris, the time correc-
tion and the satellite's state.

The L2-signal carries the information of the P-code and the data stream. The
C/A code is used for the acquisition phase and for the civilian applications.
The L2-carrier signal and its P-code are mainly necessary for the determina-
tion of the total electron content of the ionosphere, in order to calculate
the propagation delay of the upper atmosphere.

All PN-sequences are unique and almost orthogonal to each other. In this
manner the signals of the set of satellites can be discriminated from each
other, although they are transmitted with the same center-frequencies (Code
multiplexing). The PN-coding can be used for measuring the time delay between
transmission of the signal from the satellite and its reception at the user's
receiver by means of correlation techniques. The precision is a function of
the SNR and of the integration time. It is normally in the order of 1/10th to
1/1000th of a chip length, which is roughly 1 psec for the C/A-code and 0.1
psec for the P-code. The corresponding measurements expressed in wavelengths
of the P-code ( - 29.31 i), and of the C/A-code ( - 293.1 m) are in the meter
and submeter ranges and well below (for the static cases of geodetic applic-
ations). The operational control segment consists of a master control
station, three ground stations and two monitor stations. It monitors the
satellites by means of telemetry and telecommand, determines the precise
ephemeris and clock errors and updates the corresponding data dissemination
message of the NAVSTARs. The user segment comprises the large community of
military and civil users. Various receivers have been developed and more
different types will be in the future, to meet the needs of the "customers".
Officially 4 types of receivers have been developed for the military app-
lication during phase II, namely

- MANPACK version for 0 - 6 M/s 2 acceleration, with one channel,
- LOW DYNAMICS version for 6-25 m/s 2 and one channel,
- MEDIUM DYNAMICS version for 25-50 m/s 2 with two channels, and
- HIGHLY DYNAMIC version for more than 50 m/s2 and 4 channels.

The number of channels indicates how many satellites the receiver can operate
simultaneously. If the number of channels is less than 4, then the signal
reception for a 3-dimensional tracking requires time-sequential operation,
which causes at least 4 x 30 sec for one position determination. This
disadvantage is compensated by the low cost of the one-channel receiver over
a four channel version. As a compromise various time - multiplexing receivers
have been developed or are under development. They are both fast and cost
effective. Table 3 lists some examples of existing types of receivers. They
are suitable for position and - in most cases - also for velocity deter-
mination. None of them is used yet for the attitude measurement. They are
partly designed for the static or near static operation, in particular those
for use in the geodetic community. Such receivers apply small bandwidths and
can achieve accuracies in the dm level and well below by long term inte-
gration. Various other types of receivers will appear on the market in the
near future.

2.1 POSITION DETERKMINATION

The final orbit configuration of 18 NAVSTARs is shown in fig. 4. There are 6
distinct 12 hour orbits (20.160 km altitude) with inclinations of 55 degrees
to the equator and 60 degrees separation to each other. Each orbit contains a
set of 3 satellites, equally spaced 120 degrees from each other. At the equa-
tor, the satellite of one plane is 40 degrees apart from the neighbouring
satellite of the adjacent plans; fig. 5. Because of its "12 hourorbit", the
satellite passes over the same points of the earth every 23 hr 55 min 56.6
sec. The difference to the 24 hours is due to the difference between the
solar and the siderial day, which is one day per year, as is well known.
Thus, a satellite appears every day at a given point of the earth 4 min. 3.4
sec earlier than the previous one.
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This regular configuration of the 18 satellites guarantees that at least 4
satellites are *visible" at any point in the world at any time. Each CPS
satellite continously transmits ranging signals. They consist of ranging
codes of "pseudorandom noise sequence" (PN-sequence) type and of data provi-
ding satellite ephemeris and clock bias information.

The basic ranging concept is shown in fig.6. We assume, that 4 satellites are
in view of the user. Each satellite transmits its own characteristic PN-codes
(C/A and P). The satellite clocks are synchronized to the same GPS-time. They
transmit the ranging information at the same instant, according to their own
atomic clocks. The transmitted PN-sequence of each satellite is known as a
function of time a priori. It is, therefore, possible for the receiver to
identify the various signals and their delays. This is done by correlation
methods and time comparison. The time of arrival of the beginning of the
PN-code is measured by correlation techniques.

Of course very precise clocks are necessary for this "one-way"ranging method.
An uncertainty of i microsec would already reflect in a 300 m range un-
certainty! The satellite clocks are stable enough, as they are cesium clocks,
which will be monitored from grcund. Any bias in a satellite clock will be
indicated in the disseminated data stream mentioned above. On ground, the re-
quested accuracy of the receiver clock cannot be maintained without some
additional support. It is for this reason, that ranging to 3 satellites is
not sufficient; 4 satellites are used for 3-dimensional positioning and esti-
mation of the user's clock bias. The four unknowns can be solved for in the
set of 4 equations:

R, - (x- x1 )
2 

+ (y- yl)
2 

+ (z -z)
2  

+ T-c

R2- (x - x2 )
2 

+ (y - y2 )
2 

+ (z - z2 )
2 

+ T.c

R 3 _ (x- x 3 )
2 

+ (y -y 3 )
2 

+ (Z - z 3 )
2  

+ T'c

R, _ (x - x )2 + (y - y,)
2  

+ (z - z4)
2  

+ T.c

where x, y, z and T are the unknowns of the user position and clock bias. The
x,yz 1 values are the position coordinates of the i-th satellite at the
transmission time. The R, values are the so-called pseudo-ranges. As
"measurement values" they contain the actual range value and the range equi-
valent time offset. This set of nonlinear equations can be linearized under
the assumption that some coarsely estimated values x , yn , z , T ( n -
"nominal values") exist a priori. The difference between the actual and the
nominal value is the corrective value

x - X n + Ax,

y - y. + Ay,
z - z n + Az,

T - T + AT.

This leads to the following equations:

R n+AR i - J (x +Ax-xi)2+(y.+Ay-yi) 2
+(zn+&z-z)

2 
+ (Tn+AT)-c

If we ignore the second order terms then we can write

(x, x1 )Ax (y. - y,)Ay (z - zi)4z
+ + AT*c - AR,

R 1  T -c R, T *c Rt - T. c

These coefficients are the cosines of the angle between the LOS (line of
sight) to the i-th satellite and the J-th coordinate and are symbolized by
0. The corresponding matrix is

al 11 12 *13 1

- * 1 @22 a23 1

031 033 3 1

a,, 1 42 04 1 J
Then we can write in vector form

A-x - r x - A-1"r
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and the corresponding vectors are

x - (Ax Ay Az C-AT)T

r - (AR1  AR2 AR3  AR,)'

The relationship between the pseudo- range measurement errors, corresponding
errors in the user position, and the user clock bias are given by covariance
matrices:

If

r - A-x + n , n - measurement noise

with covariance E (n.T) - Or2

then

E (r.rT ) - A-' E (n.n ) A- T - ar2 (AT -A) "'

The diagonal elements of ( AT.A )-1 are weighting factors of position and
time error. They describe the influence of the geometry to the actual geome-
tric error:

- GEOMETRIC DILUTION OF PRECISION

GDOP J 2 2 + a 2 + t

GOOP * 1 Or - 1 SIGMA TOTAL ERROR

POSITION DILUTION OF PRECISION

POP-J 2 2 + 2PO- xx + 7 2. s

PDOP * 1 Or - 1 SIGMA ERROR IN THE 3 SPACE COORDINATES

HORIZONTAL DILUTION OF PRECISION

HDOP - axx2 + ayy2

HDOP * 1 or - 1 SIGMA ERROR IN THE 2 HORIZONTAL COORDINATES

- VERTICAL DILUTION OF PRECISION

VDOP - -

VDOP * I 0 - I SIGMA ERROR IN THE VERTICAL COORDINATE

- TIME DILUTION OF PRECISION

TDOP -

TDOP * 1 r - 1 SIGMA ERROR IN THE RANGE EQUIVALENT CLOCK BIAS.

We can interprete these factors of dilution with the satellite geometry. In
/3/ it is shown, that the volume V of a tetrahedron (fig. 7) is reciprocal of
the value of PDOP.

2.2 DILUTION OF PRECISION AND POSSIBLE SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS

The instantaneous configuration of the GPS-satellites relative to the
position of the user is of considerable influence to the actual accuracy of
the point fix. This is well known from the navigation tasks of terrestrial
radio navigation systems, where the angle of intersection of the two lines of
position plays a similar role; fig. 8. In the case of a three-dimensional
position determination with the additional time parameter, one can dis-
criminate various measurements of "dilution of precision", as shown in
chapter 2.l.These values are represented by the corresponding traces of the
covariance matrices.
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Fig. 9 shows the ODOP and PDOP for the final GP-.satellite configuration for
various latitudes. It becomes apparent that there are critical dilutions in
particular at about a latitude of 50*. In this area even during periods of
good navigation the error is about 4 to 12 tines larger than in other region$
of good navigation. 72 areas of bad performance exist on earth at various
times, four of them are very serious and repeat at the same location twice a
day, lasting about 30 minutes.

Various methods can be applied to overcome this problem, which stems from the
fact that instead of the originally planned 24 satellite GPS -configuration
only an 18 satellite system will be realized.

- One can use a very precise clock at the receiver: Low cost compact rubidium
standards are now on the market which can avoid a considerable amount of
the degradation caused by clock instability.

- It is also possible to integrate CPS with other navigational aids.
For example one can apply the GPS-navigation to the horizontal coordinates
and make use of other navigational tools for the vertical component.
One could complement the GPS configuration with a few geosynchronous satel-
lites, which could also be of benefit for telecommunication.

2.3 IMPROVEMENT BY DIFFERENTIAL TECHNIQUES

The GPS-error budget for absolute positioning is given in table 4 for both
cases; SPS with the C/A code and PPS with the P-code for actual positioning
and ionospheric correction with the two carrier frequencies Ll and L2.

The budget shows, that in particular, three error sources are dominant: The
errors of the ephemerides, of the clock and - in the SPS case - the iono-
sphere. In addition, it is important to acknowledge that dilution errors will
occur as a fuhction of the position of the user and time. This latter point
will be discussed in the next chapter where we consider the other error
sources and the possibility to reduce their contributions to the overall
position accuracy. This can be effected in two different ways:

- One can reduce the individual errors. The orbital tracking and the CPS-time
will be improved in their accuracies within the first years of operation.
Various precise tracking schemes and time transfer methods are under
development and test, which can lead to error reduction by a factor 5 or
even better.

- The other way, which is being practiced is the differential method.

This improvement addresses to relative measurements. It compares the satel-
lite positioning results of two locations, one of which is fixed and well
known in its coordinates, the other one is unknown. The known location serves
as the reference, the other one is the user's position, static or dynamic.

The basic principle is shown in fig. 10 for the simplest case. One of the
receivers is located in the user's vehicle, the other at a surveyed place;
for example close to the runway. This reference receiver measures the
pseudo-ranges to the GPS-satellites.

These measurement results are compared with the nominal calculated distances.
The deviations define the corrections to be made due to satellite ranging
measurements. Although they are only the exact values for the reference
point, one can assume that they are also a very good approximation correcting
the actual measurement of the other receiver, provided that it is not very
far from the reference point.

Two requirements must be fulfilled and three methods are possible. As regards
the requirements, it is necessary that at the reference as well as at the
user point a similar GPS-receiver is installed. In addition, there must be a
possibility to transmit the corrective information, for example by means of a
microwave data link from the reference point to the tser point.

We can discriminate between the three following methods:

- At the reference point, only the 3 coordinate corrections for x,y,z are
determined and are sent to the user. He should apply them to his own
positioning results. If the user is close to the reference point, one can
assume that the selected GPSsatellites are the same for both positions and
that the biases are also approximately the same.

. In the second case, all pseudo-range data for a given set of 4 satellites
is measured at the reference point. The information, including the identi-
fication of the satellites, is transmitted to the user. The user should
apply the same set of NAVSTARs and can be sure that he can compensate, to a
very large extent, the bias errors. The improvement will be better than inthe first case.
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In the third case the receiver at the reference point will not just select
the most advantageous set of four satellites, but will apply all visible
ones and will send the proper corrective values to the user, who can then
also make benefit of the total information.

If an aircraft should land on a runway, where close to the touchdown point
such a receiver is located, one should come to accuracies at the touch down
point, which are almost exactly the correct values. At the most, a few motors
of random errors might remain; the bias might disappear completely.

This method can be used for areas of a few tons of kilometers in diameter.
The larger the distance, the smaller the correlation of the propagation
effects for two positions. In general, one can assume that even for areas of
one or two hundred kilometers radius, the improvement of the overall accuracy
is remarkable. For SP one could achieve precisions, which are of a few
meters.

For very precise measurements, for example in the domain of geodetic applica-
tions, one could apply 4 receivers at four wellknown positions within a
square of some hundred kilometers width for example. One could then determine
the satellites' ephemerides and their time uncertainties extremely precise
and use this corrective data within the square to determine other, unknown
coordinates with a fifth receiver extremely accurate.

2.4 VELOCITY DETERMINATION

The velocity of the user with respect to NAVSTAR is determined by the range
difference per time interval. Instead, one can also measure the range rate by
means of the Doppler frequency shift.

There is some difference in the results of the pseudo-range vs. Doppler
measurements, if the ionospheric delay is significant, because of the
frequency dispersive character of the plasma. The phase velocity v for the
Doppler effect is larger than the vacuum light velocity c, whereas the group
velocity of the ranging differences is determined by the group velocity v.,
which is lower than c. The product vsv p is equal to c

With the two frequencies LI, L2, it is possible to determine the total elec-
tron content TEC and to correct for the deviations of these velocities. It is
also possible to correct the phase velocity directly, if the two carrier
frequencies and their Doppler effects are received and properly processed.

3. PRESENT STATE OF GPS-RECEIVER TECHNIQUES

3.1 TYPES OF USERS

The original intention of DOD was directed towards the development of re-
ceivers for military application. Meanwhile, many other civil applications
and receiver types are also becoming of great interest:

Receivers for motor-cars might share the largest portion of the whole
market. One can imagine that the millions of cars being produced yearly can
lead to a mass fabrication of integrated GPS-receivers, which cost only 500
to 1000 Dollars. This presumes of course a receiver concept with a simple
frequency conversion technique, early digitization, channel multiplexing
and pP- VLSI-technique.

Reduction of costs, volume, power and mass also offers new applications in
civil engineering, civil air, land and sea transportation.

The geodetic application of the CPS-technique will revolutionize this
discipline and its work. The accuracies in the range being in d, cm and
subcm region for baseline measurements with differential methods, allow to
operate efficiently, without need for line of sight conditions between the
baseline points. This makes the surveying technique fast, computer com-
patible and relatively economical.

In most cases the C/A-code receivers will be sufficient. In geodynamic
applications, whore over large distances precise measurements are needed,
one must have LI- and L2 frequency receivers to take into account the
ionospheric delay. In addition various difference methods must then be
applied to eliminate the influences of biases; fig. 11. Most of the geode-
tic measurements are based on carrier beat phase measurements. Some of the
receivers operate with the knowledge of only the C/A code or are fully
independent of the code information. These "codeless receivers apply the
phase measurements of the various clocks and carriers; table 5. In this
manner it is assured, that CPS can be used for geodetic applications, even
if the DOD decides to restrict the use of GPS by more intensive use of
encryption and message degradation.
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3.2 CLASSIFICATION OF GPS-RECEIVERS

The classification of the receivers can be done in various ways, namely with
regards to the

types of detected signals
- types of techniques, and
- technology applied.

3.2.1 CHARACTERIZATION BY THE DETECTED SIGNALS

In order to understand this classification, let's first consider the trans-
mitted signal. In fig. 12 one can see that each satellite contains 6 navi-
gational signal sources, namely the

carrier with frequency Li,
carrier with frequency L2,
C/A ranging code modulated on carrier Ll,

- P ranging code modulated on carrier Li,
- P ranging code modulated on carrier L2.
- data (navigation information)
In addition, the message about the NAVSTAR type, the ephemerides, the time
bias, etc. is modulated onto the Li as well as onto the L2 carrier.

In principle, one needs N sets of correlators, if one wants to receive the
signals of up to N NAVSTARs simultaneously. As mentioned above, N - 4 is the
minimum number for the threedimensional case. For economic reasons, one can
also operate with less than N sets of correlators, one set being the minimum.
However in this cases the signals must be either received in time sequencing,
i.e. one after the other, each one for a period of a complete measurement
procedure, or one can apply the time multiplexing technique, where only for
very short time slots samples are taken from each satellite signal and the
signal processing is performed in parallel and is finished for each signal
just before a next sample is taken.

The basis processing on board can be described by the equations and the block
diagram of fig. 12. The ranging codes are typical PN-codes, characterizing
the individual satellite. If they are known a priori to the user, then it is
possible to generate a replica in the receiver and to correlate it with the
noisy received signal. By aligning the local code replica to the incoming
signal, one can achieve a correlation peak. It indicates both the existence
of this PN-code in the received signal and the accurate synchronization of
the received signal with the internal generated replica. The internal PN-code
allows the measurement of the precise propagation delay, i.e. the pseudorange
equivalent time delay. Thus, the receivers task is the detection of the
NAVSTAR signals by inversion of the procedures of fig. 13 and to determine
the time delay by proper alignment. Depending on the type of receiver, this
is done for C/A-code, or C/A- plus P-code etc.

For simplification, the procedure is shown only for one carrier frequency and
for the C/A - code in fig. 14. This block diagram is, therefore, valid for
the SPS - receiver. For the PPS receiver the procedures must be extended to
the P - codes.

Thus, we have assumed that the PN-sequences are known to the user. As
mentioned above, it is not possible for the civilian user to apply the
encrypted PPS information. Therefore, the scientists looked into the possible
use of the system by developing 'codeless receivers". This is justified for
the geodesists because for some of their applications it is not sufficient to
apply the orbital information, which is disseminated via the satellites. They
need more precise data. In order to acquire it, they can measure the actual
satellite position as a function of time by the evaluation of the satellite
signals received at 4 very precisely known positions by means of phase
sensitive receivers. With this information and with a good estimation (a
priori knowledge) regarding the position of the points to be measured, it is
possible to use just the phase information of the various signals, in order
to extract unambiguously the exact.coordinate values for points in question
by means of a fifth receiver.

There are three types of codeless receivers:

- The simplest form is the *squaring receiver'. Here, the received signal is
squared and the carrier signal and its Doppler shift information can be
detected; fig.15. The system can operate similar to the TRANSIT -
receivers.

- The "delay-and-multiply receiver" can detect the fundamental (clock-)
frequencies of the PN-codes. By measuring the phase shifts, one can achieve
the same accuracies as in the correlation process, however it requires more
time to compensate the increased noise influence. With combination of the
squaring procedure and the delay and multiply technique, it is possible to

.\L
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measure with two receivers the length of a baseline to fractions of a
carrier - wavelength, i.e. 2/100 to 1/1000 of 19 ca. One can achieve values
of cm and sub - cu accuracies in this manner.

- The "VLSI - type of receiver" ignores any a priori knowledge of the signal
structure of the GPS and applies the methods in use by the radio astrono-
mers to track radio stars. This technique is, of course, unnecessarily ex-
pensive, but operates successfully.

3.2.2 CARRIER PHASE RANGING

It should be emphasized, that for geodetic/static application the phase in-
formation of the carrier is used for the precise ranging. If one assumes, as
mentioned above, that the ranging resolution is proportional to the wave-
length and amounts to approximately'l/20 to 1/1000, then it becomes obvious
that values of cm can be achieved. The problem of ambiguity due to carrier
wavelength (l - 19 cm) must however be solved. Recently, carrier phase posi-
tioning for taxing and flying was demonstrated by G.L. Mader /6/. The accura-
cies achieved were in the order of 5 cm.

3.2.3 RECEIVER TECHNIQUES

There are two different types of techniques in use:

The analog systems, and
the digital systems.

The original correlation receivers were based on analog techniques. The basic
concept is shown in fig. 16. After preamplification and filtering, the signal
is transposed into a first and second IF. Then the signal is correlated by
the C/A-code (PNdespreading ). The carrier is reconstituted by means of a
COSTAS LOOP and finally the message is demodulated. In parallel to the de-
spreading of the C/A-code, the same procedure can be done - with 10 times
higher chiprate - for the P-code.

Due to the weak signal level, it is necessary to amplify the input signal by
about 140 dE. The despreading allows to narrow the signal bandwidth to a few
kHz afterwards, in order to improve the S/N factor. For static applications
the final ranging loop bandwidth can be in the order of one Hz or less.

Due to the advances in the IC-techniques, it is becoming more and more common
to apply digital techniques for most of the functions of the GPS-receiver.
The basic concept is shown in fig. 17. Various concepts are possible. They
all try to down - convert the microwave input signal as soon as possible, in
order to be able to convert then immediately co the digital representation.
Various A/D conversion concepts are possible. One, two and more bits per
sample are in use. As regards the down - conversion, either the zero frequen-
cy or a low IF-frequency is feasible.

Most of the receivers apply time-multiplexing, in order to receive the
signals from many satellites with relatively modest expense and without any
delay. The sampling rate must be 20 msec /N, if N satellites should be re-
ceived . This allows to pick up from any channel every message bit, as the
bitrate of the message is 50 Hz. The N - channels can then be processed in
parallel without loss of information. Only the S/N - ratio decreases by the
factor of N. Thus, multiplexing combines most of the advantages of parallel
receivers, but is almost of the cost of a one - channel receiver.

3.3 ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY

The advances in the receiver technology are very remarkable. We want to show
this only by means of a few examples:

- TRINSLE-Kodel 400 1/4 offers an ATE ARINC short module (7 x 12 x 2.25 inch
) for 25 m position accuracy, 0.1 a/s velocity determination, which should
be able to sample sequentially 4 satellites. Without a control head, this
equipment shall cost 4.000 Dollars/unit in excess of 1000 units and shall
demonstrate that technology is already presently available, which could
lead to low cost units of the order of 1.000 Dollars apiece in Ramp produc-
tion.

- COLLINS ROCKWELL has received a contract for the development of a pocket
sized receiver, called SUNS ( Smell Unit Navigation System ), which can de-
monstrate the possibility to produce very tiny instruments for a wide range
of users.
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- Almost all important motor car companies are about to support developments
for navigational systems to be used like radio sets in the future. It is to
be expected, that mass production involved will considerably drive the
whole navigational instrumental world.

4. GPS APPLICATION TO ORIENTATION MEASUREMENTS

In most cases, GPS-receivers are used for positioning and velocity determina-
tion. Another very interesting application is its use for angle determina-
tion.

The basic principle is quite simple and is based on the interferometer tech-
niques as shown in fig. 18. Here we assume that the baseline b is very small
in comparison with the distance R to the satellite. The two lines of sight
from the antennas are in good approximation parallel to each other. Therefo-
re, we can assume the range difference to be

AR - b - min #

2* • AR b • 2w
- - - -- sin #

A A

As long as the baseline is approximately normal to the line- of - sight to
the satellite, it is possible to achieve good angular definition. More pre-
cisely, it means that the angle can be measured as a function of the phase
difference. We have seen above that the wavelength LI is 19,029 cm (of L2 it
is 24,421 cm). If the phase difference of the signals of both antennas can be
determined to about I degree accuracy, then this means roughly 19/360 - 0.05
cm . i.e. half a mm. With a baseline of 5 m one can then achieve a resolution
of 0.0001 rad, for 25 m one fifth of this value. The influence of the satel-
lite's position accuracy is very modest, as can be seen from fig. 19.

There are many applications of the angular information. In an aircraft the
heading Information can be gained with relatively small baselines. Ships can
use the thrie dimensional orientation for heading and for measurement of the
pitch, yaw and roll variations, which is important, for example, for sea sur-
face sounding etc. For geodesy, artillery alignment, for plate tectonic moni-
toring, for civil engineering tunnel planning and the like, the extremely
high attitude SeaLurement accuracy (fractions of an arc sec over baselines of
several kilometers) will become increasingly important.

These extremely high values are, of course, only achievable in the static
case, or can be calculated a posteriori in smooth flight, for example for
photogrammetrical work (recording of direction and attitude of flight infor-
mation). However even a resolution of some fractions of a degree might be of
interest for cases, where nowadays a compass, a gyro or an INS is used. The
importance is two-fold: The GPS-technique can be applied globally, over the
poles as well as in areas of large magnetic deviations. Very important may
become a new integrated navigational system approach. The possibility of up-
dating with threedimensional information the position, attitude, velocity,
angular velocity and in addition the time information allows to simplify the
classical instrumentation. The simplified instrumentation may, however, also
help the GPS-technique to bridge problems of shadowing effects, multipath,
jamming etc. Also extremely high acceleration, which can cause tracking lag,
can be avoided. It is, therefore, of particular interest for military appli.
cations to look into new concepts of integrated systems.

5. CONCLUSIONS

GPS will become a universally applicable navigational aid, which can improve
any of the existing systems and can in many cases replace them. New *user
groups* are envisaged at the military as well as the civil side.

GPS is considered an extremely important step towards better navigation and
improvement of transportation, earth science and civil engineering. There are
new possibilities for further improvement of the CPS performance and accuracy
by goostationary supplementary telecommunication/navigetion satellites and by
support of the GPS-receivers with simplified conventional navigational tools.

r .0
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Figure I Present satellite orbit configuration
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Figure 2 Satellite visibility for Brussels in June 10, 1986 (GMT), for July 10, 1986

the same configuration is valid if time scale is shifted by two hours to the
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Figure 19 Influence of Satellite Position to Orien-
tation Measurements

SYSTEM POSITION ACCURACY VELOCITY ACCURACY RANGE OF OPERATION

OMEGA 2.20 km, CEP 2-dim. - almost worldwide

LORAN-C 0.18 km, CEP 2-dim. - regional 10% of world

TACAN 0.40 km, CEP 1" - line of sight

ILS 5 - 10 m, 0.5' - line of sight

DECCA 0.20 km, CEP - regional less than 10%

INS 1.50 km, after 1st hour 0.8 m/s near global
after 2 hours

GPS/P 16 m, CEP 3-dim. 0.1 m/s worldwide

GPS/CA 40 m CEP 0.5 n/s worldwide

Table 1: Some comparisons for positioning systems

GPS P R O G R A M M S C H E D U L E

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 198.

PHASE I: PHASE II: FULL PHASE III: FULL
CONCEPT VALIDATION PROGRAM SCALE DEVELOPMENT OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY

AND SYSTEM TEST

PROTOTYPE SATELLITE OPERATIONAL-SATELLITE
DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENT

LAUNCH OF PROTOTYPE .... 7 OPERAT. ?? ?
SATELLITES .... SATELLITES 7? ?

TABLE 2 TIME SCHEDULE OF GPS

I,
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RECEIVER DESIGNATION MEAS. CODES CH. F REO. EMARK

JPL SERIES/SERIES X geod./geoph. PH , H CR P 6 ll,I.2 hybrid
STANFORD TELEC. INC. time/civil Ill R C I' 1 "1,2 ana og
COLLINS milit. R C P 4 1.1 1.2 ;i/dig
TEXAS INSTR. T14100 civil/geod. PH , R C P 4 .,., dig/MX

TRIMBLE 4000A civil R , AR C 1 1.1 dig/MX
5000A time/frequ. H C I LI

MAGNAVOX X-SET milit. R C + P 4 LI, 12
T-SET civil R C 1 L:

SERCEL TR5S civil PH , R C 5 1, ana log
ALLEN OSBORNE TTR 5 timepos. R C I LI
POLYTECHNIC XRI time/geod. R C I LI
WILD/MAGNAVOX WM lOl geod. R , I'H C 4 1.,L2 an/dig
JAPANES RADIO Co civil R C I 11 dig/MX

JLR-4000
SONY GPS-RECEIVER time/nav. R C 1.1
LITTON AERO PROD. civil R , PH C I Li dig/MX

LGSS
COLLINS SUNS * milit. R C I LI pocket

sized
COILINS NAV. TMI C I 1.I an/dig
INTERSTATE EL. civil R C LI

ASTROLABE II
CANADIAN MARCONI civil R , C 1.1

CMA 782
S E L prototype R C I LI dig/MX
PRAKLA SEISMOS prototype R C I LI dig/MX

u nder development for Marine Corps
11 1.515426 Gliz, 1.2 1.2276 GHz

Table 3 MX Multiplex

ERROR SOURCE ABSOL, POS. RELAT. POS.

EI'HEMERIES 3.5 M 0
SATELLITE CLOCK

DIAS 1.5 M 0
RANDOM 0.7 M 0.7 M

IONOSPHERE 4.0 M 0
TROPOSPHERE 0.5 M 0.5 M
MULTIPATH 1.0 M 1.0 M
RECEIVER 6.0 M 6.0 M
REFERENCE POINT 0< 2 M

Table 4: ERROR BUDGET FOR CONVENTIONAL C/A CODE RECEIVER
AND DIFFERENTIAL MODE

MANUFACTURER INSTRUMENT MEAS. ACC. CODES FRHEQ. REMARK

MACROMETER INC. MACROMETER PH 1 5 CM L] 260000$
V-1000

JPL SERIES-X 'H 1 2 CM Ll,L2 RESEARCH

ISTAC INC. ISTAC-SERIES PH 2 5 CM LI,L2

Table 5: CODELESS RECEIVERS applying phase measurement of various clock;
and carriers
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INERTIE-GPS :UN MARIAGE DE RAISON ... A L'ESSAI

par

P. LLORET et B. CAPIT
SAGEM, D6partement A6,ronautique

6, Avenue d'Iena
75 783 Paris Cedex 16

INTRODUCTION

Depuis vingt ans environ (un peu plus pour les applications militaires, un peu momns
pour les applications civiles), la navigation inertielle a trouv6 place i bord des
aeronefs de tous types: combat, transport, reconnaissance, patrouille maritime etc. Il
y a donc vingt ans et plus que les societes sp6cialis~es dans la navigation inertielle
se trouvent confront6es au probl~me suivant: comment tirer le meilleur parti des aides
radio-6lectriques la navigation, pour "augmenter" si n~ceasaire les performances de
la navigation inertielle pure. En d'autres termes, comment "hybrider" au mieux lea
centrales inertielles avec lea aides radio-6lectriques existantes ?

Cette question connait un regain d'actualit6 chaque fois qu'un nouveau type d'aide
radio-6lectrique est mis en service, clest A dire tous lea 7 a 10 ans, au cours des 20
i 25 ann~es pass6es: nous nous r~f6rona aux cas de la navigation par satellites
Transit, puis par 6missions tr~s basses fr~quences OMEGA, enfin par satellites NAVSTAR
(1). Si, a ces moyens "nouveaux", on ajoute lea moyens plus classiques tela que
VOR/DME, TACAN, LORAN C, voire ILS pour la phase approche, cela fait toute une panop].ie
d'aides radio-6lectriquea dont il eat maintenant possible de dire comment elles se
marient avec la navigation inertielle. Et grice a cette exp~rience paaa~e, il eat
peut-etre possible de mieux appr~cier ce que pourra apporter le GPS.

Le GPS, en 1986, eat justement & mi-parcours de sa "mont6e en puissance". Lea donn6es
exp~rimentalesI moyennant des extrapolations raisonnables, sent maintenant suffisantes
pour qu'on puisse pr~dire s',il fera bon m~nage avec la navigation inertielle. Le
pronostic, en ce qui nous concerne, eat bon. Meilleur en tout cas qu'il ne fut pour le
VOR, l'OMEGA, ou meme l'ILS. Ce qui n'exclut pas un certain nombre de probl~mes que
nous avons recena~a dana cet article. En d'autres termes, l'inertie et le GPS semblent
former le couple le mieux assorti que l'on ait vu depuis longtemps. Mais des
differences d'humeur subsistent.

(1) On peut ajouter A cette liate un moyen radio6lectrique tr~s particulier de
positionnement geographique: le radio-altim~tre utilis6 conjointement avec une carte
d'altitudes numeris~ea de terrains et avec la navigation inertielle, dana ha technique
dite de "corr~lation d'altitude" ("terrain contour matching"). Pour lea applications
mihitaires air/sol, ce moyen eat tr~s concurrentiel via A via du OPS, comme il apparait
dana la suite de l1article.

1- RAPPELS SUR LES CARACTERISTIQUES DES CENTRALES INERTIELLES

Voir tableau 1, r~capitulatif.

1.0- Centrales inertielles en tant que r6f6rences cin6matiques

Il existe un domaine o6i ha cohabitation des centrahes inertielles et du GPS ne pose
aucun probl~me, et peut meme au contraire en r~soudre certaina. Clest cehui de
l'&laboration des param~tres cin6matiques du porteur: attitude, route suivie, cap,
angle de d~rive, viteases angulaires et acc~l~rations lin6aires.
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Il ne se pose pas de probl~me concernant l'Alaboration des vitesses angulaires
accdl~rations lineaires, cap, route suivie et angle de d6rive dans la mesure ou le GPS
ne peut y apporter aucune contribution , laissant le champ libre A la centrale
inertielle, que cette derni~re soit tres performante ou qu'il s'agisse d'une centrale
"pseudo-inertielle" (2)

Il ne se pose pas de probl~me concernant l'Alaboration des angles d'attitude, par une
centrale inertielle performante, qui les fournit avec une pr~cision de queiques minutes
W'arc sans aucune aide externe. Il y a me synergie si, utilisant une centrale
"pseudo- inert iel le" (2), on essaie dy'ailiorer ses informations d'attitude jug6es
marginales. Le GPS peut alors ramener dana lea "quelquea minutes dWare" une pr~cision
d'attitude qui, pour une centrale "pseudo-inertielle" livree a elle-mime, a tteindrait
tyeiquement 0,3 i 0,5 degr6 pour des gqroscopes de classe de d6ri ve 0,1 a 0,3 0/h.
Grace au GPS, ilutilisateur d'angles dattitude aura donc le sentiment de disposer
d'une "v~ritable" centrale inertielle ... pourvu que l'aide du GPS ne vienne pas A faire
d~faut pendant plus de 15 A 30 minutes.

Nous avons plac46 en tt-re ces consid~rationa sur lea centrales Inertielles en tant que
r6f~rences cin~matiques pour ne plus avoir A traiter ensuite que de la cohabitation de
l'inertie et du GPS dana le domaine de la navigation (au sens de la connaissance de la
position, et de la vitesse par rapport au aol). Pour en finir avec ces consid~rations
pr~liminaires, tirons la premi~re conclusion qui s'impose: c'eat que meine si la
cohabitation de l'inertie et du GPS etait trea mauvaise pour ce qui eat de la
navigation, ils n'en restersient pas momns Ilun et l'autre A bord, se tournant le dos
et a occu pant chacun de sa sp~cialit6 incontest6e. Mais rien ne permet de pr~dire une
pareille bouderie, bien au contraire.

(2) tine centrale sera dana cet article conaid6r~e comme "inertielle" de plein droit si
sa d~rive est de l'ordre de, ou meilleure que 1 Nm/h typiquement, en fonctionnement
enti~rement autonome (recherche initiale de cap comprise, au moyen d'une m~canisation
en gyrocompas). Le domaine "pseudo-inertiel" commence queique part entre 3 et 10 Nm/h
obtenus dana lea mames conditions, c'est A dire dana une gamme de pr~ciaion telle que
le recours AL une aide radioclectrique A la navigation eat pratiquement indispensable
pour borner lea erreura sur un long terme de une a. quel ques heures. Pour lea
consid~rations performances/contraintes opirationnelles/couts relatives A ces centrales
et A leurs "hybridat ions", on peut se reporter aux "AGARD Conference Proceedings
No 360", "Cost Effective and Affordable Guidance and Control Systems", Session I
"A nalyse combinatoire performances/coats d'un systime autonome de navigation pour
saronefs".

1.1- Centrales inertielles classiques (A axes de cardans)

Pour ce qui touche A la fonction navigation, lea caract~ristiques des centrales
inertielles classiques sont bien connues, et la description de leurs erreurs
instrumentales (erreurs des capteurs) et des cons~quences de ces derni~res en fonction
du temps (dynamique de propagation des erreura) se fait de fagon tr~s fiable au moyen
de mod~les "robustes". Autrement dit, bien que lea centrales inertielles d~rivent,
elles n'en sent pas momns fid~les, d'humeur 6gale, et leura travers peuvent itre
corrig~s sans drames par un parter.aire compl6mentaire, caract6ris6 par une grande
stabilit6 et une bonne pr~cision "au long cours", et auquel elles pourront pardonner
quelquea incartades de courte dur~e Wcest A dire dana la partie haute du spectre de
fr~quences).

D'une mani~re plus quantitative, on peut dire ce qui suit de la centrale inertielle
classique:

- lea erreurs de sea capteurs ("erreurs instrumentales") peuvent se r~sumer h six
valeurs, dont trois representent lea d6rives r6siduelles de gyroscopes et trois autres
lea "biais" r~siduels (erreurs de z~ro) des acc6l~rom~tres. Ces six valeurs sont
mod6lis6es chacune comme une constante, invariable au cours du fonctionnement du
syst~me, mais r6-initialis6e par "tirage au sort" A chaque nouvelle miae en route. Ce
sent donc des constantes al~atoires variant "de jour A jour". Cette variation de jour Ak
jour eat suppos~e gaussienne, et de variance connue ce qui permet d'initialiser la
matrice de covariance du filtre de Kalman par lequel or. va "hybrider" la navigation
inertielle avec l'aide radio-6lectrique. (3) (4)

(3) On a ici suppos6 que la centrale inertielle assure la navigation horizontale et
verticale ce qui, pour cette derniere,, n'est possible qu'en "hybridant" avec une
altitude barometrique ... ou GPS (la mecanisation en "inertie pure" eat divergente A
moyen terme, c'est At dire sur une dur~e repr6sentant une fraction d'heure).

(4) On peut naturellement repr~senter lea erreura instrumentales par des mod~les plus
"sophistiqu~s", tela qu'un bruit blanc int6gr6 (cheminement al6atoire) ou filtr6 par un
passe-baa, ou introduire un vecteur d16tat plus complexe pour englober d'autres termes
d'erreurs (facteurs d'Achelle etc), mais cela ne change rien de fondamental en ce qui
concerne l'hybridation inertie/GPS.
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Isl traduction do ces erreurs instrumentales on errours do vitesse et position de is
centrale inertielle , croissant au cours du temps, eat dicrite par un ensemble
d'6quations diff6rentielles dont le vocteur d'6tat eat d'ordro 9. Tous lea coefficients
do ces 6quations diff6rentielles (termes de is matrice dynamique qui lea repr~sente)
sont quasi-statiques, no variant de fagon significative quo sur de3 dur~es se chiffrant
en heuros. Ceci est une particularit6 des centrales classiques i cardans, par
opposition aux centrales "strap down" dont ii eat question plus loin, et pour
lesquelles is matrice dynamique oat beaucoup plus "mouvomentee", car un certain nombro
de ses terues d~pendent des attitudes do l'ahronef, susceptibles do variations rapides.

- tout ceci aboutit, pour les centralos inertielles classiques, i des sorties do
vitesse/sol extr~mement "lisses", o z ii n'exi3te pratiquemont pas do "bruit" pour lea
fr~quences "6leV6es correspondent i des p6riodes in f4rioures i 30 minutes (la premi~re
"raieo" )perceptible se situe vers is periods do Schuler, c'est i dire 84 minutes
environ). Ii en vs do ugme des sorties do position, resultant do Ilint6gration des
sorties do vitesse.

Pour fixer des ordros do grandeur, on pout donner los valeurs typiques suivantes
correspondant A trois classes do precision do centralos inertielles a cardans:

I Erreur I Erreur I D~rive I Biais I
I position I vitesse I gyros I acc~l~res I

---------------------------------- ---------- I-------- I-------- I----------- I
I*centrals "pseudo-inertielle" I 6 Nm/h 1 8 m/s 10,06 0/hl 0,0006 g I
I*centrale inertielle "standard" I 1 Nm/h 1,3 u/s 10,01 o/hI 0,0001 gI

I*centrals "haute pr6cision" 1 0,25 Nm/hI 0,~4 rn/s 10,003 0/hI 0,00003 9 1

1.2- Centrales inertielles "strap down" A gyros-laser

Dans touts centrals "strap down", c'sst A dire mottant en osuvre des gyroscopes et
acc~l~rom~tres his A la structure do l'a~ronef, et non pas suspendus AL la cardan et
stabilis~s en direction, ii y a des calcuas num~riques rapides dont lea algorithmes,
dits "plate-forms analytiqus", 6laborent A partir des assures instantan~es des
couposants inertiels "his", des p seudo-mesures" d'acc~l~rations telles qu'elles
pourraient 6tre fournies par une pate-torus A cardans qui so substituerait au bloc
inertiel "strap down". En aval, los calculs sent en teus points identiques A ceux
qu'effectue une centrals classique.

Ainsi, centrairsuent AL la centrals classiqus dent lea mesures d'acc6l~ratiens sont
faites solon des directions stables, et int~gr~es avec des cycles do l'ordrs du dixi~me
do seconds (10 Hz), is centrale "strap down" traits A une fr~quence do plusieurs
centaines A plusiours milliers do Hertz des mesures acc~l~rem~triques faites dana des
directions 6voluant comue l'attitude do Ilavion, et projet~es en temps r~el slon des
directions stables grace aux mssuros gyrem~triques. L'apparition do cette partis "haute
friquence/dynamique 6lev~e" dana lea meaures et calcula cons~cutifs introduit par
rapport A Ia centrals classique lea diff~rences suivantos:

- bien qu'en puisse encore mod~lisor los erreurs instrumentales par 6 valeurs
repr~sentant trois d~rives (gyroscopes) et treis biais (acc~l~rem~tres), coume dans une
centrals a cardans, cos valeurs sent maintenant li~es A des axes do usures qui no sent
plus stables directionnellement como dana une plato-terms, uas 6voluont comme los
attitudes eocaps do l'aeronof. L'integration do ces erreura pour abeutir A des erreurs
do vitesse /a1 so fait donc apr~s multiplication par des cosinus directeurs qui peuvent
avoir une histoire tr~s meuvomentee. Il en r~sulte des erreurs de vitesso beaucoup
momns " lissos" quo dans une centrals A plate-forms, et do valeurs absolues plus
6lev~es, A qualit6 6gale do composants inertiels.

- 1e fait quo 1e gyro-laser soit 1e capteur ls plus r~pandu dana le domaine des
centralos "strap down" (et is soul en tout cas qui entre en lice pour des pr~cisions
allant jusquIA 1 Nm/h et mgine un peu misux) ajoute une autre diff~rence pro pro it ce
composant: nous voulons parlor do son "cheminemont al~atoire" ("randou walk") et des
consequences qulil pout avoir en ce qui concerns l'hybridation inertie/radionavigation.
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Sans trop entrer dane le ditail du fonctionnement du gyro-laser, notamment 1'eXiatence
d'un ph6nom~ne de aeuil et Ia niceasit6 actuelle de le coinbattre par une activation
angulaire a~canique ("dithering"), on peut dire l'easentiel en conatatant que le
gyro-laser eat un geinirateur de bruit blanc angulaire, qul 31int~gre en une d6rive en
forme de "cheminement aliatoire" exprim6 par exemple en degres par racine d'heure.
L'originalit6 du qyrolaser i cet e'gard n'eat pas le ph6nom~ne lui-ueme (tout, peu ou
prou, eat soumis a mouvement brown i e, do nc cheminement aldatoire ... ) mais son ordre
de grandeur, qui eat suffisant pour masquer, 3i on nly prend garde, is param~tre par
lequel on pr~tend mod~liaer son erreur: la derive (ou erreur de zero; de jour A jour.

Par exeanple, un cheminement al6atoire de 0,004 degr6 par racine d'heure (caa dVun
"honnete gyro-laser),, conduira it une incertitude angulaire de 0,00o4 degre' apre's une
heure, ou 0,002 degre apres un quart d'heure. I1 masquera done l'effet d'une d6rive
fixe de 0,002 degr6 par quart d'heure, soit 0,008 degre par heure. Or, une telle d~rive
eat d~ji aup~rieure a ce qu'on voudrait pouvoir mesurer, pour le corn enser, grace i une
hybridation inertie/ radionavig at ion. Le cherninement aleatoire est donc undeavantage
de la centrals "strap down", dans la mesure o~i ii oblige i des temps d'obaervation plus
longs si on veut identifier correctement lea d~rives de gyroscopes dana un filtre de
Kalman inertie/radionavigation. Ceci sera particuli~rement sensible pour certaines
missions courtes de type militaire, telles que la d~fense a~rienne ou l'attaque air/aol
tactique.

Pour risumer les ordres de grandeur, on donne ci-apr~s un tableau comparable a celui
qui a 6t6 fourni ci-deasus pour lea centrales classiques:

I Erreur I Erreur ID~rive I BEais
I position Ivitesse I gyros I acc6liros

--------------------------- I--------- I ----- I-------- I ------ I
I * centrale "Pseudo-inertiell" r 6 Nm/h 1 15 rn/s 10,04 0/hI 0,0004 g I
I (chemin. al6at.: 0,020 0/ h
Icentrale inertielle "standard" 1 Nm/h 2,5 in/s 1,0 /I0,00007 g I
(chemin. al6at.: 0, 004 *04'h)

* centrale "haute pr~cision",-- 0,25 Nmh0,8 rn/s 10,002 0/hI 0,00002 gI
I (chemin. al6at.: 0,001 0/vh ) Nm/hI1  I

On remarquera, en comparant avec le tableau correspondant relatif aux centrales

classiques, que:

ala classe de pr~cision en position est rest~e la m~rne pour lea trois centrales

*la pr~cision en vitesse eat moindre (rapport 2 environ) bien qu'on soit devenu plus
exigeant pour lea erreurs inatrumentales (facteur 1,5 environ). Ceci r~sulte de la
m~fcanisation "strap down" et du cheminement al6atoire des gyros-laser. (5)

Ce que le tableau ne dit pas, clest que lea erreurs de vitesse/sol sent non seulement
plus 6lev6es toutes choses egales par ailleura, mais aussi plus bruit6es i "haute
fr~quence". Alors que la premiere raie, pour une centrale A cardans, 6tait vers la
p~riode de 84 minutes, on peut avec la centrale strap down trouver du bruit dana une
bande apectrale correapondant i des piriodes de quelques minutes, et ingme moms3. On
peut essayer de r~sumer ceci en consid~rant lea d~riv~es des erreurs de vitease,
asaimilables i des erreura d'acc~l~ration. On arrive alors aux ordres de grandeur
donn6s par Ie tableau comparatif suivant:

T CENTRALES-CLASSIQUES I CENTRALES "STRAPDOWN" --
I Classe (Nm/h): II Classe (Nm/h):

0,25 1 6 0,25 1 6

vitesse (m/s) , 13 8 08 25 1

frer dpr: rnte3 100 300 2000 400 1000 7000

(5) Lea cheminements al6atoires affich46s dana Ce tableau ont 6t6 choisia pour atre
houot~nes avec lea autres performances (d6rives et biais) done le cao de temps
dVal gnement relativement courts (5 1 8 minutes). Mais on peut noter en passant qu'une
cen trale Ak tr~a bons acocfllrom~tresaet A gyros-laser tr4s stables en deivey pourrait
tomber dana la clasac "pseudo-inertielle opr 1e aimple effet d un cheminement
al~fatoire capable de tout "polluer": 0,08 0/V#1 par example (cc qui nWest d~ji pas 31
mal ... ).



Dana une hybridation par t'iltre de Kalman, du fait des erreurs apparentes
d'accilirations accrues dons lea centrales strap down, la convergence du filtre sera
Qoins rapide, et on uettra plus do temps i identifier le3 erreurs instrumentale3 de la
central* inertlelle.

Notons aussi quo dans ce tableau, on a fait figurer une classe "strap down haute
pr6cision*, plus par aytrevc10andes centrales i cardans, quo par rif6ronce a
des 6quipements rhe lement disponibles. En effet, si la clasae 0,25 Nm/h est
Olassiquement obtenue, avoc des platos-formes A gyroscopes a suspension dynami que ou
6lectrique (on atteint mise 0,1 No/h dana ce dernier cas), 1 a pr6c13ion do 0,25 Nm/h
avec des gyros-laser resto pour l'instant un difi & relever.

2- RAPPELS SUNl DES HYBBIDATIONS INERTIE/RADONAVIGATI0N PRECEDENNENT EXPERINENTEES

L'exp6rience 6tant la m~re do la 3uret6, on rappelle ci-apr6a quelques prichdents
connus do Ia SAGEN en matiere d'hybridation iner-tie/ radionav igat ion, dont l'intirit
nWest pas nigligeable pour qui soccupo d'hybridation inertie/GPS (voir tableau 2).

2.1- Inertie/V0R-DNE

CVest 1lhi3toireld'un maniage mal assorti. La principale reaponsabiliti en incombe au
VON. Avec une precision do P ordre do 13 et pls il entraino des erreurs do Position
superioures ak 0,4 Me i une distance do 20 a 25 No. CVest d6ji marginal, mais on
pourrait penser quo c'est suffisant pour corriger une centralo Inertielle qui a d~riv6
typiquement do 1 Nm en une heure. Pourtant, ce W~est pas le cas. Cleat quo Ilerreur du
VO nWest pas uniform. en fonction des ra ia13 sur lesquela on regoit 3s emissions.
Ainsi, pour un avion qui parcourt 40 i 50 Nm en 5 i 10 minutes, la variation des
orreurs VON prend I'allure d~une d6rive do vitesse do 0,4 Nm/(0,1 i 0,2 heure) a2 a 4
mules3 nautiquos par houre. Vest i dire des errours apparentes do vitesse nettemont
superieures A cellos do la centralo inertielle, bien quo dans une bande do frequence un
peu plus haute (p~riodea do 10 i 20 minutes). Toutes lea conditions sont r~unies p our
quo fo VON Opollue* la centrale inertielle plu3 qulil no l'aide. C'est bien ce quo 1 'on
constate dana la pratique (expirience des ANS, Flight Management Systems de l'aviation
commorciale).

Ainsi, VON et inertie no sont pas coop limenta ires. Le VON peut neanmoins servir de
"rde-fou" pour 1'Inertle. Mals ce W'est pas une reelle hybridation, au sons 06 le VOR
fa era it i "cal ibrer en vol" lea erreurs inertiolles pour en tirer des corrections,

pormottant i ia centralo inertiollo sinai corrigie de poursuivre avec une meilleure
pr~cl3ion mime en l'abaence do VON. Au contrairo, 31 on a'obstino, on appliquera a la
centrale Inortiello des corrections erron~es qui d6tirioreront sos performances.

2.2- Inertie/oulti-DME

CVest une zombinalson gagnante. L'erreur typique du DNE oat inferieure i 0,2 Nm (ou
0,25 % do la distance). Surtout, elle est peu dipendante do Ia direction ot do la
distance i laquolle on as trouve par rapport & i& station. Loraque l'aironef so
diplace, cette erreur do poition so traduit donc par une erreur apparent. de vitesse
asseZ faiblo (mains do 0,5 Nm/h). II y a done complimentariti par rapport i une
centrals inertielle do performance moyonne (1 Nm/h). Ce serait Plus marginal s'ii
s'agiaaait d'"aider" une centralo do la class. 0,25 Nm/h :on risquorsit alors do se
trouvor dans uno situation comparable i cello dicrite pour le VOR.

Quel quos Mots sur la notion de "multi-ONE, dont on trouvora lea consiquences au niveau
du GPS (notion do mono ou muiticanal). Id~alement, on prend deux mesures instantan~es
do distance a deux stations ONE, et on en tire un "point radio~lectrique" qu'oniprend
come "observation" dane le filtre do Kalman Inertie/radionavigation. Nai 3is
disponibilit6 de deux informations 31MUltan6es et diff~rentes do distances ONE nWest
pas indispensable, du fait de is pr6sence de la contrale inertiolle.

En offet, apri8 une premiire mesure do distance ONE qui fournit un "lieu do position",
la centralo inertielle fournit Is vecteur "translation" do ce lieu , correapondant i is
distance parcourue depuis par l'a6ronof, .1usqu'i ce qu'une nouvelle mesure ONE devienne
disponib e (mime 6metteur, ou un autre) pour fournir un second lieu do position.
L'intersection entro "l'ancien lieu do position translati /inert is" et Ie nouveau lieu
do position tournit un point "radio-inertie" utili36 comeO observation dana 1e filtre
do alman Oinertio-radio". Cette fagon do prdsenter lea Choses a surtout un objectif
"didactique" oar en r6alit6, tout codi so trouve do fagon latonte et voil~e dans lea
micaniomes A'"observation#'recalage" du filtre do Kalman. Noas l'int6rit do cette
prisentation eat do montror un exemple tris concret do synergie, dana lequol Is
contrale inertiello soulago 1e moyen radio6lectrique qui lul fournit des observations
do certaines contraintos "temps r6el" relativemont co~teUsos (plus do n6ces31t6 de
mesures simultanios, ou & grando cadence). La mime situation so retrouve quand on
transpose au cas inertie/OPS mono ou multicanal.
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2.3- Inertie/Transit/Vitesse (loch ou Doppler)

La SAGEM a eu Iloccaaion de d~velopper une hybridation inertie/Transit/loch
61ectromagn~tique pour servir de rif6rence aux porte-avions do Ia Marine nationale
fra naiso (problime do I'alignement i is mer des contrales inertielles d'avions
embarqu6s). Co d~veloppeaent s'ost oold6 par un succ43, fuisque i0 systipme, Mi3 en
service opirationnel en 1976, donne toujours satisfaction. 1l eat tros instructif come
oxeuple do compl~mentarit6 entre navigation inertielie et radionavigation, dana is
assure ou, au cours do ia mist p~riode do d~velo ppemont, deux sources do
radionavigation ont Pu itro compar~e3: Transit et OMEGA. La conclusion quon a pu en
tiror eat la suivante: pour une bonne central* inertielle, mioux vaut l'aide d'un bon
point radiodleo0trique intermittent (Transit: un point toutes lea 30 k 120 minutes) quo
d'un point radio6lectrique permanent mis bruit6 *basses fr~quenceng.

Le Transit, sYstime do 6 satellites mis en service par l'US Navy on 1964, pUis devenu
accessible aux usagers civils on 1967, eat une sorte do pr6curseur du UPS par sea
implications "technico-politiques" (accessibilite etc). On y retrouve aussi la
problematique "pr6ci3ion/couverture/dynamique du portour", mais avoc des ordres do
randeur tols quo cola constitue une sorts do "cas d'6cole", ot presquo une
caricature" du cas UPS:

-les recepteurs, comme pour le UPS, doivent itre initialia~s par des coordonn~es
geographiques approximatives

- la couverture eat mondialo, comme pour 10 UPS, mais li encore, 10 lieu et l'houre do
la Mesure no sent pas indifferents. Pour Transit, los "treUs" temporels do 30 i 120
minutes entre mesures sent la riglo (uls sont l'exception avec le UPS)

- 1e mosuro Transit, faite par effot Doppler sur l'eis13ion d'un satellite d&filant,
oat lente: plUsiours minutes, et mie un quart d'heure, centre uno seconds comme ordre
do grandeur pour 10 UPS (mais une secondse, cleat beaucoup pour un vehiculo s d~plagant
i5O0 kta)

- la precision do la mesure Transit (200 m~tres nominalement, pour un recepteur i
1 ,arrit) eat sensible a la vitesse de d~placeinent du r~cepteur: 200 metros par noeud
typiquement. C'est bien aussi le cas pour le GPS, ce qui amene i prevoir des varietes
"basso", "moyenne" et "haute dynamique" do r~cepteurs. Heureusement, avec le UPS, lea
ordrea de grandeur sont iien moindres.

Le cas du 3y st~me hybrids destin6 aux porte-aviona frangais eat auSi instructif en ce
~ui concerne lea r~f~rences do vite33e utilisables pour l'hybridation. On aura note que

Jasce caa, le capteur do vitesse retenu eat un loch 6lectromagtiu, ounsata
vitesse du navire par rapport i Ileau. Lea couranta marina neal 1 ient-ils pas perturber
le fonctionnement d'un filtre de Kalman dana Icquel on traite des vitesses par rapport
au aol ? L'exp~rience a montr6 qu'iIl n'en 6taf't rion, et quo l'information de
vitesse/mer eat au contrairo tr~s profitable, du fait de la stabilit6 des courants
marina aur d'asaez grandea etendues oc~aniques. On ne peut pas en dire autant de
2ertaines autres reiferences de vitesse telles quo le radar Doppler. Tris valable
proximit6 du aol1 dana l'application aux h6licoptires par exemple, Is radar Doppler
pout s'avener tres docevant en altitude (accrochages aur couches nuageuses etc). En
d'autrea termca,pour une bonne centrals inertielle mioux vaut l'aide d'une bonne
source do vitosse, mie intermittente, ou erronde Jo ragon stable, quo cello d'une
source continue ais3 bruithe *basses fr~quonces".

2.L 4 - Inertie/OMEGA

Parallilemont a l'hybridation inertie/Tranait mentionn~e ci-dessus, et avec 1e mime
programme en vuo (ref~rence perte-avions), is SAGEM a essays do mottre au point une
hybridation inertie/OMEUA qui aurait pu 9tre un Pits do Plus, soit vera la performance,
soit vera la redondanco. 11 a fallu y renonctr compte. tenu des caract~ristiquea
fr~quentielles des erreurs do 1'OMEGA, car on s'cst trouve, comme pour le VOR, avec
"trop d'orreurs dana lea bassos frequencos".

Cola n'enleve noen aux mirite3 do l'OMEGA, qui pout jouer Is rale do garde-fou par
rapport a la navigation inertielle. Ma13 il n'y a pas ontre lea deux uno reie 1
synorgie. Le couple eat mal asserti.
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2.5- Inertio/ILS

L'ILS, on le salt, manque de redondance dana sa partie airioflne, et sea faisceaux sent
par ailloura sujets a des d13torsion3 g6ou~triquos. D'o lldde do l1sser Cosn
d13tors11ions grice aux centrales inertielle3 de bord, et do survivre 6ventuolleuent AL la
disparition des faisceaux in-extremi3, par guidage inertial (extrapolation) jusq u'au
toucher et au roulage aur Plate. C'es3t ce type d 'hybridation inertie/ALS quo la SA EM a
eu Iloccaslen do divoloppor il y a quolquos ann6es (1976), et qul a fait Il'bjet
dlessa13 instructifa, 31non couronnis do succ43.

Lld6e g~n6rale qUi a'on degage eat is suivante: l'ILS ot l'inertie sont Presque
complementairos, msa pas tout i fait... 31l on cherche une pr~cislon de qualite
m~trique. Un fa13ceau ILS cat. III pourra par example avoir des dlateralons,
decro1s3ant de 10 ou 20 mA;tres dana les cinq minutes qul pr~cident 10 toucher des
roues, a 2 ou 3 mitres dana lea 20 derniirea secondes. Au total, cola so traduit par
des "errours apparentes do vitease" do l'ordro do 10/200 X0,05 M/8, salt 0 1 Nm/h. Et
cecl dana Une bande do fr~quencos relativement 6lev6e (p6riodos do mains do minutes).
Cleat largement aUff13ant pour des besoins do recalage do navigation "en route". Ma13s
cleat marginal pour lea bosoms3 do trajectographie do quallt6 "miltrique" tale qU'la so
manifesaent en courte finale.

L'expirienco s'est done revelee instructive et pourrait avoir des risultats Plus
positif3 avec un syateme radio-6lectrlque encore ame lior6, tel quo 1e MLS.

2.6- lnertie/correlation d'altitude

Cette technique, dite "terrain contour matching" dana lea pays anglo-saxons, eat
eelre lde ce quo pout itre une excellonte synergie entre navigation inertielle et

aide rado&ectrque. Appli ue Par ls SAGEM au recalage de Is navigation inertielle
des aviona do combat volnt a bassoa altitude, elle a montri une bonne "robustesse", ot
une ;r~ci3ion ab3olue comprise entre 50 et 100 mitrea, qul soUtient Is compara1son avec
l~e GPS en mode C/A.

L'aide radio-ilectrique eat ici un radiosltimitre qul fournit 1e prefil altim~triquo du
terrain survol& par l'avion. 11 no pout dlaillours le faire qu'on "s'appuyant" sur la
centrale inertiele do deux fsvons complimentaire3:

- la centrals inertlelle, hybridee dana as voie verticale par l'altitude barom~'trique,
fournit u&ne reiference pris1e do nivsau de vol ("flottanto", on valour abselue, mas
stable a court terms), par rapport a laquelle sent "cot6es lea diffirences do nivoau
du terrain difilant sous l1aironef

- la mime centrals fournit a33 le% coordonn~ea horizontales relatives des points dent
10 radloaltimetre "cote" 1e niveau altimitrique. Los coordonn~es giographlquea
(abSelues) de Ces points se d~duisent do ces coordenn~es relatives par une translation
(erreur do navigation inortielle dana ls plan horizontal) ... qu'll s'agit pr6C1ient
de diterminer

Cette diteruination so fait par un algorithme do corrilation dana 1e calculatour de la
contrale inertiells qul, syant miuorise la succession des c0eo altin6triques
survolees, cherche a posteriori dana une carte d'aliltudes do terrain numer1ieS quolle
eat la translation do 3a t rajectoire horizontale supposco qui assure 15 meilleure
corr6lation avec lea meaures du radioaltim~tre.

On as rend compto a quel point los fonctions do Is centrale inertiolle et du
radio-altimitro sent 1mbriques, a cc stade qul consists i obtonir une "observation"
(au sons do Kalman) radio~lectrique s'appuyant sur Il'nertic. CVast, phlosophIquement,
uno approcho comparable i cello d'une "observation" "mono-DME/incrtlo" ou
"GPS-monocanaI/ inert ie" (is soule Information radiodlect.riquoe no permet pas do '1faire
1e point" msa on y parvient par observations r~p~t603 lles3 ontre ellba par 10 fib
d'Arione 4e l trajectegraphie inertieblo).

I4



Maturliemont, 1'observation d'erreur de position inortielle une fois obtenue, on 3 en
sort done 1e filtre do Kalman qui e33alo do romonter aux orrours do captours inertlels
qul sont a l1origine. Typiquemont, lea ordres de grandeur sont lea suivants:

- central* inertiollo do Ia classo I Nm/h ou mioux (l'observation serait impraticablo
avec uno centralo *pseudo-inortiollom)

- pr~cision d'une observation d'erreur do position :50 i 100 a4trea

- esasement souhaitable des observations: variable solon la mission mais, tyliquomont,
tous los quarts d'houro, avec derniiro observation pou avant l'arrivie su,' e but

Li ecor, coaejour le multi-DNE ot 1e Transit, et en pensant aux contre-oxemplos quo
constituent le VoRt 1'OMEGA, on pout ripiter quo pour woe bonne cotrols inortielle,
mieux waut i'aide d'un bon point radiodiootriqu* intermittent quo cello dun may00 do
radionavigation continu, mais bruitA aux basses friquonoes.

3- INERTIE/GPS :HYBRIDATIONS ET CLASSES DE PERFORMANCES

3.1- Lt 3Ystieo GPS

Le GPS (Global Positioning System) oat un nouveau systte universel de positionnement
par satellites. Etudii depuis 1973 i l'initiative de l'US Air Force, il eat
actuelloment dane sa phase do "montie en puissance" au plan operstionnel. La
constellation complete do satellites devrait itre disponible vera la fin do 1989, mais
lea satellites diji disponibles permettent la localisation do riepteura vari~a avec la
pricision nominale, soU3 risorve do bion choisir le lieu et l'houro do fonctionnemont.
Cleat ce qul a 6ti fait dans Les ossais de couplage inertio/GPS dont il est rendu
compte ci-apres.

Le GPS permet un posltlonnement en 4 dimensions: latitude, longitude, altitude et temps
(heuro), pourvu quo los omissions de quatro satellites solont captie3 par 1e r~cepteur
ce qui suppose la visibiliti directe do, ces quatre satellites. La constellation de
satellites (plus trols satellites de reserve, pernettant de r~opiacer d' iventuels
satellites det'aillant3) pormet preicisement cette visibiliti directe en tout point du
globe et a tout Instant, sauf quelques "trous" spat io-temporels, notammont sur des
zones meditorraneennes (une ou deux fois 30 minutes par jour, sur des zones do quelques
centaines do kilosetres).

'.a position du recepteur se deduit Je la mesure de distance aux 4uatre satellites
vi aiblos (t emps de propagation des ondos) combinee a la connaissance de la position
instantanee des quatre satellites (situes a 20 178 km d'altitude et decrivant leur
orbite en un domi )our sideral, 3o1t 11 h 57 minutes, donc a une vitesse do l'ordre de
300U m/s) . La precision ultime de ls position obtenue depend principalement do la
J1sposition giomitrique relative des satellites et du recepteur .La pricision pratique
depend,3urtout le la nature de l'emission quo pout recevoir Ilutilisateur, puisqulil a
etc prevu deux categories do service:

- le service "ordinaire" (SPS =stan~dard positioning system, ou C/A ="clear
acquisition" ou "coarse acquisition"), accessible a tous, et assurant une pricision de
10, ma 95 S en deux dimensions (plan horizontal) et 180 m en 3 dimensions

- le service "de precision" (PPS =precision positioning system, ou "code P"),
accessible avec "mot do passe* seulement, et assurant une pricision de 18 m a 95 % en
doux dimensions, et 33 a en trois dimensions

Le GPS eat aUs3i on mesure de fournir, outre la position et l'heuro, Ia vitOsse du
v~hicule, par aesure do 11 effet doppler sur lea ondes rogues. Peu d'informations
pratiques 3ont encore diaponibles sur le spectre d'erreurs de cetto information do
vitesso us i1 eat probable qu'.il so situe principalement dana lea hautes fr~quences,
donc qual oat compIementaire do celui des centrales inortielles.

3.2- lntirit d'un couplage inertie/GPS. et vari~t6 des combinaisons posaibles

Voir tableau 3 (varihti des combinaisons) ot tableau ~4 (applications envisageables).
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3.2.1- L'interit d'un couplage inertie/GPS resulte de I& bonne compI~mentarite des deux
capteur3. En efret:

- la centrale inertielle eat autonome, discrette, imbrouillable, de fonctionnement
ininterroapu; lea informations rournies, outre l'attitude at le cap/route extrAmement
pr~cia, sont une vitesse/sol tri3 stable et, "en prime", Ia Position g~ographique; lea
erreurs sur ces inrormationa sont a variation tres lente; le modele de ces variations
lentes eat bien connu et robuste.

- le GPS fournit une position geiographique 3D tria preciae; le "bruit" sur cette
information eat a haute fr~quence; o n ponse qu'il en cat de mie pour l'information de
vitesse; mnme al son fonctionnement peut itre su jet a "eclipses", elles 3ont de courte
duree aux youx dune centrale inertielle; le GPS eat egalement diacret (le veihicule
porteur n'a pas a imettre) et en cc sena "autonome", bien que dependant d'u-I segment
spatial et terrestre consequents; iI eat resistant au brouillage, quoique non
entiirement "imbrouillable".

L'hybridation inertie/GPS, par lea techniques de filtrage statiatique (Kalman),
conjugue lea avantages des deux syatemes et compense leurs inconvenients. On obtient un
3ysteme tres precoia, en position comme en vitease autonome au sena fort (capable de se
passer au be3oin du segment spatial et terrestre , fonctionnant sans interruption, et
imbrouillable. Grice ak la centrale inertielle, le recepteur GPS devient moins sensible
au brouillage, une fois l'"accrochage" obtenu. La presence des deux capteura
complimentaires permet non seulement de fournir des informations de meilleure qualite,
ma is egalement lea indices de qualiti realistes associes (l'utilisateur salt aleux ce
que vaut l'inforeation qu'on lul fournit).

Pour obtenir le cumul des avantages de la navigation inertielle et la neutralisation de
leurs inconvenients (et non l'inverae ... ), ii faut cependant proceder a une
"hybridation" avisee. Notre experience de couplages inertieIs avec une grande diversite
d'aides radbo-electrigue3, dont en dernier lieu le GPS, montre qu'une telle hybridation
dolt avoir lea caracteristiques suivantes:

- il s'agit d1'uri ecnange bi-directionnel inertie-GPS

- chaque capteur preserve sa capacite de fonctionner en mode independant ("inertie
e ure", "OPS pur"), 3i bien qu'on peut a tout instant revenir, en "mode aecoura" du mode
hybride" vera P'un ou I'autre mode ind~pendant

- meme en mode "hybride", on evite la confision des r8ies, et chaque capteur n'utilise
son partenaire que pour sea bons c~tea; ainsi, par exeaple:

l a navigation A l'eatime, avec son caractere incremental et inintcrrompu, eat
assuree dana la centrale inertielle dont c'est la fonction natureile

*le positionnement precis eat la fonction naturelle do GPS, mime s'il ne peot ktre
fourni que de ragon discontinue

l a centrale inertielle ne prend, des informations que lui envoie Ie GPS, que
ceiles qui lul sont indispensables pour assurer la navigation a long terme; cel
ap~lique a ces informations des critie de validit6/acceptation 4ui la
preservent au maximum d'une Possible "pollution"

*le GPS ne prend, des informations que lui envoie Ia centrale inertielle, que
celles qui I ui sont indispensables pour mleux assurer un fonctionnement autonome
en poursuite des satellites; il ne "reasert" pas i Ia centrale inertielic des
informations que cette derniiare a largement contribue i calculer (risque
d'"autosuggestion").

Lea principes definis ci-desaus, et quon peut riaumer en parlant de "couplage liche"
entre inertie et GPS (par Opposition a un "couplage serre" dans lequel on "met lea
oeufa dana le mcme panier"), sont sous-entendus dana la suite de cet article, chaque
fois que Ilon parle d'"hybridation inertie/GPS".

3.2.2- On a d6fini, dana la section 1, trois grandes classes de centrales inertielles,
me aubdivisant en varlantes "olassiques" (A cardana) et "strap down" (a gyros-laser).
Concernant Ie GPS, deux classes de priciaion seront disponibles, la "courante" (code
C/A ty piquemont 100 matres k 95 %) et Ia "haute" (code P typiquemont 20 metres a
95 k). Concornant lea r6cepteurs, troi3 variantes sont po8si6les: monocanal, bi-canal,
oinq canaux. La diffdrenco riaide dana Ia capacith ou non d'obtenir un point radio
autonome (caS du cinq canaux, M&i3 non des mono et bi-canal d~s quo la vitease du

otur eat significative), et dana la capacit4i s urvivre i des pannes (cas du
ti-canal et du cinq canaux, mais non du monocanal). En combinant tous ccc cas de
figure on arriverait i un nombro do variantes respectablednnosnareoaqu
lea Plus roprisentatives, lea autres pouvant se traier par interpolation ou
extrapolation.
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3.3- Inertie haut03 performances/GPS'code P cing canaux

Cleat la configuration a I& fois la plus perroruante, la plus co~teuse, et . .. la plus
31IMPle A analyser et at rial13or.

Le GPS,, typiquement toutes les secondes, fournit a la centrale inertielle lea
c oordonnes geographiques et i'altitude avec une pr~ei3ion absolue de 20 is A 2 sigma.
Notona que pour un porteur supersonique qUi se deplace par example a 500 M/3, il faUt
une datation il au moms3 10/500 =0,02 seconde pris 3i on veut titer tout le parti de
cette pricision. La vitesse/mol, (dana le plan horizontal et vertical) eat igaleaent
disponible, avec une r6currence de 1 seconde, par mesure de Ileffet Doppler aur lea
i13ion3 GPS tog uea. C'est une situation de tout confort ... pour la centrale
inertielle, qui ut l13se comme suit lea informations rogues du CPS:

- dana le plan horizontal, l'observatlon de poait ion (et eventuellement de vitesse) est
uti is e maias avec une recurrence nettement plus longue que ce que fournit le GPS:
pluaieurs secondes, typiquement (mais un pri-filtra 9e simple des informations CPS, avec
criteres d'acceptation/rejet, permet un "l13sage d'entrie"). Elie entr~ comae
observation, avec uno variance de "bruit d'obaervation" de l'otdte de (20 0, dana
un filtre de Kalman tres cla33ique, o6~ cependant lea termes de covariances d'erreurs
doivent ;tte oalcu14s a vec des r6solUtiona compatibles avec la qualiti "d~cam~trique"
techerchee (et pour lea etreura de vitesses, il a'agit de centimetres par aeconde .. )

- dana le plan vertical, l'obaervation d'altitude entre dana une boucle d'hybridation
comparable a celle d'un couplage "inert ie/baro-al timitre", maia li encore avec une
reaolution nettement accrue. Notons que l'altitude hybride inertie/GPS ne se substitue
pas a l'altitude inertie/baro, et q ue lea deux devront coexister, tant que
Ilinertle/baro servita au maintien des separations verticales en a~ronautique civile.
Par contre, lea altitudes inertie/GPS et inertie/baro pourront tre iventuellement,
compar~es. ... pour lea besoin3 de la m~tiorologie, et 1l'une ou l'autre indiff~remment
pourraient itre Utilisies si on voulait faire dea observations par. .. corr~lation
d'altitudes ("terrain contour matching"), chose superf~tatoire ici, sauf s'il s'agit
d'6ventuels releves topographiques I

Nous n'avons pas ci-dessus precise quelle variante de centrale inertielle hautes
performances (.Fclassique" ou "strap down") devait ktre coup1~e au GPS 5 canaux code P.
La cent tale "classique" eat sans conteste la solution la plus tationnelle aujourd'hui .
Nous avons dit Plus haut que le potentiel du filtre de Kalman, dana cette
.onfiguration, etait d'6valuer des erreurs de vitesse inertielle se chiffrant en
centimetres par seconde, et nous avons vu dans la partie introductive consactee aux
2entrales inertielles que des "bruits de vitesse" aussi faibles n'etaient aujourd'hui
atteints qu'avec lea meilleures centrales a plates-formes3 ( gyroscopes a suspension
Jynamique, ou suspension electrique). Mai3 rien n'interdit de proceder au coup laie du
T) P 5 canauxucode P avoc une centrale "strap down", qui tirera des "Observations jPS
in mains ban patti que la centrale clasaique, nans plus. En d'autres termes, la
centrale "strap down" ne sera pas tout i fait I la hauteur" du GPS mais en tirera
i'autant plus profit.

3.4- Inete hautes performances/GPS code P mono ou bi-canal

Par rapport au cas pr~cident, la performance eat pati'quement inchangee, mais le o~t
au recepteur CPS devrait so trouver r~duit. Le refe pte ur R3sappuie" davantage sur la
centrale Inertielle, dans lea phases de grande dynamique (v Intages, mont~ea/descentes,

%asquafe de satelli.tes) p our procidet i son "point radiona vigat ion". Le CPS et la
cntral e i nertielle travaillant ici en 6ttoite symbio3e, et le r~cepteur GPS ne

reptisentant par rafport a la centrale inertielle qu'un accroiaaement modere
d , lecttonique et de lgcel, Ia tentation eat grande d'mntigrer physiquement innertie
et GPS dana le mime boitier (voir plus loin).

3.5- Inertie mayennes performances/GPS code C/A

Il-goa parai~lisme 3reqeparfait avec lea configuratiors qui ont 6t6 con3id~ries
ci-deaus en 3.1. et.2. Lea performances "descendent d'un cran" pout l'un et l'autre
senseur (inertie et CPS), mains Il'quilibre et la synerie subsistent, au niveau de
prifcision "hectom6trinque" et non plus "d~camitrique". Cote innertiel, la variante strap
down i& gyrolaser exists bel ot b len, et n'eat plus inntroduite simplement de fagon
ac a d mi quo: olls pout titer p loin patti do: informations CPS, et a qualinto de
vitese / ol s'en trouvera amilior~e au point de devenir compatable A celle d'une
centrals classique i cardans.

Comae dint plus haut 46galement, Ia tendance eat manifeste d' intigrer physiquement Ie
r~oeptsur ePS mono ou bicanal dana la centrals inertielle, alors que 1e ricepteur cinq
canaux est pritciSI601nt fait pour fonctionner de fagon mutonome.

CVeat avoc la configuration inertie moyennea porformancos/GPS code P et C/A bi-canal
e o s avons recueili l'essentiel de nos rasultata exp~rinmentaux, et nous renvoyona

ounoaila suite de l'article pour plus de d~tails.
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3.6- "Pseudo-inertie"/GPS code C/A

C'est la configuration qui permet de maintenir en vie le concept mime de
"pseudo-inortie", par -- l13&tion de l'argument p~riodiquement repris: "pourquoi
utilisor des centrales inertlelles "chores" puiqe1 1P (ou prcdee: erar
Doppler, l'OMEGA) permet do lea r aiser mo3s prformantes ?".

Ccci renvoie a un dibat " performances/costs" dont lea grandes lignes ont 6ti trac~es
dan3 un autre symposium AGARD (voir AGARD Conference Proceedings N 3 360). Pour cc qui
est des aspects plus sp~cifiquement OPS, on peut noter ce qui suit:

- une solution "Pseudo-Inertie/GPS" no pout So substituer ak une solution comportant une
"vraie centrale inertielle" que 3i elie assure la continuit6 de perfo mances qu'apporte
cotto derniire (pas dohautu uPlus uedgaain lente). Cola no sembe Pas
totalement impossible mais la question reste ouverte pour certaines zones du globe
(M~diterrane entre autres) oui Ia couverture GPS est ivane3cente pendant 30 minutes ik 1
heure chaque jour.

-la qualiti de vitesse sol que doit pouvoir assurer l'hybridation par 1e GPS semble,
par ailleurs, bien meilleure quo cc que pouvaient apporter 1'OMEGA, ou mime 1e Doppler
ems d'anomaiies provoquees par accrochage du faisceau sur couches nuageuses OU sur
Ilemu). Cola plaido mU3si en faveur do "pseudo-inertlo/UPS".

- mais si on a fait lea deux pins pr~c~dents qui consistent a soen remettre au UPS pour
la continuite et la qualiti de vitesse/sol, il Taut alors pour apporter un avantage
nzt au plan 6conomique, passer aux extremes, et r~duire Is pseudo-centrale inertielle"
A un bloc gyrometrique 3-axes, peut-otre mcme sans acceleromotres.

On se reportera aussi au S 1.0 do cot article, pour jugor do ce quo le GPS pout
apportor comme amiiorations a une "rif~rence cin~matique" de borG. Et on constatera
quo 3i la solution "pseudo- inert ie /GPS" couvre laSpros qu totalit6 des bosoins (en
supposant une r~elle continuiti des "osain"GSilI resto encore des paramoto
k obtenir (comment ?) tels quo cap, route suivie et angle Ge derive. Clest pourquoi il

nous semble quo la solution "pseudo- inert ie/GPS" reste malgri tout fragile, face aux
besoins systime, faisant poser sur les 6paules du GPS beaucoup Ge responsabilit~s
(continuiti , qualitei do vitesse) et ne fournissant pas l'intigraliti des paramitres
qu'on oat habitu6 A tiror d'une centrale inertielle mu sens ploin du termo.

4- COUPLAGE INERTIE/GPS : RESULTATS EXPERIMENTAUX

4.1- Historigue a Ia SAGEM

Le premier programme a~ronautique frangais dans lequel le GPS ait 6t prLvu eat
l'avion de patrouille maritime ATL 2 (Atlantique 2 m e g'n~ration), en cours Ge
developpement, et dont les premiers avions do serie seront mi en service en 1989. Ces
avions sont iqulp~s basiquement de deux centralos inertielles i cardans ULISS 53, Gont
le format m~canique correspond sensiblement au standard "F3" (centrales inertielles
pour avions d'mrmos), et dont los performances sont meilleures quo 1e "I Nm/h"
claisique, sans toutofois atteindre los 0,2 ou 0 3 Nm/h quo la SAGEM pout proposer avec
sin ligne do centrales do haute pricision ULISS 66.

L'utiliti d'un recours au UPS r~side pricisiment ici dana le fait qu'on ossaie Ge se
contenter do centrales inortielles "standard", en so m~nageant la possibilit6 Ge les
" aider " par le UPS, surtout dana le ass des missions do plus longue duree. En d'autres
termes, 1 es centrales inertielles sont le moyen basique de navigation, mais le UPS leur
procure un potontiol d'accroissement de performances qu'on so reserve d'utiliser ou non
selon 1e cas Cot solon la disponibilite du code P, qui nWest pas garantie i 100 % .. )

Cette approche a it d~finie en 1983, date i laquelle un march6 G'6tudes do sonsibilit6
et Ge performances d'un filtrag~e inortie/UPS pour ATL 2 fut confi6 4 la SAGEM par 1e
STTE (Service Technique des T61ecommunications et Ge l'Electronique do la Direction des
Constructions Aironautiques militaires). 11 s'agissait dans un premier temps d'une
itude de modilisation des erreurs UPS et inertielles, et de lour traitemont par
filtrage do Kalman. Dana un second temps, le choix doun receptour Magnavox, et
l'enreg istrement en vol do sea mesures, devait pcrmettre do val idor les hypotheses
i nitialement rotenues concernant los erreurs du UPS, et iventuellement de lea aJUster.
Ensuite, on passait aux essais en vol et aJUstements du filtre do Kalman qui, ex~cut6
par Ie calculateur Go la contrale inertielle, devait permettre & cetto derniire d'avoir
de acilleures performances en "inertie pure" consicutive i une p~riode Ge filtrage
inertie/UPS de Gur~e i d~torminer (voir plus loin 1 4.3). Enfin, los r~glages 6tant
optimis~s, une ivaluation "statistique" en vol Govait intervenir sous la supervision
des Services Officials clients. Tout ce programme s'est dirouli solon llich~ancier do
Ia f igure 5, et a Ia date do publication Go cot article, los essais finals d'&valumtion
on sont a leurs ddbuts. On notera qu'un 6chiancier Plus serri aurait 6t6 difficilo,
dana la mesuro o i uno constellation utilisanble Ge satellites (4 satellites au moins

visibles pendant des dur~es sufflsantes) n'aurait pas 6t6 disponible do touto fagon.
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4.2- Propri~t6s des 31gnaux UPS observes en reception

Le r~cepteur GPS utilis6 6tait un bi-canal, en mode P ou C/A (les deux itant
accessibles avec la performance nominale du code P, en cette priode de promotion du
GPS) . Des observations ef fectu~ea en 3olo, puis en mode coupl6 inertie/UPS, on a pu
tirer lea consequences suivantes (voir figure 6):

- le signal de vitesse/sol fourni par le r~cepteur GPS 6tait trop "irr~gulier" pour
pouvoir itre exploit6 au naturel. D'ailleur3, 19objet principal, de notre filtrage
inertie/GPS est bien d'obtenir une vitesse/sol de haute qual1ite, tirant parti d u
caractire tres peu bruit6 de la vitease inertielle, et de la haute precision de la
position UPS. Pourtant, loraqu'on est en vol relativement stabilis6, la pr6cision de la

WT~ii7sol fournie par le UPS n'est pas sans attraits: 0,3 A 0 5 rn/s typiquement. Nais
les erreurs peuvent atteindre 2 i 5 rn/s en coura d'evolutions, et ceci de fa on
prolongee, sans compter la possibilit~i d'06clipses". L'utillation de la vitesse GPS
reste donc encore pour nous un 3ujet i explorer.

- l'intormation "position" fournie par le GPS se caract~rise par trois modes principaux
d 'erreurs:

0des erreur3 en forme de "bruit blanc", tout au moins en comparaison de celles
d'une centrale inertielle. C'est i dire avec un niveau suffisamment faible (valeur
typique de l'ordre do 10 mitres) et un temps de corr~lation suffisamment bref
(moins de 60 secondes) pour que la complcmentarit6 soit tr~s grande avoc la
centrale inertielle Cerreurs de valeur typique de plusieurs centainos de m~tres,
temps de correlation de pluajeurs dizaines de minutes)

*des erreurs en forme d'echelons, principalement dues A une "commutation" sur los
satellites silectionn~s pour faire le point. Ordre de grandeur: 10 A 50 m~tres. Ce

h~omienon linoaire par nature, est extr~mement genant pour le filtre, qu'il
incTune en erreur". 11 nocessite la misc en place d'un test do rojet do
1'o servation en entrie du filtre, si do tels "sauts" se produisent. Le filtrage
eat ainsi interrompu automatiquement lorsque le saut %~passe un certain scuil, 1 e
tersp d'estimer la variation du biais de position UPS. Cette estimation est
r~a isable en exploitant la bonne complementarit6 de 1'inertie et du UPS.

*des erreurs on f'orme de "rampos" de position, principalement dues A l'6volution de
la configuration g~om~trique des satellites et du GDOP correspondant. Ce sont les
erreurs lea plus g~nantes, car traduites en termes d'errour do vitesse, olles
peuvent devenir comparables aux erreurs correspondantes d'une centrale inertielle,
et "d~voyer" le filtre de Kalman. Heureusement, lours ordres de grandeur semblent
tol~rables (moins de 0,1 m/s habituellement) tant qu'on fonctionne avec des GDOP
inf~rieurs a 10. Mais le danger existe pourtant, et ii faut 6galement mettre en
oeuvre des tests de rejet en entr~e de la centrale inertielle, suffisamment
s6v~res pour reduire au maximum los risques de "pollution".

D'ailleurs, le r~cepteur GPS lui-m~me fournit, en mime temps que l'information
quantitative de position, des signaux qualitatifs de fonctionnement qu'il faut savoir
utiliser i bon escient. Dans notre cas pr~cis (voir figure 7), il s'agissait de:

- 13 Figure de ?4Arite (F014) qui fournit non seulemert un indice de qualit6 de la
position UPS sous la forme d'un chiffre de 1 it 9 (chacun correspondant A une
fourchette d'erreur de position),,mais egalement des bits d'6tat de la r~ception UPS,
et des bits de panne et de degradation -pr~visible de la position (due A la
constellation, a un satellite d~fectueux, a une trop forte corr~lation inertie/GPS
oe)

- l'Erreur de Position Estirn~e (EPE) qui est une combinaison des covariances de
position du filtre GPS et de l'UERE (User Equivalent Range Error)

- les covariances d'erreurs de position brutes

- los rapports signaux/bruit des canaux de r6ception

La " philosophic" appliquke est qu'il vaut micux filtrer lorsque le GPS a des
performances nominales (la qualit6 de la vitesse/sol obtenue dana cc cas est
excellente: quciques cm/s), et interrompre le filtrage d~s quo Ia precision du UPS se
d~grade, ne serait-ce que de 20 m. Pour cela, compenser lea sauts de biais UPS lorsque
c'est possible, et reprendre le filtrago des que possible apria cette compensation,
daa t ous los cas o i 1e UPS retrouve ses performances nominales.

Etant donn6 la cadence rap ide avec laquelle lea informnations GPS sent fournies, les
indicateurs de qualit6 GPS ont 6t6 utilis6s de fagon i effectuer une sorte de
pro-filtrage inortie/UPS i haute fr~quee (par rappr i Ilutiliaation momns fr~quente
qu'cn fait le filtre de Kalman) pour d~tecter le pUs t8t Possible une d~gradation mime
minime, et 6viter ainsi une pollution du filtre.
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Outre la verification de l'int6grit6/validit6 du capteur GPS, on distingue deux grandes
categories dans les tests effectues:

-ceux qui concernent le GE'S: d~tection de sauts, rampes etc

-ceux qui sont intrins~ques au filtrage de Kalman: test de vraisemblance de
1'observation en entr~e du filtre, qui doit etre sensiblement un bruit blanc AL mayenne
nulle (test At 3 sigma)

C'est la premi~re s~rie de tests qui a .6t6 la plus d~licate A r6aliser, la
constellation de satellites n'6tant p as encore op~rationnelle et stabilisee, et les
donn~es sur le comporteinent du GE'S (phenom~nes transitoires en des endroits
suffisamment vari6s) n'etant donc pas tres abondantes. Pourtant, l'6tude a montr6
qu'une fois bien regle's, lea tests permettent un fonctionnement correct et coh6rent du
filtre inertie/G'S race a ces ph~nom~nes transitoires.

~4.3- D~veloppement du filtre de Kalman inertie/GPS

Depuis la fin des ann~es 1960, la SAGEM a d~velopp6 une famille de filtres de Kalman,
et en particulier des filtres "inertie/observations de position". Le filtre inertie/G'S
dont il est question ici est une variante de ces derniers, caract6ris6e par lea
particularit~s suivantes:

- plus haute r~solution des positions, vitesses, et autres param~tres du filtre, 6tant
donng la pr6cision demand~e (d~cam~trique)

- probl~mes de datation/synchronisation entre inertie et GE'S, A soigner
particuli~rement pour la meme raison

- algorithmes de factorisation de la matrice de covariance, assurant une meilleure
stabilit6 et pr~cision du filtre

La mise au point de ce filtre a commenc6 par une pgbase en centre de calcul AL partir
d'une simulation de navigation hybride inertie/G '. Ce simulateur eat un programme
statistique de type Monte-Carlo, d~velopp6 par SAGEM et coaprenant:

- un g~n~rateur de trajectoirc 6laborant lea grandeurs de r6f~rence

- un modile de centrale inertielle aussi complet que possible du point de vue des
erreurs de composants et syst~me

- un simulateur simplifi6 de la constellation GE'S et du r~cepteur (calcul du point
GPS), chacun de ces segments 6tant entach6 d'erreurs

- un modile de navigation hybride optimale

Ce simulateur a vermis d'effectuer une 6tude de sensibilit6 du filtre A certaines
composantes de 1 erreur de position du _GES, ainsi qu'une 6tude de performances
(simulations statistiques du type Monte-Carlo). Dans ce dernier cas, la partie
trajectoire des scenarios 6tait identique (dynamique du porteur), et la difference
apvaraisait au niveau de l'enchainement des p~riodes de disponibilit6 du GE'S
(lhypothese de la discontinuit6 etant posee au depart). On a ainsi voulu d~terminer
des param~tres tels que:

- la dur~e minimale de filtrag'e pour obtenir la performance de vitesse sp6cifi~e

- Ilinfluence sur les performances de la r6partition des p~riodes de filtrage au cours
de la mission

- le profil de la d~gradation au cours du temps des performances apr~s disparition du
r PS

A la fin de la mise au point du filtre en laboratoire, 116tude de performances a
conduit aux conclusions suivantes (voir figure 8):

- avec un r~cepteur GE'S code P, le filtrage inertie/G'S permet d'atteirlire rapidement
la qualit6 de vitesse/sol sp~cifi~e en quelques minutes, mime apres une longue
navigation en inertie pure; mais la ."m6moire" de cette bonne qualit6 de vitesse eat
perdue aussi rapidement qu'elle est acquise, si on revient trop rapidement en inertie
pure
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- pour obtenir plus durablement et au bon moment is pr6cision de vitesse/sol sp~cifi~e,
le mieux est de proc~der A un filtrage d'une dur6e de l'ordre de 40 minutes juste
avant ia phase tactique effectu6e en inertie pure

-un filtrage intervenant en d~but de mission n'apporte que peu d'am~lioration en
qualit6 de vitesse ; l'am6lioration commence devenir sensible si le filtrage
intervient apr~s une fraction signif'icative de p~riode de Schuler (par exemple 1 heure,
la p~riode de Schuler valant 84 minutes); le filtrage apporte l'am~lioration la plus
durable s'iI peut s'~tendre sur plus de deux p~riodes de Schuler (la centrale qui passe
alors en inertie pure est presque aussi precise que si elie avait termin6 depuis peu
son alignement au sol)

Apr~s cette phase de simulation, on est pass6 L l'6criture (en assembleur) et is
validation sur banc, du logiciel embarqu6 de filtrage de Kalman inertie/GPS. Le
calculateur hote, bien que de puinsance relativement modeste (350 kops), n'a vu sa
charge de caicul augmenter que de 10 % environ. Le volume additionnel de m6moire
represente momns de 4 kmot3 de 16 bits.

4.4- R6sultats d'essais en vol inertie/GPS

4.4.1- Conditions d'essais

Commenc~s en octobre 1985, bord d'une Caravelle du Centre d'Essais en Vol de
BRETIGNY, les essais en vol on. connu trois phases distinctes:

Premi~ere phase: Evaluation du r6cepteur GPS Magnavox bi-canal, mis A disposition par
les services officiels fin ao~it 1985; le r6oepteur est utilis6 de fagon
autcnome, pour en-'egistrement au sol et en vol des signaux permettant
de valider et d'affiner le modele d'erreur OPS pris en compte dans le
filtre, et les r~glages qui en sont la consequence

Deuxi~me phase: Mise au point en vol des r6glages du filtre, et surtout, des tests
d'acceptation/rejet des informations GPS; v~rification des performances
pr~dites par les simulations, sur certains scenarios caracteristiques

Troisi~me phase: Le filtre 6tant r6g16 de fagon optimale suite aux essais pr~c~dents,
6valuation des performances par les Services Officiels frangais

L'installation d'essais en vol, conforme au sch6ma de la figure 9, comportait:

- un systeae inertiel de navigation ULISS 46 de SAGEM, de is classe 1 Nm/h, mis en
oeuvre par son Poste de Commande et de Navigation (PCN), et reli6 a une centrale
a6rodynamique Crouzet

- un recepteur/processeur GPS bi-canal Magnavox (RPU-2) connect6 une antenne a
diagramme de reception fixe, et mis en oeuvre par son Poste de Commande et de
Navigation. L'assistance technique 6tant assuree par la soci6t6 TNT.

Centrale inertielle et r~cepteur/processeur GPS s'~changent des informations par deux
bus ARINC A 10 kbit/s. In enregistreur et une horloge precise faisant partie de
''installation de l'avion d'essais compl~tent le dispositif, aiaquel ii faut en outre un
syst~me de r6f~rence (en d'autres termes un "16talon" de navigation) pour 6valuer la
precision en temps r6el. Ce syst~me de r~f'6rence est un dispositif TRIDENT III
utilisant quatre balises au sol, et fournissant ia position avec une erreur de ].ordre
le 5 m a 1 sigma. Le m~me slyst~me de r6f6rence fournit, mais en temps diff6r6
3eulement, la vitesse/sol, qui est obtenue par hybridation de ia position TRIDENT et de

>navig ation inertielle de r6f~rence fournie par une autre centrale SAGEM,
:':JLlIS-45-R, qui fait partie de l'installation avion.

- 6 enar:'os de vols d'essais

- 6, 14 vols ont 6t recens6s, appartenant A deux types principaux.

.;aeinertie/GPS durant tout le vol

m ie des vols, g6n~ralement les plus courts (2 h 3 h 30). Au retour
- la cent,-ale inprtielle sur le mode "inertie pure", et on observe
.-r-rs di vitesse au point f!.xe.

i.~~ntermittent en vol

.....1, r~p:oduire les scenarios d16tude, on fait intervenir le
. . ur une dur~e donn6e. Le passage en inertie pure, apres
.. Tnc gen~ralement en vul, et se prolonge apr~s le retour
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4.4-3- D6r'oulement

Les vola dont il eat rendu compte appartiennent la phase de mise au point du
filtrage, et correspondent donc a un etat evolutif du logiciel qui se ,prete ma. aux
traitementa statiatiques :en fait, chaque vol est un cas d'espece, necessitant une
interpr6tation qu'il aerait trop long de d~velopper ici.

On eat donc amen6 A repr6aenter lea r~aultats de ces essais en vol obtenus en position
et en vitesse sous forme de "portraits-robot", pr~sent6s aur la figure 10 et cot~a de
valeura typiques d~termin~es' d'apr~s lea derniers easais en vol et consid6r~ea comme
repr~sentatives des performances que l'on peut attendre d'un tel couplage.

4.4.4.- R~asltats et commentaires

Ces r~sultats appellent lea commentaires suivants

- de fagon g6n~rale, lea eaaaia en vol ont pe.rmis de v~rifier lea performances obtenues
en simulation ce qui montre la qualite des simulations et la confiance que l'on peut
leur accorder

- en mode survie, apr~s 1 h 30, lea performances en position (0,2Nm) et en vitesse
(0,25 m/s) montrent l'efficacit6 du filtrage par la bonne estimation des erreura
inertielles en vol ; lea performances ainai obtenues sont au momns aussi bonnes
qu' apr~s un alignement au sol. En y ajoutant la p~riode de navigation au aol en inertie
pureI ce qui equivaut A 3 h de survie, lea performances en position (0,4 Nm) et en
vitesse (0,35 m/s) sont tout aussi remarquables compar~es aux valeura correspondantes
en inertie pure (2,8 Nm en position ; 0,7 m/s en vitesse) ce qui repr~sente une
am~lioration d'un facteur 2 en vitease et 7 en position

- l'effet b~n~fique du filtrage inertie/GPS ae prolonge bien apr~s la diaparition du
GPS maia on peut souligner tout part iculi~rement la qualit6 des performances dana lea
premi~res minutes de aurvie :momns de 100 m et 0,1 m/s apr~s 5 mn de survie ; 180 m et
0,15 m/s apr~a 10 mn

- enfin, lea essais en vol ont montrA l'excellente qualit6 de la position GPS a moyen
et long terme mais aussi son instabilitA toute relative A court terme. Sur ce point, la
position hybride inertie/GPS am~liore la position GPS, non pas par r~duction du biais
de l'erreur de position GPS mais, a court terme, par filtrage des sauts et rampes de
position GPS et du bruit haute frequence du GPS (on passe de 10-15 m A 2 m, bruit
r~siduel sur la position hybride)

5- INERTIE/GPS :PROGRAMMES A VENIR ET PERSPECTIVES

5.1- Programme ATL 2 (Atlantigue 26me g~n~ration)

Au-delA de la phase exp~rimentale dont lea r~sultats ont 6t6 donn~s ci-deasus, il eat
pr6vu pour la version op~rationnelle qui entrera en service fin 1989 une configuration
de systeme de navigation comportant:

- deux centrales inertielles ULISS 53, connect~ea au systime d'armes par bus num~rique
"Digibus" A 1 Mbit/s

- un r~cepteur GPS bicanal, format 3/8 ATR, "'dialoguant" avec les deux centrales
inertielles par bus ARINC i 10 kBits/s (ARINC 575/429) fourni par la soci~t6 TRT

- filtre de Kalman inertie/GPS ex~cut6 dana les deux centrales inertielles

Il faut noter que l'ensemble d'une centrale inertielle et du r~cepteur GPS (mame
"partag6" entre lea deux centrales) eat conaid~re comme une "lentit6 navigation"
fournissant un point et une vitease optimaux au "monde ext~rieur", et qu'au sein de
cette entit6, la s~gr~gation des fonctions eat nette. Le OPS fournit un "point
radio~lectrique" lorsqu'il le peut, et on ne lui demande en aucun cas d'aaaurer la
continuite qui eat le propre d'une navigation A l'estime. La centrale inertielle, pour
sa part assure cette navigation A l'eatime, et fournit en permanence une "navigation
inertiefie pure" non sujette i pollutions externes. En outre, elle fournit lea
r~sultats de l'hybridation inertie/GPS, et les indices de qualit6 de cette hybridation
(1). Dana cette philosophie de fonctionnement, il eat exclu par exemple que le
r~cepteur GPS puisse fournir une pseudo-information de position qui aerait le r~sultat
de l'observation de deux satellites seulement, compl~t6e par lea informations de
gosition inertielle: l'ensemble risquerait alors de devenir divergent par
autosuggestion".
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11 est probable que cette philoaophie, bien adapt6e au cas des avions de patroujille,
s'appliquera auasi aux futurs avions de transport ou de surveillance lointaine, quand
le moment sera venu.

(1) L'hybridation est par ailleura utilis~e comme moyen de calibration A long terme des
biaia de composanta inertiels, et aide A la maintenance pr6ventive.

5.2- Inertie/GPS dans les avions d'armes futurs

Il n'est possible, A ce stade, de traiter de ce sujet que sous forme de consid~rations
sur lea architectures avioniques souhaitables en fonction des missions de ces a~ronefs,
et de leur acces ou non au GPS code P. En tout 6tat de cause, une centrale inertielle
mu minimum, qu'elle soit de moyenne ou haute pr~cision, 6quipe tous lea avions d'armes
modernes. Dana certaina cas o a la fiabilit6 op~rationnelle eat vitale (haute
probabilitg de r6ussite d'une mission, g~n~ralement air/sol), la centrale inertielle
eat doubl6e. Le mode secoura, qui ne garantit pins l'ex~cution de la mission, minis
assure le retour A la base, est assume par l'horizon de planche de bord, et
6ventuellement par un couple "gyroscope de verticale/gyroscope directionnel", qu'on
aurait tendance dans lea solutions modernes A remplacer par une centrale
"pseudo-inertielle" parfois appel6e "centralette". Quels peuvent etre ies apports et
lea changementa induits par l'apparition du GPS dana l'architecture ainsi d~crite ?

5.2.1- Inertie moyenne pr~cision + GPS = inertie haute pr~cision ?

C'est la "philosophie" d~crite ci-deasus pour l'ATL 2. Le probl~me essentiel, ici, eat
que "Ile mieux ne devienne l'ennemi du bien", mu cas ou l'inertie haute precision
"synth6tique" ainsi obtenue serait momns "1robuste" que l'inertie de base. Ceci
essentiellement A cause des dangers de pollution de la navigation hybride par des
informations GPS marginales. Il semble donc indispensable d'organiser le logiciel de
telle sorte que le mode "inertie pure" soit toujours preserve, en parall~le avec le
mode inertie hybrid~e. Il pourra alors servir de "1secours", en cas de "pollution"
reconnue a posteriori. Ce type d'organiaation logicielle, facile dana le cas d'une
centrale inertielle At axes de cardan, demande davantage d'effort d~s qu'il s'agit d'une
centrale "?strap, down". Cela conduit en effet A dupliquer (tres partiellement,
cependant) l'execution de certains logiciels rapides de la m6canisation inertielle.
Minis la aecurit6 accrue ainsi obtenue compense largement la p~nalit6 encourue en charge
de calcul.

5.2.2- "Pseudo-inertie"l + GPS = "inertie de secoura"l ?

Cette "A6quation" exprime une autre possibilit4 d'introduction du GPS dana l'avionique
de navigation/attaque. Elle consiste a aupposer que, la centrale inertielle basique
6tant maintenue dana a fonction actuelle, il eat scuhaitable de la seconder par un
"1hybride pseudo-inertie/GPS"1 plut~t que de la doubler purement et simplement comme on
aurait tendance A le faire mu premier abord. La justification de cette solution doit
micra provenir d'une comparaison performance/robustesse/coQt par rapport A la solution
baaique A deux centrales (voir § 5.4. ci-apr~s). Par "robustesse", il taut entendre
principalement l'aptitude de la centrale "pseudo-inertielle" A r~sister, elle aussi, a
une "pollution" par le moyen de radionavigation. On peut penser que le risque eat ici
plus faible qu'avec une centrale inertielle vraie .. . car ii faudrait que le GPS
devienne bien mauvais pour ne plus 6tre en mesure d'apporter une aide A la centrale
"pseudo-inertielle". Neanmoins, nous pensona qu'il serait int~ressant, meme dana ce
cas, de pr~server dans le logiciel de cette derni~rc un mode "inertie pure".

5.2.3- Combinaison des approches pr~c~dentes

Dans un avion dot6 d'une centrale inertielle et d'une "centralette", il eat
naturellement possible de r~aliser l'hybridation de-Tl'une et de l'autre, ce qui rend
diaponibles, par ordre de performances d~croissantes:

0 la performance maximale, par hybridation d'une centrale inertielle hautes
performances et du GPS code P

et en secours

0 la haute performance, soit en inertie pure, soit en inertie moyenne hybrid6e

* la moyenne performance, soit en inertie pure, soit en "centralette"l hybrid~e

0 la performance de type "pilotage", par la "centralette"l non hybrid6e
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5.3- Cas de l'a6ronautique civile

C'est ici qu'est apparu le premier "standard" r~gissant l'int~gration inertie-GPS,
puisque la recommandation ARINC 738 offre la possibilit6 d'un 6quipement ADIRS (Air
Data Inertial Reference System) dans lequel une centrale inertielle mayenne pr~cision A

gyros-laser eat capable d'accueillir les fonctions an~mo-barom6trie et r6cepteiw GPS.
Rien n'est dit cependant sur la solution i adopter "pour action":

- soit il a'agit d'un r~cepteur GPS corn let "d~port6" (probablement i proximit6 de
l'antenne), dialoguant avec le boitier ADIRS par lignes bus num~riques.

-soit il s'agit simplement de 1' ,tenne et de son 6lectronique imm6diatement associi6e,
envoyant leura signaux vers un je~ de cartes "r~cepteur OPS" implant6 dans le boitier
ADIRS

Tout ceci en est au stade de provisions de tonctions et d'espace, car le syst~me GPS
eat encore loin d'8tre considere comme autre chose qu'un "appoirit" 6ventuel par lea
compagnies a~riennes et par l'organisation de l'aviation civile internationale.
Pourtant, clest ce type d equipement qui se prikte le mieux aux analyses pr~liminaires
que l'on peut faire des aspects performances /couts d'une association inertie/GPS (voir
ci-apr~s). Concernant les redondances, trois boitiers ADIRS sont pr6vus dana chaque
avion, donc trois r6cepteurs GPS incorpor6s sent poasibles, mais le nombre d'antennes
et d'electroniques associees sera probablement plus limite.

5.4- Aspects performances/coats

Ce point a 6t6 abord6 d'une mani~re g6n6rale et param~trique dans un article paru dans
les "AGARD Conference Proceedings No. 360", sous le titre "Analyse combinatoire
performances/ co~ts d'un syst~me autonome de navigation pour a6ronefs". Nous donnona
ci-dessous quelques valeurs num~riques qui permettent d'utiliser l'article cit6 pour le
cas particulier du couplage inertie/GPS.

Deux cas de base s'offrent A l'analyse:

5.24.1-. Syst~mes militaires

On peut consid~rer une configuration de d6part comportant:

- une centrale inertielle correspondant plus ou momns au standard "F3" (3/4 ATH

environ), quelles qu'en soient les performances

- une "centralette" de la classe 5 A 10 Nm/h, dans un volume identique au pr6c6dent, ou

bien sensiblement me'.1

- un recepteur GPS bi-canal, implant6 dana un boitier 3/8 ATR

L'article des AGARD Proceedings No 360 permet de situer la centrale inertielle et la
"centralette" en rapport performances/volume/coQt. Il suffit, pour compl~ter le
tableau, de dire que le coat d'un r6cepteur GPS tel que sp6cifi6 ci-dessus se situe a
un niveau compris entre 20 % et 50 % du cout d'une "centralette".

5.14.2-. Syst~mes civils

La configuration de base est celle d'un ADIRS incluant la totalit6 des cartes
6lectroniques d'un r6cepteur GPS bi-canal code C/A (sauf cartes asoci6es l'antenne).
On pense dans ces conditions que l'ad .1onction de la fonction GPS augmente de 15 %
30 le cout de l'ADIRS de base, sans 0 PS.

Aij
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Classe de performances des diff6rentes centrales inertielles

Typo do centraies Pseudo Sadrshaute
inertielies inertislios pr6cision

Centrales inertielles position 6 NmI/h I Nmn/h 0.25 Nm/h
classiques

vitesse 0 rn/S 1.3 rn/s 0.4 rn/s

Centrales strapdown position 6 r/INnh0.5mh

6 gyros-laser chemnin. al~at. chemnin. albet. chemnin. albat.
0.02 OlNW 0.004 /lVh 0.002 /V h

- vtesse 15 rn/s 2.5 rn/s 0.8 rn/s

SYNERGIE DES MOYENS DE RADIONAVIGATION
AVEC L'INERTIE

CLASSE DE 200m 1 000m 1 OM 1 OOm 1 OOm
PERFORMANCES

DE
L'HYBRIDATION 0,2 a 0,05 0 28m/s O,2m/s

0,m/sL

rTABJ.EAu"
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COMBINAISONS INERTIE/GPS

1-2 CANAUX 5 CANAUX

C/A P C/A I P

A AUONOMIE GPS NON NON POSSIBLE POSSIBLE

CLASE LA__.IRM POSSIBLE MAL COUTEUX ET
8 NMAb SRPDW (1) ASSORT] MAL ASSORTI

n CLASSE PLATE-FORME __ OPTIMAL OP1A()COujux
w 1 NM/h (PRIX/PERFORMANCE)STRAP-DOWN OPT1MAL(3) SUB-0 PTIM.

CLSE PLATE-FORME j ACCEPT. jOPTIMAL(4) COUTEUX "RICHE"'(4)

~ C25 MA~STRAP-DOWN 'HYPOIETQU C

(1) PRECISION 1 00m. 3m/~s. MAIS "ECLIPSES" POSSIBLES
(2) PRECISION 20m, O.3m/~s, MEME SI GPS INTERMITTENT
(3) PRECISION 1 00m, 0.6m/~s, MEME SI GPS INTERMITTENT
(4) PRECISION 20m, 0.1 5m/s, MEME SI GPS INTERMITTENT

TABLEAIJ 3

Applications inertie /GPS possibles

6PS monocanal C/A GPS blicanal GS5cnu
monofrequence monofrlquence C/A GS5cnu

blfr6quence bicode bilrdquence bicode

Strapdown bus de hhicp~r icopttre
gamin. (650) hlctreou
Pert: 3 A 10 NmIh superflu

Strapdown
gyrolaser

Pert. civile : aviation civile aviation civile
0.7 Nm/h

Pert. militalres
transport/patroul lie transport / combat/app i cations

0.7 A 1 Nm/1h combat poiyvalent air/sal pr~clses

Plteoretransport/ combat/appl IcationsInertlelle transport/ patroul IIe combat polyvalent air/sol pr~clses
1 Nm/h . 1 rn/s

P1 atef arms
Inertlelle transport / combat/applications

.3 Nm/h 0.5 M/s combat polyvalent air/sal prtclses

TABLEAu 4
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Interface mnerte / GPS
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Ca COMMUNICATION, NAVIGATION, AND SURVEILLANCE SERVICES
C FOR THE AVIATION INDUSTRY USING SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY

I by

RA.Pickens
Vice President Engineering

Aeronautical Radio, Inc. (ARINC)
25 51 Riva Road

Annapolis, MD 21401, USA

BACKGROUND

The operators of aircraft over oceans and land masses remote from large population centers have
long had a requirement for a reliable, static free communications system capable of supporting
air traffic and company operational control. Prior to the launch of Sputnik 1 in October 1957,
no technology existed which was capable of fulfilling this requirement. The potential inherent
in the practical realization of the ability to orbit artificial satellites was almost
immediately seized upon by the aviation community. Pan American World Airways first relayed
teletype and voice communications from an aircraft in flight on the VHF telemetry and command
channels of the Syncom 3 satellite late in 1964. These tests were conducted using a freighter
aircraft equipped with breadboard avionics and side-looking window antennas and modified nose
radomes. More tests followed, once again at VHF, but this time using the NASA Application
Technology Satellites Nos 1 (Pacific) and 3 (Atlantic). These tests showed such promise that
the Airlines Electronics Engineering Committee (AEEC) prepared airline industry form, fit,
and function standards for VHF satellite communications system avionics (ARINC Characteristic
566, published October 17, 1968) and Boeing equipped many production B747 aircraft with the
necessary antenna. A public demonstration of the prototype version of this system at the AEEC
general session held in Miami Beach in May 1968 convinced many people that satellite
communications for commercial aircraft were here to stay.

In parallel with this practical work, the world's aviation regulatory agency's communications
specialists gathered under the auspices of the International Civil Aviation Orga.iization
(ICAO) to define the system standards deemed necessary to use satellite communications in
international civil aviation. This effort began in 1966 at the ICAO Comm/Ops Division meeting,
following which an ICAO technical panel known as ASTRA (Application of Space Techniques
Relating to Aviation) was formed. The items of reference of the ASTRA panel were:

a) To identify these space techniques which could be applied to meet established and
foreseen world-wide operational requirements for International Civil Aviation.

b) To identify these applications of space technologies which offer improvements in its
safety, regularity, and efficiency of international air operations more economically
than can be realized by non-space techniques, and the dates by which the techniques
concerned would be sufficiently developed for practical application, together with a
statement of the related desired system characteristics.

The panel, which met for the first time in November 1968, at once became embroiled in
controversy over system operational requirements, including navigation and surveillance
capabilities for which, at that time, the airlines could identify no need. Subsequently, a
greater controversy arose over the subject of its frequencies to be used for the aircraft-to-
satellite and satellite-to-aircraft RF links. The airlines favored VHF, which their
experiments had shown could provide reliable communications for a relatively modest
investment in avionics, while the provider agencies favored L-band. In 1971, despite the
objections of the airlines, the ICAO Air Navigation Commission adopted a resolution indicating
that 1540-1660 MHz was the preferred band for aviation system development. While not strictly a
recommendation of the ASTRA panel, being more a statement of unsubstantiated opinion of a
majority of panel members, this resolution was subsequently adopted by the ICAO Council.

It should be noted that around this same time, the U.S. Office of Telecommunications Policy
(OTP) declared its support for this L-band alternative and committed U.S. resources to
pursuing it. A series of ministerial meetings between the U.S. and several other European and
Asian states (conducted outside the framework of ICAD) resulted in a Memorandum of
Understanding to implement a "preoperatonal" program known as "Aerosat." This program
involved launching six satellites, providing appropriate oceanic air traffic control centers
and developing and procuring avionics. The Aerosat program was conceived without the
participation of the airlines, and was prosecuted despite the express concerns of these future
users of the system, who would ultimately bear its costs. In the end, the airline opposition
forced the U.S. to withdraw from the program, and the program was abandoned. This lesson of
history should not be forgotten.

Other than some purely national activities that continued after the collapse of Aerosat,
nothing further happened until recently when the international maritime communications agency
INNARSAT decided that its second-generation satellites, due for launch in 1988, should provide
transponders operating in the lowest IMfz of the aeronautical mobile satellite service L-band
frequencies adjacent to the maritime band and ICAO established its special committee on Future
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Air Navigation Systems (FANS). This committee was charged with determining the requirements
for the systems to be used for communications, navigation, and surveillance (CNS) well into the
next century and almost at once determined that these systems should be satellite-based. Past
controversies were forgotten as this airlines accepted L-band as the preferred frequency band
and worked with the ICAO states to define CNS operational requirements. This work is
continuing.

In a related field, ARINC introduced an air-ground digital data link service, known as ACARS,
in 1978. Characteristics of the ACARS system were defined through the deliberations of the
Airlines Electronics Engineering Committee (AEEC), which resulted in the international
standards set forth in ARINC Characteristics 597 and 724. Presently, the great majority of
the U.S.-based airline fleet is equipped with ACARS avionics, and installations on a world-
wide basis are proceeding rapidly as corresponding ground stations are being installed by
ARINC and SITA. The economic and operational benefits of a rapid, error-free and low-cost
communications capability are being realized by the aviation community.

AERONAUTICAL RADIO, INC. AND AVIATION COMMUNICATION

From its earliest beginnings the air transport industry has recognized the importance of good
communications to the provision of safe, efficient, and low-cost services to its customers.
These include intra-airline communications to facilitate public contact with the industry as a
whole and the communications needed between aircraft in the air and the ground agencies that
provide the separation assurance services known as air traffic control.

In 1929, the pioneer airlines formed their own specialized aeronautical communications
company, Aeronautical Radio, Inc. (ARINC), to provide these services on an industry-wide
basis. The company's basic purpose has remained unchanged since that time, although, of
course, the scope of its services and the technologies used to deliver them have changed
dramatically. ARINC is a not-for-profit corporation whose principal stockholders, the
scheduled airlines of the U.S., are also its principal customers. Its services, however, are
available to all aircraft operators, large and small, U.S. and non-U.S., scheduled and
supplemental, business, private, and government. Its costs are recovered from operators on the
basis of use.

Of special interests in the context of this paper are ARINC's air-ground communications
services. These comprise VHF voice and data transfer services between air and ground over much
of North America and HF voice communications world-wide. The voice services are used for
aircraft operational control and, in oceanic areas for which the FAA has separation assurance
responsibility, for the communications necessary for air traffic control. The VHF data link is
used for company operational control and administrative message transfer in accordance with
FCC and ITU regulations governing spectrum use for such services.

Despite tremendous advances in the state-of-the-art of HF communications over the years, this
service cannot provide the performance needed to support economic over-ocean air transport
operations as they are evolving. The need to minimize cost demands closer aircraft separations
in order to place more aircraft on optimum tracks. This, in turn, demands more effective air
traffic control, the elements of which are improved communications, navigation, and
surveillance. Note the addition of improved navigation and surveillance to the "operational
requirements." In the 1960s and '70s the airlines' emphasis was on improved communications
only.

ARINC has been in the vanguard of the air transport industry's involvement in the application
of satellite technology to air-ground communications since those early experiments mentioned
at above.The Corporation provided ground terminal facilities at its Annapolis, Maryland
headquarters and elsewhere for the HF links with the ATS satellites and participated with the
airlines in all the international discussions that preceded the abortive Aerosat program.
Since then, ARINC has been involved in similar international discussions aimed at defining the
technologies needed for enhanced over-ocean air traffic control, from which the ICAO FANS
Committee has emerged. The result of all this is that it is now positioned to offer satellite-
based services capable of meeting the needs being defined by FANS and its air transport
industry. These services can be available at costs expected to be considerably lower than
those of the common carrier who also are interested in providing such services.

THE AVIATION INDUSTRY SATELLITE CNS SYSTEM

In mid-1985, the air transport industry, through ARINC's Board of Directors, instructed the
Corporation to design and plan for the implementation of an integrated satellite system and
companion integrated avionics to provide air traffic control, company operational control,
aeronautical administrative and private correspondence communications; navigation
capability for enroute operations, and support for independent cooperative surveillance.
"Private Correspondence" is the industry's name for an air-ground passenger telephone
service.

Consideration of private correspondence at this point is important. The airlines believe that
there is a public demand for a reliable, efficient and low-cost air-ground telephone service
for passengers. While experimental systems introduced into service in the U.S. may not yet have
reached the levels of utilization predicted, this is due to their limited availability rather
than a lack of demand. Telephones are just not encountered often enough on airline aircraft for
passengers to regard them as the norm and make routine use of them. The airlines are convinced
that this attitude will change as aircraft equipage and service quality rise, and that a
satellite-based system is economically viable. If appropriate measures are taken to ensure
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that passenger telephone utilization produces no compromises to safety-related services,
these services can be provided at very small marginal cost. This approach is at the heart of
ARINC's system design.

The airlines' needs for the full range of CNS services cannot be fulfilled until Eatellites
having greater capacity than presently available are placed in orbit. Existing satellites can
be used, however, to support a data-entry communications service. ARINC's program envisages
offering such a service at an early date (mid-1987) as an interim step along the way to the full-
service system. The interim system will be designed as a sub-set of the full system so that
airlines will not be faced with extensive aircraft equipment changes when the full system is
available. As planned, adding capability to its digital elements of the avionics will be all
that is required. The aircraft antenna system and the RF avionics can remain the same.

The satellite data-only service is essentially an extension of ARINC's VHF line-of-sight data
link ACARS (ARINC Communications Addressing and Reporting System) into the over-ocean and
remote land environment by means of the satellite RF link. It is thus referred to as the
"International ACARS" service.

On the ground, International ACARS will make use of the digital message switching system that
currently supports terrestrial ACARS and several other ARINC services. This system will
interface with earth stations as necessary for communications with the satellites. In the
aircraft, existing ACARS avionics will be modified to interface with a satellite modem which
will, in turn, be connected to a transmitter/receiver unit interfacing with its aircraft
antenna system. The frequencies used will be 1535 - 1559 MHz for the satellite-to-aircraft link
and 1635.5 - 1660.5MHz for the aircraft-to-satellite link. Each channel will occupy
approximately 1.5kHz. This spectral occupancy results from the use of a 2400 bits/second
transmitted signal and a 2 bits/hertz MSK modulation method. It includes a 0.3KHz guardband per
channel.

The outbound signal to the aircraft is a continuous TDM broadcast stream. This provides a
"beacon" for aircraft antenna pointing, keeps the aircraft demodulator locked for immediate
message access to the modulator, prevents the possibility of outbound message blockage and
eliminates message delay due to modem acquisition time.

The inbound signal from the aircraft operates in a burst mode. The access protocol used when the
system is lightly loaded resembles "slotted - ALOHA." As the system becomes more heavily
loaded, the protocol provides for progressive burst timing reservation to limit the
probability of blockage.

International ACARS is compatible with all existing L-band satellite transponders operating
in the frequency bands noted. The system design is predicated on the use of an aircraft antenna
system capable of providing essentially complete coverage of the hemisphere above the aircraft
with a minimum gain of 7dBiC.

The name AvSat has been given to the full-capacity aviation satellite system. AvSat will
operate in the allocated Aeronautical Mobile Satellite Service (AMSS) frequency band 1545 -
1559 MHz (satellite-to-aircraft) and 1646.5 - 1660.5 (aircraft-to-satellite). Voice
communications will be digitized and integrated with data communications. In order to achieve
the required volume of communications in the spectrum available, the system will employ
frequency re-use obtained by utilizing satellites capable of providing spot beams rather than
global coverage. Nineteen beams, each of 3.5 degrees width, will provide for frequency re-use.
Additionally, the spot beam technology will permit the optimal use of the satellite's RF power
resource.

The system will allow direct access by multiple earth stations by means of TDM/TDMA techniques.
A single aircraft may have as many as six communications channels with the ground operating at
any one time using a single transceiver. An all-digital voice and data system will take
advantage of the flexibility of today's electronics advances.

Using an aircraft antenna system having the coverage and minimum gain desired above for
International ACARS, AvSat will provide all the voice and data communications foreseen to be
needed to support aircraft operations well into the next century. The data communications
capability includes that necessary for automatic dependent surveillance, in which position
and other pertinent information derived and verified on board the aircraft in employed on the
ground for monitoring air traffic movements and maintaining safe separation. The system design
also permits data to be derived from the satellites upon which surveillance can be based, if
this is eventually desired.

With an AvSat system having the capacity and other attributes required for communications and
surveillance functions, concomitant navigation functions can be provided at very low marginal
cost. Intrinsic to the system's design is a requirement for knowledge of each participating
aircraft's location, in order to maintain continuous communication; and wideband
transmission, in order to utilize efficiently both the available spectrum and costly satellite
resources. Extension of these features in conjunction with altimetry will provide position-
fixing accuracies sufficient for enroute navigation and surveillance requirements, about 100
to 200 meters. This accuracy will degrade in a narrow zone located within a few degrees of the
equator, and of course cannot be obtained at latitudes exceeding about + 80 degrees with
geosynchronous satellites; nevertheless, the utility and low cost of -this option will
undoubtedly find widespread application.

"I
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CONCLUSIONS

]The air transport industry is once again gearing up to embrace satellite technology. The
industry has traditionally provided its own communications systems and services to support
aircraft operations and is well-positioned to continue this tradition into the satellite era.

International ACARS service will be available in 1987 with AvSat services following on some two
years later. As before, many technical and institutional problems remain to be solved, which
will prove very challenging for the industry. This time, however, there is a sound economic
basis on which to proceed. This makes the likelihood of meeting and overcoming these
challenges very high, indeed.
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1. SUMMARY /V

The paper ejtitled'5'Data Link - The Key to Improvements in Civil Military Air Trafficf
Management? , presented at the GCP Symposium, Copenhagen, in October 1979,dRRWined a
number of potential applications of a data link, then known as ADSEL/DABS .and
referred to a number of feasibility studies that were being conducted in respect of
these applications. Since that date the two systems IADSEL/DABS) have led to the
emergence, of SSR Mode S which is now being standardised for international use through
ICAO 0. +

This paper commences wi-Vb~a brief description of the Mode S data link characteristics,
-- t theftrecalls a number of the applications proposed in 1979 and gives results of the

studies conducted sutsequently on such topics as the Controller/Pilot interfaces with
the link and machine/machine data interchanges and their possible benefits to ATC. The
final sections discuss present plans for more extensive data link evaluations and then
propose the initial steps that could be taken in progressing from today's situation
towards a system of control employing a high level of automation.

2. LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS /

A/C Aircraft
ADSEL Address Selective SSR (UK development of SSR)
ADS Automatic Dependent Surveillance
AERA Automated En-Route ATC
AIDS Airborne Integrated Data System
ALT Airborne Link Terminal
ARINC Aeronautical Radio Incorporated (USA)
ARINC 429 Specification for an aircraft data bus
ATIS Automatic Terminal Information Service
ATC Air Traffic Control (in general)
ATS Air Traffic Services
CAS Calibrated Air Speed
CDU Controller Display Unit
CRCO Central Route Charges Office
DABS Discrete Address Beacon System (US development of SSR)
DLAP Data Link Applications Processor
DLPU Data Link Processor Unit
EFIS Electronic Flight Instrument System
FAA Federal Aviation Administration (USA)
FMS Flight Mangagement System
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organisation
INS Inertial Navigation System
ISO International Standards Organisation
kt Knot
r.f. Radio Frequency
OSI Open Systems Interconnection
SARPS (ICAO) Standards and Recommended Practices
R/T Radio Telephony
SICASP (ICAO) SSR Improvements and Collision Avoidance Panel
SSR Secondary Surveillance Radar
SSR Mode S Selectively Addressed SSR
UKCAA United Kinidom Civil Aviation Authority
VHF Very Righ requency
VOLMET Broadcast of meteorological data for aircraft (voice)
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3. INTRODUCTIION

In 1979, at the time of preparing ref. 1, fuel costs were escalating rapidly and ICAO
had not embarked on drawing together the developments In selectively addressed SSR,
known at the time in the UK and USA as ADSEL and DABS respectively. Since then,
however, two major changes have occurred : firstly, fuel costs have fallen
significantly (see fig. 1) and, secondly, SSR Mode S is now being standardised for
world-wide use as a surveillance system with data link communications capabilities.
Additionally, in the USA, the FAA has already commenced the procurement of 137 ground
stations which, by 1992, will be giving total coverage above FL 125. Furthermore, from
1987 onwards, there will be a growins requirement for airspace users to fit the Mode
S airborne equipment. Doubtless because of the high ratio of general aviation
aircraft to commercial aircraft in the USA, which results in a 5:1 ratio in movements,
tLe major thrust of FAA's work on data link applications Is In providing weather
services, largely for the benefit of general aviation, with interest in ATC automation
growing durinp the 1990's. In Western Europe commercial traffic movements are
approximately half those in the USA, but they represent about 85% of the movements In
controlled airspace and thus data link studies have been more closely related to the
operation of commercial aircraft.

Althoueh forecasts of aircraft fuel costs and the number of movements can and must be
made, it will te noted from fig. 1 that there is a large discrepancy between present
fuel costs and those estimated by the FAA as recently as 1983. It is thus very
difficult to vredict what will be the aviation community's most pressing problem in
the mid 1990 s - the most probable period for the initial implementation of Mode S in
Europe. This could be fuel costs, excessive traffic density in certain locations, or
some other issue. Accordingly, for the purposes of this paper, which is particularly
related to the scene in Western Europe, any data link applicalion will be regarded as
contributirg to the conduct of efficient individual flight's , provided it assists in
reducing aircraft operating costs, either directly, or indirectly, e.g. by reducing
the costs of ATS, as ultimately borne ty the aircraft operator, either in the form of
user charges or taxes.

4. THE BASIC MODE S DATA LINK

4.1 General

The Mode S data link can be considered as a refined extension of the conventional
SSR's capability used currently to transfer from the aircraft encoded 4-digit
identifiers (Mode A) and encoded altitude (Mode C) in response to ground requests
(interrogations). The SSR carrier frequencies, i.e. 1030 MHz for interrogations and
1090 MHz for replies, are also used and, furthermore, until such time as
electronically scanned antennas are introduced, the system will continue to use narrow
beamwidth antennas rotating mechanically at speeds generally ranging from 6-15 r.p.m.
- with a consequent effect on the time during which the data link can remain 'open'
between a ground station and given aircraft.

4.2 Message fields

The Mode S system employs two basic format lengths: 56 and 112 bits. Data link fields
are contained only in the 112-bit formats, the 56-bit formats serving for surveillance
purposes only. From fig. 2 it will be noted that four basic data link message formats
exist: Comm-A, Comm-B, Comm-C and Comm-D. The Comm-A (uplink) and Comm-B (downlink)
messages each contain 56-bit data fields, up to four of which may be linked to form a
224-bit data message. Comm-C (uplink) and Comm-D (downlink) formats each contain
80-tit data fields, up to 16 of which may be chained to form long messages (ELM's)
containing a maximum of 1280 bits. Each of these 112-bit formats carries a 24-bit
address/parity (A/P) field containing the aircraft's 24-bit technical address, which
gives a total of 16 million different possibilities. The address is combined with
parity information derived from the remaining 88 bits. This ensures Its transmission
to a specific address with a very small risk of undetected error.

4.3 Communication protocols

Messages may be initiated either on the ground or In the air, but the two-way
transactions required to effect the message transfer will always be under the control
of the interrogator and take place in accordance with internationally agreed
protocols, as outlined in refs. 2 and 3. Provision is being made in the protocols to
permit interrogators In a given region to be linked in a ground network, thereby
enabling the responsibility for the surveillance of specific aircraft and the data
transfer transactions with them to be handled by an individual interrogator and thus
avoid unnecessary loading on the r.f. channels - the most restricted element in the
communications chain. Pull details of the protocols will be given in ICAO SAIPS
material, now In preparation.
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4.4 Link capacity and message coding

To the potential user of the Mode S data link, a knowledge of its maximum theoretical
capacity is of little benefit because the proportion of this capacity that can be used
in practice is influenced by so many factors, particularly when rotating interrogator
antennas are employed. Firstly, it must be remembered that the prime task of Mode S is
surveillance and thus data link functions can only be performed after this need has
been met. Other factors include:
- the average duty cycle rating of the interrogator;
- the operating range of the interrogator and the distribution of the aircraft

within its coverage;
- the message formats actually employed;
- the level and nature of interfering signals.

However, it might possibly be more helpful to have an indication of the amount of data
that could be exchanged in the two directions during one beam sweep. Discussions with
experts from the, Royal Signals and Radar Establishment (RSRI) Malvern, UK, where much
of the Mode S development work in Europe has taken place, have produced the following
estimate which, being readily achievable with present-day interrogators, may be
regarded as conservative. With existing interrogators and assuming a 3 degree
beamwidth and a rotational rate of 10r.p.m., if 26 aircraft were In the beam, 19 could
each receive one Comm-A message and reply with one Comm-B and the other one could
receive and then reply with one full ELM, i.e. 16 Comm-C and Comm-D segments.Studies
are currently underway in Europe to prepare more precise estimates of link capacity
under various operating conditions.

On the basis of the above and with the traffic densities forseeable in Europe, it
appears that it should be possible to employ linked Comm-A and Comm-B messages on a
number of occasions, but it will always be necessary to attempt the most efficient
means of data transfer. Compact codinb schemes including the use of standard
word/phrase dictionaries are being developed within SICASP for international use aimed
at achieving this.

4.5 Link reliability

Earlier work (see ref. 4) has shown that a single Comm-A transaction can be achieved
in the first beam sweep with a probability exceeding 98%. Commercial aircraft
operators will be encouraged to fit antenna diversity systems (top and bottom mounted)
which should improve this figure - particularly during both climb-outs in the vicinity
of the radar ant manoeuvres at longer ranges. It is understood that work is currently
being performed by the FAA to evaluate the link performance on the airport surface.

4.6 Data input and output

As will be discussed later, ATC's uses of the link for data transfer may be quite
diverse, ranging from short compactly-coded tactical messages to long clearances,
etc., with a high alphanumerical content. Aircraft performance Information may also be
transferred as pure binary data. Depending on the application, data generation, for
transfer by the link, will be In one of three possible ways:

- automatic (machine), e.g. by computer;
- semi-automatic, i.e. where a data sequence can be released by a, simple manual

operation, for example, by the selection of a message from a menu" of stored
data;

- manual, i.e. where all the information Is assembled by keyboard for example, for
inclusion in a data link message.

The operatton of the receiving terminal In providing an output of data can be
considered under three similar headings:

- automatic, for direct use in a system (machine) without the need for any manual
Intervention, e.g. aircraft data Into a radar-tracker;

- semi-automatic, as may occur when the data is assembled for optional use as
required, e.g. a message printed on a teleprinter without specific action being
required at the receiving terminal;

- direct, where the recipient must participate by noting the arrival of new
information and then act appropriately, e.g. an alphanumerical text which must be
read prior to the acknowledgment of its contents.

It will be evident that Information generated or 'input' In a given form need not be
delivered or 'output'in an identical or even similar manner. It thus follows that in
all except the machine/machine interchanges, there will be human factor
considerations and, furthermore, a corresponding impact both on workload and reaction
tire and thus on the possible merit of the application, as discussed In para.?.
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The principal data sources and output devices currently under consideration for Mode S

link applications, together with the functional elements of the system are illustrated

in fig. 3. The Data Link Applications Processor (DLAP) in the ground system serves

essentially to accept data from various ground sources, which it then encodes and

assembles, together with appropriate addressing, in Comm-A and Comm-C data formats,

linking these as necessary for uplink transmission. It also accepts the data content

of dovniinked Comm-B and Comm-D messages which it then decodes and routes through to

appropriate destination ports. The airborne Data Link Processor Unit (DLPU) performs

similar functions, but the order of processing Is of course reversed. It may

additionally treat some of the aircraft data in order to get more meaningful

transfers, e.g. normal acceleration data for turbulence reports.

4.7 OSI considerations

During the last year or two of Mode S data link development, as a result of the growth

in the number and capabilities of other avionics systems including VHF and

satellite-based data links, considerable thought has been given, particularly in the

USA, to adapting the architecture of the Mode S link to the ISO Open System
Interconnection form. Such an architecture would yield a number of advantages

including the possibility to share the different communications channels, aircraft
peripherals and parts of the DLAP and DLPU. Disadvantages may include organisational
and certification difficulties plus the need for additional data bits for use In

longer addresses, message security and priority definition. In themselves a few bits
m ay sound unimportant , but they would become significant if frequently used messages
required two Comm-A s, i.e. the transmission of 224 bits instead of 112, or if

specific applications, e.g. the transfer of VOLMET data, could no longer be conveyed
In 4 linked Comm-A messages. The whole question is currently under review within
SICASP and decisions are expected shortly.

5. POSSIBLE LINK APLICATIONS

5.1 General considerations

In Europe today, most civil and military aircraft operating in controlled airspace are

fitted with SSR transponders which, on receipt of Interrogations from the ground,
provide appropriate Mode A and Mode C replies (cf. 4.1). In addition, the transponder
can be set by the aircrew to give certain emergency indications. Apart from this
limited transfer of data, all other communications between the aircraft and ATC are
effected by R/T, either in the form of direct controller/pilot conversation or as
broadcast services. Despite the many limitations, direct voice contact between pilot

and controller can be very advantageous for communications of a non-routine nature and
is likely to remain so, even with the most highly automated systems. In the automated
system, however, where a digital data link would be assumed, the need for R/T would be
reduced considerably which would In turn minimise some of its existin6 limitations.
Proposals for an ATC system concept employing higher levels of automation, based on
the exploitation cf accurate aircraft trajectory prediction techniques, have been made
in refs. 5 and 6, and the use of the data link In supporting them was discussed In
ref. 1. The FAA's AENA concept (ref. 7) is in many ways similar. It is believed that
the link will be far more effective If it can be exploited to support systems based on

similar concepts, rather than used merely to convey the information passed by R/T
today. In permitting the automatic and fairly rapid two-way transfer of dynamic data
(and static data too, when required) between ground-based and airborne systems, data
in one system can be used to enhance the performance of the other with little direct
involvement of the controller and/or pilot. The communications needs of the system, as
transferred by the link, i.e. information presented visually or aurally to the

controller or pilot, would then be automatically generated in accordance with a
clearance covering a major portion of the flight. The problem Is to arrive at this
stage of development with a smooth transition F'rom today's situation. Much
experimental work Is being done in Europe and elsewhere, particularly in North
America, to find the solution. Some details of the European work are given below.

5.2 Communications enhancements

5.2.1 Pilot/link interface

Experimental work in RUROCONTROL has been carried out under two main headings: the
pilot/link Interface and the controller/link interface. tork on the former, which
started in 197?? and was largely concluded in 19B2, was performed to obtain aircrew

reactions to a number of possible advances in ATC communications. For this, an
experimental interface, known as an Airborne Link Terminal (ALT) was developed,
together with a scenario thought representative of the future ATC environment. The

interface, comprising a CDU and miniature hard-copy printer, was mounted an the flight
deck of an A 3002 Airbus flight simulator and operated in conjunction with perfect
ground facilities. The display mode of the CDU coull be changed automatically from

'navigation' to 'long message', the latter being shown in fig. 4. In addition, special
function keys were provided for pilot responsel and for access to specific ground
tased data banks. An evaluation lasting many flying hours" was conducted, largely by
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crews from Lufthansa, the German national airline, who, during the initial stages of
the work, made a recommendation that data link messages should always be replied to
via the link, and R/T message likewise by R/T. They found the most attractive feature
to be the hard-copy print-out of long messages, e.g. clearances, VOLMET and ATIS
Information. Full details of the evaluation are given in ref. 8.

Recently, further work has been done on the pilot/link interface by the Royal Aircraft
Establishment (RAE) Bedford, UK, as part of a study of the link's role in civil ATC
management. This work made use of the EFIS and an example of the display of a short
message is shown in fig. 5. In this case RAE presented more convential navigational
data rather than the slot-following Information displayed on the ALT. RAE is also
studying direct voice inputs for use in the aircraft environment which, in the longer
term, could have data link Implications.

5.2.2 Controller/link interface

Use of data link for many of the applications studied in the ALT experiments would

require a very high level of automation and standardisation of ground-based systems.
Because the initial implementation of Mode S in Europe is likely to be patchy and the
overall level of automation inadequate, it has been necessary to consider and evaluate
some less sophisticated link applications of a somewhat tactical nature thought likely
to provide benefits in the short term. These include the duplication of the critical
parts of R/T messages, for example, fliht level clearances, the replacement of
certain control messages, such as aircraft transfers, and assistance in the event of
full or partial R/T failure. The- evaluations have been effected by means of real-time
simulations for which the planning criteria called for little or no increase in
controller or pilot workloads and levels of Mode S carriage ranging from 30Z to 100%
of the total traffic; the simulated communications link used to date has not, however,
been entirely representative of the Mode S system. The controllers and a small number
of pilots participating in the simulations have been very positive in their support of
the link's use both in duplicating R/T and in conditions of partial or full channel
failure. The studies have also shown that in order to avoid additional controller
workload, there is a need for data link message generation to be tied to the normal
system inputs made by the controller to the computer.

Although further studies involving representative airborne facilities are necessary,
the work to date has highlighted the need for a number of other factors to be borne in
mind if the link is to be used in these limited applications. In particular:

a) R/T message duplication may be better achieved using pre-notification data link
messages, i.e. sent before the R/T message, and

b) there should be a smooth transition in communications procedures whenever
aircraft move from data link to non-data link areas of control or vice versa.

Point a) above arises mainly from the fact that with the variable delay in the time of
delivery of Mode S messages (owing to the rotational antenna scan) It is difficult to
maintain a good time relationship between R/T and data-linked messages. A report on
these investigations, which were conducted at the ZUROCONTROL Experimental Centre near
Paris, will be available very shortly.

5.2.3 Ground data-base development

In line with the findings of the AL? experiments (cf. 5.2.1) the view Is growing that
aircrew access to ground-based data banks could be a very useful application of the
link, particularly because It would give them data at a time of their choosing and,
furthermore, facilitate the provision of hard copies of fairly detailed messages. The
UKCAA is studying the problem of creating such data banks, e.g. VOLMET, using very
efficient coding techniques.

5.3 Aircraft data transfers

5.3.1 Data acquisition

As mentioned In pra.3., commercial aircraft make up the bulk of the traffic in
controlled airspace In Europe. Many of these aircraft have advanced avionics fits and
the trend towards the 'digital aircraft' is continuing. Accordingly, a number of
studies have been mounted both to examine the problems of accesslng aircraft data
sources (see ref. 9) and to exploit data so acquired for ATC purposes. Apart from
carriage of the appropriate sensor(s) by the aircraft, satisfactory data acquisition
and transfer necessitates access to the relevant data source, e.1. via the a£INC 429
data bus, plus some on-board processing and a suitable data faterface with the
transponder, (cf. 4.6). Because data availability will thus be heavily dependent on
aircraft type, it is necessary, when considerin particular data applica ions, to make
some forecasts of future aircraft population an their likely avionics lnstallations.
Two applications already studied relate to improving the performance of radar trackersand the quality of meteorological forecasts, i.e. two important factors in highly
automated systems. The former would require data from the ma imum possible number of
aircraft, while in the latter case, data from 15-20 % of all traffic would probably
suffice.
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5.3.2 Experimental applications

Three experimental radar trackers have been developed (see ref. 10) and their
performances assessed using data transferred via an experimental Mode S link. The
trackers were known as:

- ABY (Acceleration Bias Filter, employing roll-angle
data);

- HB? (heading Bias Filter, using heading data);
- TB (Velocity Bias Filter, requiring both heading and

true airspeed data).

Their performances have been assessed both statistically and subjectively (with the
aid of displayed tracks) using a reference baseline first-order Kalman filter believed
to represent the best available in present-day ATC systems. Full results are given in
ref.11 and it appears that, whereas all the modified trackers were superior to the
reference, BF was probably the best of them in view of its performance following
missing data and its simple (heading) data requirement. An example of the performance
of RZ1 (using heading data) is compared with that of the reference tracker in fig. 6.

The need for good quality meteorological data for precise longer-term trajectory
predictions and the possible use of the data link in enhancing the quality of forecast
data were discussed in ref. 1. Since that time, initial feasibility studies using the
Mode S link in improving the quality of forecast data have been completed (see
ref.12). The later stages of the work involved the transfer of data from Tristar
aircraft via an experimental Mode S link and then the Vorld Meteorological Office
network to the Regional Meteorological Office, Bracknell, UK. Examples of wind speed
and other speed measurements received via the link during a typical Tristar flight are
shown in fig. 7.

5.3.3 Other possible developments

The link also enables an aircraft's identification to be acquired automatically by
ATC, as and when required, either in the form of a flight number inserted by the
pilot, or as a tail number which could be hard-wired into the Mode S transponder
installation: a unique Comm-B message has been designated for the transfer of this
static data.Because of Its importance for surveillance purposes, this potential link
application is rated very highly by EUROCONTROL Member States.

A list of parameters thought likely to be of use for ATC purposes in the future, and
generally available today from many 'digital aircraft' is given In Table 1. Against
each parameter is shown the number of data bits required for an acceptable resolution
and to which 3 bits for parity and a sign/status matrix will normally be added; these
retain the data form in line with the ARINC 429 data bus standard. The table also
gives some examples of parameters that could be grouped In a single Comm- reply.

These are described in terms of their most probable applications and whereas groups
1-7 are possitly of most interest for domestic ATC, i.e. within Mode S coverage,
groups 5-iS may be combined as required to form appropriate reports in a satellite-
ased automatic dependent surveillance (ADS) environment .The assembling of each group

could take place in the airborne DLPU (cf. 4.6) which, if designed to be OSI
compatible, could also provide 'group pairs', e.g. 5 and i0, for satellite reports.
Examples of IDS reports showing aircraft position (derived from the INS), altitude and
ground speed are shown In fig. A. The actual information was obtained via a Mode S
link and the corresponding radar track is indicated. Other potential transfers
currently commanding attention are the downlinking of IMS profile data and the
uplinking of revised route information for possible introduction into the ?MS. These
are longer-term applications associated with very advanced ATC scenarios, but present
studies should help to promote the changes that would be required in FMS's to support
them.

5.4 Ground system and aircraft Implications

Before any of the data link applications discussed above can be Implemented,
development of the ground system will be necessary and, for most applications, as many
aircraft as possible will be required to carry Mode S transponders together with
certain peripherals. Ground installations could range from a single Mode S
interrogator capable of relaying data from one or two data bases through to a network
of stations with highly automated ATC centres, supporting a strategic system of
control (including communications) and also capable of very extensive machine/machine
data interchange with the aircraft. Aircraft systems may range from a small display
with simple Input devices through to 1I1S type displays, keyboard(s), a printer and
1 werful on-board data processing capabilities, permitting the greatest possible
egree of interaction with ATC centres. One example of an application believed to have

considerable potential economic benefits, which could be supported by a single ground
installation and moderately equipped aircraft, is approach sequeacing - a topic
currently receiving considerable attention in BUROO3 (see refs. 13 and it). Fig. 9,
which Is derived from work described in ref. 13, shows a typical descent path and
indicates the machine data transfers and communications that would take place via the
link. It should be noted that the aircraft identification SN409 is purely an example
and should not be compared with any flights so numbered in ref. 13.
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6. FUTURE EXPERIMENTAL WORE

6.1 Background

Following on from the earlier Mode S development in the United Kingdom and the United
States, EUROCONTROL has embarked on a Mode S development programme which will lead to
evaluations of an experimental system comprising ground stations developed in the UK
and France ,a ground-network and other ground facilities developed in the UK together
with aircraft installations developed under contract for the Agency and carried in
experimental aircraft and airliners of several European airlines. These evaluations
will have many facets including surveillance, link performance, ground communications
and data link applications. It is hoped that much of the initial data link work will
involve the BAC-111 of RAE, Bedford, which will facilitate many experiments involving
airborne systems. Flights should start in mid 1987. Should this time frame agree with
the European Space Agency's programme of aeronautical data link experiments employing
satellites, attempts will be made to study satellite/Mode S compatibility.

6.2 Topics for evaluation

Plans are currently in preparation for a number of trials and evaluations using the
experimental link. The topics listed below are being considered for the overall
programme.

1) Basic link operation:
- the functioning of the DLPU with the transponder;
- the suitability of message structures, addressing methods and operating

protocols;

- the overall availability, reliability and integrity of the entire data
transfer system.

1i) Data bases:
- the provision of ATIS and VOLMET ground data banks and their access by

aircrews.
iii) Communications:

- tactical message duplication and R/T back-up;
- pilot interface aspects including the flexible use of display areas on

multi-function displays;
- support for approach sequencing systems;
- support for ground-based alerting and traffic information services, e.g.

GTIS.
vi) Machine/machine data transfers:

- the acquisition and use of aircraft-derived meteorological, state-vector and
profile data, e.g. for approach sequencing;

- the delivery of initial clearances and changes of route;
- the acquisition of FMS-computed trajectory data for ground system use.

v) Compatibility of operation with satellite-based ADS:
- common DLPU functions;
- the technical and operational aspects of the transition between the two

systems.

7. POSSIBLE SYSTEM EVOLUTION

Understandably, because the only planned Implementation programme for Mode S in Europe
is for experimental purposes, no programme has yet been prepared to associate future
ATC system development with the Mode S data link. Moreover, no assessment of the
relative values of potential link applications has yet been completed. In an attempt
to estimate how the use of the data link may be expanded to meet ATC system needs, the
author has made a comparative assessment of a range of very broadly stated
applications against the following criteria:

i) expected benefits to safety, crew and controller workloads and fuel economy;
ii) uplink and downlink loading;
i1) the number of installations required for beneficial

operations, both ground-based and airborne;
iv) compatibility with present day operations on the ground and in the air.

The applications considered are listed below in an 'order of merit' and the principal
tenefits expected are indicated.

1. The downlinking of aircraft meteorological data
(automation support/fuel economy).

2. Aircraft access to ground data banks (crew workload).
3. Automated approach sequencing, ground-derived alerts

(fuel economy and safety respectively).
4. Tactical communications back-up (safety).
5. Strate~ic s stem support inc uding the generation and delivery of initial

clearances Tworkload and fuel economies).
C. The downlinkinA and use of aircraft state-vector and RNAT data bases (workloadand safety).

7. The uplinking of route reclearances (workload and safety).
e. The downlinking and exploitation of 7MS profile data (automation support/fueleconomy).
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Clearly, since they are based on one individual judgement made far in advance of the
necessary evaluations and real cost-estimates, the results must inevitably be
subjective. The above order does nevertheless suggest a possible starting sequence for
data link operations: firstly, machine/machine interchanges with a small number of
aircraft and secondly, crew introduction to the link via data bases followed, thirdly,
by its operational use at a small number of busy airports to support approach
sequencing, etc. Once these measures were introduced it would be easier to decide on
subsequent steps towards higher levels of automation leading, ultimately, to even
ereater economies for the ATS community.

e. CONCLUSIONS

The international standards for SSR Mode S with a data link capability are in an
advanced stage of preparation and, in the USA, the system is already being
implemented. In EUROPE, where implementation is not expected before 1995, a number of
studies have been initiated to assess the feasibility of using the link for
applications believed to be well within its capabilities, largell in support of highly
automated ATC systems. From these it emerged that:

- for controller/pilot communications, message generation should be as automatic as
possible, thereby avoiding increases in controller/crew workload, and the use of
compact coding will also be necessary to minimise the data transfer;

- machine/machine data interchanges appear capable of yielding considerable
benefits to the operation of automated systems in a variety of areas, e.g.
meteorology, radar tracking and approach sequencing.

A programme of evaluations is being prepared that will employ experimental
ground-based and airborne systems developed in Europe and operating in a manner very
representative of the full Mode S system. The experiments being planned will check
overall system operation and also enable the benefits of various applications to be
reassessed. Mode S / satellite ADS compatibility may also be investigated.

Based on very preliminary work it appears that the initial steps towards a high level
of automation could be:

i) the recovery and use of aircraft-derived meteorological data
(machine/machine data transfers);

ii) the provision of ground-data banks (ATIS, VOLMET);
iii) the support of approach sequencing systems.

A programme of this kind could be started at a small number of locations with only a
small ?ercentage of equipped aircraft but could readily lead towards a unified control
system employing a much greater level of automation in which ground facilities would
be expanded and an even greater use made of aircraft-derived data, e.g. ground
computer/EMS interchanges. To facilitate this transition, avionics system designers
are faced with an interesting challenge : to rationalise the provision of data sources
and data communication facilities and also to make available for ATC'c use other data
that are not yet accessitle, on even the most modern airliner.
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A/C PRINCIPAL DATA LINK MESSAGES ASSOCIATED CONTROL. ACTIONS
POIN.

0 - I Coma-B replies sent containing data groups 1, 3 Request to aircraft for identification, IAS
and 7 (from Table 1). Group 1 data than included and mass;then racomputatioi of most fuel-
in alt follow~ing replies. efficient descent point. Aircraft then --

quested to continue sending state-vector
data in each reply.

1 Advisory message:*(SN 409) EXPECT TO START Advisory message sent to aircraft.
DESCENT 29NN BUN AT 250 KT 1AS"
Pilot acknowLedgement:"(SN 409) ROGER"

1A Crew requests: "ATIS FOR BU* (BRUSSELS) Reply from data base.
Reply:* (SN 409) E9SR 0950 B RWY 25 L
TRANS P050 HO 290/50, QNN 1008 T6 DP3
VIS 1.5 KM 3/050

2 Control instructs: "(SN 409) COMMENCE DESCENT Control instruction Sent.
AT 29NM SUNh AT 250 KT LAS'
Pilot acknowledgement : (SN409) VILCO"

2A Advisory uplink: "(SN409) EXPECT TO TURN Altitude rate checked from data; order in
RT 5.5 NAl BUN ON 850 210" sequence modified by one slot and than

advisory message sent.
Continuous checking of turning point to
give correct Landing time.

3 Control instructs: "(SN409) AT 2.1 NM ShUh TURN Instruction to start turn sent, timing
RT HDG 210 TO INTERCEPT ILS" within 6-12 sec. not too critical.
Pilot acknowledgement: "(SI409) hILCO"

4 Control instructs: "(SN409) YOU ARE CLEARED TO Aircraft noted more than 10 sec. ahread
LAND ON RWY 25L. CONTINUE DESCENT AT 160 KT of planned time so minimum safe IAS
lAS- requested.

NOTE I) Only the technical address Is included in each transaction - the a/c ID, SN409, would be
added after the message contents and technical address have been received and verified.

ii) ALL of these typical messages will probably be transmitted in single or Linked Corn-A and
Comm-B messages. Exact requirements cannot be defined until addressing requiremets are
standardised.

FIG. 9 -COKPUTER ASSISTED APPROACH SEOUENCING WITH DATA LINK SUPPORT
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BITS

TEN REQUIRED GROUPINGS OF PARAMETERS FOR POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS
SPARES1

NO. DATA DATA 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 2

ONLY +

PARAMETER PARITY

SIGN/
STATUS 2 ..
MATRIX m

2 RLXGL 9 9

2. it lez a.A

2 ROL ANL 9. 12 5 3-

3 PITCH ANGLE 9 12 14
4 MCH 11 14
5 COMPUTED AR SPEED 10 13 13 13

6 TRUE AIR SPEED 11 14 14 14
7 GROUND SPEED 12 1552$
8 ATITUDE RATE 9 12 12 12 1 2 1 1

9 WIND SPEED a 11 11 11
10 WIND ANGLE a 11 11 11
11 DRIFT ANGLE 9 12 12

12 TOT AIR TEED. 9 12
13 STATIC AIR TEM. 9 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12

14 NORMAL ACCELERATION 8 11 63 63 63 63 6"

15 PRESENT POSM.-LAT. 18 21 21 21

16 PRESENT POSN.-LONG. 18 21 21 21

17 GROSS WEIGHT 11 14 14 14 4
18 ALTITUDE(1013.25ab) 14 17 144 14
19 ALTITUDE (ARO 14 17

CORRECTED)
20 GMT - -

21 SELECTED ALTITUDE 11 14
22 SELECTED AIR WEED a 11
23 SELECTED VERT.SPEED 8 11
24 SELECTED WAYPOINT 12 15
25 (SELECTED LAT. 1? 20 20

26 (WAYPOINT - LONG. 18 21 21
27 TRACK ANGLE(TRUE) 9 12 12 12

Z81

31 SPARES TOTALS 56 56 51 51 50 50 56 53 56 56

REMARKS

0) Standard Mode S format wouLd be used.

1) Processed data showing angles exceeding approx. 5, 10 and 20*.

2) Processed data shoving rates exceeding approx. 250, 500 and 1000 ft/min.

3) Processed data wouLd ahow turuLence n oa Log.scaLe.

4) Reduced resotution wouid be adequate to show nearest FL.

M) Denotes use of metric units for speed/lttitude reports.

TABLE I - AIRCRAFT PARAIIETERS AND PROPOSED GROUPINGS FOR POSSIBLE USE

IN FUTURE ATC SYSTEIS.

_A" _ _
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SUMMAR>

Sece-based surveillance systems, including primary radar (SBR) and secondary surveillance radar (SBSR) are of
interest for both the Air Traffic Control and the Air Defence. This paper surveys the relevant state of the art,
architectures considers surveillance system with special reference to the European scenario and closes with remarks
pointing toward areas of future work.

1. INTRODUCTION

Satellite-borne radars became operational in 1978 with the SEASAT-A Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) which was
the leader of the SIR (Shuttle Imaging Radar) family in the USA (1), (2); the European development in the Satellite-borne
SAR includes the Active Microwave Instrument of the Earth Resource Satellite ERS-l (1) and the X-band sensor (3) of
the SIR-C SAR both to be launched at the end of this decade.

Incidentally; SEASAT and ERS-1 also include a radar altimeter (RA) to measure the distance from the underlying
surface with errors of a few centimeters (1).

SAR systems are used for remote sensing and monitoring of slowly varying phenomena (tides, sea ice, crops,
forestry, land use etc.) and are not suitable to survey large areas, such as a sub-continent, in a limited time (e.g. a few
hours). As a matter of fact, the synthetic aperture principle itself, while allowing a relatively low average radiated
power (orders of some hundreds of watts) limitates the width of the strip of surface to be imaged, i.e. of the "swath", to
the order of magnitude of hundred kilometers for satellites (with height between 700 and 1000 Km) or even less for the
Shuttle. Moreover, the data revewal time of a SAR is of the order of same days, depending upon the orbit.

On the other hand, from the beginning of this decade the space-based radar (SBR) concept is being considered by
some authors (4-10) and by some military and civilian Authorities of the USA (5), (9) and Canadian (8), (13), (27).

The pertaining applications (4) include the defence of the fleet (5), of the Continental United States (CONUS) (5),
the early warning of cruise and ballistic missiles, the Air Traffic Control (ATC) over the oceans (9) and on the CONUS
(19), the monitoring of disarmament/arms control agreement and of crisis situation (7). Of course other application areas
can be considered, for example in the Strategic Defence Initiative (SDI) context.

The surveillance requirements for each application are rather different, however they are all based upon the unique
capability of SBR systems of detecting and tracking aircraft and missiles (even low/very low flying) without practical
limitations of the line-of-sight.

For example, a satellite surveillance system compatible with today's ATC facilities (19) could extend ATC
coverage in the USA and adjacent areas from the current minimum height of 2-3 Km up to ground level.

Moreover, a suitable selection of the number of platforms (e.g., six to fourteen) and of their orbit allow a coverage
of the whole Earth (global coverage) (5), (7), or of extended areas where the installation of ground-based facilities is
either impossible, like the Atlantic Ocean (9),or too expensive, like in desertic regions, jungle and so on.

2. MULTIFUNCTION SPACE-BASED SURVEILLANCE FOR EUROPEAN APPLICATIONS

2.1. The need for a multifunction, multi-user system

The very large cost of space-based system w.r.t. their ground-based counterpart lead to consider multifunction
configurations, i.e. satisfying the requirements of many users, in order to share the cost.

For the same reason, there is a trend today to integrate Air Traffic Control and Air Defence equipment and
systems, as resulted for Instance by the recent joint Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and United States Air Force
(USAF) requirement for 48 L-band, three-dimensional long-range radars to upgrade surveillance around periphery of
mainland USA (see: Electronics Weekly, May 29, 198"5). Another example of civilian and military use of equipment and
systems is the platned use of the SSR Mode S (16) in the USSR (18) including the following additional features w.r.t. the
basic system under consideration by the ICAO (106):

I
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i) Electronic beam steering of the interrogator;

ii) Ground-air transmission of computer generated vector commands for interception;

iii) Cryptography for secure air-ground-air data transmission.

As explained in the Introduction, SBR system typical coverages are as large as a subcontinent; one such system can
fill the coverage gaps of the whole Europe and of a significant area (Artic, Mediterranea Sea, neighbour Atlantic Ocean).
This calls for an European joint effort in research and development, with the same cooperation philosophy as the large
research projects of the European Economic Community (EEC) or of the European Space Agency (ESA).

2.2. Military requirements

The military surveillance and tracking requirements for the European application can only be defined after an ad-
hoc study; a baseline set of performances could be:

a) The radius of the coverage area, supposed to be circular, is about 5300 Km.

b) Surveillance is performed in a much smaller area than in item (a), including a fence and some spots where ground-
based surveillance isn't effective and/or where potential threath originates (e.g. air fields and missiles installa-
tions); for convenience, the extension of this can be assumed equal to the one of an annular ring of 5300 Km radius
and 200 Km thickness, i.e. 6.6 x 10 square kilometers.

c) The search data rate depend on the fence width, on the maximum speed of the targets and on the number of
required detections in the fence to guarantee a cumulative probability of detection as large as 99.5%. A
data rate of fifty to sixty seconds insures at least four detection opportunities for a Mach 3 aircraft, more than
twelve opportunities for a cruise missile or a low-elevation (terrain following) aircraft and one opportunity for a 4
Km/s ballistic missile (the latter being preferably detected, at lower speeds, just after the launch).

d) Friendly targets recognition is aided by the identification friend or foe (1FF) function, that uses the 1030-1090 MHz
SSR channel and includes the same data link as the SSR Mode S (16), (17) or equivalent. The region where
acquisition of friendly targets and relevant data transmission is required is generally different than the one
described in item (a) and its area can be assumed such smaller (e.g. tenth) due to the more predictable nature of
this kind of traffic.

e) After identification, relevant targets are passed to the tracking function, whose most important requirements are
accuracy and data rate. Both are highly dependant on the manoeuvrability (max. acceleration) and speed of the
targets; for preliminary evaluation purposes, an x-y accuracy of the order of 30-30 metres and a data rate between
3 and 20 seconds (adapted to the type of target) could be assumed. The lower value of the data rate could apply to
subsonic, highly maniouvering low-elevation (over land) targets and the higher value to scarcely manoeuvering, high
elevation targets.

f) To improve the track initialization and the resolution of crossing tracks, it is very likely that other information
(than x, y location) be required. One such information is the speed, that can be extracted from the Doppler
frequency when measured from two widely spaced radars. Another one, from cooperating targets, is the IFF/SSR
code.
The third one is the elevation of the target, that in the case of non cooperating targets requires a 3D capability
with height errors not greater than 500-1000 m.

g) The system shall be capable of detecting and tracking jammers by self-triangulation (i.e. exploiting the movement
of its own platform) and/or by triangulation. It is desirable that the system include some redundancy and graceful
degradation against anti-satellites (A-SAT) weaponry and against the electro-magnetic pulse (EMP) due to a
nuclear blast.

2.3. Civilian requirements

There are three basic approaches to the ATC surveillance, namely:

i the independent surveillance: it does not require any cooperation between the aircraft and the ATC systems and its
sensor is the primary radar;

ii) the cooperative independent surveillance: it requires cooperation but is independent of aircraft's navigation system;
its sensor is the SSR;

iii) the automatic dependent surveillance (ADS), based upon automatic read-out and presentation of aircraft navigation
data; no pertaining system exist today, but satellite-based ADS systems have been proposed.

The ADS can lead to very interesting systems (from both the performance and the cost point of view), but does not
comply with the general criterion of separating the main ATC function, i.e. the communication, the navigation and the
surveillance, whos Importance has been recognized by the International Civil Aviation Organization (22) in order to
guarantee redundancy and cross-clock capebilities.

Therefore, only independent surveillance Is considered in this paper. The ATC urvelllance requirements can be
divided in two classes pertaining to the Terminal Manosuver Are* (TMA) and to the En-Route ATC.

The dense, mixed and manouwing traffic of the TMA calls for greater accuracies and htoner data renewal
intervals than the En-Route traffic. Today's En-Route ATC-Survelflance and tracking has data rates of S to 12 seconds
and accuracies of 300-300 m (and even coarser near the maximum range, limited to 330-400 Km by the horizon).

The greater potential for spwe-sd ATC surveillance is for the En-Route traffic, as the TMA surveillance can be
expected to remain ground-based (ie. utilizing the combination of the primary radar and of the SSR, generally corotating
at the airport site).
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Satellite systems, using the primary radar (9), the SSR (19) or both (20), (21) have been considered for ATC
applications. As SSR transponders are carried on-board of most aircraft and their use is mandatory above 8.400 m (2.000
ft), the En-Route surveillance could rely, in principle on the SSR alone.

However, the SSR surveillance from the space can be affected by some significant facts, including:
a) The need for a top-mounted, circularly polarized antenna on the aircraft (for dual antenna operation with switching

on the strongest interrogation).

b) The limited effective radiated power (EIRP) of the transponder (as low as 70-100 W in some cases).

c) Multipath, especially over sea, both in the interrogation and in the reply link.

d) Interference (fruit, garble), that could be significant during the transition period from the current SSR signal
formats to the Mode S formats (notice that these phenomena should be very limited when the space-based
surveilance does not overlay the ground-based surveillance).

In the Mode S operation the unsolicited replies (quitter) of the Mode S transponder could be used (19) in addition
to, or instead of, the replies to a valid interrogation. The advantage of this technique is the saving of transmitted power
(and hence the reduction of the cost of the space segment); the drawback Is the loss of the 'garble free" feature of the
SSR Mode S and the need for special message formats to initialize the data transmission, these formats not being
contained in the present Mode S draft standards.

3. SYSTEM OPTIKOS AND TRADEOFFS

According to the overal requirements of the previous section, different system options can be considered.
The civilian requirements could be satisfied by a space-based secondary radar (SBSR) either including geosynchro-

nous (at 36.000 km height) and geostationary (at 36.000 km height, on the equatorial plane) satellites or a constellation of
lower-height, orbitating satellites. In both cases the power requirements on board are affordable, because they call for a
peak transmitted power not greater than a few kilowatts with duty cycles below 8% - 10% (19), (20), (21), However, due
to the limited radiated power of the transponder (see point (b) of the previous paragraph) the power budrt in the 1090MHz link in the geosynchronous-geostationary (GS) solution calls for a very large satellite antenna 33-5 dB gain
corresponding to a diameter of over 50 m). Even with such a large antenna, the angular accuracy in the aircraft position
location is very modest, i.e. corresponding to an rms error of the order of 10 Km or greater; this calls for a triangulation
from two (using the height information from the transponder) or from tPree SBSR's thus increasing the system
complexity and cost. Moreover, the large footprint (typically, 300 x 400 Km wide) of the GS solution emphasizes the
interference problems that have been quoted in the last part of the previous section.

A constellation of SBSR satellites eliminates most of the shortcomings of the GS solution but of course requires a
greater number of satellites. By any means, the surveillance by SBSR only does not seem to be adequate for the small
aircraft carrying just the belly-mounted L-band antenna, nor for some military aircraft that use time multiplexing
between top and belly antennas.

To satisfy both civilian and military requirements, according to the concept of multifunction-multiuser systems,
the SBSR surveillance has to be integrated with the primary radar one, i.e. with the SBR.

The SBR performance being affected by the fourth-power-of-the-range law (14), geostationary or high orbits (e.g.
at 10.000 Km height) solutions cannot be considered (except for particular applications with very long dwell times) and a
constellation of low-orbit satellites is the baseline solution.

The pertaining system architecture result from some fundamental choices listed hereafter.

a) Selection of height, type and inclination of the orbit.
Reducing the height for assigned dimensions of the antenna(s) means increasing the angular accuracy, reducing the
footprint (and the pertinent SSR interferences) and reducing the transmitted power. On the other hand, the number
of satellites, the maximum scan angle, the number of footprints to be scanned and the minimum grazing angle for a
required coverage area tend to increase with the height decreasing.
Once the height of the orbit above the middle of the surveillance /tracking area (i.e. the Europe) has been fixed, the
trade-off between a circular orbit and an ellyptical one should be considered, and the inclination of the orbital
plane w.r.t. the equatorial one should be selected in order to maximize the weight that can be put into orbit by the
selected vector (e.g. Ariane, the Shuttle or other). In this context, environmental effects should be taken into
account, and basically the radiation dosage due to the Van Allen belts (3), (23) that could prevent from the use of
highly-inclined orbits with height from 3000-4000 Km to 10.000 Km.

b) Selection of the operating frequency

While the SBSR frequencies are fixed by the worldwide ICAO standards for the SSR, the SBR frequencies can be
selected within the radar bands. These frequency-dependent propagation phenomena should be taken into account:

i) Attenuation (in good and bad weather) (l)

ii) Faraday rotation (3), (13)

iiI) Scintillation (26)

The former favours low frequencies, while Faraday rotation and scintillation increase as f- 2 and favour high
frequencies.
In most cases (3), (6), (1), (9) the trade-off lead to frequencies n the L or in the S band, i.e. in the classical bands of
long-range radars where proven technology is available.

c) Selection of the number of satellites.
The number of satellites required for the asaigned coverage and data rete (se the previous section) depend upon:i
i) The height of the orbit.
ii) The maximum scan angle of the antenna.
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ill) The use of triangulation.
The latter items requires some comments. The angular radar error from typical, low-elevation satellites (slant
ranges up to 6000 Kin) correspond to typical aircraft location errors, in the cross range direction, of the order of 3-
6 Km for the SBR and of 1-2 Km for the SBSR. On the other band, typical range errors are one order of magnitude
less (and even less, e.g. twenty or thirty times smaller, for SBSR). The use of two or three simultaneous range
measurement to increase the position accuracy is attractive in these situations, the price to be paid being the
increase of the number of satellites.

d) Selection of the antenna scanning law, type, polarisation and gain
Different types of antennas have been considered for SBR, including reflectors, space-fed arrays (lenses),
corporate-fed planar arrays and active arrays (4), (5), (6). Possible scanning laws include slow scan (mechanical),
fast scan (electronical), limited scan and full (e.g. by + 600) scan. Both single beam and multiple beams solution
have to be considered. The number of footprints (beamh positions) to be scanned during the transit time of each
satellite over the coverage area, as well as the geometry of the problem, lead the selection. As far as polarisation
is concerned, the requirement of lowering land/sea clutter power (for SBR) call for horizontal polarisation while
the requirement of reducing reflections~especially for SBSR over sea, call for vertical polarisatlon (reflection
coefficients over sea at 3* grazing angles and L.and are close to 0.9-0."S for horizontal polarisation and close to
0.40 for horizontal polarisations (143.Moreover, lowering rain clutter power call for circular polarisation.

e) Definition of the power budget and of the prime power.

A basic task of the SBR design is the minimisation of the power requirements (the ones of the SBSR being
relatively negligible in an integrated system). The constant parameter of this optimisation process is the
cumulative detection probability (25) for a target in the surveillance area (see item (b) of sect. 2.2), from which the
single-look detection probability, and hence the transmitted power, can be evaluated after optimum number of
looks.
As far as the prime power source is concerned, discarding nuclear sources for safety and acceptance reasons, the
solar panels remain the only choice. Batteries should be included to guarantee 24 hr operation; their use results
especially convenient for a limited (i.e. not global) coverage as they allow a significant reduction of the panels
area; for the 190, batteries with 100 Wh capacity per Kg of mass are expected (10).

f) System management and data processing

This area includes:

i) Detection and confirmation strategy

ii) Primary radar/SSR (1FF) integration

ii) Acquisition and track-while-scan (TWS) management (including time sharing).
iv) On board vs. on ground data processing (for TWS)
v) SSR Mode S channel management.

g) Cost-effectiveness analysis

After the system definition, a detailed performance evaluation, possibly aided by computer simulation, and a life-
cycle cost analysis should be carried out in order to verify that the considered solution is cost-effective with
respect to an alternative one having the same performance, Including ground-based long-range and low-altitude
(gap-filler) radar stations, airborne radar systems (24) for the areas where ground stations cannot be installed and,
subject to investigation, satellite-based passive sensors (in the optical, infrared or microwave frequencies) for
surveilance beyond the airborne radar horizon.

46. A TYPICAL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

4.1. Overall system

From the requirements of section 2, the options of section 3 and some arbitrary choices, to be reevaluated in a
further study (24), the following, preliminary architecture results:

a) A constellation of satellites in a circular, low (height of 750 - 1100 Kin) orbit.

b) Radar operation in the L-bmnd (1030-1090 MHz for the SBSR and thetween 1250 and 13,0 MHz for the SOR),
allowing a common antenna.

c) Number of satelites, from 1-10 (without triangulation) to 1-18 (with triangulation.

d) Antennas phased array with full scan (angles up to + 60*) in both planes, fast scan in one of 600 beam positions, two
independent beems, one for the SOR (with horizonitl polarization) and the other one for the SBSR (with vertical
polarisationL). Crazig angles: greater than 30 for SBSR and between 30 and 33 for S&R, limited by clutter and
propagation.
Ho -power beamwith, about 0.6 in both planes, corresponding to a 700-900 aquarameters antenna (depending
upon the aperture ,ghtin) and to a maximum foot print dimension of 200 x 55 km at the (minimum) grazing
angle of 30.

e) Prime power on boards in the ten of KV range, with batteries being charged for about 53 - 90t of the time,
allowing the solar panel area to be reduced by the same amounm w.r.t. a continuous operation (global coverae) case
at the expense of an additional weight of some hundreds of kilograms.

f) SOR and S8SR operation thru the same antenna with two independently steerable beams and a basic period of 60
seconds.
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I) SBR sarch: on 600 out of the about 10.000 beam positions (footprints), with 60 seconds revisit time and 50
milliseconds dwell time at the maximum range.

ii) SBR tracking (of-non-cooperating targets): on 100 beam positions, with revisit time from 3 to 20 s (average:
12.5 seconds) and dwell time from 10 to 30 me (average: 30 milllsecond", both dopend g on the
characteristics of the target. Sharin of 3Mw. of the time between search and tracking.

ill) SB5R acquisition: by aU-call interrogation (with a selectable interrogation beamwidth) or by hand-off of Mode
S targets previously acquired by another SBSR.

iv) SOSR tracking (surveillance and data link) up to 10.000 Mode S targets with an average dwell time of 0.8 ms
(actual values ranging from 1-2 ms at the smallest grazing angles to 0.1 - 0.2 me at the greatest grazing
angles) and an average revisit time of g seconds (revisit times anging from 2 to 16 seconds according to the
target manoeuvrability and to the data transmission requirements).
(Note that electronic scan of the SBSR antenna not only does improve the data link capacity (17) but does
allow an efficient time management because each beam position is scanned just when a reply is expected
from that position, saving most of the round-trip time ("east scan mode)).

4.2. Typical coverages

Let us consider for convenience the following orbital parameters.

i) Type of orbit: circular.

ii) Elevation 750 Km (i.e. the lowest compatible with a minimum grazing angle of 30 and a radius of the
coverage area of 3300 Km).

iiI) Inclination of the orbit: 75" with an ascending node of 0 longitude

Following a single satellite in its motion, some successive positions of the area that can be scanned by the antenna
beams are shown in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 pertaining to the satellite longitudes of 5*, 7, 17" and 30* respectively showing
the SBR/SBSR potential for very wide coverages even at relatively low orbits.

The dimensions of the fpotprint in a particular point of the coverage area (eastern Sicily) for an antenna beamwidth
of 0.6" (25 x 25 to 30 x 30 m aperture) are ihown in Figures 3 and 6 for a satellite longitude of 35 and 13" respectively,
showing the SBR/SBSR potential for high resolution and accuracy.

5. AREAS OF RESEARCH AM FURTHER STU[WS

The main areas of further study include system trade-offs and design, sub-systems and related technologies. The

system areas have been referred to in the previous sections, and the main pertaining research should refer to:

- Optimisation of the overaU system and cost-effectiveness analysis.

- Time-power management for SBR surveillance and tracking.

- Time management for SBSR surveillance, tracking and satellite-to-aircraft data link.

- On-board/on ground data processing trade-off and related data transmission requirements, including satellite-to-
satellite links.

- Compensation of propagation effects.

The sub-system areas include:

- Target data (position, elevation and speed) measurement and related techniques (triangulation, superresolut ion,
doppler frequency measurement, ambiguity solution, 3-D techniques etc.)

- SBR techniques (Moving Target Indicator and Synthetic Aperture modes, Displaced-Phase Centre Antennae,
bistatic Vs. monostatic, ECCM, jammer location, waveform design and pulse compression, post-detection
processing etc.).

- Phased array techniiiues (antenna configuration, beam steering and beam forming, adaptivity etc.).

The tehnological ares include:

- Prime power sources

- Very large scanning antennas

- Active array modum

- Beam forming networks

- Seam stwert Processrs

- Fast on-beard ompers for radar management.

- Pube compres in/exupnslin networks
- Past programmeable sal procee-ra.

Active mioawave seners have te unique capebility of a il-range, aU-weather, 24-murs operation in both a
coearatitg md a neceeperal eniwkenit.

CsnbMban of this capeblty with he practically unlimited field of view of atete systems bele very.mmme~ms ~ m I
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-1ea 0u tet surveillance systems architectures, including apace-based radars and space-based secondary radars for
both7Wc1v and military applications

Relevant studies are being carried on in the USA (inter alia, at the Lincoln Laboratory of the MIT, at the Naval
Research Laboratory, at the 3.P.L. of the Caltech at the Federal Aviation Administration and In some big Companies)
and in Canada (at the Communication Research Centre of the Canadian Government and in two Companies). Moreover,
since 1983 the USSR has in operation two Radar Ocean Surveillance Satellites (RORSAT) for surveillance of ships and
vessels.

A very preliminary surveillance system architecture for European applications has been described in this paper; it
is felt that the multi-functlon and multi-users solution is the most suitable for such a large, space-based system.

An European cooperation effort would be requied in order to develop this system, starting from a feasibility study
and a workpian. Items to be early investigated Include: (I) the potential users and the pertaining st.Tveillance
requbrents, (11) dhe characteristics and models of the targets and of the environment and (iii) the most critical
technologies and techiniques.

It Is flt that now it Is neither too early for a similar project to get started (as the critical technologies are
deveaire very fastly, including MMIC and VLSI/VHPIC) nor too late, as the recent gap between Europe and
USA/Canada in the area of space-based radar systems could be filled with a manageable effort and sinergistic utilisation
of the conspicuous relevant know-how of the various European partners.
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I)~ MONOPULSE SECONDARY RADAR : PRACTICAL REALIZATION AND ACHIEVEMENT

0 MODE S : THE RADAR OF TOMORROW0
0. Francois DELILLE,

THOMSON-CSF/SDC DIVISION
40, rue Grange Dame Rose - BP 34
92360 NEUDON-LA-FORET - FRANCE

SUMMARY

'--There can be no doubt that Mode S will be part of tomorrow's ATC radar. Its assets in terms of air
traffic surveillance and data link are recalled. Fundamental characteristics are its comptatibility with
existing SSR's, selective interrogation and monopulse reception. The monopulse SSR is a landmark in the
transition towards Mode S ; it contributes several major improvements, without requiring onboard trans-
ponders to be changed. Choices made in Ihe ,implementation of the system are discussed, in particular as
regards the antenna, transmitter, reception and processing techniques. Through these options, full Mode S
compability is maintained. Practical results have turned out to be conclusive, and so the system was
taken into production and already many stations are operational round the world. The Mode S extension
which has to be added to the monopulse radar is also described, and it is being operated at Orly as part
of an experimental development programme. ..

INTRODUCTION

A review of the state-of-the-art techniques evidences that the Mode S is to be the key tool of air
traffic control of the 90's. The United States have already embarked on an ambitious investment plan to
provide the nation's entire upper air space with Mode S coverage by 1991. Besides, other nations among
which the USSR, Japan, France, the United Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany and others are making
advances towards Mode S implementation by conducting research and experimentation on the subject, or by
setting-up monopulse secondary stations compatible with Mode S development.

The SICASP work group which was entrusted by ICAO with the drafting of regulations on Mode S, submitted
the "SARPS" project (for standards and recommendations) for ICAO member states' approval. Guidelines,
also called "green pages'' and procedures related to Mode S are to complete the standardization plan by
the year's end.

The general interest aroused by the Mode S is in great part explained by the remarkable progress which it
makes possible in the control of air traffic and by the promising perspectives which t opens up in
ground-to-air communications. Thanks to technological developments in radio frequencies and data proces-
sing, Mode S enables certain techniques to be applied which endow it with decisive and valuable assets.

ADVANTAGES OF THE MODE S

Safety is enhanced by Mode S utilization in traffic surveillance. The integrity and reliability of the
information sent to the operational centre is greatly improved by the choice of signal formatting,
message structures, protecting devices, as well as the nature of protocols and processing used. The
monopulse reception and single address selective interrogation techniques greatly improve results in
detection, locating and identification of aircraft. The better performance is far more evident and
tangible in area of dense traffic, where the conventional secondary radar's shortcomings are clear. Thus
traffic management is streamlined and optimized by the reduction of separation minima, which allows an
increase in the system's total capacity and an appreciable reduction of fuel consumption.

The bi-directional data link used in Mode S offers considerable application potential. It may be a very
valuable aid in the individual management of flights, and, on a par with VHF or satellite links, it may
usefully convey technical and meteorological information or even information of quite a different nature,
possibly strategic, too, in another context. Most probably, the first applications are likely to be as
follows :

- Up-link : safeguarding of the VHF instructions, clearance, flight level allocation, information
extracted from the ground data bank (meteorological by example), etc.,

- Down-link : flight plan number, temperature and airspeed measurements, aircraft key parameters,
(bearing, horizontal and vertical speed, rolling). This last type of information may be useful also
when it comes to refining the tracking predictions at ground station level.

Another important asset of Mode S is its compatibility with the ACAS airborne anti-collision system which
radiates signals having the same formats, and which incorporates a Mode S transponder. With these diffe-
rent advantages, Modes S makes real headway towards the full automation of air traffic control.

RECALL OF PRINCIPLES

iiSSR COMPATIBILITY

The definition of Mode S techniques was to a large extent influenced by the need for total compatibility
with other SSR. Thus, at all times transponders and Mode S stations may be Integrated into an existing
SSR environment.
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Compatibility in practice means having two fundamental characteristics

- Continuity in surveillance : SSR stations just like Mode S stations can perfectly well handle air-
craft equipped with SSR transponders and aircraft having Mode S transponders. Figure 1 shows the
nature of interrogations and replies exchanged.

- Coexistence of two radio-electric systems, operating on the same transmission frequency (1030 MHz)
and reception frequency (1090 MHz) : the performance of each system is not perturbed by interference
from the other system (this is seen from the rate of asynchronous replies, transponder inhibition
time and detection probability).

SELECTIVE INTERROGATION

Selective interrogation is the very essence of Mode S. It is the outcome of techniques previously stu-
died : the DABS in the USA, and the ADSEL technique in the United Kingdom. In the conventional SSR,
interrogation is aimed at all the aircraft found in the antenna's directional lobe. This results in
overlapping replies, sometimes very difficult to sort out, whenever aircraft are close together. In the
new system a once-and-for-all address is aimed at each aircraft having a mode S transponder. Coding is on
24 bits, hence allowing for 16 million different combinations. This type of address makes it possible to
keep track of aircraft by means of individual interrogations (called "roll-call") and to set up a data
link with each of them. The way roll-call interrogations are sequenced is such as to avoid any over-
lapping of replies, thus averting altogether risks of synchronous garbling.

A mode S station transmission pattern is in fact an alternation of selective roll-call interrogations
with general ''all-call" interrogations. The latter are sent out to control those aircraft which are
equipped with conventional SSR transponders, and also to establish the initial acquisition of Mode S
transponders equipped aircraft as they enter into the radar's area of responsibility and whose individual
address is not yet known. Once this contact is established, the ground station sends out to the Mode S
transponder an order to lock out on its all-call interrogation thus the transponder no longer transmits
interfering replies.

NATURE OF INTERROGATIONS AND REPLIES

Figure 2 shows the formats of the various interrogations and replies exchanged between the Mode S station
and transponders ; there are 2 types of interrogations.

- Intermode interrogations (figure 2.a) : these are derived from conventional SSR interrogations, the
only difference lying in the addition of another P4 pulse, which is of variable length. The coding of
these interrogations is unchanged and is determined by the spacing between pulses P1 and P3. In
response to these interrogations, an SSR transponder will ignore P4 and send out its reply normally.
The Mode S transponder, on the other hand, will react to P4 according to its duration. It will not
reply to an interrogation when meeting a short P4 pulse (0.8 ps long,SSR only all-call type interro-
gation). It will reply to a long P4 pulse interrogation by sending out its address (1.6 ps long, Mode
S/A or C all-call type interrogation). A pulse P2 is transmitted on the control channel to inhibit
transponders receiving interrogations from the side lobes (ISLS). Another pulse, P1, may also be
transmitted on the same channel to reduce effects of reflected interrogations (IISLS process).

- Mode S interrogations (figure 2.b) : these are exclusively used for Mode S transponders. They are
made up of three pulses : P1, P2 and P6. The first two inhibit the SSR transponders, which conse-
quently is not triggered off at the third pulse unnecessarely. The third pulse P6 contains infor-
mation coded by DPSK modulation (differential phase shift keying) ; this Is well-adapted to this kind
of transmission because of its immunity to interference and to multipaths effects. Data are coded on
56, or 112 bits and the last 24 bits are a combination of the aircraft target address with a sophis-
ticated polynomial parity calculation. The error detection device causes the interrogation to be
rejected by the transponder if the message received is incorrect. Mode S interrogations are of two
different types :

Like the Mode S/A or C all-call Intermode interrogation, the Mode S only all-call interrogation, is
unaddressed and used for initial acquisition of aircraft before their address is known by the sta-
tion.

Roll-call interrogations fall into one of the following three categories

Simple surveillance type interrogations requesting altitude or Mode A code (56 bits long).

The same interrogations as above, to which are added 56 data bits, called comm A (112 bits long).

Extended length messages, 112 bits long including 80 data bits, which may be chained together in
groups of 1 to 16 called com C, to be used for data link applications requiring high capacities.

Another pulse P5 is also radiated on the control channel so as to cancel replies to interrogations on
side-lobes by masking the ohase reversal synchronization signal of P6 pulse.

Mode S transponder sends out a conventional reply (figure 2.d) to SSR stations and this reply con-
sists of two framing pulses F1 and F2 plus 12 code pulses. As for its response to Mode S stations,
(intermode or Mode S specific) it consists of a preamble of 4 pulses followed by PPM modulated coded
information. (See figure 2.c). Using this modulation, as well as an error correction device based on
the same polynomial and cyclical method up to transmission, leads to a very high probability of
correct decoding even with Interfering SSR replies. The replies are classed in the same kind of
categories as the interrogations : simple surveillance reply with 56 bits, Comm B with 112 bits and
Comm 0 messages which may be chained together in groups of I to 16.
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MONOPULSE RECEPTION

The monopulse technique gives an off-boresight angle information on all signals received, that is to say,
it gives the angle between the transponder bearing and the antenna axis. Theoretically, the monopulse
technique can be classified into the phase monopulse and the amplitude monopulse. In the phase technique,
similarly to what is observed in interferometry, the phase difference between two signals received on two
"antennas" having different phase centres is measured (figure 3.a). This is due to the path difference
when the source is not on the axis of the "antennas'. In amplitude monopulse, the amplitude is measured
between two signals received on two 'antennas'', which have different boresights but the same phase
centre (figure 3.b). Yet, theoretically, these two monopulse techniques are considered to be related,
since, by combining signals it is possible to switch from one to the other.

In practice, a monopulse antenna produces two specific patterns (sum channel F and difference channel A),
which may be viewed as a combination of the amplitude and phase patterns, although, in actual fact, the
creation of the patterns by the antennas is more complex (figure 3.c). The sum channel is used in the
conventional way for interrogation and detection of replies in the antenna lobe. Since the amplitude of
the difference channel in the main lobe varies rapidly, it is used to measure accurately and unambi-
guously the off-boresight angle of the received signal. This measurement must be scaled by the amplitude
received on channel E so as to make it independent from the signal power. Monopulse reclivers estimate
the off-boresight angle voltage, proportional to log A/Z, or 0 = Phase (F+jA/E-jA) = 2 tg" A/E

With the monopulse technique, therefore, it is possible to locate accurately an aircraft, on receiving
only one reply from its transponder and as a result :

- The fundamental requirement for Mode S is satisfied, namely, the ability to provide surveillance of
Mode S transponders with a single hit per antenna scan.

- To achieve considerable progress in the surveillance of SSR transponder equipped aircraft, compared
with the results given by conventional sliding window processing techniques. The decisive advantage
of the monopulse SSR, which is particularly noticeable in areas of dense traffic or interference,
lies in the greater azimuth accuracy and better discrimination between targets close together, by
processing garbled replies. This also introduces a valuable reduction in the interrogation frequency
(a ratio of 2 to 3 is typical).

PROJECTS UNDERWAY IN FRANCE

Work began in France in the seventies, on request by the French Civil Aviation Technical Department
(STNA). A first stage involved integrating secondary monopulse sources onto L-band primary antennas, and
evaluating a monopulse SSR reception and processing chain. Then the specifications for a Mode S station
were laid down, by defining the following two complementary sub-systems :

1. The monopulse secondary radar comprising antenna, interrogator-receiver and the SSR aircraft surveil-
lance processing.

2. The Mode S extension which, once integrated, completely manages the station's operation : sequencing
of interrogation/replies, Mode S transponder surveillance, data link, etc.

With this approach, it was possible to define and implement a monopulse secondary radar genuinely compa-
tible with transition to Mode S. Introducing the monopulse technique has entailed a complete review of
the entire secondary radar chain. As a result, certain fundamental technical options were taken : the
integrated primary antenna was left aside, in favour of the LVA, preference being given to phase recep-
tion over amplitude reception, and sophisticated digital decoding, fully programmed post-processing and
tracking were chosen.

This radar was experimented at Orly Airport and fully approved. It was then put into production, and it
was the very first operational monopulse radar, when the Linz station was inaugurated in 1984. Since, it
has also been installed to equip :

- En-route stations with L-band primary radars (figure 7),

- Approach stations with S-band primary radars (figure 8),

- Autonomous secondary stations (figure 9).

The Mode S extension is incorporated into the experimental station at Orly. It is soon to be used in
further experiments carried out jointly by the STNA and the CAA on the one hand, since they supply the
ground stations and on the other hand EUROCONTROL who is likely to provide a number of aircraft from AIR
FRANCE and BRITISH AIRWAYS with Mode S transponders.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

An example of Mode S station block diagram is given in figure 4.

The parts belonging to the monopulse station as it is proposed today are shown in white, while the grey
parts show the items to be incorporated to make the station fully Mode S operational.

MONOPULSE SECONDARY RADAR STATION

When the system was being defined, design was influenced by the following aims

To optimize performance through appropriate technical and technological choices (for example, opting
for a phase receiver, and for an entirely solid-state transmitter).
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- To warrant complete compatibility with Mode S specifications, taking all necessary precautions to
avoid restrictions that would result from certain future developments (for example : stability of the
transmission frequency at + 10 KHz, integration of DPSK modulation).

- To guarantee the greatest possible adaptability to the site, for example, automatic processing to
guard against reflections.

- To seek maximum availability by duplicating all operational electronic equipment and by imposing
stringent reliability constraints.

- To reduce purchase, running and complete life-cycle costs, through the modular design and through a
suitable maintenance policy (for example by implementing remote control and remote monitoring).

ANTENNA

Guided by the experience already gained in monopulse radar technology and subsequently to experiments
made with integrated primary antennas, a choice was soon made in favour of a Large Vertical Aperture type
antenna (LVA). This antenna has two major characteristics aimed at ensuring maximum stability in the
measurement of the aircraft's off-boresight angle independently of the elevation angle and which also
have the effect of reducing to the minimum the effects of ground reflected signals (1) :

- A gain variation in elevation identical (parallel) in E and A patterns which are used for monopulse

measurement.

- A sharp ground roll-off (gain decrease along the horizon) better than 1.80 per dB.

The antenna's efficiency in coping with multipaths has been evidenced at the mountainous site of Kiona
(Cyprus), which was characterized by reflections of all kinds.

The monopulse antenna is made up of an array of vertical-polarized radiating feeds, arranged in columns.
The amplitude/phase distribution on the columns has been designed to control the azimuth shape in the 3
patterns, i.e. : the sum Z, the difference A and the control 9 (figure 5). The pattern in elevation is
shaped by the power distribution equivalent on feeds which is identical in all columns, providing an
elevation pattern optimized according to a cosecant squared law. The fact that all three patterns are
generated using the same columns implies that there will be equivalent variation of patterns in eleva-
tion, while the phase centres will always be kept identical.

The antenna position data take-off is coded on 14 bits. Such accuracy is necessary in view of the coding
accuracy achieved for the off-boresight angle information by the processing equipment. The rotary joint
and antenna down lead cause remarkably little loss, are highly stable in phase especially in an enmiron-
ment of temperature changes, and do not need any periodic checking.

RECEIVER

The off-boresight angle measurement which is carried out in the receiver is in fact a true angle measure-
ment, which is not the case in applications of the type ''tracking radar'', where the aim is simply to
keep the target in the antenna axis. The receiver is well suited to both antenna types mentioned above,
the integrated primary antenna and the LVA antenna. For both antennas, the off-boresight angle is calcu-
lated from the E and A RF signals. Along the antenna axis, A becomes null and the £ and A relative phase
Q rotates by 1800 on crossing the axis.

Today, two main techniques are implemented to extract the angular information : the amplitude comparison
method and the phase comparison method. The first is to produce logarithmic videos log ElI and log JAl,
and to compute the difference, which gives log lAl/lEl. The log l1A/lEl measurement indicates at what
angle the aircraft is situated with respect to the antenna axis ; however, at this stage it is not known
whether this is to the right or to the left i.e. whether it is a + or - sign (figure 6.a). The right/left
(+ or -) information is given by measurement of the relative phase between E and A. The second technique,
consists in combining the A and E signals into phase quadrature, using a hybrid coupler, which gives the
combined E+jA and E-JA signals. The off-boresight measurement involves a phase measurement on the one
hand between E and E+JA and on the other hand between E and E-JA ; and the results are summed so as to
obtain the phase angle between E-JA and E+jA (figure 6.c). These angles are measured in amplitude-phase
detectors after passing through limiters. It gives a continuous, monotonic curve near or on the axis
between the off-boresight output voltage and the off-boresight angle (figure 6.b).

After much experimenting with the two techniques, the choice was finally made In favour of the phase
technique.

Evaluations conducted In France with calibration and normal traffic flights have evidenced the greater
accuracy of the half-angle processor, because one of the amplitude receiver's characteristics is that it
gives sign errors at the lobe centre. Test flights effected as part of comparative studies by the FAA
have led to similar conclusions. In fact, the difference in performance is quite obvious as regards the
surveillance of aircraft equipped with Mode S transponders (2).

This difference may be explained In several ways.

In theory, the monopulse receiver combines two signals, which are two complex, but usual, expressions

E -o exp. J (wt + OE) and A =A o exp. j (wt + PA)

An ideal receiver would work out the complex relationship

A . oexpj (OA - OE)t T

L.
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but would only evaluate at the output the real component (3)

Re (A) Ao cos (IA - E)

which, for an ideal anteiloa (OE -0. OA = 0 or 180
°
)

would give: Re , +Ao (Y)

The receivers described above naturally have different characteristics from an ideal receiver. Yet an
analysis of the phase receiver transfer function reveals that its curve is very close to that of an ideal
receiver, in particular at the lobe centre. This explains the high quality of performance achieved even
when errors are present, whether they be caused by several targets, by mltipath or by noise.

NB

At a first approximation, the influence of noise, in terms of standard deviation off-axis difference is

08 = 1 + (k / 0) )
1/2

k /' 2n"SN"

where : o0  : standard deviation of the angle error k : monopulse curve slope at the target angle

0 : beanwidth km : averaged monopulse slope

S/N :single pulse signal to noise ratio 0 : off-boresight angle

Conversely, the amplitude receiver, which is characterized by a totally discontinuous curve at the
centre, does not behave like an ideal receiver. Theoretical investigations demonstrate that measurement
is degraded by up to 3 dO for signal-to-noise ratios from 10 to 20 d8 (4).

In practice, two main difficulties beset the implementation of the amplitude receiver. First, circuits
providing log E and log A videos, which must imperatively be matched with a difference of much less than
I dO, do not have strictly logarithmic characteristics. This results in an accuracy error throughout the

beamwidth and in particular on the beam edges. Also, measurements taken at the lobe centre are made
directly on the A signal, which becomes cancelled, and this is technically difficult to achieve, as it
involves errors in value and in sign. This drawback occurs at a point even where the energy received is
at its highest and the effect of interference minimum.

A receiver of the type half-angle processor was chosen, therefore, considering its better performance and
also for the following reasons :

- The stability of measurement, in time, combined with the reliability of the technique, have shown
that this system needed absolutely no periodical recalibration.

- Despite its apparent complexity, the system in actual fact requires only three limited amplifiers and
only one additional phase detector, it entails absolutely no extra training cost or particular
maintenance means.

- The signals observed on the off-boresight video are of excellent quality and in particular, the zone
where the signal is sampled by the extractor is wide and stable compared to the pulse leading edge.

- The required accuracy is obtained in the frequency range 1087 to 1093 MHz, which is the ICAO's
tolerance concerning transponders. In fact, the accuracy is preserved within a + 5 MHz margin, since
the off-boresight angle curve changes but little with the frequency. Hence, it f-s possible to guaran-
tee the same accuracy on transponders even transmitting outside the specified limits.

- The low-noise RF amplifiers at the input confer on the system a very wide dynamic range.

Furthermore the receiver provides the log IE!. log IAJ and log Ill videos and these are used in an
RSLS device which compares these various signals. It is fitted with a digital STC (Sensitive Time
Control), programmable in range and azimuth which allows the radar to be adapted to the site by
selecting the right sensitivity.

INTERROGATOR

The interrogator may either be driven internally, in normal SSR operation or driven externally when
transmitting Mode S interrogations. The transmitter is entirely solid-state and has the following charac-
teristics, which are indispensable to Mode S operation

- Tolerance on the transmission frequency (1030 MHz) is less than + 10 KHz.

- The transmitter may be fitted with two independent transmission channels : for 1 and 0. The ISLS

technique and the ISLS technique may be used respectively in mode S and in SSR. The IISLS technique
is used in such a case only for small sectors finely programmable in azimuth and located in the
direction of reflector planes.

- All E transmission channels are systematically fitted with a OPSK phase modulator to transmit P6
pulses.

I _
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Form factor is another fundamental aspect of the transmitter. It is mainly determined by the interro-
ation rate of the radiated Mode S, because the influence of Intemode Interrogations is quite weak
.5 r. Specifications chosen are :

- 2 11 man rate over a long period of time (longer than the antenna rotation period).

- Up to 50 1 on a small number of consecutive interrogations.

They make it possible to control over 400 aircraft having Mode S transponders, while also allowing the
transmission during an antenna scan of chained Cown A messages (up to 4 with each of them) or the partial
transmission of ELM (crom C) messages. The short term rates offer the capability of coping with heavy
sectorial loads and to keep a great flexibility in the sequencing of interrogation replies and of re-
interrogation in the lobe if the first transaction has failed. These assumptions are quite adequate in
view of medium term applications foreseable in data links, and they my be put Into practice at a reduced
cost thanks to progresses made in RF power transistors technology. The power output my be varied dynami-
cally either in sectors in SSR operation or selectively on each Interrogation when in Node S operation.

SSR PROCESSING - OUTLINE (figure 10)

The object is to provide, for each antenna scan and for each aircraft within the radar coverage and
equipped with an active transponder, a single message combining all the radar information concerning this
aircraft. Basically, such information comprises the target coordinates, its heading and speed, the codes
detected for each interrogation mode and possibly the time for the reception of the plot. To do this, at
the entry of the processing system, the video signals sent by the receiver and the various regular data
such as antenna position, interrogation mode and time if needed are collected. The plot history data
established over several antenna scans are also made available.

The processing technique used is radically different from the conventional sliding window techniques. The
latter are based on the range correlation of replies, applying a criterion of K detected presences out of
n consecutive interrogations. In the conventional method, the plot azimuth is calculated from the median
value between the azimuth of the first detected reply and the azimuth of the last detected reply, which
is quite the least accurate when it comes to detection problems on the edge of the lobe. Also, with this
technique, the discrimination between 2 plots at the same range is not satisfactory because it is diffi-
cult to distinguish between one aircraft's reply and another's.

The fundamentally innovative aspect of the monopulse technique is in the additional target location
information within the antenna beam (off-boresight angle or OSA). With this signal, it becomes possible
to calculate for each reply the target coordinates, thus correlating in azimuth the various replies from
one interrogation to the next, and to process the codes far more comprehensively then is possible with
conventional algorithms. Processing, although it should be conceived of globally, may be analyzed in
three parts : reply processing i.e. decoding of SSR elementary replies, the association of these replies
from recurrence to recurrence, or reply-to-reply processing, and scan-to-scan processing.

DECOOING OF ELEMENTARY REPLIES

The aim is to detect SSR replies and to collect all the information necessary to process them into plots
(range, code. USA...). Hence the decoder simultaneously processes the sum, RSLS and OSA measurement video
signals.

The sum video is used to seek out the framing pulses F1 and F2 . Presences thus detected are kept if the
RSLS video indicates that the signal has been received on the main lobe, not on the side lobe. Garbled
replies, i.e. those replies which are separated from others by less than 24.65 ps are marked by special
bits and a specific post processing is applied to them.

The interesting feature of the decoding process is that all the code, amplitude and USA measurement
pulses are simultaneously analyzed. The quantified sum video and the digitally coded OBA video are sent
on digital delay lines (there is one per bit) especially designed as a gate array and having outputs
every 1.45 us. (spacing between code pulses). Parallel decoding enables a greater number of data to be
taken into account to be used in post-processing than would be possible with serial decoding. Moreover.
the data are loaded almost instantaneously, there is no danger of saturation.

For each detected presence, a message is output. It contains the following information : range, code, USA
measurement for each pulse, presence USA reference, garbling indication bits, sum video amplitude, and
antenna position at the moment of reception. The OA reference to.be used in post-processing is chosen
preferably from a clear zone : it is an average between the OA measurement of F1 and F, for an isolated
reply and the value of F (or F ) If there is som garbling either just behind or just before the pro-
cessed reply. A doubt inionmstid is given if the values of F1 and F2 are not close enough. In the more
complicated cases, the reference can be calculated again by taking the average between OSA values of
pulses present in the plot code.

PRINCIPLES OF THE SSR SOFTWARE PROCESSING

There are two distinct steps :

- The first step is to complete extraction by a reply to reply correlation,
- The second phase is tracking, i.e. associating the plots from scan-to-scan.

Post-processing

Upon receiving a reply massage, each code pulse is attributed a quality bit, by comparing its associatod
OSA value and the reference chosen for the reply. If there is garbling the OA of each pulse is compared
to the references of the various replies concerned.
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Once this is done, the replies are then associated by range and azimuth correlation and correlation by
codes and respective pulse quality. Thus plots which are at the same range but having different azimuths
or codes can be discriminated. Fruits are eliminated because there is no correlation between a sufficient
number of replies. The data for a plot being formed are updated by all the replies correlated with it. It
is so with the plot coordinates, as with the code pulses in each mode and quality bits relating to each
one of them. In certain complex cases of garbling, the extracted plot code has poor quality pulses : in
tracking, quality assessment ib used when there is abiguity In the plot/track correlation.

The target azimuth Is calculated for each reply, since the chosen reception technique enables an accurate
locating whatever the aircraft's position in the antenna beam. However, in order to obtain the best
possible result, the final plot azimuth is calculated from the man between the two or four values
closest to the lobe centre, where accuracy is greatest. The average of several samples of the saw reply,
then of several replies, reduces the rather weak effects of thermal noise detected on very low amplitude
signals. In calculating the average, the samw nmber of values is taken on either side of the antenna
boresight so as to compensate for any difference in slope that might exist between the reference curve
and the real curve. The latter is automatically corrected, and an alarm is sent tw the drift exceeds a
certain limit.

The monopulse post-processing described here is compatible with mode S operation and it is especially
compatible with transmission scheduling where conventional SSR pulse repetition frequency is low. Thus
plots can be extracted with right and validated codes, with as few as 2 hits per mode.

Local Tracking

This particular function examines the history of plots, associating them from scan to scan. The major
berefit of tracking lies in the elimination of spurious plots and in the resolution of ambiguous cases of
aircraft crossings. Reflections are sorted out by an automatic process based on the analysis of tracks
having the same code : radar range, altitude, reception power, age and track evolution... This solves the
problems of reflecting planes whether fixed or occasional. The tracking process also eliminates false
plots, caused by duplication. This phenomenon is exceptional and occurs only when there is interference
with the OSA over several consecutive repetitions. Selective correlation in azimuth and in code causes
false plots, in such cases. These plots are very close to the real plots, in position and in code, and
they are eliminated easily by tracking, especially as they tend to occur over only one antenna scan.

The tracking software differs from the simple chaining generally proposed owing to its sophisticated
algorithms of correlation between plots and tracks thus, a future plot position forecast is carried out
by integrating the trajectory characteristics and parameters such as the influence of thermal noise.

Data Processor

The software is available for two different types of computers. One is built around a slice micro-
processor, the second, described below, has a multicell structure. The multicell computer has been
designed with a view to real-time high capacity processing. The basic cell consists of a powerful 16 bit
microprocessor (68 000, then to be replaced by 68 020). It is fitted with a 512 K-bytes local RAN, a
vectored multi-level interrupt structure and parallel lines of communications with other cells (4 as a
maximum) (figure 11). The exchanges are effected from cell to cell and not via a bus common to all the
processors. The network structure has been given preference over the bus structure, owing to its greater
suitability to radar processing ; thus, the processing capacity is improved. A fast real time monitor has
been especially developed for this multicellular architecture. The modular design enables the number of
cells to be adapted to the required load. Programing is done with a high level language : PASCAL. This
set of characteristics has made this computer a common tool for several uses : KTD processing, monopulse
processing, primary + secondary tracking, high capacity display ; it is also a prototype for the software
part of the Mode S processing unit. In the case of SSR processing, monopulse post-processing and tracking
are simultaneously stored in the same computer.

SELF TEST

All the electronics of the monopulse secondary radar station is duplicated and provided with B.I.T.E.
(Built In Test Equipment). These monitor the equipment's operating, detect any fault that might have
occurred and cause the switch-over to the stand-by equipment in case of failure, locating the pcb's or
group of pcb's which are not functioning correctly.

Various parameters and operational procedures are constantly monitored at all levels, by the use of test
sensors and by injecting fake signals : for example, antenna drive, transmission power, pulse shape,
receiver sensitivity, monopulse processing decoding, reply correlation, computation of coordinates, etc.
Various software parameters are also monitored, such as CPU error , overloading, input/output errors. The
rate of automatic detection of failures and automatic location thereof are globally assessed to be better
than 95%.

The remote and monitoring maintenance processor (RW) collects all the information output from each
equipment and sends to the operational centres the exact configuration of each of these and the nature of
any failure. Conversely, it also enables remote commnds to be sent, which means that the station may be
umanned.

SSR PERFOR1ANCE

The system's performance have mainly been evaluated at Orly Airport, but were subsequently confirmed at
Sther operational stations. A statistical evaluation can be made from reply messages, plots and tracks.
More complex aspects are singled out for thorough investigation based on the video. The video recorder
automatically tracks the designated aircraft and stores scan after scan all the videos sent to the
extractor. Thus it is possible to know all the characteristics of the videos (figure 12) : amplitude,
leading edge, duration, spacing, code, number of replies, and thus to validate the processing by a
simultaneous analysis of presence, plots and tracks.



By far the most interesting cases occur when several aircraft's replies are garbled. Results are compared
to those of conventional extractors by simultaneously recording from the two types of extractors : the
improvmInt is most obvious (figure 13). After extraction, the detection rate (blip to scan ratio) is
found to be higher than 961 and a study of degarbling reveals that decoding is correct for 951 of cases
at the extractor output. Any remaining dubious case is almost certainly rtsolved by local tracking, and
decoding can then be as high as 99.6%. Results slightly vary with the station's configuration (site, PRF,
interlacing cycle, rotation Speed). Local tracking is validated (tracking, decoding, bearing and speed)
b mans of an iterative analysis which is compared with a refernce established off-line from recorded
plots. Thanks to this local tracking, false plots are eliminated (reflections and others) these being
deemed to account for about I of the extractor output plots. Illustrations given show the good quality
of trajectories at the extractor output (figure 14) and at the tracking processor output (figures 15. 16
and 17).

Several methods my be used to test the system's accuracy. The first method involves a certain number of
representative trajectories, and the quality of the performance is masured by the difference between the
positions as they are detected and the positions as they are reconsituted. The algorithm used for recons-
titutton is based on the least square technique, second order model and a nine point sliding window. This
monoradar experiment has inherent limits (correlated errors partly ignored. resjlts which are not global.
etc.) nevertheless it remains a convincing tool as far as calibration is concerned. The azimuth accuracy
obtained is better than 0.04*o (typical error., and generally lies between O.OS*o and 0.03*o (figure
18). It somtims even approximates 0.1'o for certain tracks partly observed by obstacles on the horizon
(this is called diffraction). Another method is to consider the totality of the traffic over a longer
period of time, that is, on average, more than 100.000 plots. This results in greater differences
(0.06'o) because the analysis is effected automatically and all configurations likely to occur in real
traffic are taken into account. Thirdly, another method based on the TRIDENT and ONE reference trajec-
tography has confirmed positive and tangible results.

The improvement in range accuracy is obtained mainly by reducing the processing quantum. However, accu-
racy remains limited in range because of the transponder's reply.

NODE S EXTENSION

The Node S extension combines all the parts to be added to a mnopulse radar to confer it Node S capa-
bility. All the data which transit through this extension are managed by the Node S Data Processing Unit
(DPU) which governs the whole of the station. Below are described the main parts of the extension. The
clock and dating as well as the information remoting facilities should also be considered.

MODE S PROCESSING INTERFACE (Figure 20)

This is a real time interface between the interrogator and the Node S processing unit to which it is
connected via two high output parallel links.

On transmission, this interface provides the transmitter with the modulation signals necessary to produce
intermode and Mode S modulations. Transmission takes place at the programed instant and respecting the
parameters prescribed by the software. The processing interface automatically effects the address parity
coding needed for the transponder to detect errors.

On reception, the processing interface extracts Mode S replies. The first step is to detect preambles and
these are accepted only if they fit into a time-prediction window provided by the Mode S data processing
unit. Then the information fields are decoded via PPM demodulation and simultaneous analysis on videos
issued by directional and omnidirectional patterns. Finally, it seeks out errors by examining the parity
received and attempts to rectify errors.

Simultaneously, it calculates the azimuth of the target by combining the off-boresight angle values which
have been saipled on those message pulses which have been decoded without ambiguity.

Experiments carried out at Orly on a transponder prototype have highlighted the efficiency of Nlode
decoding in the midst of SSR interference (figure 19). The measurement accuracy confirms the quality of
results obtained in SSR processing.

NODE S DATA PROCESSING UNIT (DPU)

This is like an orchestrator of the station, effecting the following tasks (figure 21)

- Sequencing of all the activities of the RF radio-electric channel by programming the alternation of
all-call and roll-call interrogations and reply windows. The DPU maintains an active list of Node S
aircraft which are within the antenna lobe, updating this list according to extracted replies and
targets about to enter into the beam. This activity implies a strict real-time constraint, since the
DPU should enable several messages to be exchanged with each aircraft or since it should process
immediate reinterrogation when a transaction is unsuccessful.

- Surveillance of Node S transponders by associating the reply or replies from an aircraft with the
tracks created in former scans. When several stations are interconnected into a network, it can
update the tracks according to messages from adjacent stations. It also computes the next-scan
prediction window for the channel management processing.

- Governing all the air-ground data transactions as a function of requests made by groun centres, and
of msesages from transponders.

- Monagemant of the network when, as Is likely, stations have certain coverge zones in common. The 09.
ensures continuity in surveillance and data exchange. A coverage mop stakes out the responsibility of
each station in preestablished zones.



There are two possible configurations

The stations are not connected to each other :in wuich case, certain Precautions are taken so as
not to degrade the detection probability of neighbouring stations (Donae-nt of transponder lock
out),

The stations are coneted to each other :they can exchange data iles regarding bordering and
cmn areas thus facilitating the initial target acquisition.

-Noitorli the whole Mode S station performance. by us* of calibration performance monitoring equip-
mant &Wd nternal test signals generation.

The O.1. software was designed by the SADT method (structured analysis and design technique). The appli-
cation of this method is top-down, modular. hierarchical and structured ; presentation Is usually in
graphic form. The chosen hardwere architecture, built up from cells described in the paragraph "So data
procesor', allows comuting power and memory capacity to be increased according to needs (functions
realiaed, numer of transponders. etc.).

The project is divided Into steps to deal consecutively with different configurations :autonomous
station, unconnected adjacent stations, and then viewing the whole network structure. Each step has its
place planned as from the begining of implementation. The overall validation is made upon simulation and
testing on the sites. The Implementation of protocols (either mlti-site or not),* between independent or

netted stations, promises to be an interesting aspect of the question to be dealt with in Europe in the
future.
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Lflo A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE OF MOVING TARGET DETECTION (MTD) PROCESSING

OFOR AN AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL RADAR WITH WEATHER CHANNEL0.
IChristine BRUNO

THOMSON-CSF - SDC DIVISION
40, rue Grange Dame Rose - BP 34
92360 Meudon-La-For4t - France

SUMMARY

-An ATC radar processing system of the Moving Target Detector (MTD) type, comprising a separate processing
channel, called weather channel, is presented. The MTD processing is implemented in a high performance
coherent radar system. It is designed to improve target detection in various forms of clutter, while
providing low output false alarm rate. The chosen signal processing algorithms are based on the use of an
8-doppler filter bank, on CFAR thresholding and on an adaptive clutter map. The weather channel indicates
to the user the areas of radar coverage where dangerous precipitation occur. Programmable modular proces-
sors are used for the digital signal processing and data processing. Their processing power enables to
carry out complex adaptive algorithms. This equipment is incorporated in a radar station which can be
unmanned, thanks to the equipment automatic built-in tests and the Remote Maintenance and Monitoring
system. Results of experiments withAft x-desr-ibed4processing system clearly show that +-h&MTD processing
improves the final picture quality.! In particular, "tITe-detection probability is higher both in clear
zones and in clutter, while the false alarm rate remains low, thanks to adaptive processing and
algorithms using the estimated radial velocity.

1. INTRODUCTION 4 -

This article describes an ATC radar processing of the Moving Target Detector (MTD) type ; it comprises an
independent processing channel called weather channel, which supplies meteorological data. The MTD
processing technique is aimed at improving the detection of useful targets in the midst of clutter
(reference 1-2-3-4-5). The algorithms employed are detailed, as well as the performance to be expected,
in particular the improvement in the radar picture presented to the operator. The processing system is
made up of programmable processors, of which the architecture and other main features are described, as
is the radar station remote monitoring and maintenance system. Finally, results obtained in experiments
are given.

2. HOW THE PROCESSING SYSTEM IS ORGANIZED

The processing system described here is designed for integration in a 2D radar and comprises an ATC
channel and a weather channel, both duplicated. Figure 2.1. shows a block diagram with receiver and
processing channels for ATC and meteorological data (non-duplicated). The processing in the ATC channel
is of the Moving Target Detector (MTD) type. The weather channel is independent of the ATC channel. The
conventional ATC detection data, used for control and the weather information, are displayed simulta-
neously.

The MTD processing has been designed for a highly stable transmitter-receiver channel, enhancing the
detection of targets In the midst of clutter. The transmitter is a highly stable klystron transmitter.
The radar transmits bursts of pulses, in a burst-staggered mode.

The receiver chain has a high dynamic range and is perfectly linear. The received RF is attenuated, in
response to the attenuation command generated by the MTD processor : the attenuation control is adaptive
and computed at each antenna scan, so that the signals to be processed may perfectly fit into the
receiver dynamic range. This method is most efficient in avoiding saturation of the receiver chain, even
in the presence of very heavy ground clutter or weather clutter. This function is most important for MTD
processing since any non-linearity would distort the spectrum of the received echoes. The attenuated
signal is then transposed to an iatermediate frequency and is processed by a linear receiver of 60 dB
dynamic range, providing in-phase and quadrature video signals. These signals are sampled by an analog
digital converter and are encoded on 12 bits.

The digital data of an 8-pulse Coherent Processing Interval (CPl) are stored in the data memory of the
Signal Processor. The processor performs doppler filtering and detection on the stored samples, so as to
determine the coordinates of cells containing useful echoes called "primitive target reports".

Messages are sent to the Post-Processor, containing the doppler and amplitude characteristics of each
primitive target. This Post-Processor associates together those primitive targets which are related to
the same target, evaluating the position and characteristics of the plot thus formed : this is the
Correlation and Interpolation function. False alarms are here checked and, if need be, the detection
threshold of the signal processor is modified accordingly.

Then the plots are processed in the tracking function, which works by scan-to-scan correlation so as to
eliminate the residual false alarm. When the radar operates in the diversity mode, the plots, output by
the Correlation and Interpolation function from the two ATC processing channels, are associated together.
The tracking function also performs primary and secondary radar plot association.

The role of the weather signals receiver and processor channel is to show up the zones in which weather
phenomena involving some danger for aircraft are found. An analysis of signals from the orthogonal
circular polarization channel and in particular an analysis of the intensity of echoes gives a clear Idea
of the intensity of precipitations within the radar coverage (ref. 6-7).
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The architecture which has been chosen is a weather channel completely independent from the ATC reception
and processing. The received RF signals are attenuated according to the attenuation commands generated by
the weather processor. Thus, the attenuation law which is applied may be different from that applied in
the ATC channel and adapted to the weather signals. Signals are then transposed to the intermediate
frequency and processed by a linear receiver which produces video signals in phase and in quadrature.

These signals are sampled and coded on 12 bits by the weather processor, which, after having eliminated
the unwanted echoes (i.e., ground clutter, aircraft, interference), evaluates the intensity of the
weather echoes. Each time this level exceeds a predetermined threshold, a "weather primitive target" is
created. The role of the post-processor is then to establish the contours of zones in which the weather
echoes exceed the threshold. From the six predefined levels, two may be simultaneously displayed.

3. ALGORITHMS AND PROCESSING PERFORMANCE

3.1. ATC CHANNEL SIGNAL PROCESSING

Figure 3.1. shows a block diagram of the signal'processing in the ATC channel. The MTD signal processing,
compared with an ordinary MTI processing, is designed to improve useful target detection despite ground
and wea1ther clutter. Improvement of detection and false alarm rate result in a better quality picture for
the operator. The processing discussed here uses a set of 8 doppler filters, by means of which useful
targets and clutter can be separated, provided that they have different radial velocities. A detection
threshold is applied at the output of each filter : its role is both to eliminate clutter echoes in the
filters which are clutter contaminated and to optimize useful detection of targets in the filter
corresponding to their radial velocity. The filter for very low or null velocities is called the Zero
Velocity Filter (ZVF). The ZVF output is used in the scan-to-scan estimation of an adaptive clutter map.
The threshold applied at the ZVF output is calculated from the clutter map information. The other doppler
channels are subjected to a cell averaging type threshold. When the detection threshold is exceeded in
more than one doppler channel, a primitive target is deemed to be present and a message containing the
primitive target's characteristics (amplitude and doppler) is sent to the Post-Processor.

Figure 3.2. shows the response curve of one of the filters versus normalized frequency. Side lobes are
lower than 40 dB : this results in a good rejection of ground clutter, rain clutter and chaff. The
contrast is shown in figure 3.3., as a function of the useful target's doppler velocity. The contrast is
defined as the gain in the signal-to-clutter power ratio brought about by the set of filters. Characte-
ristics used in the gaussian clutter model are given. The antenna lobe modulation is taken into account,
as well as the stability of the transmitter-receiver chain (3 mrd). Coefficients used for filtering and
detection are encoded on 16 bits : this makes it possible to implement the processing algorithms most
efficiently, while reducing the truncating. The fact that there is no front-end canceller ahead of the
filter set means that the coherent integration gain is preserved for each filter. Thus, the losses in the
gain of signal-to-noise ratio caused by an MTI filter are avoided, as is the need for extra pulses to
initialize the filter.

The ZVF output is used in the computation of the average value of clutter in each cell of the coverage
being processed. The map has 768 000 cells. The algorithm used is a first order integrator, its time
constant being adjusted to about 15 antenna scans. The ZVF output is subjected to a threshold calculated
from the information which has been stored in the clutter map. This is a CFAR threshold : it can elimi-
nate clutter echoes; it also makes it possible to detect targets having a tangential trajectory as long
as these exceed the clutter level. The target visibility curve is optimized by the ZVF and by automatic
selection of filters 1 and 7 on either side of the ZVF, as a function of the level of ground clutter.

Non-Zero doppler channel outputs are compared to separate CFAR thresholds : the cell being examined is
compared to the highest of the averages of the 8 cells preceeding and of the 8 cells following the
examined cell and the 2 adjacent ones. The noise false alarm rate is adjusted by means of a multiplying
factor. This factor may be modified (either increased or decreased) automatically, on an instruction from
the Post-Processor, depending on whether or not there is a risk of overloading the latter, for example if
there are angels. If there is clutter at the ZVF output, thresholds implemented in the Non-Zero doppler
channels are corrected by a fraction of the amplitude of the echo in the ZVF. For each filter, this
correction value is different and it is applied only when the echo in the ZVF is above a programmed
level. With this adaptive processing, residues above the rejection level of doppler filters can be
eliminated.

3.2. PRIMITIVE TARGET REPORTS PROCESSING

Given the width of the antenna lobe and of the transmitted pulse, a single target can give rise to
several primitive target reports. The Correlation and Interpolation function builds the radar plots ; it
calculates their position, doppler velocity, and quality degree and then transfers these data to the
tracking function. An algorithm is also applied to eliminate angels.

Each incoming primitive target is compared to a threshold device ; the threshold applied is determined by
the density of primitive targets existing in the geographical sector and the doppler filter of the
incoming primitive target. Therefore, primitive targets of low amplitude are eliminated if found in large
numbers within the same geographical and doppler sector, as often occurs with angels. Also, the incident
load is checked : if there is a danger of overloading, the signal processing detection threshold may be
modified so as to reduce false alarms.

If several primitive target reports are close together in range and in azimuth, they are associated to
create a plot. An algorithm of the barycentre type, weighted by the primitive target amplitude, is used
for the estimation of the range and azimuth of each plot which has been formed. The radial velocity of
each plot, which is not characterized by a blind CPI, is calculated. The ambiguous speeds are interpola-
ted in each burst on the basis of the known maximum amplitudes of the primitive targets. The ambiguity is
resolved at least in part by reference to the ambiguous speeds of 2 consecutive bursts. The ambiguity of
estimation is then equal to 5 or 6 times the speed corresponding to the lowest of the two pulse repeti-
tion frequencies.
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To each plot, a quality degree is attributed as a function of the azimuth extension. Several flags may be
positioned : presence of a "blind burst", echo possibly reflected by a ground vehicle, assumed crossing
of tracks, etc.. Information concerning the origin of the plot are thus supplied to the tracking
function, which can then confirm or invalidate this data, by an analysis of the plot's behaviour over
several antenna scans.

Plots, once formed and interpolated are subjected to a device reducing the residual false alarm and
regulating the tracking function load. This adaptive device eliminates first and foremost plots with low
amplitude and low doppler velocity and which are concentrated in the same geographical sectors. If
overload is detected in the tracking processor, dubious plots are automatically rejected.

3.3. PLOT TRACKING ALGORITHMS

The tracking function performs plot correlation from scan-to-scan, in order to eliminate residual false
alarm. The main functions are :

- Correlation between incident plots and stored tracks, and resolution of ambiguous cases,

- Initiation of new tracks,

- Updating of established tracks.

Correlation between an incident plot and stored tracks in the same area is attempted. This correlation is
effective only if the plot is found in the window surrounding the track's predicted position. This window
is optimized so as to take into account radar noise and the target's evolutionary characteristics
(turning, acceleration, deceleration). There are four possibilities

- The plot correlates with only one track,

- Several plots can be correlated with the same track (if the zone has a high traffic density),

- The plot can be correlated with several tracks,

- Several plots and several tracks can be inter-correlated.

Such ambiguous cases are isolated and handled so as to give the most coherent tracks : by optimizing
globally the distance between incident plots and forecast positions. Consistency between incident radial
velocity and forecast radial velocity is sought.

Incident plots which have not been successfully correlated give rise to a new track, except if the plots
are dubious. If, after a new initiation, several plots can be correlated with the new track, various
directions are possible, one of which will be validated at the next antenna scan while the others will be
abandoned.

At each antenna rotation, the established tracks are updated. When this is done, the track information is
recalculated in the light of information introduced by the newly correlated plot :

- The new position, as well as the predicted position at the next scan (in X, Y coordinates) are
calculated through a a, B filtering algorithm. Coefficients a and B are chosen as a function of the
track's history.

The filtering criteria become more stringent as the plots line up and follow one another in a

straight line.

Filtering criteria are less stringent when some evolution begins to take place.

- Target speed.

- Area of expected detection for the next antenna scan, called correlation window.

- Track quality, reflecting its history and calculated as a function of

Possible detection gaps,

Quality of received plots,

Coherence in the trajectory,

Consistency in the radial velocity,

Any correlation ambiguity which may have occurred.

- Track status :

Status confirmed, if the mobility criterion is satisfied and similarly with the quality. The track
is then displayed,

Status not confirmed, if the quality is not high enough and mobility not satisfactory.

When it is created, a track is unconfirmed. It becomes confirmed if it is constant in presence during N
consecutive antenna scans (for example, N - 3), if its mobility is satisfactory and its trajectory
consistent. A track is cancelled if its quality falls below a certain set threshold, and it is then no
longer displayed. This happens for example after M consecutive detection gaps (for example : M - 3).
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3.4. WEATHER CHANNEL SIGNAL PROCESSING

The signal processing in the weather channel is shown in the block diagram of Figure 3.4. The processing
cell corresponds to 16 range gates on one burst of 8 pulses.

Clutter is eliminated through doppler filtering using digital, non-recursive filters. Depending on the
level of ground clutter, a filter is chosen which attenuates to a lesser or greater degree around the
zero frequency.

Four filters are possible

- Filter 0 all-pass filter (no clutter)

- Filter 1 high-pass filter (medium clutter)

- Filter 2 high-pass filter (heavy clutter)

- Filter 3 high-pass filter (very heavy clutter).

An example of a filter response curve is shown in Figure 3.5. Filter selection is determined by means of
a fixed map, initialized under clear weather conditions.

Interference is detected in the following manner : the power output by the doppler filter of the first
four pulses is compared to the power obtained at the last four pulses. If the difference between these
two values is too high, this is interpreted as interference.

An aircraft is detected by comparing the power in each range gate with the mean power for a weather cell
(16 range quanta). If an aircraft is detected, the mean power is recalculated after elimination of the
range gate under examination.

Weather reflectivity is evaluated in each weather cell by examining the power of weather echoes in each
range gate, after undesirable echoes have been eliminated. The mean reflectivity is then again averaged
over several antenna scans.

Weather reflectivity once evaluated in each weather cell is compared to a fixed detection threshold. If
reflectivity exceeds this threshold, a weather primitive target is declared. The threshold value is the
lowest displayable level.

3.5. WEATHER CHANNEL POST-PROCESSING ALGORITHMS

The purpose of the weather post-processing is to build up, from the weather primitive targets, zone con-
tours containing weather phenomenon exceeding a predetermined level. Two levels from the six pre-es-
tablished may be simultaneously displayed. The weather picture is updated every 6 scans. A smoothing
matrix is applied to the reflectivity information contained in the video map. To each cell in X, Y
coordinates in the weather map to be displayed, is attributed the reflectivity of the cell in polar
coordinates (p,o) which contains the (X,Y) cell centre. The weather map is scanned line by line ; a
vector is started as soon as the first display threshold is exceeded and this vector is deemed to end as
soon as the signal falls below this threshold. The load is regulated by counting the number of vectors to
be displayed and hardening the smoothing criteria or the selected display thresholds so as to reduce the
number of vectors if there is overloading.

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROCESSING SYSTEM

4.1. GENERAL REMARKS

Programmed processing was opted for in the implementation of the ATC and weather channel processi
systems described above. This approach offers the advantage of flexibility in adaptation. The processing
algorithms are implemented in two types of processors : a modular programmable processor which is adapted
to the signal processing and a modular computer adapted to the data processing. The MTD signal processing
algorithms are incorporated into a signal processor. So is the weather channel signal processor. Corre-
lation and Interpolation functions, tracking and weather post-processing take place, on the other hand,
in the modular computer designed for data processing (Cf Figure 2.1). The architecture which has been
chosen for these two processors offers an advantage in that the -umber of different printed circuit types
is limited. This reduces the life-cycle cost of the equipment. Remote maintenance and monitoring is built
into the radar station which houses the above described processors. The radar station can therefore be
unmanned.

4.2. SIGNAL PROCESSOR

The architecture which was adopted in the Signal Processor for the MTD processing and weather processing
algorithms is of the type "Multiple Instructions, Multiple Data Paths" (MIMD). The basic module of this
system is the Signal Processing Programmable Module (MPTS in French). In the MTD application described
here, the processor can have up to 8 MPTS modules each working on a radar coverage segment (Figure 4.1.).
All modules execute the same programme. There is a deliberate degree of overlapping between the radar
coverage segments allocated to each module, so that the range-cell averaging threshold may be calculated
correctly. In the weather processing application, the number of modules in the structure is different,
since the processing load to be carried out is also different.

An MPTS module is available, in addition to modules required for the processing : with this extra module,
it is possible to test the Signal Processor in real time, and to reconfigure it automatically in case of
a failure. This module can take over each of the operational modules in turn while the test progranne is
being run. When the result of the test is negative, the module then takes over from the failed down unit
(until it is repaired). Thus the signal processor continues to run smoothly even if a failure occurs in a
module.
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The Signal Processing Programmable Module is made up of 3 elements : a processor element, data storage
and a sequencer. The first has two 16-bit computing units, one of which is a fast multiplier. The data
storage (12 Kwords of 16 bits) works in a ping-pong fashion, while the sequencer has a programme memory
of 4 K instructions, 128 bits each. These are organized around 2 buses : the computing units and the
scratch-pad memories communicate with each other via an internal bus ; the processor communicates with
the outside world (acquisition of signals to be processed, data from the clutter map, interface with the
post-processor, test data) via the external bus. The MPTS module's processing power is of the order of 25
MOPS. The MPTS module is contained within a single printed circuit. Figure 4.2. is a photograph of this
module.

4.3. DATA PROCESSOR

The Correlation, Interpolation and tracking algorithms as well as the weather channel post-processing
algorithms are performed in a computer having a multi-peocessor architecture. The basic cell consists of
a powerful microprocessor (68000 family), fitted with a 512 Kbytes local memory, a vectored multi-level
interrupt structure and parallel lines of communications with other cells. Thus each cell may be connec-
ted to 4 other cells, forming a network of processors. The modular design of the processor is such as to
allow for the possibility of adjusting the configuration to the processing load and for the memory to be
sized for a given application. A real-time, high-speed monitor adapted to the multi- processor structure
was developed for the computer. The PASCAL language is used for application programming. A monitoring
function is also incorporated. If anything goes wrong, it is capable of initiating self-test programmes
in each of the processors which make up the computing unit, so as to isolate the failed printed circuit.

4.4. REMOTE MAINTENANCE AND MONITORING (RMM)

Each equipment of the radar chain is connected by a bus (IEEE 488) to a central computer in charge of
system surveillance. Automatic built-in tests have been designed in each unit of the radar chain, to
detect and notify the faulty printed circuit. If a failure occurs in one of these elements, this
information is immediately remote-signalled through the station's RMM system. Thus maintenance involves
merely replacing the faulty cards and repairing them in a maintenance workshop. This possibility of
remote maintenance and monitoring means the station may be unmanned.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1. OVERVIEW

The prototype for the MTD processing chain described hereabove was experimented in 1984 and 1985, in
close partnership with Technical Teams from the French Air Navigation Department, at the radar station
of Lyon Satolas. The radar is an L-band magnetron radar with conventional MTI type processing. The main
characteristics of the radar are - range : 120 NM, peak transmitted power : 2 MW, frequencies : 1346 MHz
and 1304 MHz, rotation speed : 7.5 rpm, phase stability : 12 mrd. The site of Lyon Satolas is difficult
on account of the quantity and amplitude of ground echoes within the radar's coverage as is shown in
Figure 5.1.

Experimentation was aimed at

a) demonstrating the reliability of an entirely programmed processing,

b) showing the improvement in quality of the synthetic picture displayed to the operator with the MTD
processing chain, compared with that produced with a conventional MTI channel : detection improvement
both in clear and clutter zones, detection of tangential targets, better accuracy in the target's
position, improvement also in the false alarm rate at the channel output, in part at least thanks to
the adaptive nature of the algorithms implemented.

5.2. IMPROVEMENT IN DETECTION

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show pictures taken simultaneously at the MTI and MTD processing outputs. It is clear
that the detection quality is higher at the output of the MTD processing chain. The fact that the Lyon
Satolas site was difficult has highlighted the improvement in target detection, introduced by an 8-filter
MTD type processing, especially when there is clutter.

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show on the one hand a photograph of the display output by the MTI processing and on
the other hand, a recorded plot graphic at the output of the MTD processing, both representing the same
situation. On this graphic, plots which are obtained by the zero velocity filter are marked with the
symbol 0 ; situations shown are cases where targets are detected at null radial speed and with ground
clutter. It is quite clear that the detection by MTD processing of aircraft on tangential trajectories is
more efficient than with MTI processing. This illustrates the advantage of having a ZVF in the MTD
system.

5.3. EVALUATION OF THE PLOT POSITION ACCURACY

A statistical evaluation of the accuracy of the position (range and azimuth) of plots reconstructed with
the MTD post-processing Correlation and Interpolation function has been carried out from recordings of
plots. For each target, the actual trajectory has been reconstructed by applying the method of least
squares. The difference between actual measured position and the reconstructed theoretical position has
thus been calculated.

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show histograms of errors which have occurred in range and in azimuth. The mean error
in range and in azimuth Is null. The range error standard deviation has been calculated to be 0.017 NM,
or 14% of the pulse width, out of more than 10 000 measurements taken, for plots of signal-to-noise
ratio superior to 20 dB. The azimuth error standard deviation has been evaluated at 0.130 or 5.5% of the
antenna lobe for plots of signal to noise ratio superior to 20 dB. This is less than the standard
deviation of the azimuth quantizatlon introduced by the 8 recurrence burst processing mode (0.20').

L)
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5.4. QUALITY OF THE EVALUATION OF THE TARGETS RADIAL VELOCITY

The radial velocity calculated by the MTD processing has been compared with the actual radial velocity,
calculated from reconstructed trajectories. Figure 5.8 shows an example of the radial velocity values
calculated and reconstructed for each antenna scan, for a target having a mean signal-to-noise ratio of
21 dB. The two velocities will be seen to match perfectly. The standard deviation of radial velocity
error has been evaluated at about 5 m/s (or 7% of the mean PRF). The quality of the radial velocity
estimation make it viable in algorithms for the elimination of false plots or for tracking. These sophis-
ticated algorithms contribute to the low false alarm rate.

6. CONCLUSION

Results of experiments with the above-described processing system clearly show that the MTD processing
improves the final picture quality. In particular, the detection probability is higher both in clear
zones and in clutter, while the false alarm rate remains low. In this respect, adaptive processing and
algorithms using the estimated radial velocity play an important role. Another positive point is the
accuracy in estimation of the aircraft positions. The system produces a synthetic picture where areas of
dangerous meteorological occurrences are shown up, which is another valuable feature. The fact that
powerful programmable processors are used to implement the entirety of the processing provides great
flexibility and enables to carry out complex adaptive algorithms. Since the processors used are modular,
the equipment may be sized to the amount of computation necessary for a particular application. The
number of different printed circuit types making up the equipment is limited, which contributes to lessen
maintenance costs of the radar station. The latter can be unmanned, thanks to the remote maintenance and
monitoring system.
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SUIMARY

By definition of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Standards and
Recommended Practices (SARPS)Lo.e Tim Reference Scanning Beam (TRSB)-*ictrove Landing/
Sy.taa (M.A) will supplant the existing fnstrument Lending Rystem t4 P as the
recognized international standard a early as 1995.- Among numerous other advantage.
the O provide@ the ability to determine the aircraft's position in three dimensional
space over a large coverage volume in the airport terminal area. The use of this
capability to navigate and execute approaches throughout this volume of coverage
results with the application of a technique known as Microwave Landing Sytem Area
Navigation (MLS RNAV). Applications of LS MlAV can be as simple as executing
approaches offset from but parallel to the ILS 0'l azimuth or as complex as
multi-segment and curl" pat approaches. MIS RNAV is particularly adaptable to
helicopter operations. * IeJearspproachee to heliports located away from the main
instrumented runway. -a owde*& to assess and further develop the potential capabilities
of ILS RAV. th FM Technical Center. Ihe v~e~ezka the task oiperforming analytical
studies. as wel- &oe e % of a prototype MLS MAV system. -Application of
this system to helicopter operations are particularly being emphasize.

The unique feature of this work is that besides the onboard data acquisition systems,
an independent source of position information was, at times, available for comparison.
The source was independent position tracking in the form of laser or radar data. The
work reviewed in this paper should have immediate application in the development of KLS
KNAV Terminal Area Instrument Approach Procedures (TERPS). It is also hoped that data
gained in flying the system will be of use to standards setting organizations such as
the Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics in the United States and EUROCAE Working
Group 27 in Europe.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Symbol Definition

* Received ILS Azimuth Angle

4 Received MLS Elevation Angle

0 DME/P Slant Range

0i  Approach Course

$i  Glide Path Angle

Or Magnetic Bearing of 0 Azimuth

#G  Grid Angle

CWH Azimuth Course Width at Terminal
Waypo int

CWC Azimuth Course Width at Initai Waypoint

DTG Distance to Go

HTE Vertical (Height) Error

CTE Cross Track Error

(Xa.Ya,.Za) IlLS Azimuth Unit Coordinates

(Xe.Ye.Ze) tS Elevation Unit Coordinst

(XdYdZd) IS /P Unit Coordinate

(0.0.0) AS Coordinate Triple

(x.yz) Cartesian Triple Produced by I4S
Raconstructiom Algorithme
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INTRODUCT ION

BACKGROUND

The Microwave Landing System (MLS) is currently being implemented in the United States.
The ground equipment consists of three navigation signal source elements. Lateral
guidance is provided by the azimuth (AZ) transmitter, vertical guidance by the
elevation angle transmitter (EL). and distance information by precision distance
measuring equipment (DE/P). Airborne receivers have the built-in flexibility of
having the pilot select the approach azimuth and elevation angle within certain limits.
Maaic KLS signal coverage provides azimuth guidance through an arc of 120", and
elevation coverage from 0.9 to 20* above the horizon. Ranging information in coverage
is provided out to at least 20 miles (32 ki). MLS ground equipment transmits auxiliary
information in the form of data words. These data words can be interpreted by airborne
receivers. The words include information about the layout of the MIS ground equipment
in relation to the primary instrument runway.

The accuracy of the ILS is a significant improvement over ILS component accuracies.
This fact coupled with the large coverage volume of the KLS will permit increased
utility of the MIS to provide terminal area navigation and precision approach guidance.
With the addition of an airborne navigation computer, an area navigation methodology
based on MLS guidance is achievable. In larger aircraft existing navigation computers
and automatic flight control systems (AFCS) could be coupled with the MIS airborne
receiver to provide the MLS IWAV capability. One unique feature of ILS W4AV is its
ability to provide precision NAV guidance in at least a portion of the HLS coverage
volume. In order to standardize the development of MLS *NAV and identify minimum
equipment performance standards the Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics (RTCA)
has formed a special committee. This committee is preparing a draft document outlining
the minimum operating performance standards for HIS R4AV equipment (reference 1).

Draft minimum performance standards have been developed for three different levels of
equipment. The most distinguishing feature between the three levels of equipment is
the route construction capability. The least capable level only has a single segment
route construction capability. The next level has a multiple segment capability. The
most advanced system can compute curved flight path routes in both the horizontal and
vertical dimensions. Even with the least capable level of equipment single segment iLS
RMV offers many useful extensions of MLS guidance for many general aviation and
helicopter operators. These users, more than likely, do not have onboard navigation
computers and are not equipped with an AFCS. Parallel offset approaches provides one
of the most useful extensions of ILS guidance to users equipped with HIS MAV. Offset
parallel precision approaches would permit the servicing of parallel runways with one
MLS system. At several locations terrain restrictions will not permit the azimuth
transmitter to be sited on the extended runway centerline 1000 feet beyond the stop end
of the runway. Figure I depicts an example of an offset approach.

/
/

/ I NT-- CZICOMPUTED APPROACH CENTERUNE

FIGURE 1. EXAMIPE OP MLS RNAV OFFSET AZIMUTH COMPUTED CENTERLINE APPORACH.
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Helicopter operators could benefit from MLS RHAV in several ways. A simple single
sement MHAV system could be used to provide guidance for a parasite approach to a
heliport Located within the coverage volume of an exiting HIS. This same methodology
could be used to permit precision instrument approaches by helicopters to points that
are separated from the primary instrument runway. This would reduce traffic congestion
by removing the generally slower helicopter from the flow of traffic to the primary
instrument runway. An example is presented in figure 2. Production KLS is scheduled
to be implemented at several heliports. Terrain restrictions and obstacles around the
heliports could reduce the effectiveness of the system. In urban areas heliports are
often sited adjacent to bodies of water or flood plains. With a single segment HLS
RNAV it would be possible to construct a point in space precision approach to a point
over the open area. This could result in reduced approach minimums and increase the
utility of the MIS. Figure 3 presents an example of a point in space precision
approach.

/
/

/
/

o / o ELEVATION
DUE f ANTENNA

AZIMUTH .. , 0 AZIMUTH

ANTENNA

\LS RNAV COMPUTED
APPROACH COURSE

FIGURE 2. ULS RNAV PARASITE APPROACH

DEIAEL RIVER BUILT UP
BED URBAN

1H 111 
AREA

D " OWNTOWN AREA
HELIPORT \SEGMENT

POINT-IN- .

SPACE

MLS RNAVICOMPUTED
FINAL

APPROACH
COURSE

FIGURE 3. MLS RNAV POINT-IN - SPACE APPROACH
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The RTCA Special Committee is currently investigating several issues. These issues
include ILS MNAV accuracy and navigation function an cockpit display update rates.
Other issues address ILS RHAV position determination methodology and definition of the
MLS NAV coordinate reference system. Analyses of some of these issues have been
conducted at the FAA Technical Center in Atlantic City, New Jersey. A simple single
segment prototype IS RNAV system was built at the FAA Technical Center. This system
was used to demonstrate the feasibility of applying ILS IWAV techniques to sythetically
compute an extended runway centerline.

MLS INAV EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

The principal constituents of our prototype level I (RTCA defined least capable)
capability equipment are the MLS angle receiver, UHE/P interrogator and a Motorola
68000 microprocessor VMEbus M based computer. Interfaces and digital to analog
converters are needed to route navigation guidance information output from the computer
to existing cockpit displays. The ILS angle receiver and DME interrogator provide
digital output of received azimuth (0) and elevation (#) angles, along with DKE/P
digital range (P). These words are transmitted to the digital input interfaces in the
system card cage. The computer utilizes this input along with cockpit display and
control unit input provided by the pilot. The computer then outputs the necessary
navigational guidance and awareness information in digital form to the system output
interfaces. These interfaces supply the data to appropriate digital to analog
converters in the system card cage. This information is converted to provide a -150 to
+150 microamp full scale analog signal to drive standard course deviation (CDI) and
vertical deviation indicators (VDI) in the cockpit. Awareness information such as
bearing and distance to the azimuth unit can also be presented using existing cockpit
displays. Watch dog timers are employed to drop failure/fault flags if guidance
information is absent for two or more seconds. The display update rate of the
prototype unit is currently set to 5 Hertz (Hz). A detailed hardware block diagram is
shown in figure 4.

COCKPIT WAYPOINT

CONTROL & APPROACH COURSEDISPLAY GLIDE PATH ANGLEI

UANGTINTLGSI U

S AUXILARY DATA

AIRCRAFTE SYSTEMS!

COUADOUT

NAIATOFLAGS FAMLS DNAV
IS COMPUTERWILS ELEVATION / /SYSTEM

RECEIVER AZMUTH

DME/P

,NTER'R RAINGE AZIMUTH GUIDANCE

ELEVATION GUIDANCE --

NAVIGATION FLAGS

DISTANCE TO 00

NAVIGATION FLAGS DME
READOUT

HSI COCKPIT
NAVIGATN FLAGS - DISPLAYS

0 TO A DI CURRENT

1F o O I CURRENT

DISTANCE TO AZ

FIGURE 4. MLSI RNAV SlYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
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The algorithms used for position determination and guidance are programmed in the
FORTRAN language. An overview of the prototype system software design is shown in
figure 5. Algorithm input comes from three sources. The MLS coordinate triple (.9,,P)
is provided by the MLS angle receiver and DME/P interrogator. The MLS ground equipment
provides information to support airborne resolution of the equipment siting geometry.
Currently. studies are being conducted to determine if siting differences in the
z-plane must be identified. Other information provided by the ground equipment
includes the magnetic bearing of the 0° azimuth (Or) and lateral course width
sensitivity information. The final source of input to the algorithms is the cockpit
entered data. This includes the terminal waypoint cartesian triple (XhYhZh),
the final approach course (oi). and the glide path angle (#i) to be flown to the
terminal waypoint. The final approach segment length may also be identified to support
course width tailoring requirements. Auxiliary algorithm features support
fault/failure detection and coasting of display presentation for short time periods.

OAT4A (A,C)

UANITSL
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FIGURE 5, MLS ANAV SOrIWARE
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ANALYTICAL STUDIES

Prior to implementation of the FAA prototype level 1 MLS RNAV system in flyable
hardware form, extensive analytical studies were conducted. These studies encompassed
a number of functional areas including:

1. The derivation, progamming and testing of a comprehensive set of algorithms
for transformation of the t4LS coordinate triple (e,#,s) to Cartesian triple (X,Y,Z).
These algorithms are called MLS reconstruction algorithms.

2. Assessment of the accuracy of the MLS reconstruction algorithms through
simulation and the use of live flight data.

3. The development, programming and testing of the complete MLS RNAV software
package.

Additionally, accuracy studies were conducted in order to quantify:

1. The effects inducted by signal source errors in MLS RNAV position
determination.

2. The error in glide path angle resulting from offset approaches when elevation
guidance is conic and not planar.

MLS RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHMS

The three ground based transmitting units, azimuth, elevation and precision distance
measuring equipment define a generalized MLS coordinte system with the triple (o,*,p).
Knowing the triple and the relative positions of the ground units, it is possible to
locate the position of the aircraft in space.

With a three dimensional MLS RNAV it is possible to determine position independently of
the conventional MLS raw data approach course. Practicality and simplicity dictate
that a cartesian coordinate (X,Y,Z) reference sytem be employed. In our development
the origin of this coordinate system is placed at the phase center of the azimuth
antenna. The y axis is aligned parallel to the 0. azimuth. In order to obtain
aircraft position in this coordinate system it was necessary to develop a set of
equations to convert the coordinate triple (e,*,0) into the new cartesian coordinate
triple. For obvious reasons this transformation must be unique in the region of
application. These equations when implemented on a digital computer, are known as the
MLS reconstruction algorithms. These algorithms run the gamut from a simple exact
solution for (X,Y,Z) to a complex fully general iterative solution. The degree of
sophistication is dependent on the ground unit geometry, with most sophistication
required when the ground units are sited in different z-planes. Work is in progress to
determine the effect on position determination when the siting location z coordinates
are unknown. Underlying the development of the reconstruction algorithms is the
concept of the intersection of loci defined by the MLS ground units. As shown in
figure 6, the loci of constant DME/P distance (P) defines a sphere with center located
at the ground unit site (Xd,Yd,Zd). The elevation unit defines a cone of
exterior angle (4) centered at its location (Xe,Ye,Ze). The azimuth unit defines
a plane or cone of angle (s) relative to the X-Z plane depending on whether a planar or
conic azimuth signal pattern is used. The intersection of these three surfaces defines
the possible locations of the aircraft in space. Four points result from the
intersection of the surfaces, but the correct solution can be chosen based on apriori
knowledge of the geometry. A total of twelve different reconstruction algorithms have
been developed at the FAA Technical Center. A description of the siting geometry, the
signal propagation pattern and the method of solution of these algorithms are contained
in table 1.

ALGORITHM TESTING

The algorithms have been validated through a variety of methods. The first was a grid
test procedure. This entails iterating through the points in (X,Y,Z) space and
synthesizing the triple (s,s,p) for a given ground unit geometry. The synthesized
triple is then input to the algorithms and the resulting (X',Y',Z') compared with the
original point in cartesian three space. Besides grid tests certain algorithms,
notably cases II and 12 were tested via simulation of single segment MLS RNAV route
flights. Figures 7, 8, and 9 depict the results of this testing. In the example
presented, case 12 algorithms were used to reconstruct aircraft position along a route
which biases the 0 azimuth at a 10 angle. The terminal waypoint was located 3600
feet (1097m) in front of the elevation antenna on the extended runway centerline. In
the figures the along, cross track and height error along the RNAV segment are depicted
as functions of the true slant range from the DME/P ground unit. In all dimensions the
resulting errors were quite small. The saw tooth pattern on figure 7 reflects the
granularity in the test procedure. Position determination was tested every 100 feet
(30 m) on the segment from 2.6 nautical miles (4.2 km) into the terminal waypoint.

Other issues such as flight dynamic effects on algorithm performance and algorithm
cycle timing were also investigated. The most complex forms of the algorithms (cases
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11 and 12 were selected for testing) with live flight data. This data consisted of

time oriented triples (e,o,p) recorded on tape in the course of executing conventional

MLS approaches and departures with the S-76 helicopter. Independent tracking of the
helicopter while executing these profiles was provided by the Extended Area

Instrumented Radar (EAIR) and/or laser tracking. The flight derived triples were input
to the MLS reconstruction algorithm which generated the (x,y,z) output. These triples

were then compared with the independently obtained tracking data using a time oriented
data merge procedure. It should be noted that differences obtained in this comparison

reflect more than algorithm error. Other errors include signal source error, receiver

performance, and site alignment errors. Despite this, excellent results were obtained.
Table 2 presents the means and twice the standard deviations of the differences between
MLS RNAV position and the indepedently tracked position for each approach or departure

profile flown by the helicopter. Approaches were flown from approximately 4 miles (6.5
kin) into a specified decision height (DH), on a specified glide path angle and the 0

°

azimuth. Departures were flown out to approximately 4 miles and a specified altitude

without a vertical guidance reference. Departures were flown on the 200 left and the
20* right azimuth as well as the 00 azimuth. The excellent results in table 2 actually
represent the equivalent of navigation system error.
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TABLE 1. MLS RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHMS

CAS DESCRIPTION SOLUTION

1 DME & AZ COLOCATED, PLANAR AZ EXACT
AZ & EL COLINEAR, SAME Z PLANE

2 DME & AZ COLOCATED, PLANAR AZ EXACT
AZ & EL OFFSET, SAME Z PLANE

3 DME & AZ COLOCATED, CONICAL AZ EXACT
AZ & EL COLINEAR, SAME Z PLANE

4 DME & AZ COLOCATED, CONICAL AZ EXACT
AZ & EL OFFSET, SAME Z PLANE

5 DME & AZ COLOCATED, PLANAR AZ ITERATIVE
AZ & EL COLINEAR, DIFFERENT Z PLANES

6 DME & AZ COLOCATED, CONICAL AZ ITERATIVE
AZ & EL COLINEAR, DIFFERENT Z PLANES

7 "THEDFORD ALGORITHM" EXTENSION ITERATIVE
CONICAL AZ, DME REFERENCE FRAME
AZ & EL POSITIONS COMPLETELY GENERAL

8 "THEDFORD ALGORITHM" EXTENSION ITERATIVE
CONICAL AZ, DME & AZ COLOCATED

9 COMPLETELY GENERAL SOLUTION ITERATIVE
CONICAL AZ
NONLINEAR SEIDEL INTERATION

10 COMPLETELY GENERAL SOLUTION ITERATIVE
PLANAR AZ
NONLINAR SEIDEL ITERATION

11 "THEDFORD ALGORITHM" ITERATIVE
PLANAR AZ, DME REFERENCE FRAME
AZ & EL POSITIONS COMPLETELY GENERAL

12 "SHREEVES ALGORITHM" NEWTON/RAPSON
CONIC AZ & EL JACOBIAN ITERATION
COMPLETELY GENERAL
AZ, EL & DME POSITIONS

DME = Precision DME Antenna

AZ - Azimuth Antenna
EL - Elevation Antenna
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An additional level of system simulation was performed by playing the MLS and DME/P
data through the MLS RNAV system software depicted in figure 5. The Thedford
algorithm, case I1, was used for the transformation. The entire software suite was
found to consume less then .02 seconds per update cycle. Iterative solution

convergence were always satisfied. The timing analysis was accomplished on a PP 11/23
minicomputer which is slower than the prototype system's Motorola 68000 VMEbus
based computer.

MLS RNAV CONCEPT ACCURACY ANALYSIS

Simulation and accuracy tasks were initiated at the FAA Technical Center to determine
the theoretical limits of performance of an MLS RNAV system. Regardless of how
accurate MLS reconstruction algorithms are, other system limitations such as signal
source error may limit the application of MLS RNAV techniques within the total volume
of signal coverage. These limitations will influence the establishment of MLS RNAV
TERPS procedures and approach minima. Analysis has focused on the most useful
application of MLS RNAV, the parallel offset approach.

Since the (6,4,P) to (X,Y,Z) transformations are nonlinear transformations, no direct
computational procedure existed for determination of signal source error impact on MLS
RNAV position determination. Hence, analysis of signal source error effects on
position determination was accomplished through the use of Monte Carlo simulation
methods. Case I reconstruction algorithms were used since they represent the most
common ground unit siting. The exact MLS coordinate triple (et,ot,pt) was
obtained for a particular DH, elevation angle and offset magnitude combination. Using
Monte Carlo methodology the triple (et,#tpt) was obtained for a particular DH,
elevation angle and offset magnitude combination. The perturbed triple (9 ,# .p
was input to the reconstruction algorithm. This procedure was replicated 1008 P
times and the variation in the resulting cartesian triple was noted. Table 3 presents
cross track error results when a 60 glide path angle is used to arrive at a 300' DH.
The errors are presented as a function of the magnitude of orfset of the approach being
simulated and the along track distance between the azimuth and elevation units. Cross
track error increases with increasing offset values. However, the cross track error
decreases as the azimuth to elevation unit distance increases.
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TABLE 2. TOTAL SYSTEM ERROR IN POSITION DETERMINATION

Approach DH or Along Track Cross Track Height
Run Angle Final Alt. Error (ft) Error (ft) Error (ft)
No. (Deg.) (ft) X 2a X 2a X 2a

1 Departure 800 -46.86 47.30 -8.92 25.26 -7.26 31.70

2 3.0 150 11.90 50.46 -4.60 18.64 -8.07 21.12

3 6.0 200 30.66 50.46 -1.02 11.84 -7.87 16.21

4 Departure 2000 -18.82 31.22 27.67 26.47 2.97 19.62

5 9.0 350 16.09 28.98 -0.22 14.28 -11.60 26.96

6 6.0 150 21.96 58.11 -2.34 27.62 -2.20 21.48

7 3.0 100 40.59 86.02 -15.81 48.30 -1.27 28.98

8 3.0 200 10.07 65.16 -6.09 15.82 4.36 31.16

9 3.0 200 0.56 50.32 16.17 25.88 6.70 29.98

10 Departure 200L 1400 7.90 48.12 -7.01 21.66 -7.52 19.64

11 6.0 200 4.67 33.02 -10.72 22.08 -4.13 24.34

12 6.0 300 16.54 43.28 -5.69 24.62 -3.67 20.30

13 Departure 2000 -39.23 51.32 -5.05 25.00 10.73 18.16

14 9.0 350 26.47 65.84 -2.84 30.14 2.14 34.88

15 3.0 100 30.82 67.48 8.71 26.18 0.64 32.30

16 3.0 150 26.33 63.30 -8.92 22.44 -1.49 26.64

17 Departure 2000 -25.41 44.54 -8.08 34.36 2.77 27.10

18 9.0 350 21.30 72.14 -1.77 25.54 -2.85 24.14

19 Departure 200R 1400 11.11 35.08 -5.30 42.06 1.82 44.54

20 6.0 300 23.92 62.34 -8.42 39.44 -1.21 18.47

21 6.0 200 26.70 69.18 -30.88 37.86 0.49 38.90

22 3.0 200 9.64 30.06 1.59 12.68 -5.52 21.42

23 3.0 150 23.41 58.72 -1.27 9.38 -3.73 20.24

24 3.0 100 25.57 50.42 -0.93 11.92 -6.06 19.54

Another limitation which must be considered is the error in vertical position which
results when the elevation angle signal pattern is conical. Table 4 presents this
error as a function of elevation angle DH and magnitude of offset. Note that the
vertical position error increases with increases in the elevation angle or magnitude of
offset in the approach being simulated. Information in table 4 can be used to identify
the amount of offset which can be tolerated without causing an increase in Catagory I
approach minima when using raw elevation guidance. Theoretically, Catagory I approach
minima could be applied across larger offset magnitudes if the vertical position error
was eliminated with computed glide path guidance.

COMPUTED CENTERLINE EXPERIMENTS

BACKGROUND

Parallel offset approaches as alluded to previously, are among the most useful
applications of MLS RNAV. In many cases, geometry and obstructions will prevent the
azimuth antenna from being sited conventionally on the extended runway centerline 1000
feet beyond the stop end of the runway. The purpose of these experiments was to
demonstrate the feasibility of conducting precision MLS RHAV approaches to Catagory I
approach minima when the azimuth was offset. This capability of MLS is a significant
enhancement over a conventional ILS which has an offset localizer. When the
conventional ILS has the localizer offset the operator must pay a penalty in increased
approach minima. Using a simple prototype MLS RAV system installed in a Sikorsky S-76
helicopter the FAA Technical Center conducted computed centerline experimentation at
both the Atlantic City Airport and Washington National Airport.
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ZABLE 3. a0SfIAQ APP1IYDA FIX DISPIAMM FJR 2 SIGMA, AT 11-300 Fr
DUE TO AZI MY OFFSET

6' GLIE PATH 9LE
AZIMJTH TO ELEVATION DISTANCE (FT)

Offset
(ft) 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 6500 7000 7500 8000 8500 9000 9500 10000

100 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
200 7 6 6 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3
300 10 9 9 8 8 7 7 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 5
400 14 13 12 11 10 10 9 8 8 8 8 7 7 6 6
500 17 16 14 13 13 12 11 10 10 9 9 9 9 8 7
600 20 19 17 16 15 14 13 13 12 11 11 11 10 9 9
700 23 23 20 19 17 17 15 15 14 13 13 12 12 11 11
800 28 25 23 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 15 14 13 12 12
900 30 26 25 24 21 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 15 14 14

1000 32 30 29 26 25 23 22 21 20 19 18 18 16 16 16
1100 37 33 31 29 28 25 24 33 22 20 20 18 18 18 16
1200 39 38 35 31 29 27 26 26 24 23 21 21 20 19 18
1300 42 37 37 34 32 30 29 28 26 24 23 22 22 21 18
1400 46 41 39 36 35 31 29 28 27 25 25 23 23 22 21
1500 49 46 41 40 37 33 31 31 29 29 27 26 24 23 22
1600 52 47 44 42 39 35 34 33 31 29 27 27 26 26 24
1700 53 50 46 43 42 38 34 34 32 31 30 30 27 27 26
1800 55 53 49 46 43 41 40 36 35 35 32 30 29 28 27
1900 59 56 53 48 45 43 41 38 36 36 34 32 30 30 29
2000 61 58 53 50 47 45 43 41 37 36 35 36 33 30 30
2100 65 63 54 53 50 46 43 42 37 37 37 35 34 31 30
2200 68 62 58 54 51 49 45 43 42 39 37 36 35 34 32
2300 70 65 59 56 52 51 48 45 45 41 40 40 36 35 33
2400 73 67 63 61 56 53 51 47 45 42 41 42 38 36 35
2500 73 70 65 61 57 55 51 50 47 46 42 41 40 38 37

TALE 4. VERT. POSITION ERWR (FEET)
DUE TO OFFSET OF ODNIC ELEVATION

Gl~depath
NME2oC 3.* 4.5" 6.0 9.0

D1H 200. ft 250. ft 300. ft 350. ft

0 0 0 0 0
100 0 0 0 0
200 0 0 1 1
300 1 1 2 3
400 1 2 3 6
500 2 3 5 9
600 2 4 7 13
700 3 6 9 17
800 4 8 12 22
900 5 10 15 28

1000 7 12 18 34
1100 8 15 22 41
1200 10 17 25. 48
1300 11 20 30 56
1400 13 23 34 64
1500 15 26 39 73
1600 17 30 44 82
1700 19 34 49 92
1800 21 37 55 101
1900 23 41 60 112
2000 26 45 66 122
2100 28 50 72 133
2200 31 54 79 144
2300 34 59 85 155
2400 36 63 92 167
2500 39 68 99 178
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GROUND EQUIPMENT

As described in reference 3, the Bendix MLS system employed at Washington National
airport consists of an azimuth unit which is offset laterally 275 feet (84m) from
runway 33 centerline. It provides proportional guidance within +100 about the Vhase
center of the antenna. Full fly right or fly left guidance is piovided from 10 to 400
on either side of the proportional coverage segment. A modified Cardion Corporation
DME/P unit is collocated with the azimuth antenna. The elevation antenna is located
258 feet (79m) inside the runway 33 threshold and 250 feet (76m) laterally from the
runway centerline. Proportional vertical guidance is provided between 1 and 15* above
the horizon. The siting configuration for Washington National Airport is illustrated
in figure 10. The currently charted procedure requires the pilot to fly the final
approach on the 2* left azimuth until intercepting the extended runway centerline 2663
feet (812m) from the runway theshold. At that point, either visual contact with the
runway is made and the approach completed by turning left to align the aircraft with
the runway centerline or a missed approach is executed. The large distance between the
intercept and the runway threshold results in high approach minima, well above catagory
1 minima.

5212'

25V'

EL - 263
ANT. ANT-

FIGURE 10. WASHINGTON NATIONAL OFFSET AZIMUTH SITING

AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT

Using simple prototype MLS RNAV equipment to process raw MLS receiver and DME/P data, a
synthetic extended runway centerline was constructed and data guidance presented
relative to that constructed path. Although elevation information is required to
construct the extended runway centerline and derive lateral guidance information, only
raw elevation information was used to provide vertical guidance during the approaches.
The airborne equipment performed the digital to analog conversions and output of analog
guidance including course deviation and vertical deviation information on the pilot's
horizontal situation indicator. With the prototype system the following specific
functions were performed with software:

1. Coordinate transformation using case 1 algorithms.

2. Azimuth course width tailoring to control displayed guidance sensitivity.

3. Coasting of guidance output for up to two seconds in absence of MLS data
input.

4. Output of guidance signals and failure/fault flags to cockpit displays.

The entire system was clocked to run at a 4 Hz rate.

COMPUTED CENTERLINE RESULTS

In addition to developmental flights at the Atlantic City Airport, nine offset computed
centerline approaches were flown at Washington National Airport. Test run conditions
for each approach are shown in table 5. The glide path used for all approaches was
4.6'. This is the minimum charted glide path angle for runway 33 approaches. Final
approach segment airspeeds were indicative of approach catagory A through C aircraft
speeds. The final approach airspeeds ranged from 80 to 120 knots. All approaches were
flown down to DH's of at least 200 feet with two approaches continuing to touchdown.
For the approaches flown to touchdown, lateral and vertical guidance were followed to
touchdown. Both approaches flown to touchdown resulted in termination within 4 feet of
the runway centerline.
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TABLE 5. COMPUTED CENTERLINE APPROACH CONDITIONS AT
WASHINGTON NATIONAL AIRPORT

Indicated
Airspeed DH Elev. Wind Baro

Run # A/C Date 1985 (kts) (feet) (deg) (kts/deg) (In. Hg.)

1 N-38 July 23 80 200 4.6 310/08 30.07

2 N-38 July 23 80 200 4.6 310/08 30.07

3 N-38 July 23 100 200 4.6 310/08 30.07

4 N-38 July 23 90 200 4.6 340/06 30.07

5 N-38 July 23 90 200 4.6 340/06 30.07

6 N-38 July 23 120 200 4.6 340/06 30.07

7 N-38 July 23 90 200 4.6 310/13 30.07

8* N-38 July 23 90 TD 4.6 310/13 30.07

9* N-38 July 23 90 TD 4.6 310/08 30.07

*Flown to Touchdown

The course flyability, high accuracy and low dispersion afforded by this simple system
are evidenced by the low means and standard deviations in the displayed CDI needle
position in table 6. Composite plots of the cross track and vertical track deviations
for all nine approaches are shown in figures 11 and 12.

TABLE 6. FLIGHT TEST DATA STATISTICS

Equivalent
Azimuth Crosstrack

Azimuth Standard Displacement (ft)
Run # Samples Velocity (kts Mean (1) Deviation (I) At DH At 3 mi.

1 259 80 -0.0242 0.0635 44 101

2 227 80 -0.0562 0.0739 52 118

3 283 100 -0.0140 0.0747 52 118

4 239 90 -0.0654 0.2293 160 314

5 221 90 -0.0173 0.1126 79 180

6 127 120 +0.0437 0.0810 57 130

7 245 90 -0.0276 0.0927 65 148

8 301 90 -0.0361 0.1096 77 175

9 311 90 -0.0258 0.0925 65 147

(1) Expressed as a percentage of + 150 microamps full scale current.
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FIGURE11. RAW AZIMUTH, COMPUTED AZIMUTH AND CROSSYRACK DEVIATIONS

Particularly noteworthy is the difference between the raw received azimuth and the CDI
position maintained by the pilot. This Identifies the performance of the pilot in
maintaining the track along the computed centerline.

Initial experimentation at Atlantic City identified problems with course width
sensitivity, Sensitivity in the displayed offset parallel approach course is
influenced by the amount of offset, the along track azimuth to elevation unit distance
and the display update rate. Demonstration subject pilots had no difficulty in flying
computed centerline approaches when the course width was tailored to provide +350 feet
(107 m) full scale cross track deviation sensitivity at the runway threshold a1d then
splaying at 1.96* to 3 nautical mile. (4.8 kin) distance from the azimuth unit. Beyond
this point course width splayed at 2.5". Position deterwination and display update
rates certainly influence system performance. Based on the Washington demonstration
results, the 4 Hz rate was deemed the absolute minimum required for precision
approaches.

J

3oI
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FIGURE 12. VERTICAL POSITION AND ELEVATION DEVIATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

Several relevant conclusions can be drawn from the analytical studies and computed
centerline experimentation conducted by the FAA Technical Center.

1. The feasibility of performing computed centerline approaches when a parallel
offset precision approach course is synthesized has been demonstrated. With minimum
capability MLS RWAV equipment, parallel offset approaches were easily and accurately
flown. The range of offset magnitudes to which this technique can be applied and
resulting approach minima which can be supported must be investigated.

2. Course width sensitivity and tailoring required for precision MLS RNAV
approaches are a function of several variables including system cycle rate, along track
distance between the azimuth and elevation units, and approach path orientation.
Course width sensitivity and tailoring must both permit adquate pilot performance
(approach course flyability) and prevent excessive consumption of airspace when
applying ILS RAV techniques.

3. The degree of sophistication of MLS reconstruction algorithms must be studied
in more detail. Of particular importance is the impact which siting ground units in
different &-planes may have on position determination.

4. The influence of signal source error on reconstructed position requires
additional analysis. The results of this analysis will scope the extent of application
of IKLS INAV techniques in establishing approach procedures and minima.

5. The interaction of factors such as system cycle rate, course width
sensitivity, and ground equipment geometry must be studied in more detail prior to
establishing NLS RNAV approach procedures and minima.
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Summry:_

>>he ILS/MLS transition plan-vas developed by the COM/OPS Divisional Meeting of
ICAO. It--ilghlights the technical and operational problems to be solved with the imple-
mentation of MLS. Taking into account present developments in guidance and control
automation in the airplane cockpit as well as in ATC systems, the following aspects are
analyzed and presented tie-re,

(1) Complexity of MLS approach procedures and function allocation to ATC and aircraft

(2) Cockpit automation and presentation of MLS approach information

(3) Aspects of all weather approach and landing with military aircraft.

1. Introduction

The MLS represents an all weather landing system with great advantages against
the ILS. However, the MLS itself does not solve all the problems related to the goal of
improved terminal operation under Categories II and III weather conditions.

The MLS generates and transmits azimuth, elevation and ranging guidance data
which provide accurate, continuous three-dimensional position information within the
coverage envelope of the system as installed at the respective airport/airfield. The
ranging element is generated within the PDME element installed with the MLS.

Note that the MLS and DME ground equipment does provide the signals only. The pro-
cessing and the computing of the three-dimensional position relative to the runway is
done in the airborne receiving and processing equipment.

We are not going to reiterate the disadvantages of the ILS and the advantages of
the MLS. This has been dealt with in many papers on various occasions. What we think
being necessary is to demonstrate the operational restrictions still prevailing with
MLS, and to discuss the problems to be solved to overcome these restrictions.

As an introduction Fig. 1 shows the summary of curved and close-in approaches
made with the MLS equipped "Terminal Controlled Vehicle" (TCV) B-737 airplane during
the demonstration of the US Time Reference Scanning Beam (TRSB) MLS to the ICAO All
Weather Operations Panel (AWOP) in the years 1976 and 77 /l/.

Today the final centerline segment (FCLS) envisaged .for MLS approaches is still 3
NM or more, depending on weather conditions and on type of approach flown.

From this restriction we can conclude that the problems to be solved are quite
complex. And they need concerted consideration of airport, ATC and airplane or user
aspects and needs, before the technical benefits given with the MLS lead to the opera-
tional benefits expected by the aviation community.

2. ILS/MLS Transition Plan and its operational aspects

The ILS/MLS transition plan was developed by the Communications/Operations (COM/
OPS) Divisional Meeting of ICAO in Spetember 1985 /2/. Fig. 2 shows the operational as-
perts of this transition plan.

From Fig. 2 it can be seen, that the time schedule of the implementation of MLS
as primary system meanwhile has slipped by 3 years from 1995 to 1998.

The meeting realised and stated a number of operational problems existing related
to the implementation of MLS. Priority I was given to those problems and procedure
design considerations, which need an urgent solution for an early implementation during
transition phase I. The list of items (after /3/) considered by the COM/OPS Divisional
Meeting is presented in /3/. In the following a few areas shall be discussed which - in
our opinion - have to be tackled taking into account present developments in guidance
and control automation in the airplane cockpit as well as in ATC systems. The problem
areas dealt with in this paper are:

(1) Complexity of MLS approach procedures and function allocation to ATC and Aircraft
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(2) Cockpit automation and presentation of MLS approach information

(3) Aspects of all weather approach and landing with military aircraft

3. Complex MLS Approach Procedures

The federal Aviation Agency (FAA) has recently launched a study aimed at develop-
ing the MLS operational application /4/.

Fig. 3 shows a plan view illustrating a typical "curved" and "segmented" approach
procedure for category C transport aircraft. This looks very promising.However, it lea-
ves the reader to interpret the difference between curved and segmented approach; and
it leaves to answer some questions, and to solve some problems.

Questions:

" Why do we need 3.6 NM straight and level flight, when entering the MLS coverage
area? - Possibly to allow time for ATC to compute the optimum conflict free ap-
proach paths for each aircraft entering.

o Why do we need a 3.0 NM common FCLS? - Possibly to provide buffer time/zone, re-
ducing the load on ATC in case a missed approach clearance is required because of
slowed down ground operations or other incidental conditions.

An individual approach procedure can easily be established using the on-board
computing capacity of modern flight control and navigation systems. This has been done
during the TRSB-MLS demonstration flights with the TCV B-737, summarized in Fig. 1.

The problem is becoming highly complex, if the NASA goal is required to be
achieved, which states 40 sec. ± 5 separation of landing operations /5/.

In Fig. 4 and 5 the traffic flow over a period of 10 minutes is demonstrated un-
der (less demanding) 60 sec landing separation conditions. The underlying assumptions
for this traffic flow are:

" Provide the shortest approach path from entering the MLS coverage to a point 3 NM
from the threshold; turn radius of 1.5 NM applied.

" Final approach speed (or landing configuration) should be set as late as feasible

before reaching the FCLS.

o In case of conflict the methods speed control or/and approach path control apply.

Within this sampling period the first aircraft reaches the FCLS at 12:04 minutes.
We have therefore to look at the time period from 12:04 to 12:10 for assessment of the
control load for the ATC approach control sector.

During this period the approach controller has to control 6 aircraft on a variety
of curved approach paths, and 3 conflicts have to be dealt with. Every additional air-
craft entering the MLS area, exceeding the 6 aircraft under control, would create an-
other conflict. This control load can not be handled manually. The control task shows a
great degree of difficulty because of the complexity of the traffic situation. Under
these conditions the time budget of the approach controller would have been hopelessly
overloaded. Every clearance being established must take into account a number of other
aircraft flying on different radials or turning onto a new radial.

Consequently more automation is required, if the goal of increasing flexibiity
and approach traffic flow shall be realised. More automation is required in ATC, in the
aircraft, and in the information exchange between the two.

In reality there will be a number of initial approach fixes and a number of stan-
dard curved or segmented approach procedures layed down for each airport.

Every incoming airplane is assigned an approach procedure depending on its ar-
rival route. The approach procedures can not be assigned arbitrarily.

The basic separation for arriving aircraft has to be established before there en-
try into the MLS coverage area.

Even under theme conditions the control task of establishing conflict free ap-
proach paths for a greater number of aircraft, and the task of guiding them on their
paths can no longer be performed manually.

In the following the automation requirements for ATC, aircraft systems, and the
communication link are stated:

(1) Automation required in the ATC system

o A data base of standard curved/segmented approach paths for defined entry
points into the MLS coverage area
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o Algorithms to establish the clearances required to separate an airport demand
dependent number of arrivals before their entry into the MLS coverage area

o Algorithms to compute optimum conflict free approach paths and assigning a
respective time/position slot for the incoming aircraft

o Algorithms for the missed approach case

The data needed from every aircraft include such as position, heading, track,
speed, height, vertical speed, and possibly energy data as well. The latter could be
used to monitor the accuracy of time/position slot keeping of the aircraft.

In case more than one runway being served by one MLS, the number of approach
paths increase. In case aircraft of different speed and glide slope capabilities are
included, the complexity of the algorithms for computing the time/position slots in-
creases considerably.

(2) Automation required in the aircraft systems

o A data base containing the standard curved/segmented approach paths including
missed approach procedures of the arrival airport and the alternates (in
military operation)

o Algorithms to compute curved/segmented approach paths based on azimuth, eleva-
tion and distance to threshold transmitted from MLS

o Algorithms to include time into the approach path computation to allow opera-
tion within a time/position slot assigned by ATC.

o A flight management system, which allow different auto approach modes to be
applied:

- standard approach paths, based on stored data, MLS data, and aircraft deriv-
ed dynamic flight data

- non-standard approach paths, based on stored runway data, MLS and flight
data

- time/position slot guided path, based on ATC derived slot data, MLS and
flight data together with stored-airport (runway) data

In case the "ATC guided auto approach" mode (based on time/position slot) is se-
lected, the flight management or flight control computer is engaged to accept auto ap-
proach commands from the ATC computer. The flight safety and collision avoidance moni-
toring tasks need further consideration and definition. There is no question that the
related problems can be solved. However, it will take some time, until all aircraft are
equipped with the respective flight management systems enabling to fly the "ATC guided
auto approach mode". Without this mode, the MLS possibilities can hardly be turned into
realities.

(3) Data Link requirement

The concept for automation of the ATC - and the flight managment system illustra-
tes that the conventional method of data and information exchange does no longer serve
the purpose.

At present the ATC receives limited aircraft and flight data via the transponder
m'essage. T g- I - -- * tin.. With MLS a data link is
required that allows ATC to receive the flight data required from the aircraft and to
transmit the control guidance data to the aircraft.

4. Cockpit automation and MLS approach information

The flight management system of the aircraft must provide the display computa-
tions for appropriate display of horizontal and vertical situation, and of director in-
formation required to monitor on auto approach or even to fly it manually as applicab-
le.

Two displays are required, a horizontal display and an attitude/director display.

(1) Horizontal display for approach path planning and for navigation during the ini-
tial and intermediate approach phase. Display parameters:

o MLS coverage area

o Terrain reference, runway and other airport relevant data

o Standard approach paths or (if applicable) approach path assigned

o Present position, time and other navigation information (to be defined)

m • mmm mm mmmmmmmm mm >m
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Approach mode:

o MLS coverage and guidance information

o Terrain reference information (from data base if available)

O Assigned approach path

o Time/position slot assigned

o Present position with trend vector

o Other flight and navigation data to be defined

Symbology envisaged has been published by NASA /5/, Fig. 6.

(2) Attitude/director display

A number of investigations have been performed resulting in a set of parameters
to be displayed on the vertical situation or attitude and director display or on the
head-up display (HUD).

Fig. 7 presents a survey of three sources:

o NASA used the EADI (electronic attitude director indicator) display format
shown in Fig. 8 and the integrated situation display format (Fig. 9) in con-
junction with the development and the demonstration flights for ICAO MLS eva-
luation.

o The Royal Aircraft Establishment has performed fixed wing low visibility ap-
proaches/landings using the HS 748 aircraft without and equipped with a Mono-
HUD /6/.

o Avions Marcel Dassault has performed a similar study, named *Research and De-
velopment Program of Electronic Systems for the Display of Synthetized Infor-
mations* (PERSEPOLIS) in 1979, Fig. 10 /7/.

Besides the display parameters proposed in Fig. 7 information is required to
signal to the pilot safety critical conditions:

o slow airspeed/AOA too high

o excessive deviation

o go around command

o system failure conditions as required

These considerations illustrate that a certain degree of automation at the man-
machine interface is required to enable the pilot to monitor an MLS auto approach under
optimum situC :ion awareness conditions. Only then can we expect the pilot to establish
confidence into the system and to take over to manual control in case of failure.

5. Aspects on all weather terminal operations with military aircraft

The military all weather terminal operation scenario requires considerations,
which are not based only on the civil approach comprising MLS, approach lighting and
autoland technology and system improvements.

These considerations for the 90ies should include the technology development of
the airborne equipment, and the use of limited ground equipment only. Position, track,
and glide slope finding and keeping could be based on:

o Sensor technology development (Radar, FLIR, INS)

o C3 system development (GPS, ITIDS)

o Integrated navigation, flight and thrust control technology development.

o Terrain reference navigation

If this is done, minimum ground installations are required only:

o MLS, or Laser Beam (for ground guided operation)

o Precision signal (radar) reflectors equipment for runway position and confi-
guration (for aircraft guided operation)

o Final approach path lighting (limited)

o Runway lighting
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(1) Airborne radar guided CAT II approach

The concept for the performance of airborne radar aided CAT II approach (ARCA)
has been studied in more detail by the Radar-Division of the AEG Company /8/. It shows
that the ARCA can be considered as supplementary method to MLS/PDME. With minimum
ground equipment, not requiring fixed installations, great flexibility of operational
applications can be achieved, such as use for minimum operating strip operation; use on
motorway stretches and others.

(2) Approach using GPS/INS/TRN information

A Global Positioning System (GPS) is currently reported of having an update rate
of 10 Hz with a 3 to 5 second restoration delay in the event of signal loss (compared
with 1 second for the DME/P). At an approach speed of 200 kts. an unaided IN, with
drift rate of I NM/hr, updated at 3 NM from the runway threshold will result in a 28 m
path offset at touchdown. For an update at I NM the path offset will be 9.23 m. Studies
carried out have shown that a GPS aided IN with Kalman filters can significantly im-
prove the overall positional accuracy of the resultant data displays.

A proposed operation of approach and landing is the useage of GPS position and
velocity updates compared to a stored digital representation of the desired approach
path. This path will have been computed from the desired approach profile and data
specifying the exact location and orientation of the runway. The deviation from this
desired path is computed for each update of actual position, and the resultant informa-
tion is used as flight command data. The study assesses the accuracy of this system,
with an update rate of one in 3 seconds and an approach speed of 100 kts, to be suf-
ficient for Cat. II operation.

Glossary

AWOP All Weather Operations Panel

COM/OPS Communications/Operations

EADI Electronic Attitude Director Information

FAA Federal Aviation Agency

FCLS Final Centerline Segment

HUD Head up Display

TCV Terminal configured vehicle

TRSB Time reference scanning beam
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Fig. 1 Summary of the curved and close in approaches

demonstrated to AWOP /l/

Phase I II III IV
till 1989 1990-1997 1998-1999 2000 onward

Status ILS primary ILS primary MLS primary MLS only
MLS optional MLS recommended ILS optional

Opera- * ILS-type MLS apprs. * Increased use of General introduction of Complex applications
tional e Higher glidepath for improved complex applications implemented
use of MLS STOL, VTOL applications

e Improved intercept * Introduction of more
procedures complex appr.

e Introduction of procedures
segmented apprs.

Problems * Definition of * Developm. of a Joint operation of air-
of im- guidance on curved/ algorithms for auto- craft with differing
plementa- segmented and mation rqud. in ATC level of automation
tion steeper appr. paths and aircraft

e Specification of ATC e Spec. and Developm.
and aircraft hard- and of Data Link rquts.
software rquts. e Define RNAV based

on MLS area
navigation rquts.

Fig. 2 ILS/MLS transition plan, operational aspects
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NASA /1 RAE /6/ Marc. Dassault /7/ Proposed
EADI - Display Mono - HUD HUD ADI format

1 Aircraft symbol same same (fixed) Aircraft symbol

2 Flight path angle same same Flight path angle

3 Fit. path acceleration same Total energy Fit. path acceleration

(potential flt.p.)

4 Glidepath scale/dev. Required glidepath Preselected flt. path Preselected glidepath
(numeric value) (numeric value)

5 Pitch scale same same Pitch scale

6 Radio height same same Radio height

7 (FIt. path acceleration) LAS, speed error AOA, thrust guidance Speed error

8 Localizer scale/dev. ILS cross ILS/MLS window MLS window
Glidepath (see above)

9 Track scale, Heading scale. Heading scale, cmd. track MLS command track
track angle pointer set heading bug Track error relat. 2 to 9 Track error

10 Horizon same Horizon

11 Bank angle scale/point. relation of 2 to 8/10 Bank angle scale

12 Perspective rwy. same Perspective rwy.

Fig. 7 ILS/MLS approach display parameters of the sources analyzed

(1 2b) (6)

(1 2a)

(7)

(5)

(4)

F (l n)

Fig. 8 EADI landing symbology
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Fig. 9 Integrated situation display format with

calculated perspective runway /5/
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Fig. 10 PERSEPOLIS MLS symbology on HUD /7/
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U.) ADVANCED ATC: AN AIRCRAFT PERSPECTIVE

0
O by

Leonard Credeur, David H. Williams, William F. Howell, and Cary R. Spitzer
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia 23665

SUMMARY

The principal operational improvements desired by commercial aircraft operators in
the United States are efficient aircraft operations and delay reductions at the major
terminals. This paper describes efforts underway within the Advanced Transport Operating
Systems Program at the Langley Research Center to provide a technology basis for reducing
delay while improving aircraft efficiency. The principal thrust is the development of
time-based traffic control concepts which could be used within the framework of the
upgraded National Airspace System and which would allow conventionally equipped aircraft
to operate in a manner compatible with advanced aircraft.

I. INTRODUCTION

The principal operational improvements desired by commercial aircraft operators in

the United States are more efficient aircraft operations and delay reductions at the major
terminals. Some improvements in aircraft operational efficiency through the use of
airborne flight management systems have been realized. Those improvements, however have
been limited to departure operations and to arrivals during off-peak hours. Recause the
present Air Traffic Control (ATC) is a tactical system that handles delays through a
series of local separation actions, the opportunity to realize arrival efficiency is
severely restricted during periods of heavy traffic. The objectives of separation and
efficiency are not mutually exclusive but require a sophisticated ground/airborne
interactive process which is strategic in nature to manage the en route/terminal flow
control and scheduling region. Earlier activities oriented toward that approach are
documented in references I and 2.

In the broad sense efficient aircraft operations include not only taking delays
efficiently but also reducing those delays. Unless capacity is increased, the already
existing delay/capacity problem will only worsen as projected traffic increases occur.
What is needed Is an approach that is broad enough to simultaneously address several
issues. How can aircraft operations during peak demand periods be improved? How can ATC
not only accommodate aircraft with advanced avionics but go further and take advantage of
this capability while still handling conventionally equipped traffic? What can be done to
improve delivery precision and reduce interarrival separation so as to increase
capacity? The answers to these issues lie in the areas of ATC/aircraft interaction,
flexible fuel-efficient 4-D flight management systems, and automated controller aids. An

integrated approach to resolve those issues will be postulated and some supporting
research will be presented.

1.1 APPROACH

Fundamental factors which affect delay and operational efficiency were reviewed in a
recent NASA planning exercise to identify methods to improve the ATC/aircraft system

performance. It was concluded that capacity limitations of the United States National
Airspace Sysem (NAS) was a major obstacle to Improved operational efficiency. This is a
longstanding problem which has been obscured by events such a-- the controllers strike and
deregulation but which is again coming to the fore (reference 3). Furthermore, delay and
its associated cost, are magnified by capacity limitations as indicated in figure 1
(reference 4). In addition even modest growth predictions estimate a 60 percent increase
in commercial traffic In the United States by the year 2000 (references 3 and 5). Such a
growth cannot be accommodated without major improvements. In what is presently an
informal working relationship, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) are evaluating a time-based traffic manage-
ement process which is aimed at resolving the issues raised in the Introduction. Since
air traffic control will remain a centralized, ground-based process, a portion of the
advanced capability would be imbedded in the instructions generated on the ground so that
all aircraft operate in a similar fashion. Such an approach requires considerable
sophistication on the ground in the form of automatically generated advisories for the air
traffic controllers and an attendant degree of confidence in the advisories by the con-
trollers. The ground automation improvements will be feasible as a result of the computer
upgrade embodied in the FAA's National Airspace System Plan which is covered in separate
papers at this conference. It Is important that there also be an integrated man/machine
development effort to insure controller/automation system performance improvements.

• \o
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Figure 1. -Relationship between Capacity and Delay.

In recognition of the issues discoissed above, the NASA Langley Research Center
Advanced Transport Operating Systems (ATOPS) Program Office has prepared a long range plan
to guide our research in the next decade as we explore technological solutions to safely
and efficiently increase airport capacity. The plan we have developed has as its goal to
increase the National Airspace System (NAS) Instrument Meteorological Conditons (114C)
throughput while reducing aircraft Direct Operating Cost (DOC). This paper will focus on
the first phase of the plan shown in the table and review two areas of work at NASA
Langley that are the cornerstones to improving delivery precision and increasing aircraft
operating efficiency.

DELIVERY PRECISION WITH IMPROVED EFFICIENCY

*JOINT EFFORT WITH FAA & INDUSTRY

* ADAPTIVE TIME-CONTROL ATC CONCEPT

0 AIRCRAFT EFFICIENCY EMBEDDED

* CONVENTIONAL & 4-0 EQUIPPED A/C CONSIDERED

PAYOFF: POTENTIAL FOR CAPACITY IMPROVEMENTS.
REDUCTIONS IN DELAYS, FUEL USAGE, AND

CONTROLLER WORKLOAD
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2. TINE-BASED AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

?.I A Concept for the Evolution of Time-Based Flow Control

One of the principal thrusts of the ATOPS research program is to define and evaluate
an evolutionary ATC concept which would improve the capacity, reliability, and economy of
extended terminal flow operations (en route approach, transition, and terminal flight to
the runway) when used with projected ground and avionic hardware. The concept would
assist the air traffic controller with traffic management in the extended terminal area
and is a step in the direction of using computers for control assistance, not just data
formatting and transfer. It Is evolutionary, accommodating today's aircraft as well as 4-
0 equipped advanced technology aircraft. The algorithm, employing simplified aircraft
performance models, is designed for integration into the manual, voice-linked ATC system
and will accommodate further automation.

The proposed time-based flow control system was designed to bridge the gap between
today's en route terminal process for handling arrival traffic at major terminals and the
future situation where most of the aircraft will have advanced 4-0 flight management
systems capable of data exchange with automated ground equipment. The current En Route
metering (ERR) is characterized by coarse planning and lack of coupling between terminal
and en route control. FRM uses interarrival time spacings based only an an average
arrival rate without performance modeling or controller aids to deliver aircraft at the
desired times. The terminal control facility operates on the output of the ERM process
without knowing its intended landing sequence or target times. The terminal control
process is characterized by several controllers solving successive localized merge and
separation problems (tactical rather than strategic control).

In essence the proposed time-based flow control system integrates en route metering,
fuel-efficient profile descents and terminal sequencing and spacing with computer-
generated controller aids to fully use runway capacity and improve fleet fuel
efficiency. The principal features of the concept are shown in figure 2. The major steps
in the proposed system's operation are as follows:

I. erandomize the aircraft arrival stream into the extended terminal area by
establishing a proposed aircraft landing sequence and building a list of aircraft
target landing times based on safe separation. The desired meter fix time as a result
of the assigned landing is also determined.

?. Nominal estimated time of arrivals used in step I are based on fairly simple yet
representative aircraft performance models. Using these models, a fuel efficient
ground expected trajectory is computed to meet the aircraft's assigned target landing
t imp.

i. Computer-gpnerated assistance to help meet aircraft target times based on the
trajectory calculations is qlven to the control ler.

4. Adjustments to the target landing times and perhaps even changes in the landing
sequence will he necessary to accommodate errors and uncertainties.

'i. The aircraft trajectory will be fine-tuned in the final approach region to meet the
final target landing time with limited uncertainty.

OIzON OF CONTROL Or

TIERMNAL BOUNDARY AV

I ,

ATC COMMANDS BASED ON A

A/C PIRPORMANCIE,
SCHEDULE TOIE AND

ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS

AP - AI POINT
I - - -I- -IX

MP - MIRTINMG FIX
EM- PEm TUIING Me On

Figure Z. - Terminal/Enoute Flow Control System.
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The proposed extended terminal time-based concept briefly described earlier has
several potential benefits. The metering, sequencing, and scheduling of aircraft to the
terminal takes place early enough in the en route airspace so most of the required delay
can be taken in a more fuel-efficient manner. The en route and terminal control are
integrated and coupled so that the strategic fuel-efficient descent is continued into the
terminal down to the aim point near the final approach region; thus, 4-D equipped aircraft
will be allowed to use and benefit from their capability. The concept serves both current
and 4-0 equipped aircraft by using ground-atded profile descent instructions for
unequipped aircraft and target time objectives for equipped traffic. The Mach/CAS flight
idle thrust descent type of profiles calculated for the unequipped aircraft can be flown
with today's conventionally Instrumented cockpit.

The time-based concept could be integrated into the manual voice-linked ATC system in
an evolutionary manner and later accommodate National Airspace System (NAS) features such
as data link and further ground automation. Time-based flow control will ultimately be
used to its fullest potential when the two time-based phenomena that currently limit
longitudinal separation, runway occupancy and wake vortex decay time. can be
satisfactorily manipulated and modeled. Research and development in the areas of runway
guidance, high-speed turnoffs, accurate weather prediction and wake vortex modeling will
eventually permit the use of variable reduced time separation as a function of weather
conditions. That is the ultimate goal toward which the proposed concept is intended.

2.2 Dynamic Control of Arrival Traffic

Starting at the horizon of control boundary, there is a range of minimum and maximum
landing times considered by the current algorithm that the aircraft can achieve by varying
its speed between nominal approach values and slower speeds limited by performance
considerations. If the landing time assigned exceeds the maximum speed control time then
the additional delay must be absorbed by path stretching or holding. For the sake of
discussion, let us assume that the scheduling process has assigned a landing time within
the range attainable by speed control. The time and distance associated with all descent
and deceleration segments are calculated from point-mass equations of motion for a clean-
configuration with flight idle thrust and using predicted winds. The details of the
trajectory calculation are presented in reference 6. As shown in figure 3 the vertical
flight path Is divided into a cruise segment and several descent and level deceleration
segment%. An iterative process is used to determine the required metering-fix altitude
and time once given the end or aim point, the wind and the nominal speeds for the segments
inside the terminal area from the meter fix. Another iterative process calculates the
cruise Mach, the Mach/CAS descent to the metering fix and time to begin the descent so
that the aircraft arrives at the metering fix at the prescribed time, altitude and speed.

0

PING

METERN HORIZON OF
FXCONTROL

,7777

POINT/

I *II , & IS1 A S , a i . "2 I " , a I

Figure 3. - Mach/CAS Level and Flight Idle Descent

Vertical Flight Path Segments.

Let us follow the sequence of events, depicted in figure 4 as an aircraft flies from
the horizon of control to the runway in the proposed time-based tlow control system. At
the horizon of control boundary, the ground system begins the process of determining the
landing sequence. The nominal arrival speeds and route distances to the runway are used
to determine aircraft un-delayed ETA's. Initially the sequencing criteria u ed is a
projected first-to-reach runway ordering. More advanced versions could employ sequencing
algorithms which take advantage of the variable spacing between classes of aircraft to
slightly increase the runway throughput rate.
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HORIZON OF CONTROL

SEQUENCUING AND SCHEDULING)

TERMINAL CONTROL
EN ROUTE BOUARY

PROFILE DESCENT
METERING FIX

SPEED ADJUSTMENT
POINT

RUNWAY
PROFILE DESCENT Am

OM

RUNWAY

Figure 4. - Sequence of Events.

The target landing time for our example aircraft is determined by taking the larger
of the following: (the aircraft's un-delayed estimated landing time) or (the lanling time
of the previously scheduled aircraft + separation criteria + huffer time to account for
system delivery uncertainty). From the trajectory calculations briefly described earlier,
a non 4-D aircraft's desired meter fix time, the Mach cruise and the time to begin as well
as the Mach/CAS speed to perform the descent are displayed to the controller. Using this
information the controller can assist the non 4-D aircraft to meet its schedule in a fuel-
efficient manner. The 4-D equipped aircraft could he given either its meter fix or aim
point time. The question of how often the 4-D aircraft's time should be updated Is an
issue that will be studied. Figure S gives examples of the type of controller messages
envisioned for both 4-D and non 4-D traffic. Coordination and interfacing between ground
system designers and airborne flight management builders will be necessary to insure
compatability between the paths flown by 4-0 and non 4-0 aircraft. This issue is
addressed in section 3. Ideally the only difference would be the greater precision
expected from the 4-0 aircraft.
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The aircraft's scheduled landing may be changed when it arrives at the meter fix
either because of the action of preceding traffic or because of the aircraft's own meter
fix time error. The time-based system must be flexible enough to accommodate variable
aircraft time errors particularly in the initial implementation when a large percentage of
unequipped aircraft will be present. Depending on circumstances the aircraft's schedule
may be slipped forward or backward, and its sequence may even be altered if the schedule
slippage warrants such action. Using the aircraft's updated landing time based on its
actual meter fix arrival, the trajectory calculations determine the profile descent speeds
needed to meet the target landing time. Those speeds are given to the unequipped aircraft
whereas the aim point bottom of runway profile descent) time is given to the 4-0
aircraft. Example controller messages inside the meter fix are also shown in figure S.

In the final approach region there are two computer-aided fine-tuning maneuvers which
attempt to reduce the delivery error. In keeping with the evolutionary approach, the
initial design was configured to be similar to the conventional approach peformed today.
Future real-time experiments with both 4-0 equipped and unequipped cockpits will explore
the advantages of other vectoring and geometry schemes. The process currently under study
is based on a continually updated ETA calculation which displays how early the aircraft
would be if its turn instructions were issued now. With expected response times factored
in, the display indicates when and to what heading the controller should vector the
aircraft for the base and centerline intercept segments. The fine-tuning region must

accommodate minor schedule changes due to other aircraft errors, wind estimate errors or

own aircraft flight errors which have accumulated since the last speed control point.

2.3 Horizon of Control Effect

The extended terminal, time-based flow control concept has been developed ,,d
incorporated into the TAATM (Terminal Area Air-Traffic Model) simulation. A fast-time
parametric sensitivity evaluation of the basic extended terminal area flow controls
concept is underway using TAATM in a four corner-post, Denver runway ?6L configuration
with IFR ,rrival commercial traffic. One of the variables considered is the horizon of
control.

A major goal of the proposed system is to meter, sequence and initially schedule
ar-ival aircraft early enough in the approach so that the required delays needed to
derandomize the traffic can be taken in a fuel efficient manner. The question is how
early? Figure 6 was plotted to shed some light on the question. The expected en route
delay and its standard deviation for the two separation standards are shown for various
horizons of control (flight time between scheduling and meter fix). The data were
obtained from a simulation with a saturation (35 aircraft per hour) sample of large and
heavy aircraft using IFR 3/4/5 and 2/3/4 nautical miles separations and a meter fix
delivery error standard deviation of 30 seconds. Also shown on the plot are contours of
delay possible by speed reduction to Mach 0.67 for a range of initial cruise speeds.
Using the Mach 0.78 initial cruise speed and the 3/4/5 nautical mile separation as an
example we see that a horizon of control of 27.5 minutes from the meter fix is enough so
that speed control will handle all the en route delays that are less than the expected
delay plus I a.

Figure 6 showed the slight en route delay effect which results from changing the
horizon of control. There is also a terminal effect which must he considered. From the

moment an aircraft is scheduled at the horizon of control point and begins its flight
toward the meter fix, there are schedule changes that occur as a result of preceding
traffic meter fix time errors and flight error inside the terminal. Consequently, when an
aircraft arrives at the meter fix its target time may have shifted from that originally
assigned. The longer the flight time the more the schedule landing time is likely to
change. Figure 7 shows this effect. The expected terminal time delay plus li is shown
as a function of horizon of control for the 3/4/5 traffic separation standards and error
conditions as existed in figure 6. Also shown is an example nominal terminal speed delay
control capability boundary. A system goal is to use fuel-efficient speed control inside
the terminal as well as en route without resorting to path stretching. What we seek is a
horizon of control that is large enough to handle most of the expected en route delays and
yet does not impose terminal delays that exceed the terminal profile descent speed control
capability. For the simulation conditions given (.78 cruise Mach, 3/4/5 separation) the
horizon of control window should be between 27.5 and 40.5 minutes from the meter fix. It
should be noted that slower cruise Mach will narrow the control window or may require path
stretching.

2.4 Close-In Delivery Precision Performance

Like any ATC system that must keep violation of specified separations to a low
probability level, the proposed time-based system capacity is sensitive to final system
delivery precision. This comes about because A delivery error (o) dependent Interarrival
time buffer must be added to the separation time to prevent a separation violation.
Figure 8 shows an example of runway arrival rate for transport aircraft as a function of
separation standard and the system interarrival error standard deviation which maintains
the same low probability of violations. A key issue as related to system capacity becomes
the delivery precision of any proposed evolutionary time-based system.
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There is reason to believe that aircraft equipped with advanced flight management
systems with 4-D control can achieve less than 5 seconds standard deviation (references 7
to 10). The principal constraint on the system will be the accuracy with which non-4-0-
equipped aircraft are handled. There are simulated results which indicate what the actual
system performance will be. The fast-time simulation used to obtain the data of figures
6, 7, and 8 yielded an interarrival error standard deviation of 6.5 seconds. Real-time
piloted cockpit/controller interaction studies are planned to verify that finding. An
earlier study to assess navigation effects, reference 11, used the same fast-time model.
In that study the fast-time simulation predicted interarrival error standard deviation of
7.9 and 9.2 seconds for two navigation systems. Piloted simulation studies yielding
parallel findings of 5.3 and 10 seconds. The results of a different speed and vectoring
scheme in the terminal (reference 12) indicated a single aircraft delivery a of 9.4
seconds which translates to about 13.3 seconds interarrival o. There is reason to
helieve that with controller aiding, the interarrival error standard deviation for
unequipped traffic can be reduced to the region of 8 to 12 seconds as compared to the 18
'1 20 seconds (reference 13) typical for current manual control system. This would
theoretically yield an arrival fate increase in the range of 8 to 18 percent when
PPrating under U.S. IFR wake vortex separation rules.

3. SOME 4D-EQUIPPED AIRCRAFT AND SYSTEM REOUIREMENTS

i' mary requirement for the evolving time-based ATC syster. is to minimize costs
', operators. In order to satisfy this requirement, careful consideration must

a. , -nmmodating 4D-equipped aircraft preferred flight trajectories. Further,
4 n I speed profile selection for aircraft during heavy demand situations must
. ri zP operating costs for each airplane while reducing overall system

- " t) accomplish these goals, knowledge of airplane operating cost
- h, firie for a given range must be integrat-d into the design of the

- ' -4 svstpm. Requirements for airplane performance models and

plf-ts must also be determined.

" '*. *,nd %pe.d Selection

...... , ,-pl has a spectrum of minimum fuel required for flight
9,'4 ,, ms i f the airplane. An example of fuel versus time

' "w,'-jpt transport airplane is shown in figure 9. The
• - -' orrespond to the minimum and maximum operational

, aI speed capability remains at these extremes;
1-1,'p an airplane to fly at the absolute airframe

.- I'-pn the two extremes represent the minimum fuel
,-'v' ''at speed schedule for the given time and

',nutes is therefore available for this airplane
i' , changes or holding operations.
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Figure 9. -Fuel-Time Performance Spectrum for a Twin Jet
Transport (200 n.mi. range, descending from
FL350 to 5000 ft. for a flight time of 31.5 min.).

3.1.1 Minimum cost time selection

Choice of desired flight time for a given range is a function of operator cost of
time and fuel. A useful parameter defining a cost ratio between time and fuel costs is
given below:

cost ratio = Ct/(Ct+Cf)

where,

Ct = time cost, $/sec

Cf = fuel cost, $/lb of fuel

When time costs are the overriding concern, the cost ratio will approach 1, corresponding
to the minimum time point on figure g. For minimum fuel operations the cost ratio will be
near 0, corresponding to the time for minimum fuel (approximately 35 minutes on figure
9). Typical values of cost ratios for operators of the twin-jet transport in the United
States ranged between 0.4 and 0.6 during 1985.

The fuel versus time performance spectrum can now be used to determine the desired
flight time for a particular cost ratio. In addition, cost penalties for times other than
the desired time can be calculated. Figure 10 illustrates the cost penalties as a
function of flight time for the performance spectrum of figure 9 with a 0.5 cost ratio.
The desired time for this particular situation is 31.2 minutes. The line labeled "optimal
profile" presents the cost penalty (relative to the cost for 31.2 minutes) for times
achieved by flying the minimum fuel profiles defined in figure 9. This represents the
minimum cost penalty for any given flight time for a 0.5 cost ratio. Also shown on the
figure are cost penalties incurred if flight times greater than the desired time of 31.2
minutes are absorbed by holding at cruise altitude rather than adjusting the speed
profile. This corresponds to the current ATC practice where time guidance is not
avdilable to controllers and holding patterns are standard methods for absorbing delay.
Substantial additional cost penalties result from this practice.

Considering the optimal profile data presented in figure 10, a user-preferred time
window of controllability can be established. The full 7 minute time window (29 to 36
minutes) can result in cost penalties of 6 percent at the extremes. In order to keep
penalties to I percent or less, the time window must be reduced to approximately 3 minutes
(30 to 33 minutes flight time). In other words, a six-fold improvement in cost savings
can be achieved by roughly halving the time window. Airplanes with different cost ratios
will have different preferred time windows, as shown in figure 11. If actual cost ratio
is known for a particular airplane, flight times could be established accordingly. An
alternate approach would be to establish a narrow time window defined by an overlapping
range of cost penalties for a given airplane type. For example, using the data in figure
11, a time window of 1.5 minutes (30.5 to 32 minutes) would provide all operators of this
twin-jet airplane with cost penalties of no more than I percent.
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Figure 11. - Fixed Time Cost Penalties for Two Cost Ratios for
a Twin Jet Transport (200 n.mi. range, descending
from FL350 to 5000 ft.).

Knowledge of airplane performance characteristics, and possibly cost ratio, can
provide valuable guidelines to ATC assignment of flight times during moderate traffic
conditions. The ability to assign early as well as late times within a reasonable cost
envelop can enhance the handling of mixed and dense traffic with random arrival gaps.
Landing slot tradeoffs between aircraft, based on cost penalty time windows, may provide
additional gains in capacity. Under saturated traffic conditions, however, minimization
of time delays will be the primary function of time-based ATC.
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3.1.2 Profile Compatibility

The preceding discussion has assumed a single optimum speed profile exists for each
point on the fuel versus time performance spectrum. In reality, there is a wide range of
speed profiles which will produce comparable fuel usage for a given range and flight
time. This provides flexibility in choosing speeds which both minimize fuel and provide
tactical airplane separation while achieving desired arrival time. This same speed
flexibility can also lead to incompatibilities between ground and airborne systems.

The determination of a speed profile for a given time and range can be accomplished
using a variety of techniques. Depending on the strategy employed by a particular
algorithm, a significant variation in speeds at a given distance from the airport is
possible. For example, a common (r;rational strategy is to fly a constant Mach number in
cruise, initiate descent at the s:me Mach number and transition to a constant calibrated
airspeed for the remainder of the "escent. A wide range of cruise Mach and final descent
airspeed combinations are capable of producing the same flight time, Figure 12
illustrates the speed combinations for a 31.5 minute flight of the twin-jet transport
covering a 200 nautical mile range. The speed combination yielding the minimum fuel for
this flight segment is 4pproximately a .72 Mach cruise and 290 knot descent calihrated
airspeed. As shown on the figure, there is a wide band of speed combinations which
achieve the same end conditions with no more than 1 percent increase in fuel over the
minimum fuel speeds.

The relative insensitivity of fuel usage as a function of speed profile can be used
to advantage in the ATC process. Cruise speeds of airplanes can be adjusted to avoid
local traffic separation problems while maintaining arrival time sequencing and capacity
at the airport. This is particularly important when handling a mix of traffic with
different inbound cruise speeds. The flexibility of selecting alternate speed profiles to
achieve fixed flight time may be required in order to provide desired capacity levels at
some airports. This flexibility will also alleviate compatibility problems between
profiles calculated by ground algorithms and those computed by airborne flight management
systems.

0.76-

E

0.74 + 1% fuel

0.72- Minimum fuelu

0.70

200 280 300 320 340

Descent calibrated airspeed, knots

Figure 12. -Fixed Time Speed Flexibility for Twin Jet Transport
(200 n.mt. range, descending from FL350 to 5000 ft.
for a flight time of 31.5 minutes).

3.2 0odeling Requirements

Both ground-based and airborne trajectory generation algorithms require analytical
models of the atmosphere (wind, temperature, and pressure) and airplane performance. The
structure and a~curacy of these models can be critical to the results of the algorithm.
Choice of model structure is largely dictated by the flight strategy employed by the
algorithm. Model accuracy requirements are dependent on the level of performance
penalties associated with errors in the model. Parametric sensitivity studies are being
conducted to characterize and quantify the penalties due to mismodeled atmospheric
conditions and airplane performance for both time-constrained and unconstrained
operations. Of particular interest to time-based ATC development is the required accuracy
of wind and atmospheric temperature rodeling for cost effective operation.

-. .
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3.2.1 Atuospheric Effects

Airplane performance must incorporate atmospheric variations in pressure, temperature
and wind to generate satisfactory flight trajectories. Highly volatile atmospheric
variations can produce significant differences in predicted and observed conditions.
Variations in wind speed and direction will directly affect the time required to fly a
fixed range. Changes in temperature will affect true airspeed and geometric altitude rate
during climb and descent.

Initial sensitivity studies have documented the cost penalties resulting from wind
errors during a cruise/descent flight segment for a typical twin-jet airplane. Figure 13
shows the cost penalty for flying a 200 nautical mile cruise/descent flight segment in
both known and unknown winds with the same arrival time required for all conditions. The
cost penalties are relative to the minimum cost which could be obtained for the given wind
condition if time were not fixed. The results for known winds therefore reflect the
penalty incurred by not adjusting flight time based on actual winds. The penalties for
unknown winds include the effect of not computing the flight trajectory based on actual
winds. For this particular flight segment, winds on the order of 22 to 25 knots (headwind
to tailwind) can be tolerated for no more than a one percent cost penalty if they are
known to the airplane's trajectory generator. Unknown winds must be no more than 10 to 15
knots for the same one percent penalty, with tailwinds being more restrictive. These data
are useful both for the design of airborne wind models as well as for determining
recomputation criteria and data update requirements for advanced flight management systems
and ground scheduling algorithms.

6

5' S - Known wind

\ -- Unknown wind
CL4 \

!L 304
• /

E
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Figure 13. -Wind Effe~t on Fixed Time Cost Penalty for Twin Jet
Transport (Cost ratio =0.5, 200 n.mi. range, FL330
to 10000 ft.).
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The previous two sections of this paper have described two of the cornerstones of our
research to develop a technology foundation for reducing the aircraft interarrival time
error at the outer marker while increasing aircraft efficiency. Figure 14 shows how this
research fits together with other current and prior research focused on delivery
precision. The ATOPS program with its Transport Systems Research Vehicle (TSRV) aircraft
is uniquely capable of integrating these pieces into coherent, coordinated experiments
that address every facet of the issue. An example set of experiments to provide
definition of some of the options and issues in delivery precision Is shown in figure
15. The TSRV aircraft will be flown while embedded In a ground-based simulation with
computer-generated aircraft. This effort will evaluate the controller/pilot issues,
capabilities of equipped and unequipped aircraft, and define the delivery precision

uErEI a SPACING RESEARCH

FIVOL.M--ASEo CONCEPT DEVEUOPMT

I I ADV" FLOW CONTROL ALGORITMS

I 'TIME-BASED
0 AIC EFFICIENCY EMBEDDED

l i  * CONVENTIONAL & 4-D TRAFFIC

ADAPTIVE
TIME-CONTROL

I - CONCEPTS
IIDENVER TRAE BASED MANAGEMENT FLT -.
I I V

I I IROBUST ATC-COMPATIBLE FMS

I ADV. 4-0 ALGORITHMS
-- I / FLEXIBLE TRAJECTORY GENERATION

*- * EFFICIENT OPERATIONS

Figure 14. - Technology Integration for Improved Delivery Precision.

* DEFINE AIRCRAFT vs GROUND OPTIONS

0 IMPACT OF DELIVERY PRECISION

- MINIMUM AIRCRAFT REQUIREMENTS \ S

- ACCURACIES ACHIEVABLE

- CONTROLLER/PILOT ISSUES -

i / -, TSRV

ATC SIMULATON

Figure 15. - Experimental Evaluation of Delivery Precision Capability.

Today there is a major airport capacity problem in the United States, and it promises
to get substantially worse by the turn of the century. This lack of capacity reduces the
viability of air transportation by causing delays and inefficient operation of aircraft.
A number of technological developments have been identified that offer the potential for
increasing airport capacity and thereby reducing delays while increasing aircraft
operating efficiency. Research described in this paper is underway as a part of the ATOPS
long range plan mentioned in Section 1.
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SUMMARY

This paper deals with the strategic control concept, intended as a new management philosophy that can improve efficiency of -

Air Traffic Control (ATC).systems. After having introduced a classification of the different ATC functions, based on a multilevel
scheme, strategic control is decomposed in a hierarchy of sub-functions. Subsequently, the "on-line strategic control of flightse

is considered and the mathematical aspects of this problem are illustrated.
Then the structure of a real time solution algorithm, proposed in a previous work, and a possible scheme of route-time pro-

file generation are reported. Finally, computational efficiency of the proposed approach is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The current AT" systems are mainly conceived to ensure, with short period interventions, safe'ty of flights. In fact, today
the air traffic controller uses radar to assess the traffic situation and speed, altitude and heading instructions to separate and space
aircraft. This is a "tactical- system using relative-position separation in which the planning horizon is very short and the situation
is allowed to develop before solutions are offered.

The pilot does his own navigation only when there are no nearby aircraft. As the flight encounters traffic of increasing den-
sity, ATC intervenes more and more until in a busy terminal area the controller is vectoring the airplane continuously in all three
dimensions and in airspeed. This control system is manpower intensive, uses relatively inefficient flight paths to solve traffic situa-
tions and is at or near its capacity in handling traffic and supporting increased runway operations.

This management phylosophy, probably, will not be suitable in the future, when congestion phenomena will occur more
often in the most important terminal areas. Therefore, it seems necessary to introduce in the future ATC systems not only more
automated procedures to keep proper safety levels, but also planning functions to increase system capacity and reduce total cost.
In this manner it is possible to improve system efficiency. Now, an effective planning action depends on the availability of long
term accurate forecasts and adequate control techniques.

In recent years, several scientists have carried out studies in these two directions; consequently, they have introduced a
new control concept defined as ^strategic control'.

For example, the North Atlantic ATC operation can be considered as a strategic system in that, because of a lack of radar,
separation is planned for the total over ocean flight before an aircraft is put into the system.

Nevertheless, different and, sometimes, contrasting meanings are assigned in literature to the above term.
In [1] a classification of different control functions is proposed; in particular "strategic control" is seen as a long term

off-line planning of traffic flows and/or of single routes. On the contrary, "tactical control" is a short term on-line action. This
distinction is also taken up in [21 and, from a certain point of wiev, in [31. Instead, in [4], [51 and [6] "strategic control" is not
necessarily an off-line planning, but may also imply an on-line planning action, based on the knowledge of the current state of
the system. A special concept of 'strategic control' is proposed in [7, 81, where this function is considered as the ability of defi-
ning, for each plane, an optimal four-dimensional path. This route must be followed with such a precision to ensure the preser-
vation of time and distance standard separations.

From another point of view, the strategic approach only prevents conflicts [91, while in [51 it could also improve system
performance in terms of global economy.

To overcome the difficulties caused by these different interpretations, the author and others, on the basis of a concept repor-
ted in [10], have proposed a representation of the ATC based on a multilevel scheme, where a well defined function is associated
to each level [111, [121. Moreover, a mathematical formulation of the "strategic control of flights" is provided1111 and a solution
algorithm in the case of control on pre-assigned optimal routes is designed [131.

The following works [14, 151 deal also with the on-line control of flights, but without the hypothesis of space routes fixed
as nominal ones.

At present, we feel that there is a general agreement on the soundness of introducing in ATC systems a somewhat planning
function with effectiveness depends on developments of navigation techniques, air ground communication devices, new opportu-
nities of data processing offered by modern computers and new perspectives open by expert systems and decision support systems.

Therefore, in this paper, on the basis of the mentioned researches, "strategic control' is viewed as a hierarchy of different
planning sub-functions, each one referring to a different time horizon. Then, particular attention is devoted to the on-line strategic
control of flights because this function appears to be more critical to implement. For this reason, the possibility of real time solu-
tion of the mathematical problem and the design of route time profile generation system are also analized and discussed.

2. A MULTILEVEL MODEL OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

The ATC problem is a typically large scale problem characterized by:
high number of variables and constraints
numerous sub-systems and strong interactions
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- numerous control objectives also conflicting;
limitations and complexity of models used to forecast the movement of airplanes and traffic evolution,

- fast dynamics and real-time interventions;
presence of several human operators in the system (pilots, controllers, etc.), each having a certain independenceon decision taking.
To approach this problem it seems fit to utilize appropriate decomposition criteria based on a hierarchy of control functions,

each related to a different time horizon. Fig. 1 represents a possible scheme where both the available resources and a long term air
traffic demand are supposed to be known.

t

-5 YEARS

PLANNING OF THE SYSTEM

(structure of routes,
ATC procedures ,etc

1-6 MONTHS

PLANNING OF

FLIGHT SCHEDULES

I 12 HOURS

STRATEGIC

CONTROL

-5 MINUTES

TACTICAL

CONTROL

Fig. 1 - MULTILEVEL MODEL OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

The higher level is associated with the planning of the air space structure, routes and ATC proceduresand,generally, with the evolu-
tion of the overall control systems.

The second level represents the planning activity of flights carried out, within a time horizon of a few months,in connection with
the estimated traffic demand.

The level called "strategic control" represents a planning activity of m,-dium-long term interventions to organize traffic flows
and/or define amendements to single flight plans. Finally, tactical control is a real-time control action to satisfy short-term requi-
rements and/or to solve emergency situations.

At present, the actions relative to the first two levels are not being carried out on the basis of optimization criteria. For example,
in general, there is no coordination in the decision of the airlines, consequently, it is not possible to prevent the congestion situations.

Available studies refer especially to the two lowest levels of the mentioned hierarchy or, more preciselyto sub-functions of these
levels. In particular, strategic control, up to now, has only been utilized in a partial and limited manner, in fact, the current ATC

systems are still mainly based on tactical control actions. On the contrary, we feel that a systematic introduction of a strategic func-
tion could constitute the most relevant and revolutionary innovations in air traffic control. In fact, this approach seems to be, in
theory, the only one able to minimize the operational cost and, at the same time, improve safety standards in ATC (see also Ref.7,8).

In practice, the implementation of a control function that optimizes planning of flights, implies considerable difficulties depen-

ding on the necessity of long-term right forecasts and inadequacy of the available methodologies to solve problems of such com-
plex ty.

3. STRATEGIC CONTROL

To simplify the previous problem it seems convenient to decompose, in its turn, the strategic control function on the basis of a

multilevel model of distinct sub-functions.
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A first decomposition criterion could be a distinction between "off-line' and on-line, control. For off-line control we mean a
planning activity carried out before interested planes enter the system (generally, before departure) anI based exclusively on traffic
forecasts. Instead, for on-line control we mean a control activity based mainly on observations of the current state of the system
and worked out in a rather short period (in comparison with dynamics of flights) to allow subsequent interventions on the con-
trolled traffic.

A second criterion could be based on a distinction between control on aggregate variables (traffic flows) and control on variables
relative to single planes (flight plans). Fig. 2 represents a multilevel decomposition of strategic control corresponding to the above
criteria.

OFF-LINE CONTROL

FLOW STRATEGIC

PLANNING CONTROL

PLANNING OF

FLIGHTS

ON-LINE CONTROL

FLOW

CONTROL

STRATEGIC

CONTROL OF

FLIGHTS
I -

TACTICAL

CONTROL

Fig. 2 - MULTILEVEL MODEL OF STRATEGIC CONTROL

To completely understand the meaning of this model, one must point out that the hierarchical order of the various levels refers
mainly to the different time horizon and,generally, doesn't express a decisional hierarchy in the cor,!rol actions. More precisely, we
can say that higher levels basically ought to simplify decisional problem relative to the lower levels.

In the following functions associated to each level and relative operations are illustrated.

3.1. Flow Planning

The flow planning function should be carried out within a few hours, comparing the expected traffic demand with an estimate
of the system capacity (airways, terminal areas). Then, a distribution of traffic flows in the airspace should be determined to relate
the demand to the capacity.

3.2. Planning of Flights

On the basis of flow planning and of the same time horizon, this off-line activity should determine amendments for the requested
flight plans. These amendments should have the aim both of reducing the a priori conflict probability and satisfying a somewhat

optimal criterion.
We must also specify that many random factors affect the above process; so we represent the flights by utilizing a simplified

model made up, for example, of passing times and altitudes at the way-points of the planned route.
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3.3. Flow Control

The on-line flow control refers to a time horizon of about 15-30 minutes and, in particular, it should forecast local and short-

period traffic peaks and reduce possible effects on the system. This can occur both by imposing delays on the flows upstream of the

traffic congestion and planning a different distribution of the traffic in adjacent sectors.

3.4. Strategic Control of Flights (SCF)

This function has the same time horizon as the on-line flow control. It should plan free conflict trajectories on the basis of ob-

servation of the current state of the system in order to satisfy the constraints on the airplane performances, space structures and
possible flow limitations.

In the following sections we consider,in detail, the on-line strategic control of flights.

4. STRATEGIC CONTROL OF FLIGHTS

As previously mentioned, the task of on-line SCF is to optimize flight plans of single airplanes in a prefixed region with a time

horizon of about 15-30 minutes.
The sub-system associated with the SCF function can be outlined as in fig. 3, where both inputs and outputs are indicated. The

inputs are the flight plans of the airlines, the information relative to the state of the system and the limitations imposed by flow

control. The outputs are the amendments to the flight plans that represent control interventions on the planes of the systerm and

can be useful information for tactical control.

flow control
constraints

STRATEGIC

-- CONTROL OF

flight plans amendments to
FLIGHTS flight plans

state of

the system

Fig. 3 - REPRESENTATION OF THE SCF FUNCTION

Mor-r ri Jetai. the requested f tlqht plais shouhld b.e i )ipmd from the pont of view of tuf and/or time consumption if each plane
were alore' itn the, syStini Iistredd. iiforrniati r i in the state of the System concerns radar data on the fIqhts evolution, short and
medium term n'ieteoroloqi(dl forecasts arid start of the ATC ifraStruCiJres. As for restrictions impose by flow control, these
limit the control action on the single plane according to the flow planninq in the control region. In particular, such limitatlions can
refer to the maintaining of appropriate separations when planes fly over prefixed points of the controlled airspace.

F nally. for amendnnerits to fliqht plaris we rmeran
variations of altlitude levels in corrilarison with the nli l al fhight plans
riposini route delays through the speed , onltrl

imposing reroutings and/or holding patterns
imposing departure delays.
Now t) build a mathemat (al model if tIh, SCIF we must first -stahlish a control region, a time horizon and a representation

of the airways network and the trajectories ilf planes. then we must define control variables, constraints and the oblective function
ti) )rptinlI/e.
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4.1. Control region

The possibility to L~arry out a strategic action on the single plane Jepends greatly on the extent of the region where d coordinating
*'terventioln is possible, In tact, SCF.generaliv aims to foliw an efficient profile during all phases of the flight (take-off, cruise,
lantjdnql Therefore, the more flight plans (compared with global traffic) refer to the prefixed control region, the more siglch.arnt
SCF s. Nevertheless, even not considering political, normative and organizational difficulties, an upper bound to the extent of the
ontrol region is derived because of the limited performances both of mathematical methodologies and real time computation sys-

tems.
In fact, the problem complexity increases when the dimensions of the control re,'-n increase.

4.2. Time horizon

The time horizon is mainly determined by the maximum time interval in which it is possible to accurately predict future traffic
situation in the control region.

At present, the available models seem to be able to provide adequate forecasts for look-ahead times of about 15-30 minutes.
This limit could also bring to a spatial decomposition of the control action in the fixed region.

4.3. Airspace and planes trajectories representation

Given a control region R, the representation of the space and planned trajectories must be accurate enough to make a meaning-
ful control action and, at the same time, simple enough to permit real-time data processing.

To this end, in the following, airspace is described through a network representing both the airways and the terminal areas.
More in detail, the network nodes represent:
the intersection of the airways with the R boundary;
the intersection of the airways with the terminal areas boundary.
the intersection of two or more airways,
the waypoints fixed on each airway.
Obviously, the arcs represent all possible connections of the nodes.
A set of discrete altitude levels is also associated with each node so that constraints on vertical separation, imposed by safety re-

quirements, are respected.
As for the representation of flights, we utilize a discrete model whose trajectories are defined by the set of nodes subsequently

crossed, by the corresponding altitude levels and by the passing times on each node.
In this model we don't consider the dynamics of flights between two following nodes and within the terminal area, nevertheless,

the problem solutions are forced to be consistent with the performances of airplanes.

5. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

In this section, we summarize a possible mathematical formulation of SCF. The interested reader can find complete details in
114, 151.

In particular, the problem can be stated as an optimization problem with the hypothesis that the nodes subsequently crossed
are fixed on the basis of the nominal flight plan. In this framework one must determine altitude levels and passing times on the
trajectories nodes, so that an appropriate constraints set is satisfied and a cost function is minimized.

5.1. Altitude Constraints

First of all, vwe must specify the set H, of altitude levels allowable for plane i in each node k of the trajectory. Then, we must
consider that a speed range, consistent with the performances of plane i, corresponds to each allowable level.

In such a way, knowing the distance between two subst , uent nodes k and k, we can determine, for each speed and for each
level h of k, the altitude levels reachable in Z. Among these levels, we will only consider levels satisfying eventual control needs
in Z and/or limitations on the maximum shifting of the actual altitude level from the nominal one. Therefore, if we introduce
binary variables, it is easy to express in a mathematical form the two following constraints:

plane i can occupy only one of the af(owable levels of node k, Ii)

if plane i starts from a level h of k, it can occupy only one level of the set allowed in node (. 12)

5.2. Transit time constraints

As regards to transit time of plane i on node k, denoted with t , we must distinguish between constraints depending on planes
performances and constraints related to safety standards and possible restrinctions of traffic flows on the airways network.

Constraints on planes performances imply that

the time interval of plane i to transit from node k to node Z has a maximum and minimum value, (3)

as regards to safety constraints and possible further restrictions caused by flow control, we can state that

if two planes i, rcross, subsequently, node k at the same level, they must have a minimum
separation time AT". (4

An exact definition of transit times in each node can be meaningless, especially for those nodes far from the initial one. To improve
this model it can be convenient to associate a time window, consistent with plane performances and assigned standard separations,
with each plane and each node instead of a transit time,

In this case constraints (3) and (4) must be formally modified.



5.3. Objective function

We may consider several objective functions. The first possibility is to minimize total delay of planes in the control reqton. In
this case the oblective function can be expressed as

Ji 
a

' ti (5)
k k

where a' are weight coefficients depending on the class of plane i and the terminal node kf.
kf

In particular, J, seems meaningful in the terminal area where, because of operational reasons, the main oblective is to minifrrze
the final delay.

When we consider larger airspace regions, we must also take into account the cost connected with deviations from the nominal
flight profile. In this case, the objective function could be expressed as

J J' R: q2 qY it-t-ri I+ i i tq -h t- I( (6)
il kE K

l  hli J k HJ kh ki k k khj jk Ie H kh k h
r 

J

where

I represents the set of indexes of flights in the region considered in the time interval [to, to + TI,

K' is the set of nominal path nodes crossed in R by plane i in the time interval Ito to + TJ;

h ' 5kh are bynary variables indicating if the plane i occupies or not the level h of node k,respectively, in the actual path and in
the nominal path,

'khI represents, for plane i, the transit time from level h of node k to level j of the subsequent node following fuel minimum
consumption profile;

a'k to' 0k are appropriate weight coefficients,

The first term of (6) represents the total shifting of transit times between couples of adjacent nodes from the corresponding
times in the fuel minimum consumption profile, the second term represents the total deviation of altitude levels from the nominal
ones. Therefore, J2 could be utilized as a cost index related to the total fuel consumption.

In this model one must also notice that, if delay costs and deviation costs from the nominal flight profile were evaluabe in ho-
mogeneous quantitative terms, we could take as an oblective function J, = J, + J ,where arrival timesand fuel consumptions are
simultaneously considered.

On the basis of this model the minimization of whichever oble( tive function, with the previous constraints, is a mixed variables
non linear optimization problem.

6. REAL TIME SOLUTION ALGORITHM

The use of the general model above illustrate2d, involves s'eral (omputational and operational difficulties. In fact, mathematiial
cornpiexty increases with the number of planes to be controlled. moreover, the provided control methodology may conflict with
current ATC procedures. With regard to these problems, we must consider that the suggested control philosophy may require, for
every new plane entering the control re jion, an interventon on all planes previously planned. Consequently, this could involve
heavy operational difficulties.

To partially overcome these ,ifficulties, in the following, we shall consider a simplified model of SCIF based on the hypothesis
that flights planning is carried out acc.ording to the IFO (first in, first OutO discipline.

More ,n detail. we decide that planning action, for each new plane entering the (.ontrol Nrgion is carried out assurminq, as con-
straints, the flight plans of airplanes still in the, system. This hypoths,s0 .bvousily. iiduies solton optnahty, but I medUces also
mathematiL al cor iplexity (variables relative to inly ne plane must b+ taken into a(count). Moreover, the suggested contior method
bcomes consisterT with the current ATC pr i :eduros.

On this basis the mathematical model can be simplified by considering planning only ore plane at a time.

SIArte mii1i1iation of J Jl . )2 I errdrlS a poblen whir h Jiffictilty in(reases with the riuriber f lins of the, traler tory,

n the followin, a dlecomposition aligorithnl ;) rro-eduni, of the , ortril proben .s Ilustrated

Iri such a way. in general, a sub optimal solution of qlobal Iir ohieI n.an be obtained. Mori, in detail the solution nethod consists

in two sgeikerial steps

I Idterm ini a solution satisfyinq onstiants (1) + 14) anld -rimnizminl Only deviat(r)is of altitude levels from the nomi. al ones.

2) for the levels fixed in the first step, determinire a solution satisfying rinstraints (3) and (4) and iolrllirninl transilt tires dvia.

trins fri ) the those relative to the nom ina flight path (or delay On terminal node).

thus, we obtain two difterert subprobleis that can b denotid, respectively, as "altitude ,oitroP and "speed control" Tor
both these prob lems. details on mathematical models an] sol tl) in algorithms can be foo ini 114, 151. In the following we recall

!,...y the mathematical aspects of e.a(,h problem and the techniques utilized to solve them.

6.1. Altitude Control

The 'altitude ciontrol', corresponding to step 1), is an optimization problem with mixed variables, levels hk and transit tunes
tk , where tk are not present in the objective function, but only in the constraints. This problem car) be suitably formulated and

effe(tively solved by a bran(h and bound technique. In this step, corresponding to each feasible solution found, a sequence of con-

sistent time windows (one for each level) is also determined. Thus, a sequence of transit times on fixed nodes, satisfying all con-

straints, ian be easily defined.

-Ask-,
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6.2 Speed Control

This problem corresponds to the problem defined in step 2). In fact, since we suppose that the altitude levels are the nominal
ones or those computed in step 1), the control action carried out in step 2) is equivalent to the control of the plane speed. The pro-
blem, thus stated, is a linear programming one with mixed variables. To solve it we have suggested a hybrid algorithm that utilizes
dynamic programming and a branch and bound technique. Dynamic programming is used to transform a problem with mixed va-
riables into a problem with only discrete variables. The latter is then solved by an enumerative procedure.

An important aspect of this method is that, since no discretization of the continuous variables tk Is iecessary, the optimal solu-

tion can be reached.

Fig. 4 represents the basic structure of the algorithm here illustrated, while in fig. 5 a complete scheme of route-time profile

generation system is showed.
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Fig. 4-STRATEGIC CONTROL ALGORITHM STRUCTURE

7. COMPUTATIONAL TESTS

The algorithm previously described, has been implemented on a UNIVAC 1100/82 computer and different seri,es

been performed. More in detail, in a first step, the altitude levels have been determined; subsequently, transit tin. i,. . •,

nodes have been computed.

With this approach the altitude levels and the consistent time windows, determined in the frst s,'p a' '

for the second.

Numerical tests were carried out by considering an increasing number of nodes N = 5, t0 , ' , ., .

For each test the values of all parameters :)ave been chusen uniformly distribuied over ,it -t',., '

limits to ensure reciprocal consistency and operational meaningfulness. The results are fud, ," '

value of N, the most significant computation times are indicated. In particular, t is the tm, -1 1.

coincides with the time necessary to find the first global feasible solution, to is the ,-,, -1 it

the global computation time.

Number of nodes 10

Number of tests 1 '1(

t (sec) C1t4

t o  (sec) ,'4

fir ( I
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The results show that the suggested approach can be used to solve real-time problems until the number of nodes of trajectory
is less than 20. For N = 20 the algorithm behaviour begins to look unsatisfactory.

However, one must notice that computation times strongly depend both on the number of nodes N and on the number of feasi-
ble windows corresponding to the various levels. This indicates that the tests mostly increasing the mean computation times, are
those that simulate traffic congestion situations which happen only in special operational conditions.

RPATADAR DATA THS OF THE STORED DATA

EXTRACTOR SYSTEM *NETWORK GEOMETRY

* AEROPERFORMANCES

*REQUESTED FLIGHT PLANS

TAC ICAL 
P E R F O R M A N C E S  

*WEATHER

TCTICAL -iALONG NOMINAL
CONTOL [PATH

SFLOW NOMINAL PATH AND
CONTROL COST COEFFICIENTS

I l TIME WINDOWS

-I DETERMINATION

TIME AND ALTITUDE
CONSTRAINTS

STRATEGIC CONTROL

PLANNED
ROUTE -TIME PROFILE

r--- -L-

I FLIGHT I
EXECUTION I

Fig. 5- ROUTE -TIME PROFILE GENERATION SYSTEM

8. CONCLUSIONS

To sum up we can say that, even if different meanings are associated with the term 'strategic control* and complete studies do
not exist,there is a general agreement on the necessity of introducing a planning function in ATC systems. Presently, the main ad-
vantages that can derive from a strategic control approach, are:

reduction in overall flights delay;
reduction in fuel consumption;
reduction in human workload;
increase in the use of system capacity;
increase in system safety.

Regarding the first two issues it is useful to point out that the strategic function may allow more regular traffic flows and (ideally
t for all aircraft) more economic flight paths. Consequently, a reduction both in flight delay and in fuel consumption can be obtained.

One must also observe that a significant fuel saving can result from a reduction in holding times. In fig. 6 some fuel consumptions
figures related to 10-minutes holding are shown. Morevover we must also consider that, for a given delay, the related cost dimini-
shes the more its forecasting is anticipated (see fig. 7).

With regards to human workload, strategic control can reduce the work of controllers and pilots. In fact, a better planning of
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flights and the possibility of automatic generation of the flight profiles, should lead to a reduction in tactical interventions.
A better exploitation of system capacity is based on a more accurate traffic allotment due to strategic planning. Moreover, it is

worthwhile remarking that all the described phenomena have, directly or indirectly, a positive effect on system safety.
A quantitative evaluation of the whole economical advantages which can come from the introduction of strategic control has

been made in (7] with reference to annual traffic of Los Angeles Airport. The estimation forecasts a saving from 40 million dollars

(1972) to 1,500 milliondollars in (1995).

fuel (kg)

100t B-747/JT9D-7
1600. Weight: 250,000 kg

14001400- DC-IO/CF6-5OA

1200- W ght: 180,000 kg

1300-

800.

600 B-727/JTSD-7 Weight: 59,000 kg
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0C I iiI --
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Fig.6- FUEL PENALTY RESULTING FROM A 1O-MIN HOLDING.

1,0

0,5 "E50

0

30 20 10 0

Time to gate (mine) --

Fig. 7-COST OF DELAY.

Nevertheless, we must admit that the implementation of a strategic control ,function is not easy in that it depends on numerous
political, technological and methodological conditions.

In fact, a first consideration is that the effectiveness of planning action is as much significant as large is the region considered.
From this follows that, generally, controlled air space interests different nations and requires a political and normative coordination
taking into account different air space characteristic and traffic needs.

With regard to the technological aspects, the possibility of implementing any kind of planning function in the ATC system, as
already mentioned, depends on the development of the subsystems of navigation, communication, surveillance and information
processing.

Finally, as far as the methodological aspects are concerned, we need to have both mathematical models, able to descrive more
adequately the system behaviour, and reliable solution methods that use optimization techniques. This work intends just to help
in this last direction. However, a real use of the developed model and solution algorithm involves preliminarily an adequate testing
in the operational environment and alsoacarefull evaluation of the human aspects in that strategic control involve modifications
in the duties and responsibilities of the controllers and pilots.
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Ln A TIME-BASED CONCEPT FOR TERMINAL-AREA TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

byI iHeinz Erzberger and Leonard Tobias

0 NASA Ames Research Center2 Moffett Field, California, 94035, U.S.A.

ABis paper describes an automated air-traffic-management concept that has the potential for

significantly increasing the efficiency of traffic flows in high-density terminal areas. The concept's
implementation depends on techniques for controlling the landing time of all aircraft entering the
terminal area, both those that are equipped with on-board four-dimensionaT-4D) guidance systems as well
as those aircraft types that are conventionally equipped. The two major ground-based elements of the
system are a scheduler which assigns conflict-free landing times and a profile descent advisor. Landing
times provided by the scheduler are uplinked to equipped aircraft and translated into the appropriate 4D
trajectory by the on-board flight-management system. The controller issues descent advisories to
unequipped aircraft to help them achieve the assigned landing times. Air traffic control simulations
have established that the concept provides an efficient method forcontrolling various mixes of
40-equipped and unaquipped, as well as low- and high-performance/aircraft. Piloted simulations of
profiles flown with the aid of advisories have verified the ability to meet specified descent times with
prescribed accuracy.

1. INTRODUCTION

After years of research, automation of air traffic control (ATC) procedures remains a distant
goal. While much progress has been made in the processing and d'spley of information for controllers,
the major decision and control functions involved in managing traffic continue to be done in the
traditional way by teams of controllers who work without significant computer assistance. This
situation contrasts sharply with the situation of the pilot of a modern aircraft who uses numerous
automated systems for guidance, control, and navigation, including automated flight-path management.

At first, problems in ATC automation often do not appear to be more difficult than typical aircraft
guidance and control problems that have been successfully solved. But then, after some promising
initial successes, unforeseen problems surface and reach unmanageable complexity as more and more
practical constraints are included, leading to the eventual abandonment of the effort. Yet the need to
increase safety, capacity, and fuel efficiency, and to reduce controller workload in a period of rising
traffic density provides a continued impetus for developing practical solutions to ATC automation
problems.

Much of the difficulty in designing automated ATC systems stems from the complex and ever-changing
air traffic environment. Whereas controllers usually can adapt to such an environment, automated
systems have so far lacked the flexibility to adapt to it. For example, automated systems must be able
to handle a range of aircraft types, from high-performance jets to low-performance, general-aviation
aircraft. Furthermore, the systems must allow future aircraft equipped with four-dimensional (40),
flight-meanagemmnt systems to fly their optimized fl it profiles while efficiently controlling aircraft
with conventional avionics (referred to as unequipped aircraft). Finally, the systems must provide an
intelligent Interface so the decisions of the automated system can be supervised by the controller.

This paper describes an automated concept for traffic management in the terminal area that has the
potential for meting the design objectives and constraints just discussed. The design evolved from a
series of studies in Q guidance and ATC simulations conducted at NASA PAms Research Center during the
past 10 years. The viability of the concept hinges on techniques which accurately control the landing
times of L11 aircraft entering the terminal area, not just 0-equipped aircraft. The advantage of a
system basd on time control Is that it provides a unified framework for automating flow control and for
schodulg and spacing all types of traffic. Furthermore, this time-based system is Ideally suited to
exploit th tim-control capabilities of future 40-equipped aircraft, whose population in the traffic
mix is expected to Increase steadily.

The paper begins with an overview of the concept, followed by a review of results from controller-
interactive simulations of an initial design. These simulations have shed light on the question of how
acceptable the various automated procedures and computer aids are to controllers and how suitable the
concept Is for controlling a mix of aircraft (e.g., that are equipped and unequipped, high performance
and/or law performance). Finally the design and the piloted-sioulator evaluation will be described for
an algorithm for controlling the landing time of unequipped aircraft--a crucial element of the concept.

2. 0VNVIEW OF TRFIC-NUMW NT SYSTEM

Fig. 1 shows the maor elements of the teminal-area-traffic-mangemnt system that is being
studied at As Neeach Center. The tw major ground-based elements of this system we primrily
beled in o computer algorithms referred to as the scheduler and the 40 profile descent advisor.
The airborne elmets we aircraft euipped with 40 flight-mnagement systm and unequipped aircraft.

The schoduler generates the lnding ordr and the conflict-free landing times for I11 aircraft,
bota 40-eqipped and unepipped. Primary Input to the scheduler is the list of arriva aind their
estimated arrival times at the entry point into the extended terminal area. Entrypoints, also known as
feeder fixes, generally are located ne the end of cruise flight just prior to the descent point. which
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Fig. 1. Teminal-area traffic management system.

is about 120 n.mi. from the destination runway for conventional jet-transport aircraft. The most
important factors considered by the scheduler in generating efficient landing times are the minimum
separation times between aircraft and the landing-order criterion, as exemplified by the
first-come-first-served rule.

The minimum time separations between aircraft are derived from the minimum-distance separation
rules specified by the FM and given in Table 1. These separation rules depend on aircraft weight class
(small, large, and heavy) and the landing sequence. By combining the data in Table I with the knwn
speed profilesof each aircraft weight class along the commn final-approach path, the matrix of minimum
time separation (Table 1) can be calculated. If two consecutive aircraft are 40-equipped, the
interarrival times given in Table 1 are used directly for scheduling purposes. However, unequipped
aircraft, which cannot achieve specified landing times as accurately as 40-equipped aircraft, are given
additional time buffers to prevent separation-distance violations. Further discussion of this subject
can be found in Ref. 1.

The scheduler is designed as a real-time expert system that provides for efficient interaction with
a human controller. The controller monitors the time assigniments of the scheduler on a graphics
terminal and can override its ordering and time-assignent decisions by using a small, but flexible
list of commands. For example, controllers can delay traffic at the feeder fixes or Increase the time
separation if delays are being encountered in the terminal area. Also, they can overrule the built-in
first-come-first-served rule to give landing time priority to a missed approach or emargency aircraft
(Ref. 2).

The landing times generated by the scheduler are handled In one of two ways ndi on whether
the times apply to a 40-equipped or unequipped aircraft. The times are assumed to upln led auto-
matically to equipped aircraft where the on-board 40 flight-management system translates time commainds
into the appropriate 4D-traj*ctory comnds. The aatopilot then flies the aircraft according to these
commands, achieving a landing-time accuracy of about +5 sac (Refs. 3,4).

Table 1. Distance- and time-separation rules

Trailing Aircraft

Minimum separation distance (n.m) Ninim sparatiotn time (sc)

Aircraft Type Smll Large Heavy Small Large Heay

First (Small 3 3 3 go 74 74
to Large 4 3 3 13 74 74
land Ievy 6 4 17 114 94
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The landing times for the unequipped aircraft constitute the primary input to the 40 profile
descent advisor whose algorithms reside In the ATC host computer or in a minicoputer linked to the
host. By using ATC radar-tracking data, wind profiles and aircraft performance models, the descent
advisor generates simplified 40 trajectory commands which are displayed on the arrival controller's
monitor as brief controller advisories. The arrival controller then issues the advisories to the pilot
of the unequipped aircraft. When the pilot properly executes these advisories, the unequipped aircraft
will arrive at the designated time-control point within acceptable error bounds. The arrival-time
accuracy of the unequipped aircraft should be a reasonably small fraction of the minimum interaircraft
arrival times given in Table I in order that the benefits of a time-based system be fully realized.
This requirement led to the choice of +20 sec as the desired accuracy.

3. ATC SIMULATIONS OF MIXED TRAFFIC

The terminal-area traffic-management concept described in the previous section has been evaluated
and its design refined in a series of real-time, controller-interactive, ATC simulations. For this
purpose an extensive set of software tools and simulation techniques were developed to permit the study
of time-based ATC concepts under reasonably realistic conditions. Special features incorporated In the
simulator include algorithms for on-board, 40-guidance and ground-based, speed-advisory systems and
interactive scheduling logic with associated graphics displays (Ref. 5).

Exaples of critical issues that have been addressed in simulations are the following: 1) Effect
of percentage of 40-equipped aircraft in the traffic mix on controller workload and landing rate; 2)
effectiveness of speed advisories; 3) controller procedures for handling 40-equipped aircraft; and 4)
rescheduling of missed-approach aircraft. A complete discussion of simulation results can be found in
Refs. 2 and 6. The simulation scenario and controller procedures will briefly be described first.

3.1 Scenario and Controller Procedures

The terminal area simulated in these studies is based on the John F. Kennedy (JFK) International
Airport in New York. The route structure and runway configuration together with information used by the
controllers are shown in Fig. 2. Two routes, Ellis from the north and Sates from the south, are
high-altitude routes flown by large or heavy jet-transport aircraft. Both 4D-equipped and unequipped
aircraft on these routes fly profile-descent, fuel-conservative procedures, providing a mix of the same
speed class on the same route. Low-performance (general-aviation) aircraft fly the Deerpark route from
the east, but use the same final approach and land on the same runway as the jet traffic. The Deerpark
traffic is unequipped and always constitutes 251 of the traffic mix.

In these siulations aircraft entered the extended terminal area at the feeder fix points flying at
cruise speed and altitude. The total distance to be flown by high-performance jets was 120 n.mi. and
that flown by low-performance aircraft was 60 n.mi. Two air traffic controller positions were estab-
lished, arrival control and final control. The arrival controller controlled aircraft from al three
feeder fixes and transferred traffic to the final controller at approximately 30 n.mi. from touchdown.

M2
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11 H4 GA 264 0 Ll
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T1 4 6 4429 0

AtINU EL 4715 -60 =

12 U 6*M46 I 12 ,

W i . L C tl la s rut u

N 4 8WIM I

Fig. 2. Controller display showing rout structure and flight-data table.
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Control procedures differed for 40-equipped and -unequipped aircraft. Controllers were instructed
to monitor the progress of 40-equipped aircraft after the time assignment had been established, and to
override the automated scheduler only If necessary to ensure safe separation. Any 40-equipped aircraft
could also be controlled by conventional methods and treated as unequipped. Alternatively, a 40-
equipped aircraft which had been taken off its 40 route and time schedule could be given a waypoint to
recapture a 40 route and be given a revised landing time. Unequipped aircraft were considered to be
navigating in the conventional manner via very-high-frequency omidirectional range procedures, with
altitude clearances, radar vectors, and speed control.

A typical arrival controller display is shown in Fig. 2. The map portion of the display provides a
horizontal display of traffic in the terminal area. Each aircraft position is shown by a triangular
symbol. A block of data next to each aircraft (not shown here for simplicity) provides aircraft
identification, type, altitude, and speed. The information in the flight data table in the upper-left
portion of the display is generated by the scheduler and speed advisory system. At the top of the
table, the time is shown in hours, minutes, and seconds. The first column shows the aircraft identifi-
cation (ID), such as "R1. The second colum provides aircraft type (TYPE) which includes 1) weight
category (small (S), large (blank), or heavy (H)); and 2) 40 status (equipped (4) or unequipped (U)).
The third column provides the assigned route (RT). The fourth column is the scheduled time of arrival
(STA) at the runway in minutes and seconds. Thus, R1 is scheduled to touch down at 13:37:00. Note that
touchdown times are shown for all aircraft, whether they are 40-equipped or unequipped. For the 4D-
equipped aircraft, these times are assigned by the ground-based computer system. For the unequipped
aircraft, the time assignments are not given to the pilot directly; rather, the controller uses speed
advisories and the known-to-be-on-time positions of 4D-equipped aircraft as they traverse their routes
to achieve touchdown at the times indicated. The next column is the expected delay (DY) at touchdown in
seconds. In an effort to simulate the characteristics of the current en route ATC system, which does
not provide accurate time control, the unequipped aircraft were assumed to depart their feeder fixes
with an initial time error uniformly distributed in the range +120 sec. This amount is considered
rather large even by today's controller experience and certainTy will be less with a future en route
metering system. Thus, if an aircraft departed the feeder fix 90 sec late, a DY of 90 would be
displayed, indicating that unless controller action was taken, the aircraft would touch down 90 sec
late. Early arrivals were indicated by a negative value in the DY column, and late arrivals by a
positive value. All 40-equipped aircraft departed the feeder fix at the scheduled departure time. In
flight tests, it has been shown that 40-equipped aircraft can meet time schedules within +5 sec; hence,
these small errors were neglected (Refs. 3,7).

The data in the last column give the calibrated airspeeds (CAS) in knots, computed by the speed
advisory system. These speed advisories, which are based on current aircraft position, altitude, and
wind profile, help the controller to correct the unequipped aircraft's time errors shown in the DY
column. The speed advisory is recomputed once per minute using the current aircraft position as long as
the delay remains larger than 20 sec. This feature gives the arrival controller the freedom to issue
the advisory at a convenient time.

The speed advisory incorporated in the ATC simulation is a simplified early version of the more
recently developed descent-advisor algorithm, which is detailed in a later section. It will be seen
that the new algorithm also provides top-of-descent-point and Mach number advisories in addition to the
CAS advisory. However, for investigating controller response and other ATC-related issues the speed
advisory system used provides a sufficiently realistic substitute.

Finally, aircraft below the dotted line in Fig. 2 are aircraft which will enter the simulated
control reg ion at their respective feeder fixes within the next 5 mn. The feeder-fix start times are
given in minutes and seconds.

3.2 Suemary of Resu'ts

The traffic mixes examined in simulation runs, each lasting 1.5 hr, were 0%, 25%, and 501 40-
equipped aircraft. For each mix, the total arrival rate from the three approach routes was selected to
generate a full landing schedule with no excess time gaps between touchdown. This condition required
arrival rates that varied from 30 aircraft/hr for the 0% or baseline mix to 33 aircraft/hr for the 50%
mix. The variation is due to the time separation buffers added for the unequipped aircraft. All runs
included the +120-sec feeder-fix departure errors for unequipped aircraft.

Controllers rated all mixes as having acceptable workload, but considered the 25% mix without speed
advisories the most difficult to control. This result was probably related to the controller procedures
adopted for this experiment of not disrupting the planned 40 paths of the equipped aircraft unless it
was necessary for safety. As a consequence, the final controller occasionally vectored an unequipped
aircraft to control its distance spacing from an equipped aircraft when he would have preferred under
the circumstances to vector the equipped aircraft. One solution to this problem that will be examined
in future simulations is a relaxation of the *do not disrupt" rule. Then, after vectoring an equipped
aircraft, the controller would assign a new 40 route and landing time to that aircraft. Some experience
with this approach was recently obtained in handling missed approaches of equipped aircraft (Ref. 2).

Controllers regarded the baseline mix of 0% as reasonable with respect to control difficulty, but
not because of lightened workload. Rather It was the most familiar mode of operation. The controllers
regarded the 5O5 mix as easiest to control.

Under all mix conditions, controllers found the landing order provided by the flight-data table in
Fig. 2 to be helpful and geweally accepted the suggested ordering. But they did not make use of the
numerical landing-time data.

Further insight into the simulation results can be obtained by examining the composite plot of
aircraft ground tracks generated during a 1.5 hr simulation run. Such a plot is shown in Fig. 3a for
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Fig. 3. Composite trajectories from ATC simulation.

the 25% mix without speed advisories. In the arrival sector, from the-feeder fixes to the hand-off
points, the flightpaths are largely undisturbed, indicating that the arrival controller acted primarily
as a traffic monitor. After the hand-off points, the flightpaths spread into the broad envelope which
characterizes manual vectoring. This spreading is the result of the final controller issuing heading
vectors that cause unequipped aircraft merging from the three routes to be properly spaced on final
approach. Although the arrival controller had available the scheduled landing times for the unequipped
traffic he could not use this information to correct spacing errors before the hand-off point.
Evidently, aircraft are still too far from the merge point for the arrival controller to anticipate
future spacing errors. As a result, control difficulty and workload were unevenly distributed between
the two control positions, with the final control position requiring higher skill and greater workload
than the approach control position.

A composite plot for the 25%-mix condition, in which speed advisories were used, is shown in Fig.
3b. The advisories were issued by the approach controller shortly after unequipped aircraft with time
errors exceeding 20 sec departed the feeder fixes. Typically, only one advisory was issued per
aircraft. The unequipped traffic was handed off to the final controller with significantly reduced time
errors. As a consequence, the final controller needed to make only minor adjustments in the flightpathsto achieve the desired spacing. The resulting tmprovement in the traffic flow manifests itself as a
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reduction in the spread of flightpaths along all three routes. Furthermore, controllers commented that
speed advisories resulted in less bunching of traffic and fewer "tiesm in the merging area. Traffic
seemed to blend together smoothly and required fewer vectors, resulting in reduced complexity of control.

The 50% mix with speed advisories was rated by controllers as providing the most desirable control
environment of all conditions evaluated. The controllers commented that it was easy to fit the
unequipped aircraft into their planned time slots by vectoring or speed control in the final control
sector. One controller stated that he could work and stay on top of the traffic without being
overtaxed. These favorable controller evaluations are reflected in the well-ordered and narrowly
distributed composite-trajectory plots (Fig 3c) obtained for this simulation run.

In conclusion, the procedures, computer assists, and information displays used in these simulations
established a workable baseline configuration for efficiently controlling a mix of 4D-equipped and
unequipped aircraft in a time-based environment.

4. DESIGN AND SIMULATION OF 4D-PROFILE-DESCENT ADVISOR

The following sections present the theory of design and the results of a piloted simulation of the
descent advisor algorithm. The primary topics covered in the discussion of the design include selection
of descent procedures, derivation of the aircraft equations of motion, the method of numerical
integration, and an example output from the computer implementation of the algorithm.

4.1 Selection of Descent Profiles

The trajectories generated by the descent-advisor algorithm are based on models of fuel
conservative procedures used in airline operations. In such procedures the pilot first selects the
point of descent using a simple rule of thumb to estimate the idle-thrust descent distance. A rule
frequently used by pilots assumes 300-ft altitude loss/n.mi. Choosing the point of descent so as to
minimize level flight at low altitude is probably the pilot's most important decision for optimizing
fuel efficiency. At the point of descent, the pilot reduces thrust approximately to idle and at the
same time commands a pitch-down attitude so as to hold Mach number fixed at the cruise value. Thrust
may be kept slightly above the idle position if there is a requirement not to exceed a descent-rate
limit, typically 3000 ft/min. During this constant Mach descent, CAS will increase steadily. When CAS
has climbed to a desired value the pilot ceases holding the Mach number and begins tracking the desired
CAS through appropriate adjustments to the pitch attitude. As the aircraft approaches an altitude of
10,000 ft, the pilot reduces the descent rate briefly to decelerate to 250 knots calibrated airspeed
(KCAS) as required by ATC regulation. If the initial descent point had been selected properly, the
aircraft will be 30 n.mi. from touchdown at the end of the deceleration and the pilot will resume the
descent into the terminal area.

The primary function of the descent-advisor algorithm is to select the speed profile that achieves
the arrival time specified by the scheduler. A secondary function of the advisor is to provide an
accurate estimate of the point of descent to optimize fuel efficiency. Later it will be seen that the
algorithm accomplishes both functions in a unified computational procedure.

The algorithm selects the speed profile with the help of a parameter, a , which determines a Mach
number and CAS that falls within the speed envelope of the aircraft as follows:

M- Mmin + o(Mx-M) ; O< oc 1 (1)

VCAS Vmin + a(Vma - Vmin) (2)

The family of speed profiles generated by Eqs. (1) and (2) are superimposed in Fig. 4 upon the speed
envelope of a 727 aircraft. Note that the maximum-speed boundary contains a corner at 25,000 ft where
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Fig. 4. Speed profiles for time control.
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the maximum Mach number and maximum CAS boundaries intersect. The family of speed profiles generated by

Eqs. (1) and (2) converges into this corner as a approaches 1, thereby covering the full-speed
envelope of the aircraft.

The relationship between the parameter, o , and the arrival time at the 30 n.mi. from touchdown
point is not amenable to a closed-form solution, since there are complex aerodynamic, propulsion, and
atmospheric models embedded in the relationships. Thus, a procedure that computes a iteratively has
been developed. Initially, the procedure calculates the minimum and maximum arrival times by
setting a to one and zero, respectively. If the specified time falls within the feasible time range,
iteration on a by a directed trial and error technique is begun and continues until the arrival-time
error falls within acceptable bounds (for example, 2 sec). Experience has shown that five iterations
are generally sufficient to achieve a 2-sec accuracy. The next section will describe the equations of
motion that must be integrated for each iteration of a. (Ref. 4).

For reasons of brevity, the speed-profile selection process just described has been considerably
simplified compared to the method actually implemented in the computer algorithm. The computer
algorithm includes a more complicated mapping of a into profiles that provides an appropriate
transition from the cruise Mach number to the descent Mach number. It also eliminates constant Mach
segments in the speed profile if the descent CAS is less than the cruise CAS.

4.2 Equations of Motion

Numerical integration of a simplified set of point-mass equations of motion has been adopted as the
basic method for calculating the descent trajectory and arrival time corresponding to a given speed
profile. This method is computationally intensive, but it is more flexible and more accurate than
schemes that depend on analytical approximations or precomputations of trajectories. Here, no restric-
tive assumptions on pilot procedures, wind profiles, or aircraft performance models need be made in
calculating trajectories. Potentially, it would even be possible to include the preferred procedures of
individual airlines in the calculations of the descent trajectories.

To begin with, it is assumed that the aircraft is flying along a known horizontal path in space.
Therefore, the problem simplifies to finding the vertical profile along the known horizontal path.
Furthermore, the horizontal path is assumed to be a straight line, though it is easily modified to
include curved segments. Using an Earth-fixed coordinate system with x as the horizontal axis
pointing in the flight direction and h as the upward-pointing vertical axis, the components of
inertial velocity u and w that must be integrated are

dx u VT COS a +u w  = F1 (3)

dh w = VT sin ya = F2 (4)

where VT  is the true airspeed, Y, the aerodynamic flightpath angle and uw the horizontal
component of wind. The airspeed acceleration is calculated from the following equations:

dVT (T-1 g sn Y du- (5)
u * m g aY ~- (5)

dYa
MVT- - L mg cos y. . 0 (6)

where T is thrust, D is drag, L is lift, m is aircraft mass, and g is acceleration of
gravity. The approximation in Eq. (6) implies that accelerations normal to the flightpath are
considered to have negligible effect on trajectory modeling for this application. This assumption is
valid for the low-g maneuvers encountered in commaercial transport operations. The value of lift
computed by solving the algebraic Eq. (6) couples into Eq. (5) through the dependence of drag on lift.
The last term in Eq. (5) reflects the influence of a time-dependent wind, also known as wind shear, on
the airspeed acceleration. On the time and distance scale of a descent trajectory it is reasonable to
assume that wind shear is only encountered during changes in altitude, implying the relationship
u,(h). The drag coefficient involved in calculating the drag force was represented by seven
fourth-order polynomial functions, each representing a different Madh number in small increments from
Mach 0.6 to 0.9. Both tables and polynomial functions were used to model the thrust and the fuel flow
as a function of engine-pressure ratio (EPR), Mach number, temperature, and pressure. Idle thrust and
fuel flnw were stored in separate tables indexed by Mach number and altitude. Such aircraft performance
models must be developed for all major aircraft tyles that operate into the terminal area where the
descent advisor Is used to provide time control.

Another important quantity that the descent advisor uses in computing trajectories is aircraft
mass. An adequate estimate of mass can be calculated from a knowledge of aircraft type, point of
origin, and takeoff mass. Such information is generally contained in aircraft flight plans or can be
obtained from the pilot at take-off time.

4.3 Constant Nach/Constant CAS Segments

In modeling the speed profile it was shown that pilots maintain either a constant Mach number or a
constant CAS during the majority of an aircraft's descent into the terminal area. This assumption can
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be used to reduce the differential equation for airspeed, Eq. (5), to an algebraic relation. Conse-
quently, only the position rates, Eq. (3) and (4), need to be numerically integrated in such segments.

Considering first the constant Mach segment, one can write from the definition of Mach number

VT = a(h)M (7)

where a is the speed of sound, which is a function of altitude. Differentiating this equation with
respect to time and using the fact that M is constant, yields

dVT da dh da

dt- dh dt dh YaVT (8)

where use was made of Eq. (4) and sin Y. 1  Ya. After replacing the left side of Eq. (5) with the right
side of Eq. (8) and calculating the wind shear term in Eq. (8) as du,/dt = (duw/dh)YVT, an
explicit expression for Y, is obtained as

aIM constant m Mda dUT + . (g)

M dVT + g +- VT)

where the small angle approximation, sin Ya Ya has been used. For a constant Mach segment at a
known altitude, all quantities needed to compute Y, are either known or measurable. The derivative
da/dh must be computed by differentiation of the speed of sound function. If this function is obtained
from a table of the standard atmosphere, the derivative can be precomputed numerically, curve-fitted for
the range of altitudes of interest, and permanently stored for use by the program. However, the most
accurate results will be obtained by calculating the speed of sound function from the temperature
profile measured at the time and location of the descent. Calculation of the wind shear term,
du,/dh, depends on knowledge of the altitude-dependent wind profile in the descent airspace. The
descent advisor must compute the derivative numerically and update the derivative whenever the wind
profile is updated. Thus, each terminal area where the descent advisor is used will have to provide for
measuring the wind profile at regular intervals during each day. Several technical means exist for
measuring the wind profile including the use of conventional weather balloons. (Ref. 8).

Considering next the constant CAS segment, an expression for Y. can be derived in a similar
manner. One begins by writing the expression relating true airspeed and CAS

VT = VT(VCAsh) (10)

The time derivative of Eq. (10) yields a relation analogous to that for the constant Mach case

dVT dVT(VCAS'z) sin a  (11)

dT =  dh VT

An explicit expression for VT(VCAS ,h) in terms of VcAs , the speed of sound, a, and the atmo-
spheric pressure, p, can be derived from expressions found in standard textbooks on aerodynamics and
flight mechanics (Ref. 9)

Tair ~ i-

VT * 12 i'~~[~ air-iPSi 2 + ~il- d1 ar(2
1 [. alV~ 7 s_ i V CAS +]Yir(2

where ps and PsL are sea-level values of atmospheric pressure and air density, respectively,
and Y;jr is the specific heat of air. Since atmospheric pressure, p, and speed of sound, a, are
known functions of altitude, h, the expression for VT  in Eq. 12 is in the form required by Eq.
(10). However, the complexity of Eq. (12) makes it infeasible to compute the derivative of VT with
respect to h analytically for use in Eq. (11). Therefore, the derivative is computed by a standard
numerical technique.

The expression for the flightpath angle in the constant CAS segment can now be obtained by
combining Eq. (5) and (11)

IT- -° )1(13)
Sconstant VT- +g + -VT

The last question to be settled in computing Y, is how to determine the thrust, T, in the two
expressions for the flightpath angle. In a conventionally equipped aircraft pilots hold thrust more ort
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less constant during descent by keeping the throttle levers at their idle position. However, if the
idle throttle position results in an excessive descent rate during a portion of a descent, the pilot
will adjust the throttles to maintain the descent rate at a specified limit. Since both specified-
thrust and specified-descent-rate segments can occur under appropriate conditions, both have been
implemented and the choice between them is determined by the constraints of the descent. If the descent
rate, i, is specified, Y. is computed from the relation Y h /VT and Eq. (9) and (13) are
solved for the unknown thrust. It should be noted here that a pilot cannot easily fly a commanded value

of Ya directly because no readout of this quantity is provided on conventional cockpit instruments.

It is of interest to evaluate the effect of the windshear term, (duw/dh).VT on the descent
profile. For exanple, a decreasing tail wind (du./dh > 0) during descent results in a Ya that is
shallower than that for a constant wind. Thus, in this case, the descent trajectory experiences an
expansion of the distance to descend from cruise altitude. The opposite effect occurs for a decreasing
head wind. For a typical wind shear of 2 knots/1000 ft, the calculated distance to descend from 35,000

ft to sea level would be in error by 5 n.mi. if this term were neglected.

4.4 Integration Algorithm

A fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme was adopted for the numerical integration of the trajectory
equations (Ref. 10). This scheme gives accurate results with relatively large step sizes and also does
not require evaluating derivatives of the complex functions appearing on the right-hand sides of the
equations being integrated. The latter property simplifies the integration of functions specified in
tabular form. For the constant Mach number and constant CAS segments which constitute the majority of
the descent, only Eqs. (3) and (4) need to be integrated, as previousiy explained. Letting At
represent the time increment, then the states (xi+1 , hi+ 1 ) at the (i+1)st time increment are
determined from four sets of sequentially computed state increments as follows:

alxi = (at)F1 (x1 ,hi,t i) (14)

A1 hI = (at)F2 (xihi,ti) (15)

1 11
A x1 = (At)F1 (Xi + A1 x i ,h 1 + Y A hpt + 4 At) (16)

2 1 1 (17

A2hi = (At)F2 (xi + Alxi,h i + T A1h1,ti + 2 At) (1g)

A xi = (At)F 1(xi + Ax,h + A hl,t + A t) (18)

1 Ax 1 2 1 (19

a hi = (at)F(i A 1 h1 + a Ahst~ + 1 at) (9

A4h i = (At)FI(x i + A3x1,hi + A3h1,ti + At) (20)

A 4hi = (at)F 2(xi + A3xi hi + a 3 h1,t + at) (21)

1xi+1 = xI + 6 (axi + 2A2 xi + 2A3xi + A4xi) (22)

hi+ 1 = hi + - (alh i + 262h I + 2&3h I + A4hi) (23)

At the top and bottom of the descents rapid changes in speed occur, and neither Mach number nor CAS
remain constant. During these acceleration or deceleration intervals it is also necessary to integrate

Eq. (5) representing rate of change of airspeed. The incremental Eqs. (14) through (23) were augmented
appropriately to integrate this equation.

A
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The integration time increment, at, was experimentally selected to be as large as possible to
consistently give accurate and numerically stable results. The optimum step sizes were 60 sec for the
constant Mach/constant CAS segments and 30 sec for the acceleration/deceleration segments.

4.5 Example Descent Profile

This section gives an example of a complete descent profile generated by the program. The aircraft
model used is that of a 727-200 weighing 140,000 lb at the start point. Initially the aircraft is
cruising at Mach 0.8 and 35,000 ft and is 150 n.mi. from touchdown. The time-control point is located
30 n.mi. from touchdown at 10,000-ft altitude. At this point the aircraft must have completed its
deceleration to 250 knots. A descent time of 985 sec, measured from the 150 n.mi. starting point to the
end of the deceleration, is specified. The wind is assumed to be zero throughout the descent.

The synthesized trajectory consists of four segments whose parameters are given in Table 2. The
first segment is a level-flight segment leading from the starting point to the point of descent at 98
n.mi. from touchdown. The second segment is a Mach 0.8 descent with EPR, which controls thrust, set to
near idle (approximately 1). The third segment begins at 27,603 ft where Mach 0.8 corresponds to a CAS
of 320 knots. In this constant CAS segment, thrust is held at idle. The fourth segment consists of
deceleration from 320 to 250 knots at 10,000 ft. The last line of data in the fourth segment shows that
the time and the distance to touchdown closely match the specified values. Various other parameters
relating to the trajectory synthesis such as the number of integration steps in each segment and the
fuel consumed are also included in the table.

In addition to achieving the specified descent time, the synthesized trajectory is also relatively
fuel efficient, requiring only 1208 lb for all four segments. Good fuel efficiency is assured by the
combined benefits of an idle-thrust descent and the choice of descent point that results in the
termination of the trajectory exactly at the specified altitude and distance from touchdown.

4.6 Piloted Simulator Evaluation: Experimental Setup

An evaluation of the descent advisor concept was conducted on a so-called phase II simulator of a
727-200 aircraft located in the Man-Vehicle Systems Research Facility at Ames Research Center. This

Table 2. Example of synthesized profile

Time Dist. Altitude VT VL Thrust Fuel Alt Rate
Comments (sec) (n. mi.) (ft) Mach (knots) (knots) EPR (lbs) (lbs) (ft/min)

Cruise, two integration steps

Step size - 500 sec 0.0 150.0 35000 0.80 461 272 1.95 9824 0 0

Capture - 98.4 n. mi 402.5 98.4 35000 0.80 461 272 1.95 9824 867 0

Constant Mach, four integration steps

Step size - 60 sec 402.5 98.4 35000 0.80 461 272 1.06 1597 867 0
Mach, constant 462.5 90.6 32000 0.80 467 291 1.09 2173 906 -3000
Vertical speed, constant 522.5 82.8 29000 0.80 473 310 1.13 2945 954 -3000
Capture - 320 KCAS 550.4 79.1 27603 0.80 476 319 1.14 3363 981 -3000

Constant CAS, nine integration steps

Step size - 60 sec 550.4 79.1 27603 0.80 476 319 1.00 73 981 -3000
CAS, constant 610.4 71.4 24665 0.76 455 319 1.00 -148 1008 -2912
EPR, constant 670.4 63.9 21781 0.72 436 319 1.00 -301 1035 -2854
Capture - 10,000 ft. alt. 730.4 56.8 18952 0.68 418 319 1.00 -377 1063 -2807

790.4 50.0 16172 0.64 402 319 1.00 -353 1092 -2752
850.4 43.4 13448 0.61 386 319 1.00 -316 1124 -2693
910.4 37.1 10785 0.58 372 319 1.00 -297 1160 -2637
928.4 35.2 9999 0.58 367 319 1.00 -299 1172 -2621

Bottom-of-Descent Deceleration, three integration steps

Step size - 30 sec 928.4 35.2 9999 0.58 367 319 1.00 -299 1172 0
Mach, CAS not constant 958.4 32.3 9999 0.51 324 281 1.00 -125 1191 0
Vertical speed, constant 986.5 30.0 9999 0.45 288 249 1.00 17 1208 0
EPR, constant
Capture - 250 KCAS
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simulator, manufactured by Singer-Link, is widely used by airlines for crew training. The simulator is
equipped with a six-degree-of-freedom motion system and a night/dusk vision system. Computer-generated
imagery of the night or dusk scene is displayed in front of the cockpit windows by four projectors which
give a wide, high-resolution field of view to the pilot and copilot.

Each simulated flight consisted of a straight-in approach beginning 150 n.mi. from the runway
threshold at an altitude of 35,000 ft and a speed of Mach 0.8. In all flights a tail wind of 70 knots
at 35,000 ft decreasing linearily to zero at the runway was simulated. Simulated weather conditions
consisted of a visibility ceiling of 1000 ft above the runway, with tops at 5000 ft and light turbulence
at all altitudes. Pilots were briefed on wind and weather conditions prior to the simulation runs.

Test subjects were three current 727 pilots, one each from three major U.S. airlines. Initially,
each pilot was asked to fly his own airline-recommended descent profile, which will be referred to as
the baseline profile. The three pilots chose essentially the same baseline profile, consisting of a
Mach-0.8/280-KCAS descent. Each pilot also estimated his top-of-descent point using the 300 ft/mi rule
of thumb mentioned earlier. Range to touchdown was provided by a standard cockpit readout of distance
measuring equipment (DME) range from a station located at the destination airport. All baseline
profiles were flown without ATC advisories.

After completing the baseline descents, the pilots flew three types of controller-assisted descents
referred as nominal, slow, and fast with speed profiles of Mach 0.8/320 KCAS, 230 KCAS, and Mach
0.85/350 KCAS, respectively. Note that the slow and fast profiles follow the limits of the speed
envelope for this aircraft (Fig. 4).

Before flying these profiles in the simulator, pilots received brief, written instructions on
operational techniques to be used:

1) Thrust Management. - The flight idle position is to be used in tracking the speed profile
the descent rate exceeds 3000 ft/mn. If such is the case, add only sufficient thrust

to keep the descent rate from exceeding 3000 ft/min.

2) Deceleration at the Top (Slow Profile). - First, reduce thrust to idle at the descent-
procedure start point; second, maintain level flight (zero descent rate) while decelerating to
the specified CAS; and third, begin the descent as the specified CAS is approached.

3) Acceleration at the Top (Fast Profile). - At the descent-procedure start point (the top of
descent point in this case) initiate a pitch-down maneuver to achieve a 3000-ft/min descent
rate. Then, maintain cruise thrust while accelerating; as the specified Mach number is
approached, reduce thrust according to 1).

4) Deceleration at the Bottom of Descent (Nominal and Fast Profiles). - As the aircraft
approaches 10,000-ft altitude, decelerate to 250 KCAS in level flight and with thrust still at
idle; resume descent at the 30 n.mi. to the touchdown point.

The descent advisories were issued during the simulation by a pseudo-controller located at the
engineer's position in the cockpit. The advisories were issued only once approximately a minute before
the start point of the procedures and specified the DME range of the start point and the speed profile.
Calculated off-line by the previously described computer program, the advisories typically contained the
following information, "Begin descent procedure at 108 DME; follow a Mach 0.8/320 speed profile using
idle thrust."

Each type of controller-assisted descent was flown four to six times. These few simulation runs
are believed to provide sufficient information to determine the feasibility of the concept. However,
they are too few in number to warrant extensive statistical analysis of the results.

4.7 Discussion of Results

Errors in the predicted time of descent measured at the time-control point were the principal
criterion for evaluating the effectiveness of the controller-assisted (and computer-generated) profile
descent advisories. Also the instantaneous-altitude and time-tracking errors as well as the fuel
efficiency of the descents provide important measures of effectiveness. Finally, the pilots
participating in the simulation were asked to comment on the value and acceptability of the advisories.
This simulation focused on isolating errors attributable to pilot technique. Errors caused by other
sources such as wind and aircraft-model uncertainties can be determined more efficiently by analysis and
fast-time simulation, and therefore are not addressed here.

The results for the various types of descents are given in Figs. 5 through 8 as composite plots of
time and altitude versus range to touchdown. Figure 5 shows the composite plots for four baseline
descents. Although all pilots presumably used the same procedure to fly their profiles, the data
revealed significant time and altitude variations between profiles, reflecting differences in individual
pilot technique. At 30 n.mi. from touchdown time-control point, the variability in time is 196 sec.
Here, variability is defined as the difference between the earliest and latest arrival time for all
profiles of a particular type and is used as a conservative substitute for standard deviation.

Since the typical landing-time interval betweeii aircraft is approximately 100 sec (Table 1), a
196-sec error range implies difficulties in achieving efficient traffic flow at terminal areas where two
or more streams of aircraft flying unaided profile descents are merged. Thus, unaided aircraft assigned
conflict-free time slots at the top of descent by an en-route metering system would accumulate
unacceptable time errors during the descent, and would therefore not be conflict free at the merge
point. As a result, the controller would frequently have to interrupt the profile descents to resolve
potential conflicts and ensure efficient traffic flow. Such problems have indeed been experienced in
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Fig. 7. Fast descents: 0.84/350. Fig. 8. Slow descents: 230.

ATC simulations of unaided profile descents (Ref. 11) and are also evident in the results of the ATC
simulations discussed earlier.

As shown in the composite plots in Fig. 6, the time variability of the nominal profile descents,
flown with the aid of the descent advisories, is reduced from 196 sec for the baseline descents to only
35 sec. Furthermore, the scatter in the altitude profiles is significantly reduced throughout the
descent. The predicted trajectory with an arrival time of 893 sec at 30 n.mi. is also plotted in Fig.
6, but is difficult to distinguish from the simulated trajectories because of crowding of the plots.
These improvements in accuracy clearly demonstrate the advantage of using the advisories. With the
top-of-descent point specified, pilots could concentrate on tracking the speed profile and needed to pay
little attention to thrust and altitude management. Without advisories, pilots often cross-check
altitude and range and then readjust the thrust so as to minimize anticipated altitude errors at the
bottom of the descent. With the advisories, pilots could maintain thrust at idle throughout, and yet be
confident that the altitude target at 30 n.mi. would be achieved.

As seen in the composite plots, Figs. 7 and 8, the time variability and the altitude scatter of the
fast and slow profiles are even lower than those of the nominal profile. In fact, the slow profiles
have the unusually low variability of only 7 sec, which one would expect to obtain only from a
closed-loop 40 guidance system. This high accuracy is probably related to the fact that they are
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simpler to fly than the other two types of profiles. The slow profiles are flown at a constant CAS and
do not contain a constant Mach segment. Furthermore, they can be flown entirely at idle thrust, since
they never exceed the 3,000-ft/min descent rate as the other two do during portions of their descent.
Another simplification is the absence of a deceleration segment at the bottom of the descent. One can
conclude from these results that procedural complexity has a strong impact on time-control accuracy and
should be carefully considered in choosing the descent profiles.

Time accuracy and fuel efficiency of the predicted and simulated profiles at the 30 n.mi. point are
sumarized in Table 3. By comparing the first and second columns it can be seen that all predicted
times fall within the corresponding time ranges of the simulated profiles. This comparison Indicates
that there is no significant bias between the predicted and simulated data.

The averge fuel-consumption data given in Table 3 show that the slow profile is the most fuel
efficient and the fast profile the least fuel efficient. The nominal profile, though considerably faster
than the baseline profile, consumes only slightly more fuel (17 lb) on averge than the baseline does.
Thus, the trade off between time and fuel, so important in airline operations, favors choosing the
nominl profile. However, the profile actually assigned to an aircraft by the air traffic scheduler
will depend on the availability of a conflict-free time slot at the time of descent.

In addition to tests of the tail-wind condition reported herein, head-wind and zero-wind conditions
have recently also been tested. Preliminary analysis is yielding results that are generally consistent
with the tail-wind conditions. Also, the time variability between the 30-n.mi. point and touchdown was
investigated for both a straight-In and a standard-approach pattern, the latter consisting of downwind,
base, and final segments. Analysis of results for these conditions is still in progress.

Pilots participating in the simulation generally reacted favorably toward the profile-descent
advisory concept. The pilots cited as the primary benefit the accurate specification of the top-of-
descent point in the presence of complex altitude-dependent wind profiles. Moreover, the pilots
considered the advisories as unobtrusive and all profiles as comfortable to fly.

The experience of this study has identified the following three guidelines for achieving accurate
time control. First, descent procedures provided by advisories should be simple to execute and faniliar
to pilots. Second, aircraft performance and atmospheric conditions should be accurately represented In
the advisor algorithm. Third, pilots should be briefed on the characteristics of the advisories and the
requirement to execute them accurately.

The time accuracies achieved in the simulation would be adequate for a time-based ATC system if
they could be duplicated in practice. However, uncertainty in the knowledge of the actual wind profile
and inevitable lapses in pilot attention to the profile tracking task will result in larger errors than
obtained in the simulation. One can attempt to estimate such time errors from analysis of ATC radar
tracking data during an aircraft's descent. Then, an updated speed advisory can be issued near the
midpoint of the descent to minimize these errors. With the addition of such a midpoint advisory,
control of arrival time within +20 sec appears to be feasible.

Table 3. Summary of simulation results, time (sec) and fuel (lb)
to 30 n.mi. to touchdown point

Time Range of Range of
Predicted by Times; Time Average Fuel Use; Fuel

Type of Profile Algorithm Variability ( ) Fuel Use Variability

Baseline
H 0.81280 KCAS 890-1084 1065 945-1145
without profile (196) (200)
advisories

Nomina 1
H 0.8/320 KCAS 893 880-915 1082 1064-1098
top of descent: (35) (34)
108 n.mi.

Fast
M 0.84/350 KCAS 863 854-871 1175 1169-1183
top of descent: (17) (14)
107 n. mi.

Slow
230 KCAS 1104 1098-1104 771 764-778
top of descent: (7) (14)
133 n.mi.
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S. CONa.UDINS REMARKS

Studies completed to date indicate the essential feasibility of achieving the major performance
objectives of a time-based, traffic-mnagment concept. Air traffic control simulations have
demonstrated that a time-based system used in conjunction with appropriate procedures. computer aids,
and Information displays provides an efficient method for controlling a complex mix of traffic,
including both high- and low-performance aircraft as well as various percentages of 40-equipped aircraft.

Time control offers significant benefits even at low-percentage mixes of equipped aircraft by using
advisories to help maintain unequipped aircraft on an accurate time schedule. Thus, traffic in the
complex final-control sector flows more orderly and is easier to control uhen time control methods arc
in use. Although the system operates internally in a time-based mode, controllers need not be ware of
this situation and retain the ability to operate in their traditional distance-spacing mode.

Piloted simulations have dmonstrated the effectiveness of profile-descent advisories to control
the descent time of unequipped aircraft. An accuracy at the time-control point of +20 sac, which a
time-based system needs to be effective, appears attainable with the descent advisor designed according
to the methods outlined in the paper.

A combined ATC and piloted-simulation test of the concept is planned for 1967. If these tests
confirm performance predictions, the FM and NASA plan jointly to conduct operational evaluations of the
concept at the Denver En-Route Air Traffic Control Center.
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N __mms: Tnis paper summrizes thg objectives of the U.S. program for applying automation

to airaffic control systems, progress tus far, and plans for tim future.

Introduction

Since tow time in 1958 when computers were first used to print flight strips in tnw United States at
a small numer of Air Traffic Control (ATc) centers. it nas been a continuing objective to
capitalize on the rapidly evolving computer tecnologies to improve tue ATC system. Our specific
objectives have ban to apply computers and tie associated automation functions to:

* improve safety of ATC operations

- increase tri efficiency of traffic management, and

- increase the productivity of ATC controllers.

Tim basic philosophy underlying our plans for applying automation to the ATC system has been to move
as rapidly as practical, but to acknowledge tat tee evolution of ATC automation functions will ne
paced by:

- tie capacity limitations of ATC computers already installed in tie field, until they can be
replaced with higher capacity machines

- the quality and accuracy of input data such as radar, winds aloft, and severe weather areas

- the nonuniform and relatively slow rate of equippage of aircraft with advanced avionics
sUch as Node S transponders, data link, microwave landing systems, and flivat management
computers, and

- tie complexity of tan design and development process for advanced levels of automation
which significantly altar the work environment and functional responsibility of controllers.

The pace of automation applications nas been slower than many would wish; but this does not diminish
the expectations that in the long term, tim ground-based ATC computers will assue a greater
responsibility for traffic flow planning, traffic management, and assurance of safety. In our view,
it is inevitable that tim ground-oased ATC system computers will eventually be linked to the
airborne computers via data link to accomplish the information transfers on flight planning, traffic

advisories, and ATC clearances.

Steps Thus Far in ATC Astomation in the U. S.

The review of tue progress to date of ATC automation in tie United States illustrates a partial

achievement of our objectives.

Toe initial use of computers in tie late 1950's and early 1960's was to process and distribute

flight plan data ag control centers. This step substantially reduced tue manpower required for
this function and, in addition, improved tow accuracy and timeliess of flight plan data
distribution.

The next major step In toe mid-1970's was to process and track digitized radar input data, and
display aircraft locations with identity tags on controllers radar displays. Conformnce of
controlled aircraft with their flight plans was monitored automatically. Further. flight plan data
were processed and flit progress strips were distributed autematically to radar cotrol
positions. Te resltin improvement in controller productivity was estimated to b approximately
10-15 percent and tat safety Improvements were substantial due to positive idetification and
accuracy of displayed aircraft track informatle.

Additional safety imprvements came in tim late i970's with trock-ased automated conflict alert ad
minimum saft altitude warning. Tese functiams nee contri uted greatly to increased safety.

We tom cost of fel Increased dramatically in the early IMU's, eomsis in owtonstiee develoi t
shifted to tim nationel flew centrol System. Iprovemeats were mo in too automation functiot
which calculate expected demand far congested airports, establish arrival seqences and sciadutes
fur arriving aircraft, and snift necessary delays frme alrbecu %eIds to ground holds at departure
airports. Efficiency as measured by recd airorne data. and fue consmaption was significant.
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By the mid-IW0's development of additional safety related automation functions was completed. but
tme computer capacity limititations of thm installed on route computers prevented implementation.
These automated functions are:

- conflict alert for encounters between Node C-equipped VFU aircraft and controlled IFU
aircraft, and

- automatic generation of conflict resolution advisories to controllers for conflicts Which
nad been detected by tie computers.

Te replacement of tme IN 9020 computers In our en route centers by IN 303's in the late Ig0's
will remove toe computational constraints. and implementation of these added safety functions can
then proceed.

Similarly, capacity limits of tn present Nationsl Traffic onangement Computer. which is also
scheduled to be replaced in tne late 1980's. has prevented implementation of automation improvements
for national flow control. amely:

- inclusion of flight plan data for nonscheduled aircraft in tom demand calculations for
congested airports, and

- use of compter-generated progress reports for all controlled aircraft for centraltzed
calculation of anticipated en route sector and fix loadings.

Improved accuracy of these loading estimates is very important to the efficient centralized

management of traffic flows through congested airspace and into tee high density terminals.

Future Plans

The major advance planned for ATC automation in the early IM9's is the Advanced Automation System,
which will Include a set of automation capabilities called Automated En route Air Traffic Control
(/MRA) 1. The A I functions include:

- calculation of flight patis in four dimensions (latitude. longitude, altitude, and time)

- conflict probe of planned four-dimensional flight paths IS-20 minutes into time future to
provide earlier detection of flight plan conflicts and enable more orderly traffic flow and
reduction of controller workload

- detection of flight plan conflicts with time-dependent, restricted airspace for the route

of flight

- detection of flow and eterinlg restrictions

This is expected to result in a far greater capability for allowing user aircraft to fly their
preferred direct routes and altitude profiles then at the present time.

A follow-on automation step, called ElRA I, will automatically calculate candidate solutions to
detected conflicts which will:

S resolve future flight plan conflicts and perform any coordination necessary at other
affected sectors, and

present prioritized alternatives in clearance formet.

The controllers will nave the option to deliver these computer-generated clearances and advisories
by voice or oy data lint to properly equipped aircraft.

Advances beend the level of automation in MRA 11 will likely involve a Quantum crange in the ATC
system procedures. To achieve our announced goal of doubling controller productivity, It will be
necessary to delegate to tim ATC cempters se aspects of the controllers present responsibil ities
for direct centrol af aircraft. rats will require a clear and unmiguous demarcation between
respesiolities retained by the controller and these delegated to the ATC computer. Anoter
oviaous rquirmat Is for a direct communications link between the ground ATC computers and
airberne cempters in controlled aircraft.

le alternative concepts Include:

automatic computer central of all aircraft in designated high altitude regimes

atotic coter central of all aircraft which are quipped with advanced avionics (data
lint and fipt mna t computers) and witch fly througi specified airspace regims

toe AIC conmter perfoerm tom separation fonctions for all controlled aircraft in eo route
airspoce, e0110 te cetroller uses computer aids to perform conflict fve flivt plaeming

A deal of researec rameins to be done before ths advamced concepts can be fully developed.
Compleities derive fm twe:

division of reapnsibilities bete to Controllers sod copt4ers, and thm mam.lchlne
interface desip

L.
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te variety and mix of avionics and perfomnece capablitties of controlled aircraft

difficulties in Nmedliq unaticIpatd pertueatios in traffic flow due to winds, severe
ueatamr, end equilpaet outages

Finally, etre ay step can as tamon bmad tM current mode utre ATC computers provide automation
aids to controllers wo retain tft ueaquivocal responsibility for control of aircraft. full and
complete confidence of controllers. pilots, and tan public mst D achieved in mt only tra
functional capabilities of advanced automtiom equipment, but also its absolute protection against
equipment failures.

'N\
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Summary

In a joint project carried out by DFVLR and FS (the Germn Federal Air Navigation Services) the
',CWWAS-system (Computer Oriented Metering Planning and Advisory Ystom) A G" 6ee, developed at the

UFVLR-Instituteor Flilt Guidanci. it has-oen tested md evaluated at th institute's air traffic
simulation facility, using traffic scenarios of Frankfurt airport with 4o 52 aircraft movements
simultaneously. , ,-

The operational objectives of the CWMAS-syste. are with regard to Frankfurt airport'lo achieve the
best possible us"g of the available but limited runway landing capacity, to avoid unnecessary delays and
to apply economic approach rfiles whenever possible. The planning functions--Aich today are still
carried out by human controllers ilT be transftrred to a computer. It generates a comprehensive plan for
a best overall arrival Sequence and schedule. MWgecution of this plan, however, 4~ tonallr-rmains
the task of the human controllers.,,They are provided with all data necessary to cintrol the approaching
aircraft. ki"

The system concept, the dynamic planning algorithms as w ll as the operational concept for computer
assistance and the man-machine interface are presented. Sam preliminary results of the experiments and
evaluation will be reported. 41

1. Introduction

Planning and control of a safe, regular and efficient flow of air traffic at high density airports is
an extremely difficult task for Air Traffic Control (ATC). The increasing nuer of additional
reqirements that have to be met by ATC, such as: fuel efficiency, noise abatement procedures, wake vortex
separation, capac ty usage demands have made this task even more complex and challenging.

In a joint project carried out by OFYIR and WS (the Grmo.- Federal Air Navigation Services) the
COMPAS-Systam (Computer Oriented Metering Planning and Advisory Ysteo) has been developed, tested and is
now u evalultion at IVLR. -

The operational objectives of the COMPAS-systm are (with regard to Frankfurt Airport) to achieve
best possible usage of the available, but limited runway landing capacity, to avoid unnecessary delays and
to apply economic approach profiles whenever possible. The planning functions which nowadays are still
carried out by human controllers will be performed by a coputer. It generates and suggests a
cops -honsive plan for a best overall arrival sequence and schedule. The execution of this plan however
intentionally remains the task of the human controllers. They are therefore provided with all necessary
ata to control the approaching aircraft.

The project objective is to obtain solutions and experience in the layout and application of computer
assisted system In Air Traffic Control.

The design of a seml-autemted subsystem necessitates in particular careful and feasible solutions
both for the transfer of h~ planning and decision making functions to a computer and for the the
distribution of authority between computer and controller.

2. Arrival Planning in Air Traffic Control

Z.1 I M Pienine in todays sstei

An impertant task in Air Traffic Control is to sergo several converging streams of aircraft from
different aproach directions on the runy centerine (ig. 1). On major, often congested airports this
is a challenging and complex task. Although the average arrival rate my not exceed the average landing
caaity, It cant be avoided that (despite all long-term flight plan coorination and mad la-term flow
control) the arrivals ae randemly distributed.

This would lead to

o arrival peaks twith resulting delay),
arrival o efltl ye we city)

o umffectle m tfl i lIms aequencig (capacity r imc in) or

If 11 approit planiq and control actions mld be taken by air traffic controllers in order toestablithab S s Wfe, t an efficient fle of traffic. T1e actions should be taken in due time outsidethe terminal aa. to avoid congestion and holding procedures in the narrow terminal am. ae to allow

the 01 ication of eonomic, idle-dIscOnt profiles.
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FiL 2 Illustrates in a schematic way the extended approach area of Frankfurt Airport. A typical
approac-h-commnces in the vicinity of a so-called "Entry Fix" some 70-100 m distant from the airport at
flight levels between 150 and 280. The different Standard Arrival Routes are converging at three Main
Nav ation Aids (Clearance Limits) the so-called "Metering-Fixes".

The interediate approach legs from those three directions finally are merged on the extended runway
center line for final approach. Normally the landing sequence should be established at least soma 10 Mw
from the runway threshold. This assumed point is called "Gate.

Today the arrival planning and control process is performed by several control units, some of them
assigned the Area Control Center (units CI and B1 ) others to Arrival Control and Local Control (A).

The shortcomings of todays situation can be described as follows:
o The overall-planning task is distributed to several control units.

o Arrival planning is performed "stepwise" from the "outer" units (Ci to B ) to the "inner" units
(A).

o Soe kind of tactical/ad hoc/local planning prevails in each control unit and must be coordinated
with other units.

o The application of one overall planning criterion and concerted control action is very difficult to
achieve, because of-Vw very high coordination effort.

o The integration of a variety of data from many different sources has to be performed mainly in the
head of the human controllers.

This leads to extremely high work load and even small disturbations which could not be matched, may
result in a traffic congestion.

Splitting-up and distributing this task to more control units would require even more coordination
effort.

Therefore it was envisaged to transfer at least parts of the human planning and control functions to
a computer.

2.2 Computer-based arrival planning

Based upon studies at Frankfurt Airport, a concept for a computer based planning system (COMPAS),
aiming to assist controllers in the comprehensive planning of arriving aircraft was developed and is now
being tested and evaluated by the DFVLR Institute for Flight Guidance in coperation with IFS - the Grmn
ATC-Authority.

The essential design principles of the COWAS-system can be described as follows:

o The stepwise distributed planning of the controllers is substituted by one, comprehensive, overall
computer planning.

o The computer planning function anticipates the traffic development for the next 30 minutes and uses
one single criterion, common for all units.

o Besides the *usual* data such as radar position information and flight plan data, many other data
are included in the computer planning functions, (i.e. traffic load in sub-sectors, aircraft
performnce and economy, actual airspace-structure etc.). The computer integrates these data and
genrates concentrated planning results.

o Each control unit involved is provided with its specific planning results, necessary to carry out
control and to play its part in the overall plan.

o The controllers stay fully In the loop and keep their executive function. In general the computer
generated plan Is acceptable to the controllers. However, it is possible for the controllers to
inract with the computer in order to modify the plan.

The basic structure of the COWAS-system is shown in Fig. 3. The operational objectives of the

COWAS-system are with regard to the Frankfurt situation:

o best usoge of runway landing capacity,

o delay reduction for arrivals,

o to apply economic descent profiles. If possible.

Fi 4 shoms how the COIPAS-systm will be Integrated into the existing ATC-system. COWPAS is
des i- t0rk in the present ATC-envirommnt. But beyod that actual radar-data and flight-plan-dat
are .e en-lie into the CONPAS-OP-system via special interfaces. Taking into consideration a set of other
infmtiee (aircraft performance, airspace structure, wind etc.) COIPAS generates a plan and displays it
to the controllers. The controller my use these COPAS-proposals, but Is not obliged to use the system.
Nemmer, If he does werk with It, the results should be so reasonable and convincing, that he easily can
dpt these propesals for his control actions. Under normal conditions no controller-computer interaction
is required. Nuwever interaction is possible, if the controller wants to modify the plan or if it Is
nteesary to cope with unfereseen events.
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A successful application of a system like this, where automated and human functions are closely

interrelated, strongly depends on the development of feasible solutions for

o the structure of the planning process,
o the distribution of authority between controller and computer.

These topics will be discussed in more detail in the following chapters.

3. Dynamic Arrival Planning

3.1 Planning functions

The overall goal of the computer based arrival planning is to generate a plan, giving the "best"
sequence and schedule and to provide information how to fulfil this plan. To work out a plan dynamically
in real time in a real environment, large quantities of data are necessary. They consist of three types of
data,

1. Fundamental data and models which are "static" and do not change during the planning process, i.e.
o aircraft performance data;
o airspace structure;
o approach procedures;
o separation values;
o wind model.

2. Event-oriented data, which change with "low frequency", i.e.
o aircraft entering or leaving the system;
o callstgn, type of aircraft;
o flight plan data (route, way-points, estimated times);
o wind data (force, direction).

3. Dynamic data, changing with "high frequency", i.e.
o actual flight condition (position, speed, altitude, deceleration rate, descent rate).

Eig. 5 shows the min data-processing functions which are carried out in real-time.

An overview on the various sub-tasks which have to be performed for the planning is listed below.
Most of them can be regarded as "auxiliary" functions for the intrinsic planning core: the sequencing and
scheduling function, which will be described in more detail.

o System monitoring and control

- Automated OP-controller
- Pre-processing of inputs to change basic-data;

sector allocation etc.
- Processing of OP-errors

o Data Compilation

- Radr target recognition, extraction
- Flight plan data selection
Code/Callsign assignment

- File inauguration and data procurement

o Forecast

- Speed calculation from radar tracking
- Flight path assessment
- Time-to-fly calculation
- Arrival time prediction

o Sequencing and scheduling

- "Mering of new arrivals into existing sequence and schedule
Time-conflict detection

- Tim-conflict resolution with "Branch & Bound" algorithi

o Update and Fixing

- Update of Snence-and Schedule-Asssot of fno I sequence
- Release of umecessary "time-tension"
- "Freezing" of final schedule and sequence

o InpVt/O2uteu Control

- Control ler-Cmputer-Interaction procedures

o ! rpe-Procossitjq

- Processing of controller modificattons
- Processing and storage of parameter alterations
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o Output-Processing

- Continuous processing and display of results
- Processing and display of data on request

o Basic-Data-Management

- Storage, modification and provision of the valid air space structure, landing direction, landing
rate, separation, type-specific performance, profile models, wind models etc.

3.2 The Planning Algorithm

The core of the arrival planning function is an algorithm which consists of three major elements:

1. Prediction and initial scheduling
2. Time-conflict detection
3. Time-conflict resolution

The algorithm is activated every time when a new aircraft enters the system.

3.2.1 Prediction and Initial Scheduling

When a new aircraft arrives at an "Entry" Fix", the arrival time prediction is made for the "GATE".
Two arrival times are calculated:

1. The Estimated Time Over Gate (ETOGT) based upon the preferential profile (i.e. idle thrust descent) and
all other actual conditions of the flight.

2. The Estimated Earliest Time Over Gate (EETOGT) taking into account all measures to advance the arrival
within the performance margins of the aircraft and possible short-cuts of the flight path.

The "earliest" arrival time is used for the inital planning in order to keep the system under "time
pressure" and to advance and expedite the traffic flow. With its EETOGT a new aircraft is inserted into
the existing aircraft sequence and schedule for the GATE. The result is the initial plan, giving a
tentative schedule and landing order. Then the time-conflict detecting function is called.

3.2.2 Time-conflict detection

The time-conflict detector is searching the entire landing order for infringements of the minimum
permitted time-separation between pairs of two successive aircraft at the GATE.

It uses a data table, the so-called separation matrix (Fig. 6) which gives the minimum permitted
time-separation between any combination of leading and trailing aircraft according to their
wake-vortex-class.

If there is no time-conflict detected over the GATE, i.e. if the time-separation between any
preceeding and following aircraft is equal or greater than the respective minimum separation the planning
process is finished.

However, if a time-conflict between two or more aircraft is detected, the conflict resolution
function comes into effect.

3.2.3 Time-conflict Resolution

The time-conflict algorithm works as follows:

1. It consideres the earliest time-conflict in the initial plan. If one of the two aircraft involved in
this conflict has s -s-tatus "frozen" (i.e.lts position in the planned sequence over the Gate cannot be
changed anymore), then the "non-frozen" aircraft is put behind the "frozen" one according to the
separation matrix in Fig.6. If both aircraft have the "non-frozen" status, there are two possibilities
for the sequence:

- aircraft i behind aircraft j
- aircraft j behind aircraft I.

Both possibilities have a given delay time for the postponed aircraft. The time-conflict algorithm now
first evaluates the solution with the smaller delay-time to form the revised plan (which is
characterized by this delay-time).

2. In this revised plan, again the earliest time-conflict is considered (if there is one remaining).
Repeating step 1, this conflict is resolved with the penalty of an additional delay time. This conflict
resolution process continues until a conflict-free revised plan has been found (with a certain total
delay-time).

3. In a beck-tracking procedure, the algorithm has now to check all the solutions of step 1, which have
been neglected in the first attempt. For each of these solutions the conflict solution process of step
2 has to be carried out until:
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- either another conflict-free plan with a smaller total delay-time as that of the previous
revised conflict-free plan has been found,

- or the total delay-time exceeds that of the previous conflict-free plan.

4. This back-tracking procedure is carried out for all neglected conflict solutions of step 1 and 2. The
procedure terminates with a conflict-free plan with the minimum possible delay-time.

The time conflict resolution algorithm is governed by the strategy to minimize the total aircraft
delay-time, according to the overall goal of the COIMPAS project, to maximize the aircraft throughput.
Other strategies are thinkable, e.g. to minimize the total number of time-conflicts to be resolved,
thus reducing controller workload.

The described algorithm is a type of branch & bound-algorithm, which can be visualized as a
heuristic-directed search in a tree, using a cost function (the total delay-time). Nodes represent
plans and are labeled with the earliest time-conflict to be resolved. The arcs represent the conflict
solution procedures "i before J" and "j before i", as discussed in step 1 above. The tree is developed,
using the heuristics "to solve the earliest conflict in the plan first" (Step 1). The total delay-time
is summed up along the branches, until a conflict-free plan is reached (Step 2).The value of the cost
function for the first conflict-free plan is called "first bound". The back-tracking procedure (Step 3)
leads to another branch of the search-tree, which is either closed, when its total delay-time exceeds
the value of the first bound, or when a new conflict-free plan is reached with a smaller delay-time
(Step 4). The result of this search procedure is a conflict-free plan with minimum delay-time. The
procedure is illustrated in Fig.7.

The algorithm tries to resolve the earliest conflict first, i.e. the conflict between aircraft B an
D. If one of these two aircraft has already been"frozen", in this case aircraft B, the "non-frozen"
aircraft D is put behind the leading one. In the next step the algorithm checks if the delay for D has
created a new conlict or if other conflicts still exist. Again the earliest conflict is selected, in the
example the newly created conflict between D and E. If both sequences D-E or E-D are possible, either D or
E my be delayed. The algorithm selects that sequence, where the total delay is minimum. This process is
repeated until all time-conflicts have been resolved, giving a first solution for the sequence (l.branch)
and the first value of the cost function (l.bound).

4. Computer-Controller Interface

The layout of the mn-machine interface is of very great importance for the practicability and
acceptance of a computer assisted function. The guidelines for the layout of the COMPAS-system were:

o to keep the controller in the loop (i.e. to give him the plan, but to leave the verification of the
plan to his experience, skill and flexibility);

o to display just the necessary data, in a clear and understandable form;

o to minimize the need for keyboard entries.

These user requirements led to questions and proper solutions for the

o distribution of authority between controller and computer

o design of displays and controls and operational procedures.

4.1 Distribution of Authority between Controller and Computer

The requirement was to keep the controller in the loop. This led to a solution where the automated
planner permanently carries out the planning functions, with the results (the overall-plan or a sub-plan)
being displayed to the respective radar controllers. In the "normal" case, the plan should be reasonable
and acceptable and no controller-computer interaction, not even the confirmation of receipt is required.

This means that the control authority fully remains with the controllers. The computer simply takes
over the complex planning procedure and makes proposals to the controllers. Assuming that these proposals
are compatible with the intentions of the controller and the "behaviour" of the aircraft, the controllers
will readily accept the suggested plan, transform it into appropriate control actions, which then are
carried out by the aircraft. The traffic situation will then further develop as anticipated by the
automated planner. As the controller does not "inform" the computer about his control actions (via data
inputs), the computer does have no direct feedback from thq controllers, but only monitors and
recalculates the development of the traffic situation. Only if modifications are fed in, the computer will
react to controller inputs (Flg.8).

The planning function can be classified as "loose, open loop-planning", with - by intention - low
accuracy, leaving much responsibility but also flexibility to the human controllers.

Other concepts with a more "tight, closed-loop-planning", are conceivable, however they require even V
more data, more data-processing capability, more intelligent algorithms and a higher degree of automation.

In real world operation, however, deviations and disturbances frequently occur and have also to be
delt with. So, if the controller has to maintain full control authority, he must be permitted and able to
"override" or modify the computer generated plan. In the COMPAS-system this can be done with some function
keys. Table I shows the operational capabilities of the COMPAS-system without and with controller
interacton.
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Distributing the authority between controllers and computer causes another problem. In a
computer-based system one automated planner generates one overall plan, which then is divided into several
sub-plans and distribut-e to the respective controller-Tn the different sub-sectors (Fig. 9).

This means the computer has and generates some kind of "master-plan". If this overall-plan is not
apparent in the sub-plans, the sub-plans might not be transparent, understandable and acceptable to the
controllers. Therefore it is important to provide information on the overall-plan, be it "on-request" or
permanently.

Another problem resulting from the distribution of sub-plans is, that plan modifications may
originate at different places. This leads to questions of priority, of conflicting interactions and of
deterioration of the general goal of the planner, and as well to the stability of the planning process.
For the COMPAS experimental system with a limited number of controller working stations satisfying
solutions have been worked out. In an operational system application with a great number of controller
working stations this problem has to be resolved carefully.

4.2 Displays and Controls

As mentioned above the user requirements are:

- to display just the necessary data, in a clear and understandable form,

- to minimize the need for keyboard inputs.

This led to simple, but very clear displays and functions keys.

A coloured display is used. The basic version of the display for the arrival controllers is shown in
Fig.l0 .The display shows at top right:

- the landing direction in use; (25)

- the airport acceptance rate; (Flow 3.0 means: unrestricted flow, with 3 nm minimum separation
when permitted).

The left part of the display shows a time-scale for the next 20 minutes, with the actual time
(10.17h) at the bottom. The expected arrivals in this sector are displayed with their call-sign and
wake-vortex-class (H). The leading aircraft is at the bottom (according to the typical arrangement of the
flight-progress-strips on the strip-holder-board). The small box on the bottom left represents the GATE,
giving the indication that, e.g. the JU 358 should be over the GATE right at lo.17h, followed by the AY
821 about 85 sec later, a.s.o..

The letters left of the time-scale give a rough indication of the suggested control action. Four
qualitative suggestions are made to the controllers in order to establish a smooth, dense landing stream:

"X" - expedite (30 sec up to 2 minutes),
"0" - no action (+ 30 sec),
"R" - reduce (0 sec up to 3 minutes delay),
"H" - hold (more than 3 minutes delay).

As an example: the LH 880 should arrive at the GATE at about 10:26 and it should be reduced. Because
the LH880 is a HEAVY-type aircraft, increased wake-turbulence-separation is planned for the succeeding
JU350, which has to be expedited in order to catch its landing slot.

There is no proposal for the specific control command. Whether speed control, delay vectors or a
combination of both is to be applied, is left to the judgement and experience of the controller, who will
consider the entire traffic situation.

The displays for the sector controllers are configured accordingly. However, the bottom box then
corresponds to the "Time over the Metering Fix". Displayed is the whole sequence, i.e. the sequence to be
merged from all approach directions. According to the colour of the stripholders used in the different
approach sectors the labels are presented in the respective colours, giving the controller a clear
indication from which direction an aircraft could be expected and giving a hint for what reasons the
computer possibly has made a. different proposal than the human controller would have done with his limited
knowledge of the overall situation.

In case of higher degrees of automation or in case even more sophisticated "intelligent" planning
algorithms are applied, the questions of transparency and understanding become even more important, as the
controller must be able to fully monitor the automated control process and to take over control at any
time, in case of emergency.

In this application of a semi-automated sub-system the solutions provided for transparency and
acceptance were worked out in close cooperation with the users.

As mentioned above, the controller is allowed to modify the computer generated plan if he desires or
if unforeseen events have to be matched.

Fi.11 shows the small functions-keyboard which is used for controller-computer-interaction. There
are 8-[--are) function-keys to activate the operational interventions described above. In addition there
are "Clear"- and "Execute"-keys and the so-called "-/+"-keys which are used either:

... ........... ......m. ... ....
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o to move a cursor down or up the time-scale, in order to identify or modify the plan of a specific
aircraft, for example for a sequence change;

or
o to increase or decrease parameter values; e.g. if the flow rate shall be changed: after pressing

the FLOW-key, fi-st the valid value is displayed on the input-control-line (bottom-right). It then
can be increased or decreased with the "-/+"-keys. The desired value is activated with the
EXECUTE-key.

All input procedures are performed in this same manner.

Although much more sophisticated displays and controls are conceivable and feasible fron an
engineering point of view (as much more information is available in the computer) the COMPAS development
strictly adhered to the design-requirement of keeping the man-machine-interface as simple and clear as
possible.

The first trials with controllers from Frankfurt are very promising with regard to acceptance and
operational feasibility.

5. Conclusions

The described computer-based planning system has been developed in all its elements at the
DFVLR-Institute for Flight Guidance. It has been tested and evaluated at the institute's air traffic
simulation facility, using traffic scenarios of Frankfurt Airport in real-time simulations, with up to 52
aircraft movements simultaneously.

The dynamic planning algorithm as well as the operational concept for computer assistance and the
man-machine interface not only proved to be feasible, but were also readily accepted by more than 30 air
traffic controllers from the Frankfurt Air Traffic Control Center, who took part in the tests and
evaluaLions.

Thus a first step towards the introduction of intelligent computer assistance for the controllers has
been successfully achieved. It is however quite obvious, that this step of transferring human planning and
decision making functions to a computer is still limited, with respect to the operational requirements of
the user. A next step to go ahead with, is to implement some human controller heuristics in a rule-based
system, which will then be coupled with the described algorithm. Essential for any operational application
however are not only appropriate models and suitable computer capabilities, but in particular the careful
design of elements and procedures for the man-machine interface.
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Figure 1: Radar tracks of arriving aircraft in a 90-min peak period

Figure 2: Structure of the Frankfurt Approach Area
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Figure 3: Planning and execution functions with COI4PAS
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Figure 10: COMPAS-dlsplay of proposed sequence and schedule
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Figure 11: COWAS-function keys
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0 SEQUENCING, SCHEDULING

(SEQUENCE: ARRIVAL TINES FOR MF AND 6T)
9 METERING CONTROL ADVICE

(SPEED-. DESCENT, FLI6MT-PArHo

RECOMENDAT IN)
f ADDITIONAL INFONINATION (DISPLAY ON NW(E&ST)

IF NECESSAN. vi11 CNILEUll lIhTEIIICTIh

" CIANGE OF NOMINAL SEPARATION

" CNAIR OF LANDING DIRECTION
" CHANI OF ATC/AIRSPACE STRUCTUIRE
* CHAIE OF SEQUENCE
* INSERTION OF AN. INTO SEGUENCE
* EXTRACTION OF AN. OUT OF SEQUENCE

* EXCEPTIONAL CASES AND PNOElIINES

Table 1: CONPAS-Operational Capabilities
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I. INTRDUCTION

In the years to come, the air traffic density will probably increase costinuously, although in Witern

Europe there is no major plan for the coastruction of new major airports or other important landing fact-
lities. This twofold projection has been stated in the past and its implications discussed at previous
AGARD conferences. In fact, it has been analysed in terms of delays (of. i, 1972), in terms of expedition
and efficiency (Rsf. 2, 1975), and in terms of economy, particularly fuel conservation (Rof. 3, 1979;
Ref. 4. 1912). while the emphasis today sem to be placed again mainly on capacity (Rtef. 5, 1964;

Ret. 6, 190<).

Within the Engineering Directorate of EUCkC ML, the European Organisation for the Safety of Air IMviga-

tion, a technique has been developed for the efficient masagmnt of the air traffic and the accurate con-

trol of each Individual flight in an extended area including and surrounding a main terminal and possibly
several secondary airports, this extended area being referred to as a Zone of Convergence. The system is

essentially made up 'f two basic, closely interrelated components:

(a) on the one hand. the management of the traffic referred to as the Regional Organisation of the

Sequencing and Scheduling of Aircraft System (ROSAS);

(b) on the other hand, the accurate 4-D control of each Individual flight In the zone in accordance with
the managmnt directives. This component i referred to as the Control of Inbound Trajectories of

Individual Aircraft (CINTIA).

The ROSAS/CINTIA system alm at meeting the thre-element criterion of ecoomy/expedition/capacity. It
mots the requirements of the airlines by uinimising the overall deviation from the preferred climb/
cruise/descent speed profile - even on-line at the request of the pilots. In addition, the resulting
traffic Situation is safer, the number of potential conflicts being appreciably reduced when compared to

actually observed situations (Refs. 7 and $). ROSAS provides the definition of each flight through the
zone e.g. from entry to touchdown. CINTIA makes it possible for the ground-based air traffic controller

to guide each individual aircraft in accordance with the management (ROSAS) directives, in spite of the
numerous perturbations emanating from a wide variety of sources.

From the tests conducted so far, using actual observed traffic in both the irussels and London areas, the

ROSAS algorithms appear efficient and reliable. Clearly, the applicability of the system to real life now

relies on the quality of CINTIA, that is to say on an accurate navigation, guidance sad control procedure
(duly coordinated between the ground-based control unit and the aircraft pilot and possibly on-board
equipment) such as to enable each aircraft to seat its landing time position within the landing time slot
sequence defined initially - on entry into the sone - and possibly mended subsequently by the air traffic

managemnt unit or the controllers in charge of the flight.

For accuracy assessment, the CINTIA overall control loop has been simulated in cooperation with airline
pilots and professional air traffic controllers. The results obtained to date indicate that a 10-second
accuracy at the runwey threshold can be expected in present R/T communicationa - and furthermore, in a
future automated digital link environment - for flight paths from entry to touchdown extending up to
200 as.

A summary of the proposed control procedure - the technical aspects and the results of a series of tests

conducted on evoral flight simulators - was presented at previous conferences &ad the relevant pro-
ceedinga (aefs. 9 and 10) also include a list of references to associated developments. The reader is
accordingly referred to these previous publications for additional historical, technical and conceptual
details. This paper will outline only the essential operational features of CINTIA. showing the type of
computer assistance which can be expected for the controller/pilot dialogue and indicating, in addition,
how CINTIA could be Implemented in a real-life, present or future, environment.

2. iMSILATION UISIOIMT

2.1. Genaral: Magement (10004) / control (CINTIA) system

The overall maaagesmet/coatrol system is schematically illustrated in Figure 1. The management component
(MOS in the illuetration) a sigas a landing slot to each aircraft entering the zone. This is done in

terms of traffic sad other environmental conditions in accordance with the economy, -expedition-, capacity

and safety criteria sad constraints. The related plan is then referred to the relevant "sector(s)" for
coordination ad checked for local compatibility.

once accepted, subject to any amendments, the plan is sent to the control unit concerned for implemsn-
ration. Thereafter, the air traffic controller and CINTIA will cerate as a single efficient team in
order to guide the aircraft and slsist the pilot in performing the flight until touchdown.

2.2. 4-0 control of trajectorime: Cosments

A position for the 4-0 control of trajectories in an l/T comnications environment is shown schemati-
cally in Figure 2. The Landing time is received from the air traffic manement unit - on sam occasions
it my be medified by the local controller. For the purposa of simulating the procedure, the following
coampeets, comected as shown in the diagram, are available (additional information on this subject may

be found in Noference 11);

(a) 11atreto is simulated using current airline flight simulators operated by profes-
a1miT ZrV ;

(b) rodar isfoatiois ts et to CINTIA every 5 or 12 secoeds to simulate diverse modes of tracking

tecbaiqwee;



(c) R/T commnications facilities are stellar to thoc. cocrestly available heiress the air traffic
castes and the aircraft.

(d) 4D-coatrol directives for each aircraft are generated by CdKTlA's computer. Displayed os the
radair acroe to a somer consistent Rikh preseat-day operatios. they cac be tranested direct
tote current phraseology by the controller. Further, the controller to alerted (by the changing
appearance of the directive, e.g. ceoou chmeasaend/or audible @Lgwa) wenever tromiaeiLes
to the aircraft to lesineat (sea Sectiona 4 and 5 for label contests. phraseooy msed and
display).

(a) is the case of flights coeducted to date. actual control has been provided by pcoeeeeieal
belgian air traffic controllers (Ugle des Voites eirlemee/Iegie doe Lachtwngam).

(f) The CLNTLA @yetm as developed io directly adaptable for the purpose of automated d11Ig&It
aved/air/iround conmanicationa.

The control directive* generated by CI~rIA will Lead the aircraft in the mset economical my from
its present poeition to arrive at the allocated slot in the arrival sequence. Now Cr, the dis-
played directives are by so mass mandatory for the controller and CIMMl will adapt Itself automa-
tically to the results of different controller decisions. Actually, from dCllA's point of view,
these are simply considered as another set of possible perturbations.

2.3. Simlation versus real life operation

It io felt that the simulation enviroment which has been created ref lects real life operation with a high
degree of realism. This is true from the technical, operational ad hums viewpoints. Any disruptlos
which sight affect a regular flight can be Introduced and accounted for, Lacluding:

*aircraft operation: incidents covered by the use of the airline's training facilities;
*radar information: interruption for limited periods of tine;
*radio frequency occupancy: channel used at critical somata for margeacy massages;
*comanicatoas and/or control and/or navigation ambiguities resulting from human errors no the
ground or In the air;

*traffic situations calling for immediate control action such as conflict avoidance or resolution;
*adverse weather conditions calling for route and/or altitude clearance &Iterationa ad change is
aircraft operation (e.g. de-icing);

*any perturbations resulting from errors in meteorological forwsats. CLIMA's aircraft knowledge
(performance ad operational procedure), aircraft state variables (radar position and, in RII
mode, average mass), etc.

Section 5 contains a sample of trajectories flown recently on the SAUNA DC-10 flight simulator: it illus-
testes the realism of the simulation environment as outlined in these paragraphs.

NADSA

CINTIA operation in present RIT sirvironeent

Figure 2



1.3. ,eutalIllustration

fte approach Proedure to asumw schmmticelly in figure I. noe aircraft calg frass Load".. U.K., *in-
bound to Brussels. maliw, is schedmuled to tallow the route as cae (Dover. Kobar. mackel. Mli gem.
Su" 9908041c). It Vey eapect a prof II. descent. a staudard inbounid routs to Sruaaeie ne radar vec-
toning for 13.5 approach n ay 25 left.

The leading time is determined at damgiamms level to agreemenat with the control units concerned when the
aircraft eatOr* the Boes ora through adequate coordinatioe whem It pose" Dover - and. at the Ge tim.
the related characteristics of the trajectory (c rut**e/descent /approach speed profit* aMd final path Seug-
rapky) are defined accordingly.

1.2. Coatrol variables

A"icradt speed aed trajectory geography cover the two tumdsstal categoris of control variables avail-
able to guide the aircraft accurately to touchdown. In addition, alteration of the vertical Profile coms-
pomeat may also he coneidered as a s&ucc of trajectory control. Strictly speaking. ho wvr, this tails*
within the -aircraft ape"" control category even if the related directives are expressed in terse of
altitude clearance. an discussed subequently.

CIN!TIA Incorporates the aircraft performance for each aircraft type together with the tlighat procedures
the airline operator prefers. The knowledge background also covers the geography of the area including a
precise definition of the way-points. savigatio ai4s ad landing facilities. With this detailed infor-
eatiom In its ind, a Bood sesse of himmen understanding. a real cometence for extrapolating an observed
path and a remarkable capacity for generating on-ine the trajectory which will met the menegent

requirements, CINTIA provides guidance directives directly usable by the air traffic controller Ad fullyI J.3. Principle. of applIcatina to an Inbound flight

The application of CLNTLA control capability to an Inbound flight Is *0ugestod In Figure 3.

When the aircraft eatr th oe atitude and route clearances are confirmed. For the es-rott phase,
th ruse/dect itpOto pile F-tathe essential control variable. Accordingly, either at entry or at

some later position. cruise speed will be part of the control directive (CT-i). ut course. route amsend-

I

Cli 3

D" Buh

Schematic traJectory of a flight inbound to rusels
Ilustration of the characteristic control points

Figure I



east* my be requested. em well aG altitude restrictions, as Will be showm Later in this paper (reduction
of route lemgth whemever possible. conflict resolution actions. adverse weather avoidance, etc.).

After notification Of the cruise speed to the aircraft. CtNTIA presents the expected sn-rout.

deaceat- conditions, that is to ay the descent Speed and the position at which the transition from cruise
to dosceat is tCo be initiated (CTL-2).

During ot clone to the end of the en-route descent, CIATIA specifies the final patof t et
S(CTL-3). This may iaclue several components. mamsky speed Indicati~ns ldi.. rej.,Ilon

ijjtled in the area), tore to bae l*& ed turn for 11.5 interception as Illustrated in figure di. This dia-
ara shows the final pert - extending free Heckel to touchdown, about 65S to 75 a - of three trajectories
flows on the DC-10 flight simulator of SAUNA. Belgian World Airlines. In case (a). only one control
directive was seded corresponding to the definition of the final turn for 11.5 Interception. In case (b).
the approach to the 11.8 was made In two stepe. firstly a turn to base LOS ad secondly the final turn for
ILS interception. Finally, in case (c), at the end of the second turn. CINTIA also Suggested a reduction
of the speed to meet the allocated landing ties and thus to ensure safe separation from the preceding
aircraft in the leading sequence.

3.4i. surveillance, navigation ad communicationa

Besides the surveillance radar Information providing the aircraft position every 5 or 12 seconds, CIRTIA
accounts for pert of the available onboad squipmnt (cf. MI-27 versus 5-757 onboard navigation ad coe
putiag equipment&). Also It relies on sad adapts Itself to the following aide for the framing and trans-
mission of the control directives.

The specific control actions (se above actions pertaining to CTL-1. CTL-2. CII.- 3:(&), (b) and (c)) must
he initiated at specific positions. These positions area pesdI term of WIK distances to stations
normally used for navigation purposes in the area. ;ntetzalsdpcted in Figure 3, tthese stations
are successively toksy. Affligem and Bruno.

W~ith respect to cannuicatios, two Modes of operations are nsaged. In the present mode of l/T coop-
municationa, ClmJTIA displays the directives to the air traffic cont'roller, who relays them to the cockpit
after approval. The directives are frozen sow 30 to 60 secondo in advance to allow for human response
delay and frequency occupancy. In line with present lIT communications, CISITIA actually tailors its
massages for direct transmision to the aircraft - after presentation to and approval by the con-
troller - via an automated digital ground/air/ground link (this subject is discussed further in
seforenco 12).

).S. CINTLA/Comtroller interface

The main cosideration during the design of the CLINTIA/air traffic controller interface was to reduce a
far s possible the. controler's workload. To that sffect It was decided on the one hand to include the
CINTIA directives direct in the aircraft label on the synthetic radar display rather than to display then
on a serate SD (Electronic Data Display).

Un the other hand, it ws esential to avoid as far as possible any requirement for controller input to
CINTIA. Accordingly, if a controller vectors the aircraft away from the planned route it is not necessary
to notify this to CtNIIA. It is sufficiently intelligent to follow the flight path and consequently to
suggest to the controller whet, at each instance, the next control directive should be in order to arrive
from the present position at the correct slot in the landing sequence.

di. GRWNJALA CONTMOL SC91KAR1O

di.1. Sequence of Arouad/air/groumd Weaes&

In order to give a fair Idea of the operational procedure. it io propoesed to follow the sequence of
CIPTIA - Air Traffic Controller - Aircraft Pilot exchanges for a flight whose geography is as show In
Figure 3. Table I lists a set of masaes generated by CINTIA (thoe massages requiring air traffic con-
troller Action, and the massages being display"d when any other message was initiated or answered by the
ground) sa the comlete set of groed/air/groved massages exchanged during the whole flight from entry to
touchdown. The massages generated by CIMTA are placed in a rectangular f rems. They are black and white
copies of the label appearing on the radar screen (see Section 5). The mansages originating in the cock-
pit arm written is obliqes characters smd start with the call '~SMLS, S10123. Those sent by the air
traffic controller wee straight characters and usually start with the call 5UN 123, Brussels:"

The translation of the CIPTIA directives appearing in the l~bal into clear ATC phraseology results
directly from the table. Nevertheless, for the ske of completeness, sow individual aspects will he
discussd briefly.

di *2. Structure and coeleet ofCINTLA messages

The labels available for the CIMYA massage provide a capacity of 3 lines of G characters. Although
their contoat may vary free one phase of the flight to another, there are sow conatant elements.

(1) Tb-r first line includes the aircraft callsign, "M123" in the exasil. then the aircraft cate-
gory ('I for heavy, ,N' for Madive and "L' for light), and finally the poeition of the air-
craft is the leading sequsmce, 'I to "9" or "* If the aircraft occupies a position whose

reference is larger thea 9. This last Information is not generated by CIfLA but originates
fram the 8066S module which deals with the air traffic masaesat aspects.



NW 25-L
Flight SM403 1404"

RW25-L
Flight 914104 W486

sAFt

(c)

Illustration~ of inbound trajctory control
wi th

one.* two or three MT-1 c~oonents

figure 4
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(2) The second line usually displays the altitude expressed in Flight Levels and the ground speed
as derived from radar information. On request, CINTIA will provide the distance to touchdown
("track miles") instead of the derived ground speed; in this case, a decimal point will con-
firm that the information displayed is distance.

(3) The third line essentially contains CINTIA control directives. Clearly, the content of the
directives varies from phase to phase. When it is time to relay the directive to the aircraft,
the appearance of the message (3rd line only) changes e.g. a colour change from yellow to red
or from normal display to flashing depending on the type of equipment. After the time the
relevant action should have been initiated by the pilot, the appearance of the message (3rd
line only), changes again (e.g. to green or low intensity), which should remind the controller
which action was expected if it has not been initiated - for instance, if the pilot does not
turn in time the controller will send a reminder and CINTIA will use whatever control range
is available to compensate. Note: In Table 1, the mark "XXX" next to the directive indicates
that the appearance has changed and that the message should be sent.

4.3. Sequence of phases of flights

For ease of reference in Table 1, the various messages which follow each other chronologically have been
grouped by flight phase.

At entry into the Zone, the exchanges reflect present practice. CINTIA's displayed message requires the
aircraft to initiate transition to 280 KIAS cruise speed at 36 om before Koksy. This message is sent when
requested (XXX), and subsequently CINTIA presents continuously the next control directive "Expect descent
at ..-DME before Koksy", which will mark the end of the cruise phase and the beginning of the descent
phase. Its content may change, simply because the flying conditions have changed and/or ROSAS has allo-
cated a different landing time. CINTIA has adapted the remaining part in order to meet the final cons-
traint ("Descend at 5nam DKE before Kokey at 270 KIAS" instead of "Descend at 6 nm -DME before Koksy at
280 KIAS"). For the en-route cruise and descent phases, speed profile is to be expressed in terms of both
Mach/CAS. As already understood, the space available forces us to express such a profile in the form
mmm/as where the Mach number is expressed in hundredths and the calibrated airspeed in multiples of ten
knots. For the lower phase of the descent, the Mach component is no longer applicable. The speed is
accordingly expressed in knots and space is available to display the full code of the DME station.

After the en-route descent, CINTIA will display the next directive, namely the instructions defining the
turn for base leg, which is called the "base turn" phase in Table I. The message says "At 6.0 nm DME
before Bruno, turn right, heading 120 for base leg". At the request of the pilot relayed by the air
traffic controller, CINTIA will give the distance to go. Then CINTIA warns the controller that 12 seconds
from now he should instruct the pilot to turn right heading 220 to intercept ILS (phase entitled "Final
turn and ILS interception and landing" in Table 1). After the turn, CINTIA estimates the aircraft arrival
to be earlier than expected and gives the speed which would bring the aircraft nto schedule. Sub-
sequently, the time of arrival is estimated to be within the 10-second accuracy margin, and CINTIA indica-
tes that this is so by displaying the message .....

5. REAL TIME EXPERIMENTS

5.1. Use of airline flight simulators

A number of simulations were conducted using several airline flight simulators, viz SABENA, Belgian World
Airlines. Brussels (Boeing B-737 and McDonnell Douglas DC-10); British Airways, London (Boeing B-757);
Deutsche LUFTHANSA, Frankfurt (Airbus A-300 and Boeing B-737); NLM City Hopper, Amsterdam (Fokker F-27
and F-28) and the research flight simulator of the Dutch Aerospace Laboratory (NLR, Amsterdam). In order
to illustrate this, reference has been made to the results of the experiments conducted recently (14 and
16 April and 16 May 1986) using the SABENA DC-10 flight simulator operated by Captain J. Putz and dif-
ferent crew members on each date.

5.2. Nominal flight conditions

It has already been shown previously that the accurate control of the en-route cruise and descent phases
may require only two or possibly three control actions (Ref. 4, Paper 11), the critical portion being the
final part of the trajectory, say from 10,000 feet until touchdown. Accordingly, recent experiments were
limited to the final phase defined as follows. Flights inbound to Brussels, landing on runway 25 L, were
referred to CINTIA on arrival over Mackel, nominal conditions (horizontal flight, altitude 10,000 feet,
indicated airspeed 250 knots), say about 65 to 75 nm from touchdown. CINTIA computes the nominal trajec-
tory between Mackel and touchdown in terms of the traffic (landing slot position) and in accordance with
environmental conditions (meteorological forecast, anticipated a4proach procedure, etc.). As in en-route
practice (see Section 3), the transition from horizontal flight to descent phase was computed on the basis
of this nominal trajectory. For the purpose of the experiments CINTLA was allowed effective control only
after the aircraft had left FLIO0. This allowed the accumulation of considerable errors close to the base
turn point, thereby rendering the control of the final part even more critical.

5.3. Sample of trajectories

The horizontal projections of the flights included in the sample may be seen in Figure 5. For the sake of
clarity, this sample is shown as two subsets on the diagram. As it appears from the figures three cate-
gories of trajectories can be identified.

(a) flights following the planned route (Mackel, Affligem, Bruno, Brussels);

(b) flights going direct towards Bruno;
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ENTRY INTO ZOC-CONTROL AREA

BRUSSELS CONTROL. SN123
FL 310. INBOUND TO BRUSSELS
ESTIMA TING KOKSY IN 8 MIN

SN123, BRUSSELS, CONTROL
RADAR CONTACT, MAINTAIN FL 310
STANDARD INBOUND ROUTE TO BRUSSELS
EXPECT PROFILE DESCENT AND RADAR VECTORING FOR
ILS APPROACH ON RWY25L

BRUSSELS, SNI23
ROGER
MAINTAINING FL 310
STA NDA RD INBOUND ROUTE FOR RWY25L

CRUISE

SN123, BRUSSELS

1304,0 AT 36-DME BEFORE KOKSY. ADJUST SPEED TO 280KT-CAS

BRUSSELS. SN123
ROGER
AT36-DME BEFORE KOKSY, WILL ADJUST SPEED TO 280KT-CAS

123 H8 [SN123. BRUSSELS
1412j [EXPECT DESCENT AT 6-DME BEFORE KOKSY

BRUSSELS. SN123
ROGER
EXPECTING DESCENTA T6-DME BEFORE KOKSY

DESCENT

SN123. BRUSSELS
1310 4021 AT 5-DME BEFORE KOKSY DESCEND TO FL 100

XXX DESCENT SPEED 270KT-CAS

BRUSSELS, SN123
ROGER
A TS-DAfE tEFORE KOKSY WILL DESCEND TO FL 100
DESCENT SPEED 270KT-CAS

SN123, BRUSSELS
11153201 [AT 4-DME BEFORE AFFLIGEM DESCEND TO 2000 FT AND

XXX AT SAME DISTANCE REDUCE SPEED TO 250KT-CAS

BRUSSELS, SN123
ROGER
AT 4-DME BEFORE AFFLIGE .4 WILL DESCEND TO 2000 FT
AND WILL REDUCE SPEED -I- 250KT-CAS

SN123,. BRUSSELS
1100300 I CONTACT BRUSSELS ARRIVAL 118.25

BRUSSELS. SN123
ROGER

Example of CINTIA/CONTROLLER/PILOT dialogue

Table 1
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BASE TURN

[SNi23 H6 SN123. BRUSSELS ARRIVAL
78 2971 EXPECT BASE TURN AT 6.2-DME BEFORE BRUNO6.2 120 1

BRUSSELS. SNI23
ROGER
EXPECTING BASE TURN A T 6.2 -D.lE BEFORE BRUNO

SN123 15 SN123. BRUSSELS
40 280 AT 6.0-DME BEFORE BRUNO, TURN RIGHT
6.0 120 XXX HEADING 120 FOR BASE LEG

BRUSSELS, SN123
ROGER
A T6.0-DME BEFORE BRUNO
WE TURN RIGHT. HEADING 120
WOULD YOU GIVE US THE DISTANCE TO GO'?

SN3 145 SN123, BRUSSELS
60-120 TRACK MILES TO GO: 14.

BRUSSELS, SN123
ROGER
TRACK MILES TO GO 14.

FINAL TURN FOR ILS INTERCEPTION AND LANDING

]SN123 H3]
1 29 '62 I1220 ,12s

SN123 H3 SN123, BRUSSELS
(27 251 TURN RIGHT, HEADING 220 TO INTERCEPT ILS
S220 XXX

2N2501 BRUSSELS. SN123
25250 TURNING RIGHT, HEADING 220 TO INTERCEPT ILS

5SN,23 HI

23 86 SN123, BRUSSELSii XXX REDUCE SPEED TO 160KT-CAS AS CONVENIENT
E 1601 XXX REPORT WHEN ESTABLISHED ON ILS

BRUSSELS, SN123
ROGER. REDUCING TO 160
WE WILL REPORT WHEN ESTABLISHED

SN123 HI SN123. BRUSSELS
2ROGER

BRUSSELS, SN123
ESTABLISHED ON ILS

SN123 HI SN123. BRUSSELS
1CONTACT TOWER ON 118.60

BRUSSELS, SN123
ROGER

Table I (cont.)
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(c) flights subject to major diversions to either the North or the South before being directed
towards Bruno.

Atmospheric conditions vary from flight to flight, as do the accuracy of the meteorological forecasts
available and a number of other parameters, such as the mass of the aircraft, which in the R/T communica-
tions mode is not known to the air traffic control unit.

The captain and his crew followed current practice for the operation of the aircraft. On several occa-
sions, onboard observers suggested major navigation errors, as well as delays in responding to the ground
controller's directives.

5.4. Experimental setup

For the experiments, the CINTIA software was installed on a microprocessor. The radar data were provided
by another microprocessor directly connected to the DC10 simulator. In this setup the CINTIA/CONTROLLER
interface is made up of two main components:

(a) the colour display simulating a synthetic radar display which shows the actual aircraft position and
the label containing the information from CINTIA;

(b) the keyboard allowing the controller to control the display aspects and simulate ROSAS decisions.

The controller may make three types of requests:

• alteration of the background information (display or not of the way-point codes; display or not of the
initially planned trajectory; display or not of the currently predicted trajectory; display or not of
the predicted position, etc.);

* alteration of the label contents (for instance display of distance to go instead of derived ground
speed);

* amendment of the time of arrival, either in absolute value or relatively, that is to say by advancing or
delaying the arrival time in the landing sequence by one or several positions.

It should be stressed here that the inputs mentioned above only affect display aspects and simulate ROSAS
suggestions. Basically, CINTIA expects no controller inputs for the generation of control directives nor
does it require an acknowledgement of whether or not a specific directive has been actually transmitted to
the aircraft. As said before, in this respect the controller is not part of CINTIA's internal control
loop and the air traffic controller has complete freedom as to which decisions he actually takes, and
when. CINTIA will just follow and adapt itself to the new situation.

5.5. Display of ATc directives

The labels presented on the radar display - of which a sample is used in Table 1 - appear as shown in
Figure 6(b). The sequence of photographs used for this illustration pertains to the flight shown in
Figure 6(a).

5.6. CINTIA's control flexibility

After a series of tests conducted in various operational conditions, CINTIA's accuracy level has been set
to 10 seconds (for the expected time of arrival at the runway threshold), this value being used for the
set of experiments referred to in this paper.

During these simulation sessions, 23 flights were made in the presence of representatives of the Air Traf-
fic Services Authorities. The interest of the participants - external observers included - covered, in
particular, CINTIA's response to various perturbations. The following paragraphs aim at outlining the
disturbances injected to assess the capability of CINTIA to maintain safe conduct of the flight while
ensuring the arrival time within the expected 10-second accuracy.

Regarding the atmospheric conditions, meteorological forecasts were in error (20 deg. and 10 kt for the
wind orientations and magnitude respectively; presence of turbulence; requirements for de-icing). The
surveillance information was missing on occasion (for up to 20 seconds); the CINTIA operated on both 5 and
12-second transfer rates.

Aircraft operation included a number of options such as manual conduct or use of automatic facilities for
acceleration and deceleration phases, similarly for navigation and guidance, especially in turns and during
approach and landing phases. In addition, incidents were generated in the aircraft; for instance, during
one flight the final approach was made with one engine of the aircraft on fire. The mass of the aircraft
was not communicated to CINTIA. The value used on the ground corresponded to the average mass for this
particular aircraft, while the aircraft mass could vary between the minimum and maximum limits.

The Human concentration both on the ground and in the air was deliberately disturbed - although the pre-
sence of observers in the cockpit and at the air traffic control unit already constituted a source of
perturbation. In the cockpit, the captain delayed the initiation of action required by the controller
till the ground directive was repeated imperatively - for instance, delays for turning to base leg reached
one mile and there were errors of 20kt on the speed during cruise and descent. On the ground, the
controller omitted to clear the aircraft for the second part of the descent, which appreciably altered the
vertical component of the trajectory.

Also, in view of the traffic situation, ROSAS inputs were simulated, the position of the aircraft in the
landing time sequence was modified in the course of the flight and CINTIA automatically amended its ins-
tructions accordingly.
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Changes in route were initiated either at the request of the captain or at the discretion of the con-
troller. For changes of route auch as those shown in Figure 7(b), the controller send$ the authoristioa
or instruction to the aircraft by Q/T, without direct input to CINTIA. Nevertheless, CIITIA will
recognise the change of route and generate the subsequent Instructiona accordiagly (similarly, CINTIA
would recognise changes in the vertical profile. such as descent Interruptions, and aend its
predictions).

in addition, a number of incident* were created, leading to appreciable deviations from the usual routes,
as may he seen in Figure MMc). Deviations were made both northwards and southward., simulating conflict
resolution, adverse weather avoidance and other errors resulting from a coincidence of possible mis-
understanding between the controller and the pilot.

6. CINCLUSIONS

The accurate 4-D conduct of flight will become a prerequisite of any system aiming at managing air traffic
efficiently in term of safety, expedition, economy and capacity. The Control of inbound Trajectories of
Individual Aircraft (CINTIA) makes it possible to envisage the delivery of aircraft at the runway
threshold within a ten-second accuracy (without Systematic use of stacking facility), even though landing
slot allocation is effected at entry into the sone, some 100 to 200 no from touchdown.

The procedure initially developed for application in the Zone of Convergence context is directly appli-
cable to all systems involving a time-of-arrival constrained component, that is to say, in particular all
system designed to accommodate maximum traffic density with limited capacity at minimum cost.

Experiments have been performed in order to assess the accuracy of the procedure and its stability in the
face of various perturbations originating from a variety of sources as summarised below. The real-time
experiments were conducted in a realistic manner with the participation of professional approach
controllers and airline crews. Simulations were made using various flight simulators. The illustrations
used in this paper derive from the experiments conducted on the SABENA, Belgian World Airlines. DoC-1
flight simulator.

CILTiA's directives were displayed in the labels on the radar screen (essentially one line of eight
characters) in a form easily translated into current phraseology by the air traffic controller for R/T
transmission to the aircraft pilot.

The operation of the system was appreciably disturbed. The causes of perturbation included:

uncertainties in meteorological forecasts;

alteration of initial plans (route changes; vertical profile modifications; revision of position
in lending time sequence, etc.);
aircraft operation options (manual or autopilot modes);
uncertainty regarding aircraft mass, of which only the average value for the particular aircraft
type is known in the K/T mode of communications;

human fallibility both in the air end on the ground (aggravated by the presence of observers),
leading to appreciable errors in communications, navigation (horizontal and vertical) and
speed;
particular events and incidents (conflict resolution, adverse weather conditions, etc.), leading
to vertical and horizontal guidance instructions and appreciable off-route deviations.

As a result of these tests, it appears that CINTIA enables the controller to guide the aircraft safely to
touchdown with a high degree of accuracy (10 sec.). CINTIA would maintain the time-of-arrival in spite
of the uncertainties inherent to the present setup. Furthermore, CINTIA would adjust its instructions to
the controller to take account of the various perturbations which may affect the conduct of the flight.
In this respect, CINTIA offers a wide range of control/navigation flexibility. It will adapt to plans and
alterations automatically, both horizontally and vertically without any specific computer input by the
controller.

In conclusion, CINTIA provides efficient automatic assistance to the controller to ensure the accurate
conduct of optimum trajectories from entry into an extended advanced THA until touchdown. The massages
displayed by CINTIA are clear and comprehensive, suitable for operation in the present R/T communications
environment and directly adaptable to future automatic digital ground/air/ground links.
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1. IMTwUO&CrlON

Dana Lee annies A vnr. Is demait& du trafic adriea connaltra probablemont use aauentation coatinue,
bion qu'il n'existe pour 11gurop. occidentals aucun projet do grand. onvergure en mCLire do conatruction
do nouveaux grand* airoports oa d'autree Stands* air.. d'atterrasage. Lee coeadqaencee do ce double pro-
aootic. qul ae data pas d'aujourd'hui, ont ddjA U4d ddbatcae lore de prdcddeate colloques do 1I'AGMD.
L'anelyse qul on a dt6 faft. portait our lea retards (ndt. 1, 1972). our Ia rapidit# at le*tficac~t& do
IGcoulement du trafic (Md. 2. 1975) et our Los possibilitde d'dcosomi., notamnot do carburant (ntf. 3.

1979 ; ntf. 4, 1962), store quLl suble ahjourd'bui que ce oit Ia capaciti do pries on charge doe syst&-
-ne qui reposes au premier rang do* prdoccupationa (rdt. 5, 1984 . r. 6. 1966).

LDirection technique do l'Organisation europienne pour Ia Sicurici do is navigation adrienne £UEDCONT3DL
a is au point urn. m6thode pour Ia gection etficace de to circulation adrienne et Is contr~le pr6cis do

cheque vol dane ane rdgion do grands 6tendue eagLobant ama zone terminals importante at dventullmnca
pluseurs adroports seccoadaires, rdgion ddnoe Zone do Convergence. Ce syatime comports deux dl4menta
***outiles Strotement Inter-d6pendants

(a) D'une part, un syatime do geation du traf ic appeid "Systbae rdgional d'ordonnancemwnt-rdgulat ion dos
vole" ("egional Organieatioa of the Sequencing and Scheduling of Aircraft System - ROSAS").

(b) D'autre pert, Is rdgulation prdciee, dana lee quecre dimensions, do chaque vol prdeent done Is son.
considirde, en conformiti do* directives dtablies pour Is gestion du trafic. Ce dauxibme dldment eet
connu sous l'appellation tdgSulacion individuelie dos crajectoires d'arrivde" (Control of Inbound
Trajectories of Individual Aircraft - CINTLA).

La syatime ROSAS/CINTIA eat cougu pour rdpondre I un triple impiratif : conoie do vol, rapiditd d'ache-
minement du trafic, capacit& optimale du eystlue do coutr~le. 11 eatiefait &UK exigence. do* compagnies
adrienne. en ce quil rdduit A un minimum lee dkarts par rapport au profit do viteece iddal pour lea pha-
see do montle, do croisidre et de descents. ceci nine en direct I Ia demonde dos pilots$. an outre, Is
situation do trafic qulil produit offre une *Gcurit6 accrue, to nowbre do@ contlits potentials 6tant
nettement rddult par rapport aux situations actuellement observdes (r~fdrences 7 et 8). Lili9ment ROSAS
dlfi it intdgralenent Ia trajectoire do cheque vol depuie l'entrde done Is rdgion jusqu'au toucher des
rouse. L'dldment CINTIA parmet au contr~leur do Ia circulation adrienne d'assurer pour chacun dos adronef a
prdseace done I& zone un guidage conforms suit directives do idid6ment geecion (ROSAS) walgrd Ilaccion de
perturbations nombreusesetc d'originos trio divere&.

Las asseis mends A ce jour sur un Gchantillon do trafic rdel observA dens lea rdgions do Bruxelles et do
Londres font apparalcre que le@ algorithm.. retenus pour le ROSAS sout A Is fois efficaces at fiablee.
Mais, loraqulil e'agira d'appliquer Is eystdne en conditions rdolles d'exploicatioa, ii eat dvident quo
tout ddpandra do la qualitd de Idldmsent CINTIA :celul-ci devra conacituer ane procddure de navigation,
do guldago St do contrbie qul, dflmnt coordonnde entre l1organieme do contr8le au aol at de pilots, avec
intervention 6ventuelle do l'appareillage de bord, dovr& Itre muff isawont. prdcise pour qua Ilhoure d'at-
terriesage do cheque adronef as situe A l'intdrieur du crdneau qai lai aura &t& attribu& dona Is sdquance
dli inie initialenent - c'est-&-dire au moment de son entrde done Ia zone - at dvncuallement smundge aprie
coup par l'organisme do geetion do Is circulation adrienne oa lee contr8leurs chargds du vol cousiddrd.

Afi d'dvaiuer cett prdcimion. on a procd I Ia simulation de Veneble de I& boucle do contr8le du
CINTIA, avec Ia coopdration de pilot.. do ligne et do contr8lears chavronnds. Les rdsaltate acquis I ce
jour donnent I penser quo Ilon pout, dons l'snvironnemenc actual do communications radlotdllphoniques,
compter ear une pricision do lordre do 10 secondes au %suit do La piete et qu'l termse, done an onvironne-
mont automatics avec liaisons de donndes, cette valour pourra Itre maintenus pour des trajoctoires do vol
atteignant 200 M A comptor do l'entrdoe dens Ia none juaqu'au toucher des roue. Une description succinc-
to do Ia procddure de contr8le proposle - avec see aspects techniques at lee rdsultats do Is srine de
tests efiectufs oar diver. simulateure de vol - a 6t6 prdsentle I do pricldents colloquos. La texte.
correspondant@ (rlfdrencee 9 at 10) comportont on outre une bibliographit relative a des rdalieetione
connexes. Pour l'hietorique do Ia question, stnti quo pour lea ddtails techniques at thdoriquee, noun ren-
voyons done Is lecteur A ce. publicatione antdrieures. La prisente comaunication traitere aniqueaent des
fonctions opdracionnelles principales du CINTIA, son objet Sctant d1indiquem coment il eat possible d'a.-
aister par ordinateur le dialogue contr~leur-pilote et comment to CINTIA pourrait 6cr. Mfg en oeuvre done
tout environnesent de contr8le r~el. prdcont ou futur.

2. ENVl30NNE4INT SIKULE

2.1. Gdndralitla Syscime do gention (ROSAS) / rdgulation (CINTIA)

La Figure 1 reprdsonte schfimatiquement leneemble du aystfme de geetion at de rdgulation. L'6lduent
(ROSAS, en loccurence) attribuo A cheque adronof entrant done la zone an crineau d'acterrissage. Celui-
ci set calculI en function do Is situation do trafic et do*sautmee conditions dlexploitation, coupte dO-
sent tenu des impdratife et contraintes d'Sconomie, de rapiditd d~couloneent do la circulation, de
capactt du systime et dos ecuritd. La plan correspondent set alore renvoyd aux fine do coordination ax
.secteur(s)" compdtent(s), oa il sore contr8ll au regard do s compatibiliti avec lee conditions locales.

Una fois accept&, sous rlaerve d'Sventuels amendements, Ie plan est tmansi pour miss en oeavr. I 10mgs-
nisme do contr~le intiresv6. A partir do ce moment, 10 contrbleur de la circulation adrienne et I. CINTIA
fonctionnont officacoment corno enticd unique, charade do guider l'adronof et d'assieter Ie pilots dans I&
conduits du vol jusquA Ilatterrissago.



2.2 miuketle1 quadridlacialoelie de. traoctolres Ildoceic

La ochimo do Is Figue. 2 reprionto am posts do riuulatioe quadridissuatoaLLe des trejoctoires d'AirO-
sots doo Ictucl seviroasmct do commalcatio.,rdnsiiuiua Cleat organisms do gestion du tra-
fic *trlea qi ntitle Ihoure d'atterriscs. laquiello poeerra &cc% mditl does ort&Laa cc. per Is
coetrilour Local. poor stmowr ia prociduare. so a recotars ami ALdocats --pr.. ant Lee relations soot
Ggsaemut ladlqulec our 1. chim (pour tout copL~st d'Laformwotloso A ce .,jt. volt Is Mtce 11).

(a) Le comdulte des scomato cot aasurie am myoc. do simulateure do vol dui type actuaoismikt uti-
lief poor lee cocPopelc acrieec. doocervie per doe iqulpogo proteselosa.Ic.

Mb Lletformatlom radar oct traoaso au CINTLA & istervalLoo do 5 ou do 12 socouem, do mcoliro A
sidialer divers md=@ do poursulte rador;

(c) Las mass do canuLcatLo rodoi~bs c coo "t slambabLom A ccii qui cerveni ctuoli.-
mat ci dalossue motto Ileeccstrcc d. coutragoet Los adrosefc on vol

(d) Lac %Irctives do rIWultiou .WacrdowasieeoiLe destinies A cbcque aironct cout produLics
par fordiastour du CITAfichiec our 11crau radar conforuiecet ciii usages opiraiiooncls
actual*. a11cc pouvoat btre direvotmmut troduitec par Is contu~leur cc cxprccccoom con,..-
tionellec agrido. La contrdlour Oct on outrc earti (par usn changcacni visual - coulcurs,
per caco - ot/ou par usn signal acoustiqu.) Lorequo I* directive oct our Ic point daItto
iramasc A I'aromef (pour I* couicau des tiquatics. lee expression convent lornel Los ct is
made daftchage utilicic. voir chapitres 4 at 5);

(a) Pour lea vol. rialisi. juuqu'A pricont, Ic contrdic otfectit a StS &*our& par du porsonnel des
Services beiges du Costrftle do Is circulctiolna cionne (Afgie des VoLe. Airicanoc / Beale der
LuchtwaSge);

(f) La syctime CITIA tel qul exists actuelleant, Oedrtmat ~ a" t eA n envtroaneuent
caractvIsic par des comunlcatioum sol-cit-sal amoteis a U

Los directives produitoc per I* CINTIA Suidoni I'arosct, dn* lcea millouroc conditions di6como-
ale, depute Is position oa *Iles prennoot cours jusqucau crineau qul lut a UtS attribud dens Is 6i-
quence dasrriwi.. Los indications quoalics affichent no coat toutaots nulcucat obligatoires Pour
Is contr8lour ot Is CIKTIA sccdapte autoeatiquont ciii rioultats des diffirentoc dicicions quo ce
dornict pout prandre. Do fait, conaiddries du point do via. du CINTIA, cot dicitlons so cout qulun
*naomble peal d'autrec do fccteurs potentials do perturbation.

2.3. Reprisentativit# do l'*nvirowwaomt sinah

Ii table petals d'affiruor quo ilenvironacmnt criE par Is simulation correspond do irim prdc A I& tic-
lit# do icexpioitation, tent cur lee piano techniques ct opiratioan.Ie quo dui point do vii. de 1iliment
hainain. Cleat &los quo Von pout crier at juctifier comme suit tout@* lea perturbation@ de nature A at-
factor ian vol rigulior

Fcoatioenoaont dui CUMT dens l'*ovlro auct actual
(co nicationsa n radlotilipbonlc)

Figure 2



*cooduite do l'aftocof ;incidents cri~s our lea soumlatoure do vol des coupanios
*information radar *interruptions do dune hamit6i.
*occupation des friquoncos radio :utilization do tolls ala toil. vole A des moments critiques

pour doe =eas** urgent.
Smbigu'ltie affectant aimultanbsent ou @ipariment lee comunications, Is contr~l, at I& naviga-

tion A I& suits darreurs do liliment humain, aua sol ou on vol;
*situations do trafic appolant urn. intervention immldat* du contrl, par example pour I& pr6-

vention Cu Ia r~solution des canflt ;
Laitompirlmo. ncosaltant un amandement do l'autariaation do route at/au d'altitude, sinsi qu'un
chingasent dana I& conduit* du vol (par exemple diglvrago);

*touto. parturbatioss dues A des orroura touchant lea pr~visions .itorolgques, lea "don&o
daironof' du CINTIA (infarmations do performance at our lea proc~dures apiratiannollea)v lea
variablas ditat des aironofs (position radar at, en mode R/T, I& meass moyonne), etc.

0. trouvers aua chapitre 5 us ichantLilon das trajectaires rdicesmnt parcaurures cur la aimulateur do vol
DC-10 do Is SAUNA :cot EchantLilon donna Is insure do I& reprsecnttivit& do Ilnvironnoaant similE d&-
crit darns lea paragraphes qul pricidont.

3. PRINCIFES, ISTANUS POUR LA NAVIGATION, LE GUIDAGEST LE CONTROLE

3.1. Giniralitis

Le achima do I& Figure 3 repr~sent. is pracidure d'appracha. Llaironef an provenance de Londres I desti-
nation do Bruxelles doit suivre Iltiniraire raprisenti our ca schima Douvres, Koksy, tMackal, Affligem,
Bruno, Bruxelles. 11 pout s'attndro A ca quon liii attribue un profil do descents at une route d'arrivfie
standard our Bruxelles at A binificiar d'un guidage radar pour l'approche ILS de Is piste 25L.

L'heure dlatterrissage eat diterainia au nivaau de Ia Bastion, en concertation avac lee organisms@ do
contr~l. intires*Gos au moment oa Isidronef entre done I& zone - au par una coordination adiquate au mo-
sent oa 11 pass. ou-dessue do Douvrea. En mime tamps sant difnies les caractiriatiques corraspondantes
do Is trajectairo (profil do vitesso en croislire, descents et approche, tracE de is trajectoire d'appro-
ch~i finale).

3.2. Variables do contr~le

La. deux cat~gories forndamntales de variables do contrble qua l'on pout mttre en oeuvre pour guider
laironaf avec pr~cision jusqu'a toucher des roue influent our s vitaese at our la tracE do as trajec-
toire. Evidemmot. celia-cL pout igalement Itre affectie par lan changement du prof ii de vol dan. 1. plan
vertical, maim LI s'agic 1A A proprement parlor d'une action our ls vitos, encore qua lea directives
correspondantes o'exprirncnt per dos autarisations d'altitude, come. nous verrons plus lain.

CTL-1 f CTI-2

CTL -3

DVI 0 1BUM

£001
MAF1

am - W 291

Trajoctoire schimtisie d'un vol A destination do Bruxelles,

montrast lee pnincipeux points do cantr~le

Figure 3
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La base do does&** du CINTIA contient la caractiristiquos des performance* dw chaque type dai*ronof, ain-
mL quo la procldures do vol priconisiao par cheque oxploitant. Le systims connalt 6galement la topogra-
phic do I& rigion at notamment la cooordonhs prcises des points de route, des aides a Is navigation at
des airodrooms. Pluni do ceo connaisoances ditaillam. d'une bonne compribanalon do liliment humain,
trime bien armS pour laxtrapolation d'une trajectoire observie at pour Is calcul on direct do Is trajac-
toire Ia plus conform aux exigences do Is gStion, I. CINTLA donne des directives directement utilisables
par 1e contr8laur do Ua circulation airienne at plainamnt compatibles avoc la nicessitis de l'exploita-
tion do lai6ronef.

3.3. Principes applicables aux arrivies

La Figure 3 Illuatre lapplication du syatimo do r6gulation CINTIA A us vol d'arrivie.

Lorsque lai6ronof antre doe Is zone, see autorisatione daltitude at do route mont confirmes.. Pour la
phase an route, Cast 10 prof 11 de viteese en croisilre at an descents qui eat la variable da contr8le
principals. Die lore, la vitassa en croisilre fare partie intigranta de I& directive do contr8le (CTL-1)
moit dis lantria done I& zone. moLt A partir d'una position ultirioure. 11 rasto Gvide me nt possible de
demander dem changemeats diLtindraira ou das restrictions d'altltwie, come nous le montrerons plus loin
(raccourcisemnt da I& route dane tout a ismecure possible, assures da rimolution do conflits, 6viteent
dam zones de mauvais tamps, atc.).

Apr13 notification de Is vitamin. de croiire A laironef, le CINTIA indique las conditions do desconte an
routa privuam, A savoir la vitamin. do descente at la position oaI doit me faire 1e passage de ls croislire
T 1 a decents (CTL-2).

Pendant ou vera I& fin do la descente en route, le CINTIA difinit le trongon final do la trajectoire
(CTL-3). Cotta diinition pout couporter plusiourm 6liments, I mavoir dem indications do vitease
(note as nt au titre dem riglementsaen vigueur dona Ia rigion) 10 virage d'anorce du parcours de base at le
virago d'intercaption du faiaceau ILS. comme 1e montre la Figure 4. La schima do cotta figure raprisente
le derniar tronqon - depuis Mackel juaqu'au toucher des rouse, soit quelquo 65 A 75 NM - de trols trajoc-
toirem offactuieesmur Is sleulatour do vol DC-10 do la SABENA. Dana Ie cam (a), ii noa fallu qu'uno seule
directive de contr~le, laquolle correspondent A Ia difinition du dernier virago avant interception de
VILS. Dana Ie cas (b), l'approche da ILS moest falto en doux ftapes, 1 savoir d'abord un virage
d'amorca du parcours de base, puis le derniar virago avant interception do ILS. Enf in, done le cas
(c), 9 la fin du second virago, 1. CINTIA a figalement propoal une rfiduction do la vitesme afin do respec-
ter i'houre privue d'atterrimmage at d'assurer ainsi une siparation muffisante par rapport A Lalronef
pricident do Ia siquence d'atterrissage.

3.4. Survelillance, navigation at communications

Outro lea information* radar do surveillance, qui indiquent la position de l'aironef toutos les clnq ou
doiaze macondes, lo CINTIA prond partiallemont en compte i'Squipement do laironef (coest ainai qu'il dim-
tingus entre lea quipoments do navigation embarquia et 1e calculateur do bord d'un FK-27 at coux d'un
B-757 ). II exploit. Agalement plumiours autres moyana pour Ia formulation ot 1& tranmismion des direc-
tive. de contr8le :Lee divorses assures de rigulation do la trajectoire [voir plus haut los assures de
contr~le correspondent A CTL-l. Cfl-2, CTL-3 (a), (b), (c)] doivent Gtro diclenchfies en dam positiona bien
ditormindos. 2e. isiono sont difinies mousn Ia forme do distances DHE par rapport aux diverses stations
normalemant utilis done Ia rigion aux fins de navigation. Dae Voxempie do Is Figure 3, cam stations
sont succassivemant Koksy, Affligom at Bruno. En ce qui concerne lee communications, deux modes doexploi-
tation sont onvisagis. Dana Il'nvironnoment actuel (communications en radlotllphonie), Is CINTIA affiche
lee directives Z l'intontion du contr8leur, qui lea transot A l'Squipage una fois qu'il la a approuvios.
Cos directives mont figiam quelquo 30 A 60 seconds* davance, de mani~re A tanir compto du Mli do risc-
tion do lili6ment humain et dea contraintas doccupation dos friquencos. En outro, conformimant aux pro-
cidures de comunications radiotilphoniques actualles, Is CINTIA prisonte 303 massages soua uno forme qui
so prita A Is transmission directs aux afronefm, apria vimualisation at approbation par le contr8leur, via
une liaison numirique automatisia aol-air-aol (pour do plum aplem informations, voir rifirenco 12).

3.5. Interface CINTlA/Contr~leur

L'intert ace entre 1s CINTIA at 1. contr~laur do la circulation airionne a UtS congue avec 10 mouci primor-
dial do riduire autant qua possible I& charge do travail du contr8leur. A catte fin, 11 a At& dicidi,
d'une part. dintigrar la directives du CINTIA done 116tiquetto dlaironat prfisentfie our lI'cran radar
plut~t quo de lee afficher our us VET (visualisatour Slectronique do textem) mipari.

D'autre part. i1l Stait indispensable divitor dano touts I& masure possible quo lea contr~lourm aiont A
commaiquar des informmtions qualconques au CINTIA. En consiquence * loreque Is contrbleur guide un
adrosef our une trajoctoirs diftfirente do son itindrairo privu, il noast pas adcoasaire doen avertir I*
systima. Colui-ci at en effet suffisamment 'intelligent" pour suivro I& trajectoire do Vol effective at
ladiquor A tout momet quells davrait Stro Ia directive suivante pour sinner lappareil de a& position du
moment on criaaau woulu dons Is siquanca d'atterrimsage.
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4. SCENARIO 0E CONTROLE SOL-AIR

4.1. Chronologie des messages aol-air-sal

Af in d. donner au lecteur une bonne vue d'enaeble do 1& procidure opiratlonnelle, il lui eat proposi de
suivre 10 diroulesent des 6changes de messages CINTIA-controleur-pilote pour 1. vol dont I& trajectoire
eat illusrie I Is Figure 3. La list. dinoinie "Tableau V reprodult lVensable des messages guanant du
CINTIA (messages appelant lintervention du contr8leur et messages dij& affichis au moment oa tout autre
message Stait envoy& par lea services au s01 on faisait l'objet d'une riponse de leur part), ainsi quo
llintfigralit& des messages aol-air-aol 6changis durant tout 1. vol depuis l'entrie done la rion juaqu'A
l'attsrrissage. Lee messages produits par Ie CENTIA, qui apparaissent A gauche done un cadre, soot Is re-
production en noir et blanc des diverse* Atiquettee apparaiseant our l'icron radar (voir figalement chapi-
tre 5). Lose messages Gmanant de l'Squipage, reproduits en caractires obliques. comaecent par i'appel
"BRUSSELS, SN 123'.* Lea messages du contrdleur soot reproduitsaen caractires droita at commocent gindra-
lement par : "SN 123, BRUSSELS:".

La tableau donne ainsi directement I& transcription, en expressions conventionnolles ATC en clair, des di-
rectives du CINTIA apparaissant dane l'Atiquette. Pour plus de dlart& toutefois, nous allons en aborder
briivement quelques aspects particuliers.

4.2. Structure et teneur des messages du CINTIA

La capacit& des Stiquettos utilisables pour lea messages CINTIA eat de trois lignes de huit caractares.
La teneur des messages pout varier d'une phase de vol I l'autre, saie certains Sliments soot constants.

(1) La premigre ligne donne Ilindicatif de l'afironef considfirg, salt SN 123 dana Ilexemple choisi,
puis Ia cat~gorie de tonnage A laquelle ii appartient (Hi - heavy, M - medium, L - light) et,
enfin, sa position dons is siquence d'atterrisaage, identifiie aoit par Vaun des chiffres 1 A
9, salt par un astirisque lorsqu'a sa position correspond un chiffre supiriour. Ce n'est pas
le CINTIA qul produit cette dernure information sa le module ROSAS, qul assure Is gestion
du trafic agrien.

(2) La douxiime ligne affiche gfiralement l'altitude, exprimfie en niveaux de vol, et Is vitesse-
sol obtenue du radar. Sur demands, Ie CINTIA pout indiquer I& distance a parcourir jusqu'au
toucher des rouse ("track-mailes") au lieu de 1* vitesse-sol calculfi. ; dana ce demnier ces, le
nombre eat don avec une dicimale, de manuare A lndiquer qu'il e'agit bien d~une distance.

(3) La traisilme ligne eat essentiellement consacrfie aux directives de contr8le du CINTIA. Bien
enteadu, leur teneur vanle d'une phase de vol .4 l'autre. La moment venu de transmettre la di-
rective A l'afironef, la prisentation du message change, A savoir quo lea informations do la
troiaimne ligne passent du jaune au rouge ou d'un affichage statique A un message clignotant,
suivant Ie type diAquipeaent utilisfi. Une fois pasafi Is moment oa1 Ie pilots aurait d0 effec-
tuer Is manoeuvre indiquie, Ia prfisentation du message (ici encore, tralsibme ligne
uniquement) change A nouveau, la couleur du texte passant au vert ou diminuant en intenait6
lunineuse, ce qui rappelle au contr8lsur Ia mesure privue loreque cello-cl n'a. pa. fitG prise,
par example si le pilote n'effectue ps son virage dana le dfial imparti ; Is contraleur en-
verra alors un rappel et le C14TIA aura recoura A toute directive de rigulation encore possi-
ble pour effectuer is compensation. Remargue :Dons le Tableau 1, la marque "XXX"
apparaissant A droite de la directive indique quo Is pr~sentation de l'information a changg et
qu'il y a lieu d'envoyer Ie message.

4.3. Siquence des phases de vol

Pour I& commditi de la lecture, lea divers messages qui epparaissent dana 11ordre chronologique au
Tableau I at iti groupis par phase de vol.

A lentrie dona is zone, lea 6changes correspondent A la pratlquo actuelle. La message aft ichfi par is
CINTIA cosmande I Ilafronaf de commencer A passer A is vitease de croisiars de 280 KIAS A 36 NH avant
Koksy. La message eat envoyS Cu moment oa ii eat demandfi (XXX) et par is suite, le CINTIA aft iche en per-
manonce la directive de contr8le sulvante, A savoir "deacente privue A ... - DHE avant Kokay", indication
qul marque is fin do is phase de crolalire et le dfibut ds is phase ds descente. La teneur de ce message
peut changer, ne serait-ce qua parce que lea conditions de vol as soot modif iges et/ou l'Sfiment ROSAS a
attribu6 A l'afronef une nouvelle heure d'atterrissags. La CINTIA aura alors adaptS le reste de see di-
rectives afin do respecter is contrainte tells quele s'ftablit en dfifinitive ; exsaple :"Descendez A 5
NM-ONE avant Kakay A 270 KIAS" au lieu de "Deacendez A 6 NM-DNE avant Kokay A 280 KIAS". Pour lea phases
de croislire en route et do descents, le prof ii de vitesse dolt Atre exprimfi A Is fois en nombre ds Mach
at on CAS. Caus on l'aura compria, I'espace limitS disponible nous oblige A sxprimer un tel prof 11 sous
Is en forms mo/ss 1I. nombre do Mach Stant exprimS en centilmes st Is vitese corrigge en multiples de 10
noouds. Pour is demuire partie do i& descente, on ne pout plus utiliser 16 nombre de Mach. La vitesse
eat doac exprimfi. en noeudsaet Von dispose d'un eapace suffisant pour afficher lnt~gralement ls code ds
is station ONE.

Apris Is descents en route, le CINTIA aff iche is directive sulvante, I savoir lea instructions dii inissant
Ie virago damorce du prcours final, dioomfi "bae-turn" dana le Tableau 1. La message indique "A 6,0 NM
ONS avant Bruno. virer I droite , cap 220 vera parcours do base 1".* A is demands du pilots, relayie par Ie
contrbiour de Is circulation airienne, le CINTIA indique Is distance rastant A parcourir. Le CINTIA prfi-
vient alors Is contr~lsur qua, 12 seconds plus tard, 11 dolt demander au pilots de virer au cap 220 pour
intercepter I'LL$ (phase dinommie "virage ia titreto ILS at atterrissage" dane le Tableau 1).
Apr&* ce virago, 1. CINTIA caiculant que laRrivie do laionef interviendra avant l'heure privue, indique
Is vitesse nicessaire A I& correction. Cole fait, Ie CINTIA calcule que I1heure d'arrivie so situera en
do%& de I& merge doerreur do 10 secondes at Is iait savoir en affichent le message ...
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ENTREE DANS LA REGION DE CONTROLE (ZOC)

BRUSSELS CONTROL. SN123
FL 310, INBOUND TO BRUSSELS
ESTIMA TING KOKSY IN 8 MIN

SN123. BRUSSELS. CONTROL
ISn123 H* RADAR CONTACT. MAINTAIN FL 310
310 410 ISTANDARD INBOUND ROUTE TO BRUSSELS
36k i2I EXPECT PROFILE DESCENT AND RADAR VECTORING FOR

ILS APPROACH ON RWY25L

BRUSSELS, SN123
ROGER
MAINTAINING FL 310
STANDARD INBOUND ROUTE FOR RWY25L

CROISIERE

SNI23 9SN123, BRUSSELS
1310410 AT 36-DME BEFORE KOKSY. ADJUST SPEED TO 280KT-CAS36k 2 8 XXX

BRUSSELS. SN123
ROGER
AT36-DME BEFORE KOKSY. WILL ADJUST SPEED TO 280KT-CAS

N23 H8 SN123, BRUSSELS

311 412 1EXPECT DESCENT AT 6-DME BEFORE KOKSY

BRUSSELS. SN123
ROGER
EXPECTING DESCENT AT6-DME BEFORE KOKSY

DESCENTE

SN123. BRUSSELS
3 0 AT 5-DME BEFORE KOKSY DESCEND TO FL 100

xxx DESCENT SPEED 27OKT-CAS

BRUSSELS, SN123
ROGER
A TS-DME BEFORE KOKSY WILL DESCEND TO FL /00
DESCENT SPEED 270KT-CAS

SNI23. BRUSSELS
11153201 AT 4-DME BEFORE AFFLIGEM DESCEND TO 2000 FT AND

XXX AT SAME DISTANCE REDUCE SPEED TO 250KT-CAS

BRUSSELS. SN123
ROGER
A T4-DME BEFORE AFFLIGEM WILL DESCEND TO 2000 FT
AND WILL REDUCE SPEED TO 250KT-CAS

SSNI2 H6SN123. BRUSSELS
1100 3001 CONTACT BRUSSELS ARRIVAL 118.25

BRUSSELS, S.V123
ROGER

Exemple de dialogue CINTIA-contr8leur-pilote

Tableau I

./
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VIRAGE D'AMORCE DU PARCOURS DE BASE

SNI23 H6SN123, BRUSSELS ARRIVAL
1782971 EXPECT BASE TURN AT 6,2-DME BEFORE BRUNO

BRUSSELS, SNI23
ROGER
EXPECTING BASE TURN AT 6.2 -DAIE BEFORE BRUNO

FSNI23 H5 SN123, BRUSSELS

280 AT 6,0-DME BEFORE BRUNO, TURN RIGHT
6. 120 XXX HEADING 120 FOR BASE LEG

BRUSSELS. SNI23
ROGER
A T6.0-DME BEFORE BRUNO
WE TURN RIGHT, HEADING 120
WOULD YOU GIVE US THE DISTANCE TO GO?

3SN123, BRUSSELS
TRACK MILES TO GO: 14.

BRUSSELS. SN123
ROGER
TRACK MILES TO GO 14.

VIRAGE FINAL D'INTERCEPTION ILS ET AUIERISSAGE

1 29 621

FSN123, BRUSSELS
225 TURN RIGHT, HEADING 220 TO INTERCEPT ILSXXX

S 12 2 BRUSSELS. SN123

TURNING RIGHT, HEADING 220 TO INTERCEPT ILS

21 H1 ] SN123. BRUSSELS
REDUCE SPEED TO 160KT-CAS AS CONVENIENT

XXX REPORT WHEN ESTABLISHED ON ILS

BRUSSELS, SN123
ROGER, REDUCING TO 160
WE WILL REPORT WHEN ESTABLISHED

3HI SN23. BRUSSELS
185 ROGER

BRUSSELS, SNI23
ESTABLISHED ON ILS

HI i  5N123, BRUSSELS
135 CONTACT TOWER ON 118.60

BRUSSELS. SAV123
ROGER

Tableau 1 (suite et fin)
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5. EXPERIMENTATIONS EN TEM4PS REEL

5.1. Utilisation des simulateurs de vol des compagnies

Un certain nombre de simulations ont Wt manfiac sur des simulateurs de vol appartenant A plusleurs coupe-
gniaa afiriennes, A eavoir SABENA, Belgian World Airlines, Bruxelles (Boeing B-737 et McDonnell
Douglas DC-lO) ;British Airways, Londres (Boeing B-757) ; Deutsche Lufthansa, Francfort (Airbus A-300 et
Boeing B-737) ;NLM City Hopper, Amsterdam (Fokker F-27 at F-28) et 1. simulateur de vol expirimental du
Laboratoire airospatial des Pays-Bee (NLU, Amsterdam). A titre d'exemple, nous avons renvoyi aux rfisul-
tate des exercices effectuis rficement (lee 14 et 16 avril et 16 mai 1986) A l'aide du simulateur de vol
DC-1O de Is SABENA deseervi A chacune de ces dates par le Commandant J. PUTZ et difffirents membres di6qui-
page.

5.2. Conditions nominales de vol

Nous avon. montri prficidemment qua Is rfigulation prficise de Ia phase de croisiare en route at de Ia phase
de descents peut ne niceseiter que deux ou trois interventions du contr8le (rfif. 4, document 11) l'ilfiment
critique 6tant le trongon final de la trajectoiro, soit de 10.000 pieds au toucher des roues. Clat pour-
quoi lee exercices lee plus ricents ont fitfi limitfis A is phase finale dfifinie comma suit. Les vols A des-
tination de Bruxelles, plate 25L, fitaient pssfi au CINTIA au moment de l'arrivie au-desse de Macitel done
la conditions nominalee (vol en palier, altitude 10.000 piede, vitesse indiquie 250 noeude), A quelque
65-75 NM du point d'atterriseage. La CINTIA calcule is trajectoire thfiorique entre Mackel at le toucher
des roues en fonction du trafic (crfineau d'atterriesage) et des conditions d'exploitation (prfivisions mg-
tiorologiques. prociduree d'approche privues, etc.). Tout comma dens la pratique suivie pour les vols en
route (voir chapitre 3) Is transition du vol en palier AIsl phase de deecente a fiti calculde en fonction
de cette trajectoire nominale. Dane le cadre de cee exercicee, on ne laissait 1e CINTIA exercer ls
cantr8le effectif qu'une fois qua I'afronef allait quitter le niveeu FL 100. On permettait ainsi A un
nombre considfirable d'erraurs de slaccumuler au voisinage du point d'amorce du virage final, ce qui ran-
dait Ia rigulation du dernier trongon encore plus critique.

5.3. EchantIllon de trajectoires

On trouvera A la Figure 5 lee projections horizontalee des vole de l'fichantillon. Pour plus de clarti,
cat fichantillon eat illustrG en daux parties dietinctes. A la lecture de cee figures, on peat identi-
fier trois catigories de trajectoires.

(a) vole suivant ia route privue (Hackel, Affligem, Bruno, Bruxelles)

(b) vol. ralliant directament Bruno;

(c) vole faisant l'objet de diroutemonte importente vers le Bud ou var. 1e nord avant d'itre dini-
gfis sur Bruno.

Las conditions atmoephiriques variant d'un vol A -. tre, de mgme qua la prficision des prfivisione mitfioro-
logiques disponibles at un certain nombre d'autr,, paramitree tale qua la masse de l'afironaf, laquelle
n'es pas connue de l'organisme de contr8la do la circulation afirienna lorsque la communications so font
en mode radiotiliphonique.

La commandant at son iquipage ont essurg Ia conduite de l'ahronef salon la pratiques an vigucur. A dif-
firentes reprises, lea obssrvateurs qui avaiont pris place dan. l'habitacle ont proposi des erraurs impor-
tantes de navigation, de mime qus des retards de riponse aux directivee des contr8leurs au sol.

5.4. Configuration expfirimentale

Pour los exp~rimentat ions. le logiciel du CINTIA a fitfi placA cur un micro proces seur. Las donnfies radar
provensient d'un autro microprocesseur, directement raccordi au cimulateur du DC-10. Dan. cette configu-
ration, l'interface CINTIA-contr8leur as compose de deux iliments essentials:

(a) l'affichaga couleur, simulant un icran radar synthitique at montrant la positions rielles des afiro-
nefs, assorties d'uns 6tiqustta contenant lea Informations du CINTIA ;

(b) is clavier, qui parmet au contr~leur de commander l'affichage et do simuler lee dficisions du ROSAS.

Le contr8leur peut fairs trois types de demandes:

modification de l'information cur lee conditions daexploitation (affichage ou non des codas des points
de chesinesant de Ia trajectoire initiallement prfivue, do la trajoctoira prfivue ectualisfie, de Ia pooi-
tie privue, etc.);

*modification du contenu do l'itiquetts (par example, affichage de is distance restant A parcourir, au
lieu de In vitessa-sol calculi.);

*amendament de l'heure d'arniviA, en valour absolue et on valour relative (ceci so fasit en avanqant ou
en retardant d'unie ou de plusieurs positions le crinsau d'arrivfie dans la sfiquence dlatterrissaga).

11 convient de souligner ici qua lee entrfies montionnfies ci-deasus ont pour soul of fat de modifier l'affi-
chage at de simulor lee suggestions do l'iliment ROSAS. A vrai dire, 10 CINTIA no s 'en remet nullement
au contr8leur pour is production des directives de contr8le et n'a pas basoin de savoir oi una directive
diter&inia a iti affectivamont tranamise I I'afironef intfiressfi. A cat igard, comma nous l'avons diii in-
diqu&, Ia contraleur no fait pas partie de Ia boucle de contr8le Interne du CINTIA ; ii eat entilrement
libre do ses dicisions at du moment oO ii lea prond. Loa CINTIA s bornara I suivre ot I s'adapter aux si-
tuations qu'on lul cr.
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5.5. Affichage des directives de l'ATC

Les fitiquettes prisentfies eur l'ficran radar -dont on trouvera un fichantillon au Tableau 1 - apparaissent
coe lea montre la Figure 6b. La sfire de photographies utilisies pour cette illustration correspond au
vol de Ia Figure 6.

5.6. Souplesse de contr8le du CINTIA

A l'iesue d'une sie d'essais rialisfis done diverse. conditions d'exploitation, on a f ix& la merge de
pricision du CINTIA A 10 secondes (pour l'heure estimie d'arrivie au seuil de la plate), velour qul a fit6
utiliaie pour l'ensemble des expirimantations dficrites dane le pr~sent exposs.

Les exercices de simulation ont porti cur 23 vole effectuis en prfisence de reprisentanta des Servicee de
contr8le de la circulation airienne. Les participants - observateurs axtfirieurs inclus - so sont intires-
sic en particulier aux r~actions du CIWFIA A diverse. perturbations. Dans les paragraphes qui suivent,
nous donnons un apervu di cells qui ont Ut6 cr6ies af in d'fivaluer dane quelle mesure le CINTIA parvient
A maintenir Ila scuriti du ',ol tout en assurant le respect de l'heure d'arrivfie done Ia merge prfivue de 10
secondes.

En ce qui concerne les conditions atmosphfiriques, on a introduit des pr~visions mfitto erronies (20* at 10
noeuds pour la direction et la force du vent ; prfisence de turbulences ; digivrage). Pendant certaines
piniodes (allant jusquiA 20 secondes), lea informations du radar de surveillance faisaient difaut ; le
CINTIA a fonctionni evec un taux de transfert d'information qui 6tait tant8t de 5 secondes, tant8t de 12
seconds.

La conduite des afironefs comportait un certain nombre d'options :conduite manuelle ou utilisation des
installations eutomatiques pour l'accfilfiration et la d~c~l~ration, ainsi que pour Ia navigation at le gui-
dage, en particulier en cours de virage at pendant lea phases d'approche et d'atterrissage. On a en outre
siculfi des incidents A bord ; c'est ainsi que sur l'un des vols, l'approche finale a fiti effectuge avec un
moteur en feu. La masse de l'afironef n'itait pas communiqufis au CINTIA. La valeur utilisfie au aol cor-
respondait A la masse moyenne pour le type d'aironef considird, alore que Ia masse effective pouvait va-
rier entre un minimum et un maximum.

On a dfilibfiriment introduit des filiments de nature A distraire AIsl fois 1e personnel au sol et les 6qui-
pages. encore que la prfisence d'observatsurs dans l'habitacle at dens le centre de contr8le constituait
diii en olse-mime une source de perturbations. Dens la cabins, le commandant de bord retardait le dibut
de l'action prescrite par le contr~leur jusqu'au mmnt oa lae services au sol lui ripitalent impinieuse-
ment Ia directive ; par example, le retard mis A virer pour amorcer le parcours de bass atteignait un all-
le nautique et la vitesse pouvait accuser des erreurs do 20 noeudc au cours de la croisiare et do Ia
descents. Au 801, le contr8leur omettait de trsnsmsttre l'autorisation pour la seconds partie de Ia des-
cents, ce qui modifiait considgrablement la composents verticals de La trajactoire.

En outre, on a simulf des interventions de l1iliment ROSAS destinies A tenir coapte de ta situation de
trafic :Ia position de l'aironef done La siquenca d'atternissage itait modiflie en vol at ls CINTLA
amendait automatiquement see instructions en conEquence.

Les changaments d'itinfiraire ont iti opinis soit I Is demands du commandant de bord, coit I Ia discrition
du contr8leur. Pour lee changements tels quo ceux qui apparaissent A Ia Figure 7b, Is contr8leur envois
l'autorisation ou linstruction A l'aironef cur Is fniquence radiotiliphonique. sans entrie directs d'in
formation au CINTIA, mais celui-ci reconnalIt nienmoins ls changement d'itiniraire et produit lee instruc-
tions ultirisures en consiquence (de mime, Is CINTIA peut reconnaltre lea modificationc do profil
vertical, tells qua Iea interruptions de descents, at amender sa pr~visions).

Enfin, on a provoqui artificieilesent un certain nombre d'incidents conduisant I des &carts appriciablec
par rapport aux routes habitueLles, coe I. montre ls Figure 7c. Cs &carts cc aituaient tant au nord
qu'au cud de Ia trajectoire nominale et ont servi A simuler des r~solutions de conflits, I'fvitsent de
zones de mauvais temps ou des erreurs imputable. sux effets conjuguis des divers malentendus possibles en-
tre contr8leur et pilots.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Tout syat~mo visant I uno Section efficace de Is circulation a&rionne des points do vue de I&s acuritfi, de
is rapiditfi, do liconowio ot de i& capsciti de prise on charge devra pouvoir asurer Is rigulation prici-
se do chaque vol dane les quatre dimensions. Le oyatime connu sous l'sppellstion 'Control of Inbound
Trajectory of Individual Aircraft - CINTIA" (r~gulation individuelle des trajoctoirec d'arrivie) pormet
d'onvlsager un sysame de contrble sfenaflt lea &Aronafs au souil do Is pisto avoc une merge do pr~cision
do 10 socondoc (sone utilization systlmatiquo do files d'sttonte), bion quo co crdnkesu suit attribus au
moment do lontrho do lahronef doe I& zone, c'est-&-dire quelque 100 1 200 4K avent 1. point d'impact
des rouse.

La procfidure initislement concue pour Stro appliquje dane 1. cadre do is Zone do Convergence eat directe-
ment transposable A tous lea systluoc qui coaportent uno contrainte en ce qui concerns 11heure d'srrivfie,
cleat-A-dire en particulior touc lee systie visant A rfigler au moindre coft une circulation do dencitt
maximale danc un volume d'eepace do capacitt limit.

Les exp~r imentat ions dont ce aystiue a fait l'objet vissient A meeurer Is precision de Is proc~dure et a&
stabilitfi en prfisence do perturbations d'originec divorcee dont nouc donnons un aperqu ci-apric.

Las exercicee en tempo r~el ont AtE of fectule done dec conditions rlalictee, avec Is participation do
contr8leurs dapproche et d'6quipagee do ligno chevronl. Ils out *t& effoctuds A Voaids do divers simu-
lateurs do vol. Les illustrations qui figurent dane le prficont document correspondent aux oxercicos of-
fectugs cur le simulatour do vol DC-1O do Is SABENA, Belgian World Airlines.

Les directives du CINTIA fitaient of fichles danc lec ftiquettes apparaiasant our l'&cran radar (et qul oc-
cupaient gfin~ralemont uno ligne de huit caractlres), sous une forme quo 1e contr8leur do Is circulation
alrionne pouvait aisfiment traneposer en expressione convontionnelles courantoc pour transmission aux pilo-
toe cur lee friquences radiot~lgpboniquea.

On a impocsf au fonctionnement du systs des perturbation. importantos imputabloc A divers factours

* Eliments dincertitude des pr~visions m~tfiorologiques;
*modification des plans initiaux (changevsont d'itinlraire ; modification du profil vertical ;rE-
vision du crlineau attribug danesl issquence des heures d'stterriesage, etc.)

*options concernant is conduits du vol (mode manuel ou pilot. sutomatique);
*incertitude quant A Is masee do l'alronef, lee contr8leurs no connaiceant quo ls valour moyenne

pour chaque type d'agironof lorsque lee comunications so font en mode radiotfil~phonique;
*erreurs humainos, taut I bord qu'au sol (facilitlos par Is pr~senco d'obsorvateurs), induisant

des orreurs ases importantec en ce qud concernselec communicatione, is navigation (dane les
plans horizontal et vertical) et la vitesse;

*Evfinements et incidents particuliere (r~solution des conflits, conditione m~tfiorologiques dfifa-
vorables, etc.) donnant lieu A dec inctructions do guidage dana los plans vertical et horizontal
sinai qu'B des Gcarts do route important.

A lissue do cesesocais, il opparolt quo 1e CINTIA permet au contr8leur d'achominor lee afronef a jucqu'au
moment du toucher des roues avec uno haute precision (marge de 10 secondes) et doe 1e. conditions vouluos
do aefcuritli. Le CINTIA parvient on offet A respecter l'heuro d'arrivfie malgrS lee incertitudes inh~rentes
A l'environment actual. En outre, ii adapto sae directives au contr8leur do maniare A tenir compto des
diverees perturbation. pouvant affecter 1a conduite du vol. A cot figard, il pr~sente uno trie grande sou-
plese lorequ'il s'agit do mlnager loa imp~ratifa du contr~le come caux do 10 navigation. 11 a'adapte
automatiquemsent aux plans do vol et A lours modifications, tant dona le plan horizontal quo done le plan
vertical, sans quo Is contr8leur doive intervenir et Introduiro do meesage particulier on machine.

11 Oct permia do conclure quo dana lea THA Hodernee do grande Eitendue, be CINTIA constitue un moyen
off icace d'asselanca automatique sux contr8leurs lorcqu'il slagit de r~glor avec pr~cision dec trejectoi-
roe optimalee dopuic i'entrie dens Is zono jusqu'3 l'atterrisaage. Les messages affich~s par co systaue
sont claire ot completeaet, tout on as pr~tant A loexploitation dane l'environnoment actual do communica-
tions radiotfil~phoniques, ile eont directement adaptabloe dane l'svenir A un rfiseau do liaisons num~riques
aol-sir-aol.

7. RBMERCIEMEHTS

Las suteurs reviorcient. chaleureusemont de lour participation

*lea Etatsa mebree do l'Orgenieation europiennt pour Ia S~curit5 de Is Navigation sdrionne, roprdcontlc
par lours op~cialistes silgeant au Group. d'Expertsaen Ditection automotique et It~solution des Conf lits
(GEDAIC) d'EU3OCONTIOL;

lee Autoritlc belgee du contr~lo do I& circulation a&rienno (R~gia does Voios AMriennes / Regis der
Luchtvegen), auaquelbee il convient do rendre un hommage tout particulier pour lour contribution & 10
ddfinitico des questions do proc~dure

*SABENA, Belgian World Airlines, Bruxelles ; British Airways, Londres ; Deutsche Lufthaesa, Francfort
XIM City Hopper, Amerdam at Is Laboratoire des Pas-gas (MU~), Amserdam, qui out mL.s lours simula-
tours do vol A I& disposition d'EUROCOITKOL sous contrat, avec le concours do lours ep~cialistes on si-
mulacion;

Is D6partement "Simulations do vol" do Is SABENA. Belgian World Airlines, qul a congu at mis en oeuvre
1 interface simulateur do vol/radar/CINTIA utilia~e pour lee expirimentationa d~critee done 1. pr~sent
expood.
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SUMMARY

Increasingly Flight Management Computers are becoming standard fit on present day
passenger aircraft (737-300, 757, 767, A310, A300-600). Avionic update programmes which
incorporate Flight Management Computers, are in hand for 747 and MD 80 and new aircraft
programmes A320, MD 11, 7J7, A330 and A340 are or are likely to include Flight
Management Computing as standard fit. As these aircraft come to dominate the traffic
entering and leaving major airports there is potentially a new level of information and
of control available to the air traffic controllers whose task it is to schedule the
aircraft flow into and out of the terminal area. This information flow and the
consequent control actions should enable the traffic to be handled in a manner to
minimise delay, thus enhancing the available traffic handling capacity of an airport.

1. FLIGHT MANAGEMENT COMPUTING

The features of a Flight Management System are

- Position determination with continuous assessment of the likely accuracy.

- Ability to construct a flight plan, or to amend one in response to pilot entered
commands.

- Ability to calculate guidance commands which cause the aircraft to acquire and
subsequently to follow the defined route.

Ability to calculate a flight trajectory which meets the constraints imposed by
the flight plan, by the pilot and by ATC and allows a pilot selectable cost
criterion to be minimised.

- Ability to provide trajectory predictions of the aircraft condition at down path
waypoints.

- Ability to present information to the pilot in both alphanumeric and in graphical
form.

of these characteristics those which are particularly relevant to the present discussion
are

- Position Determination

- Plight Plan Construction and Amendment

- Guidance to the Flight Plan

- Predictions Along the Plight Plan

(a) Position Determination - Flight Management Systems determine position using at all
times the beat available set of information. Current systems combine information
from on board IRS with radio fix information to give either DME/DME position using
up to four different DME distances or in the absence of such information VOR/DME
position. Future systems may be expected to add GPS position to this.

The selection which DNE stations the receivers in the aircraft shall be tuned to, is
made by the Plight Management Computer given the aircraft's current position and
track and the positions of available DWEs. The latter are known to the Flight
Management Computer from its Navigational Data Base.

The computer contains error models for each type of position fix eq. ONE/DME
VOR/DME and IRS and for whichever the current mode of position determination the
computer has an estimate, at a 2 sigma confidence level, of the accuracy of the
position indication it has calculated.
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(b) Flight Plan Construction and Amendment - Flight Management Systems represent flight
plans as a sequence of legs as defined in ARINC 424. Individual legs may define a:-

fixed track
fixed heading
DNE arc
great circle
direct to
holding pattern
procedure turn

The set of legs and the permissible linkings are shown in Fig 1. The data items
associated with each leg are shown in Fig 2. Although in present Plight Management
systems routes stored in the data base can utilise all legitimate combinations of
leg types, the revisions to a flight plan are restricted to

- OF legs (direct to fix) for revisions from present position.

- TF legs (great circle between two fixes) for revisions from fixed points.

- Holds at either present position or some fixed route point.

- Orbits at present position.

(The author is aware of one programme for which it is at present planned to
provide the pilot with freedom to insert any legitimate ARINC leg type].

In addition some of the parameters associated with a leg (Fig 2) can be set under
pilot control if the values drawn from the data base are to be countermanded.

The means which the pilot has to inspect his flight plan and to define amendments is
the CDU which provides a selectable repertoire of data displays associated with the
flight plan and the functioning of the Flight Management Computer Fig. 3 and also
provides the pilot with the means to input data and to generate or revise flight
plans (Fig 4).

(c) Guidance to Flight Plan - given the flight plan which has been defined either
directly by the pilot or indirectly by calling from the data base some stored
routing, and given the current estimate of aircraft position the Flight Management
System is able to calculate guidance commands to cause the aircraft to capture and
subsequently to follow the route. The guidance takes into account overfly, turn
direction as may be specified for a transition and includes all standard entry
procedures to holds. It is a complete guidance function which satisfies the
requirement of the plan.

In the vertical plane constraints at waypoints or at altitudes are satisfied.

In summary, the defined flight plan, whatsoever it may be, is followed and if the
requirement cannot at any point be met then this is indicated to the pilot on the
CDU and on EFIS.

(d) Predictions Along the Flight Plan - a capability central to the operation of a
Flight Management System is to predict the down route situation. This is an
essential component in the calculation of the Top of Descent point as well as being
important in predicting the fuel remaining at the destination.

Predictions take account of

- The current state of the aeroplane.

- The current wind as estimated by the Flight Management System.

- Any down route estimates of wind which have been entered into the Flight
Management Computer.

- Current temperature and estimates of temperature 'at down route points which have
been entered into the Flight Management Computer.

- The requirements of the flight plan as known at this time (altitude changes,
speed constraints, etc.).

An important feature of a Flight Management System is the concept of the Temporary
Plight Plan. With this feature a revision to a flight plan can be made and the
predictions associated with that revised flight plan inspected while the aircraft is
continuing to fly the unrevised flight plan. Only when the pilot is satisfied with
the consequencies of the revision will he EXECUTE the revision and the aircraft will
begin to fly to the revised plan.
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In normal operation such a feature is not used extensively since the revision to the
plan is demanded by ATC eg. make your approach to RW 102 using STAR XYZ. But even
in this case the pilot is able to see the new routing on his EFIS map display and a
CDU prior to EXECuting the revision. It provides a visual check prior to committing
the aircraft to new routing (Fig 5).

2. THE AIRCRAFT ARRIVAL PROBLEM

If the traffic into an airport is sufficiently light then as each aircraft arrives
in the terminal area there is no requirement for the routing and timing of an individual
aircraft's descent and approach to be amended as a result of the presence of the other
arriving aircraft. As the traffic density increases the average separation of the
aircraft in the terminal area will decrease and the situation would arise in which one
or more of the separations would reach or infringe minimum values set by consideration
of safety. It is to prevent this that ATC control exits and their control is exercised
by observing where aircraft currently are, and scheduling their temporal placement so
that they fit into an ordered and properly separated sequence for landing. This process
inevitably caUses delay to some, perhaps to all, aircraft.

As traffic density increases the task of ATC becomes more difficult and the need for
some automated support for that task becomes more urgent.

The objective of such an automated aid can be expressed as that of

- reducing the average delay suffered by aircraft, when the TMA is handling a given
level of traffic, while maintaining aircraft separation in accordance with the rules
of safety.

or

- enabling an increase in the volume of traffic which can be handled while maintaining
a given average level of delay, and maintaining aircraft separation in accordance
with the rules of safety.

The essential components of an effective means of traffic control are

- means of obtaining accurate predictions of the movement of aircraft toward and
within the terminal area.

- Means of simulating from these predictions of incoming aircraft the interactions
which would occur if they performed their planned descent and approach procedures.

- A strategy for amending these planned descent and approach trajectories in order to
resolve the perceived interactions.

This could involve:

- Changes in time of arrival of individual aircraft into the TMA.

- Changes in the routing of individual aircraft in the TMA.

- Changes of speed, height etc.

- A means of instructing individual aircraft of these changes to their flight plan.

This whole process will need to be iterated both to compensate for errors in the
initial information and to make fine adjustments in the trajectory of aircraft as they
progress toward the final approach.

The next sections will discuss the first and the last of these components

- Obtaining predictions

- Instructing flight plan modification

(a) PREDICTIONS

It has been pointed out that a Flight Management System possesses a set of
information associated with the present state of the aircraft and its predicted
future movement.

Table 1 shows the suggested content of a buffer of data which could be output by a
Flight Management Computer in order to report the present state and future movement.
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TABLE 1

ITEM LENGTH

Flight Number 6 bytes
GMT 3 bytes
Present Posn. 3 bytes
Altitude 2 bytes
Cleared Altitude 2 bytes
Accuracy Parameter 1 byte
TO Waypoint

- Identifier 6 bytes
- Distance nm 2 bytes
- bearing 2 bytes
- Estimated time at 3 bytes

NEXT Waypoint
- Identifier 6 bytes
- Location Lat, Long 3 bytes
- Estimated time at 3 bytes

Continuing by Routing 4 bytes
Termination 6 bytes
Estimated time at 3 bytes

Top of Descent
- Time at 3 bytes
- Location Lat, Long 3 bytes

Destination
- Identifier 4 bytes
- Estimated time at 3 bytes

Current State
- Ground Speed 2 bytes
- Track 2 bytes
- Wind estimate 3 bytes
- Altitude (FL) 3 bytes
- Temperature 1 bytes

79 bytes

Adding say 20 bytes for redundant bits, checksums etc. this information, output,
say, every 5 seconds gives a data rate of 160 bits/second.

If a link is time shared between, say, 200 aircraft this would require a rate of
32,000 bits/sec.

(b) Data Exchange - the value of the predictions that an individual Flight Management
equipped aircraft can provide depend upon the accuracy of the information upon which
it bases the estimates.

One of the components of this information for which the system is totally dependent
upon external sources is the meteological data.

A service which broadcasts temperature and wind information over a grid would
enhance the validity of all estimates which aircraft is that region could produce.

Clearly the source of such information would be the down loaded data discussed in
2.(a) as received from all aircraft.

Table 2 shows a possible data file for broadcasting to aircraft.

i m m| m .m.. '4-.
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TABLE 2

METEOROLOGICAL DATA

ITEM LENGTH

GMT 3 bytes

Origin Lat. Long (XoYO) 3 bytes
Grid Size nm. i byte

Altitude 2 bytes
x0yo Wind, Temp 5 bytes

x2Yo0

x-lyo

X_ 3Y °  - - 35 bytes

x yo

XY1
x-1y

etc. - 245 bytes

Repeated for 6 altitude
= 1470 bytes

Say 1500 bytes of data = 12000 bits
If transmitted every 30 secs. - 400 bits/sec

(c) Flight Plan Modification - supposing now that the ATC ground facility having
received the present position and prediction data from all the aircraft in and
approaching the terminal area has run its 'conflict simulator' and identified a
number of conflicts which will occur, has applied its resolution strategy, checked
on the simulator that the conflicts previously predicted will thereby be resolved.
It then possesses a set of flight plan modifications which are to be be transmitted
to some at least of the aircraft.

The communications will be directed to the individual aircraft concerned. Consider
the way in which these flight plan modifications are handled in the aircraft.

It is clear that any modification to a flight plan cannot be allowed to become
effective without the Captain/First Officer understanding the change and then
endorsing it.

The principal component modifications are speed changes and path changes.

i) Speed Changes - the change At in arrival time consequent upon a change AV in
the ground speed V when the distance to be travelled is d is

At = - d/V2 AV (1)

This means that the technique is most effective when the distance is large.
Thus with d 1 100 nmiles, V = 300 kn, a 10 kn change in V gives At - 40 sec.

ii) Path Change - the change at in the arrival time is proportional to the change
ad in path length

at = ad/V (2)

The path lengthening can be effected by introducing an orbit, a hold or by
effectively replacing a straight segment of path by a dog leg which diverts
from the straight path by a distance x.

The latter gives:

ad - 2x2 /d (3)

where x is the cross track amplitude of the dog leg over a distance d.
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Clearly path shortening is only possible if the basic routing contains legs
which can be effectively bypassed by going direct.

In order that the ATC controllers, themselves can monitor the operation of the
automatic system on the ground, it is suggested that there will be long and
short delta routings for each basic STAR which will provide an approximate plus
or minus one minute of flight time. These delta routings will be named and
stored in the Flight Management Computer data base. Communication with the
aircraft can then use these names, the system can construct the route as a
Temporary Flight Plan for pilot inspection and configuration. In this way the
need for time consuming pilot entry procedure at a time of already high work
load will be avoided. Table 3 shows a typical message.

TABLE 3

Item Length

Flight Number 6 bytes
GMT 3 bytes

Planned Arrival Time 3 bytes
Correction to Last Reported 3 bytes

Last Reported Ground Speed 2 bytes
Required Speed 2 bytes

Routing Change

Hold at

Identifier 6 bytes
Inbound Course 2 bytes
Length/Time 1 byte
Number of circuits, L/R I byte

Orbit at

Identifier 6 bytes
Number of circuits, L/R 1 byte

STAR, Delta

Identifier 6 bytes

Cleared Altitude 2 bytes

44 bytes

With an update interval of, say, 5 seconds gives 30 bits/second.

Any such modification will, if is proposed, create a temporary flight plan which
will be presented to the pilot on both CDU and EFIS.

The EXECuting of this temporary will cause the aircraft to begin flying the modified
plan.

3. CONCLUSIONS

It has been suggested that the data existing in Flight Management Computer equipped
aircraft can provided an ATC ground based computer with the raw data it needs to predict
potential conflicts before they arise.

Further it is suggested that amendments to the flight plan generated by the ground
computer in order to resolve these conflicts can be readily handled by the already
existing capabilities of Flight Management Computers.

The most urgent task is to establish the communication means which will allow this
data and these modification instructions to be exchanged between ground and air.
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VAPPLICATION OF FLIGHT PERFORMANCE ADVISORY SYSTEMS TO U.S. NAVY AIRCRAFT

If By M. J. Friedman, L. J. Cowles and R. C. Carson, Jr.

o Aerospace Engineers

0 U.S. Naval Air Development Center
mWarminster, Pennsylvania 18974

SUMMARY 4S-

The U.S. Navy1 in its Aircraft Energy Conservation Research and Development
Program,-_s altently investigating "rioulbmethods for improving the fuel efficiency
of existing and futur-4fNavy aircrart. Fuel saving concepts under developmentinclude
an aircraft integrated flight performance advisory system, a pre-flight mission
planning programiw ilizingqa desk type computer and an aircraft performance advisory
system using an HP-41 CV hand-held calculator.

The integrated flight performance advisory system for the F/A-18, the A-7E, and
the S-3 are described in detail by reviewing the displayed outputs to the pilots and
describing the required inputs and their sources. Features of each aircraft system
are described in accordance with the development status of the program. The pre-
flight mission planning program qiti ti zFjn? an HP-9845 desktop computer is described
for the P-3C aircraft. The approa to weather, takeoff and cruise are described by
specifying -her input and output data. Sample displays are also shown. The hand-held
HP-41 CV calculator(vtilize d-for flight performance predictions is described for the
P-3C. All the calculator functions are described for " takeoff and cruise flight
modes of this aircraft. ' The operational status of these three programs and plans for
other Navy aircraft are a o specified.

INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Navy, in its Aircraft Energy Conservation Research and Development
Program, is currently investigating various methods for improving the fuel efficiency
of existing and future fighter, attack, search and patrol aircraft. Fuel savings
concepts under development include an aircraft integrated Flight Performance Advisory
System (FPAS) to provide real time aerodynamic performance data to the crew, a pre-
flight mission planning program called Fuel Optimization Routines for Energy
Management (FOREM) and an on-board aircraft performance advisory system using a
hand-held HP-41 CV calculator called the Pocket-Size Aircraft Performance Advisory
Computer (P-S APAC).

FLIGHT PERFORMANCE ADVISORY SYSTEM (FPAS)

The FPAS program commenced with an analysis of the quantity of fuel used by Navy
and Marine aircraft based upon aircraft type and mission. Using this information,
high utilization aircraft which will be in the inventory for the next 10 to 15 years
were identified for possible incorporation of the FPAS.

The basis of the FPAS operation is a set of pre-determined algorithms which
describe the aerodynamic performance of the aircraft in flight modes such as take-
off, climb, cruise, loiter, descent and landing. The system is implemented on the
aircraft by the use of a computer, a control and display unit, and interface
provisions to the aircraft sensor data.

With the availability of the algorithms and the technology level of the aircraft
there are two basic system implementation techniques. The coupled system or Flight
Performance Management System drives an autothrottle and autopilot directly,
controlling the aircraft altitude and airspeed to attain the most efficient
operation. Presently a management system is not being considered for Navy aircraft.
The advisory system or Flight Performance Advisory System provides a display to the
aircrew of the optimum altitudes, airspeeds and other parameters pertinent to
conserving fuel while reducing crew workload. Fuel saving can also be translated to
additional mission capability or additional flight training hours. This FPAS system
through its integration with other systems and sensors on the aircraft can also
provide in a military situation, return to base data, alternative base flight
information and performance data for an aircraft degraded by combat damage or a
system malfunction.

The FPAS type of system utilizes sensor information about atmospheric I
conditions, aircraft weight and drag configuration and any other variables needed by
the operating algorithms. The FPAS must also provide an interface with the aircrew
which simplifies the task of operating the aircraft efficiently. In most systems the
interface provides for the selection of an operating flight mode and observing the
results. In an austere system the aircrew may have to perform many entry tasks and
fly the aircraft in response to the advisory outputs. Examples of data input to the
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computer are zero fuel weight, fuel weight, drag configuration, wind speed and
direction, temperatures and pressures, navigational waypoints, stores inventory, and
engine sensor data. Examples of data output are optimum speeds and altitudes for
maximum specific range and endurance flight modes, power settings, climb and descent
speeds, distance to top of descent, optimum number of engines, fuel remaining at
waypoints, time and range for current and optimum conditions and fuel required to
return to base or alternate waypoint.

The operating limits of the above input and output values are consistent with
the established Naval Air Training and Operating Procedures Standardization (NATOPS)
Flight Manual operating range. The performance equations developed for each aircraft
are based upon the aircraft performance data containod in the NATOPS manual. This
paper presents a summary of the FPAS programs developed for the S-3A, the A-7E and
the F/A-la. These aircraft, while representing the search type, the attack type and
the fighter attack also illustrate the different levels of implementation possible
with aircraft of advancing technology levels. As the F/A-18 aircraft will have the
most sophisticated FPAS, it will be emphasized during the presentation.

F/A-18 FPAS

The approach to implementation of the F/A-18 FPAS is to identify the alternative
methods, that is, what systems are available that can provide the computational,
display and control assets. On the F/A-18 this resolved into using the mission
computer and the cathode ray tube (CRT) of the Horizontal Situation Display (HSD) and
the Digital Data Indicator (DDI) display. Due to the technical sophistication of
this aircraft all sensor information can be automatically provided. Introduction of
the FPAS to this aircraft is a software only modification to the Operational Flight
Program (OFP) tape and will require approximately 6000 words of memory in the
computer. Analysis has determined that this system promises to be cost effective in
that the fuel saved will pay for the system during the remaining life of the
aircraft. Fuel savings are estimated to be three (3) per cent and based on 500
aircraft with fuel at $1 per gallon could equal $5M saved per year or eleven (11)
additional flight hours per year for each aircraft.

The F/A-18 FPAS displ'ys to the pilot on the Horizontal Situation Display Figure
1, the fuel remaining at a selected waypoint, the descent distance to the selected
waypoint and the distance, time and bearing to the waypoint. This information is
calculated from whatever source of navigational data the pilot has available or
chooses to select.

On the Digital Display Indicator, Figure 2, the pilot can select FPAS from the
displayed menu. With a predetermined fuel reserve he can obtain total range and
endurance at his current Mach number and altitude, the optimum Mach number at his
current altitude with respective range and endurance, and the optimum Mach number and
altitude with their range and endurance. The optimum climb and descent indicated air
speed (IAS) and mach number are also provided on the Heads Up Display (HUD) when the
climb/descent key on the Horizontal Situation Display is depressed.

Features included in this system are actual stores configuration weight and drag
count. The aircraft will automatically decrement the stores weight and drag as the
stores are deployed.

The system is also adaptive in that range and endurance data is adjusted by
using the actual fuel flow. Initial predictions are calculated using the fuel flow
algorithm. Then the calculated fuel flow at current flight conditions is compared to
the actual fuel flow and the variation is applied to the predicted values. In this
manner the system more nearly represents the actual aircraft performance regardless
of whether it is due to engine or airframe inefficiencies. All calculations include
the effect of current winds with off course winds included in the waypoint fuel
remaining calculation.

Each mission profile is also optimized, that is, the range and endurance at the
optimum altitude includes the effect of climb, and all range and endurance
predictions include the effect of descent. For example, the range utilizing optimum

altitude and mach number would include fuel and distance for climb, acceleration and
descent.

The F/A-18 FPAS is now in the development stage. The displays have been very
well received by fleet pilots. A suggestion by the pilots that single engine
performance be included is being implemented. This will take the form that should an
engine fail, the data presented would be for single engine performance with
appropriate drag modifications. This system is expected to become operational in
1998.

The F/A-18 FPAS is the most sophisticated FPAS system presently in development
for Navy aircraft. It requires no manual inputs by the pilot. The pilot selects
FPAS from a menu and all information is continuously displayed to him in real time.
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A-TE FPAS

The A-7E FPAS illustrates the development of a performance advisory system on an
aircraft of significantly older technology than the F/A-18. As in the F/A-18, the
approach for the A-7E FPAS specified a software only modification. The system has
been developed and is in the test and validation phase now. It is expected to be
introduced into the fleet late this year. The system consists of imbedded software
in the Operational Flight Program tape and is an integral element of the
tactical/navigational computer. The pilot interface is via a computer keyboard and
data display. The system is limited but does provide data to advise the pilot of the
optimum airspeed and altitude and the optimum airspeed at the current altitude. This
data is presented for both the cruise and endurance flight modes. For both of the
combinations the optimum and current specific range and the optimum and current
specific endurance is presented to the pilot. The current fuel flow and current true
airspeed are also displayed.

On the pilot's control display, Figure 3, there are only two windows for
presenting flight data. The pilot must key in a numeric code on the keyboard for the
flight parameters he wishes to see. This additional workload is judged to be
acceptable for the information provided. The A-7E computer does not have fuel weight
information available to it for the performance calculations. Therefore, the pilot
enters the initial fuel weight and the fuel flow algorithm is integrated as a
function of time to determine the instantaneous fuel weight. The pilot modifies the
instantaneous fuel weight by comparing the calculated fuel flow with the actual,
entering the actual, and having the computer apply the difference to the flight
parameters. The accuracy of this procedure has been validated by flight testing on
an instrumented aircraft. The drag count, stores weight and current wind are also
maintained.

For this aircraft the maximum fuel savings is $2M in a single year and then
decreasing as the aircraft goes out of service.

S-3 FPAS

The third aircraft for which an FPAS is planned is the S-3. This is a twin
turbofan search type aircraft operating from land and carrier bases. The system for
this aircratt is in the early development stage. This FPAS modification will also be
a software only modification. The FPAS system will utilize a Communication Control
Group (CCG) processor which is a recent replacement for a logic unit type
communication system. This new CCG system has computer assets and a control and
display, Figures 4 and 5, ideally suited to and in good cockpit position for use as
an FPAS. It is planned to integrate this system with the mission computer and other
sensor sources thereby minimizing pilot workload. The goal will be to present
parameters as alike to the F/A-18 as possible. To date, the performance algorithms
have been developed by digitizing the data in the flight manual and an FPAS with all
manual inputs has been demonstrated on the control communications group hardware.
Success of the system is dependent on the level of increased pilot workload.

FUEL OPTIMIZATION ROUTINES FOR ENERGY MANAGEMENT (FOREM)

The pre-flight mission planning FOREM system uses a Hewlett Packard 9845 desktop
computer to provide aircrews with a convenient and accurate means of flight planning.
The HP 9845 computer was selected because it was already widely used at Navy
installations. The computer is no longer available from the manufacturer. Present
plans call for transition to the Hewlett Packard 9020 which has been designated as
the Navy Standard Tactical Desktop Computer. The 9020 is a 32 bit machine using
disks vice the 9845 which is a 16 bit machine using cassette tapes.

The goals of the FOREM system are to promote fuel savings and to reduce mission
planning time. Fuel savings of at least one per cent are expected by providing crews
with a convenient method of accurately computing mission fuel requirements and fuel
efticient flight parameters. The reduction of mission planning time to ten minutes
or less is expected by computing flight parameters that aircrews presently obtain via
tedious manipulation of NATOPS aircraft performance graphs and tables.

P-3C FOREM

Using the P-3C as an example, the two methods of mission planning currently
available are the aircraft performance graphs and tables contained in Section XI of
the P-3C NATOPS Manual or use of the Optimum Path Aircraft Routing System (OPARS).
The P-3C NATOPS Flight Manual contains flight performance data which can be used to
accurately plan the fuel requirements and optimal flight parameters of a mission.
However, the time required to do so discourages crews from thoroughly
planning missions.

OPARS does not provide detailed planning
for tactical missions and when OPARS is busy the system response time is several
hours.
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The FOREM system is designed to be computationally sophisticated yet simple to
learn and operate. The system consists of a Hewlett Packard HP 9845B desktop
computer, a Hewlett Packard HP 2631B printer and a series of magnetic tape
cartridges. Two tape cartridges contain the P-3C FOREK program. Other tape
cartridges hold a library of planned missions. Another cartridge is used to store
local weather forecasts. The system is organized in a task menu format and tells the
user exactly what to do each step of the way via instructions displayed on the CT.
After automatically loading the program into the computer, FOREM instructs the user
to eject the two P-3C FOREM program tape cartridges. Next, the user is instructed to
select one of the six tasks performed by the P-3C FOREM. A brief explanation of the
purpose of each task is displayed as follows:

CATALOG LIBRARY ----- Print out the date, author and a brief description of each
mission on a mission library tape.

ERASE LIBRARY ----- Erase one or more missions from a library tape.

COPY LIBRARY ----- Copy entire contents of one library tape to another. Select
this task to update the Spare Copy of your mission library tape from the Master Copy.

PLAN MISSION ----- Compute the flight plan for new mission or recall, modify and
recompute one of the missions in the library.

PLAN TAKEOFF ----- Compute takeoff speeds, distances, shaft horsepower (SHP),
etc.

UPDATE WEATHER ---- Enter the latest winds and temperatures for the local area
for use in computing local flights.

Upon selection of a task, a sequence of displayed instructions directs the user
in carrying out that task. There are no limits as to the number of times and order
in which the tasks can be selected. The three tasks of Update Weather, Plan Takeoff
and Plan Mission are discussed in further detail.

UPDATE WEATHER

The Update Weather Function task is used to enter the local area forecasts into
the memory of the computer for use in computing local flights. The user is
instructed to enter area temperatures at sea level and the winds at eight altitudes
ranging from 3,000 feet to 39,000 feet. The user also indicates the time period for
which the forecast is valid. The user can request FOREM to record the entered
forecast on the P-3C POREM weather tape. When a new forecast is similar to the
previous day's forecast, the user need not enter the new forecast from scratch. If
the previous forecast was recorded on tape, the user can simply read the recorded
forecast back into the memory of the computer and then modify it.

The weather tape presently contains data representing three geographic areas,
Moffett Field, Jacksonville and NADC/NATC, at which FOREM is now in use. Following
the selection of a weather area the display indicates the time period for which the
forecast is valid. On the next display FOREM gives the temperature and wind data for
the applicable weather area. Each weather area is defined by eighteen positions.
These positions are separated by five (5) degrees of latitude and five (5) degrees of
longitude. The weather tableau containing the applicable positions is displayed on
Figure 6.

Due to the limited size of the CRT display, the user initially enters data for
the first ten positions. The display is then cleared and the user enters data for
the remaining eight positions. If the common data base does not contain a forecast
for the selected area, temperatures at sea level are set to +15 C (standard day) and
winds are set to zero.

PLAN TAKEOFF

In the Plan Takeoff function task, the user enters aircraft weight, drag count,
Turbine Inlet Temperature (TIT), pressure altitude, temperature, runway heading,
wind direction, wind speed, Runway Condition Reading ;RCR), runway slope and runway
length. FOREM then computes decision speed, refusal speed, rotation speed, liftoff
speed, 3 engine climbout speed, 4 engine climbout speed, minimum control groundspeed,
minimum control airspeed, stall speed, distance at 80 knots, distance at refusal
speed, 4 engine liftoff distance, 95 percent SHP at 80 knots, 100 percent SHP at 80
knots, 3 engine military power rate of climb, crosswind and headwind/tailwind.
Following selection of the Plan Takeoff task, the takeoff inputs list is displayed as
shown in Figure 7.

The list appears exactly as shown in Figure 7 the first time the Plan Takeoff
task is selected following loading of the program. Upon subsequent selection of the
Plan Takeoff task, the values displayed in the list are the values entered by the
last user to plan a takeoff. Also, following the computation of each planned mission
in the Plan Mission task, the takeoff zero fuel weight (ZFW), takeoff drag count and
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ZERO FUEL WEIGHT 68000 LBS

TAKEOFF FUEL 30000 LBS
DRAG COUNT 0
TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE 1010 DEGS C
ENGINE ANTI-ICING NO
RUNWAY PRESSURE ALTITUDE 0 FT

RUNWAY AMBIENT TEMPERATURE + 15 DEGS C
RUNWAY HEADING 0 DEGS
WIND DIRECTION 0 DEGS
STEADY WIND SPEED 0 KTS
WIND GUST SPEED 0 KTS
RUNWAY CONDITION READING 23
RUNWAY SLOPE 0.0 %
AVAILABLE RUNWAY LENGTH 5000 FT

ENTER ZERO FUEL WEIGHT (66000 TO 90000 LBS) THEN PRESS CONT.

ENTER HERE. - LBS

FICURE 7. P-3C PLAN TAKEOPF TASK IPUTS

SPEEDS (KIAS) DISTANCES (FT)

VD 98 V503 135 4 ENGINE ACCELERATION TO S0 KTS 30h

VI 91 VS04 13 4 ENGINE ACCELERATION TO V 1120
VRO 14 VMCG 4 ENGINE LIFTOF DISTANCE

VLOf J1M VMCA jim
vs 110

95% SHP AT 80 KTS 3700 100% SHIP AT SO KTS 3900
3 ENGINE MILITARY POWER RATE OF CLIMB 650 FT/MIN

CROSSWIND 37 KTS HIEADWIND/TAILWIND H 22 KTS

WARNING: A/C OVERWEIGHT. DECISION SPEED EXCEEDS REFUSAL SPEED.
WARNING: CROSSWIND EXCEEDS NATOPS LIMIT OF 35 KNOTS.

WOULD YOU LIKE A PRINTOUT O THE DISPLAYED DATA?

PIM S. P-SC PLAN TAKEOFF TASK OUTPUTS
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takeoff fuel used to compute the mission are automatically transferred to the takeoff
inputs list via the common data base. The takeoff output values are then computed
and displayed as shown on Figure 8. The computed speeds are defined as follows.

VD ---- Decision Speed: NATOPS chart value for slope and wind. If VD is less
than refusal speed (VR), VD is set equal to VR. If VD is greater than rotation speed
(VRO), VD is set to VRO.

VR ---- Refusal Speed: NATOPS chart value adjusted for slope and wind. If VR
is greater than rotation speed (VRO), VR is set equal to VRO.

VRO --- Rotation Speed: NATOPS ALTERNATE TAKEOFF SPEED SCHEDULE value. VRO
exceeds minimum control airspeed (VMCA) by at least 5 percent.

VLOF -- Four Engine Liftoff Speed: NATOPS ALTERNATE TAKEOFF SPEED SCHEDULE
value.

V503 & V504 -- Three Engine and Four Engine Climbout Speeds: NATOPS ALTERNATE
TAKEOFF SPEED SCHEDULE values. V503 and V504 exceed zero-thrust stall speed by at
least 15 percent.

VMCG -- Minimum Control Ground Speed.

VMCA -- Minimum Control Airspeed: (1 engine inoperative, 5 degree favorable
bank angle).

VS ---- Stall speed (power on, 18 degree flaps, 0 bank angle).

The following alerts are displayed when applicable.

WARNING: A/C OVERWEIGHT. DECISION SPEED EXCEEDS REFUSAL SPEED.

WARNING: CROSSWIND EXCEEDS NATOPS LIMIT OF 35 KNOTS.

If the user answers YES to the printout option, the computer takeoff outputs are
then printed on the thermal printer.

PLAN MISSION

The Plan Mission Function task provides planning for ASW (Anti-Submarine
Warfare), SSSC (Surface/Subsurface Surveillance Coordination), mining and transit
missions containing up to twenty waypoints. For ASW and SSSC missions, planning is
provided for up to two loiter stations. For each mission, the user either specifies
the takeoff fuel weight or request FOREM to compute the optimal takeoff fuel.

The user may enter a cruise flight level, cruise speed, percent time engine
anti-icing in use, temperature and winds for each leg of the mission. A leg is
defined as the flight segment from one waypoint to the next. For the cruise flight
level, the user either specifies a level or requests FOREM to compute the maximum
range IFR (Instrument Flight Regulations) level. When the maximum range flight level
is requested, FOREM also performs step climb calculations. For cruise speed, the
user either specifies a speed or requests FOREM to calculate the maximum range speed.
FOREM adjusts cruise fuel flows for the indicated amount of engine anti-icing.

For ASW and SSSC missions in which the user specifies the takeoff fuel weight,
the following values are computed to aid the user in the determination of maximum
time-on-station.

* Fuel remaining upon arrival on station.

* Fuel required for the cruise-from-station.

* Fuel available for loiter for both normal and Prudent Level of Endurance (PLE)

scenarios.

* Maximum endurance speeds, engine configurations and fuel flows.

The Waypoint Tableau contains the navigation and cruise parameters for the
mission. If the user has recalled a mission or the user has opted to plan another
version of a mission, the Waypoint Tableau (containing the previously entered
parameters) is displayed.

FOREM provides for the entry of up to 20 waypoints per mission. Waypoint number
I is the position upon takeoff. The final waypoint is the position upon landing. A
sequence of instructions directs the user to enter information for each waypoint.
Due to the limited size of the CRT display, the user initially enters data for up to
10 waypoints. If the mission requires more than 10 waypoints, the display is then
cleared and the user enters data for the remaining waypoints. The PLAN MISSION TASK
display is shown in Figure 9. If the user has recalled a mission or the user is
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P-3C FOi: 3R.eee 1.0
PLAN MISSION TASK

WAYPOINT INFORMATION INFORMATION FOR CRUISE TO NEXT WAYPOINT

RM R*0 GRT I X TIME

LINE LINE CIRC FLIGHT CRUISE ENGINg
ACTN LAUL LAT/LONG TitUE DIST DIST LEVEL KIAS ANTI-ICE

- -DG (N) O) ____ _ IN USE

TO WILOW 40 12.01 075 08.9W 68 68 68 190 250 10

3.Y. 40 38.01 073 46.0W 72 272 272 'AXWNG-EAST MAXWKG S
NINE ZON1 42 oo.o 068 oo.oW 252 341 ,341 4AXRG-WEST NAXEIC 0
LAND ILO-4W 0 12.0N 075 08.9W'

Would you like a printout of the displayed data?

YES NO

FIGURE 9. P-3C PLAN MISSION TASK WAYPOINT INPUT DATA

P-3C FORM: Release 1.0
PLAN MISSION TASK

Natviational Method > RHURB LINEI
Reserve (On-Top) Fuel Weight --------------------------- > 8000 LBS

Takeoff Fuel Weight ----------- > OPTIMAL
ZFW at Takeoff ----------------------------------------- > 68000 LBS
ZFW upon leaving Loiter Station 1 --------------------- >
ZFW upon leaving Loiter Station #2 --------------------- >
ZFW folloving Mining Run ------------------------------- > 68000 LBS
Drag Count at Takeoff ---------------------------------- > 0

Drag Count upon leaving Loiter Station 1 -------------- >
Drag Count upon leaving Loiter Station #2 -------------->
Drag Count follovinug Mining Run ------------------------> 0
Field Elevation at Takeoff ----------------------------- > 0 FT

Field Elevation at Landing -----------------------------> 0 FT
Cruise Flight Level Limit ------------------------------ > 270 FL
Duration of Mining Run --------------------------------- > 10 MINS

Select NAVIGATIONAL METHOD.

RIUNB GRAT
LINE CIRCLE

FIGURE 10. P-3C PLAN MISSION TASK DATA LIST
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planning another version of a previously entered mission, the data list containing
the previously entered data is displayed. If the user has not recalled a mission and
is not planning another version of a previously entered mission, the data list
containing default values is displayed as shown in Figure 10.

The major output of the Plan Mission task is a "Howgozit" tableau shown in
Figure 11. The tableau contains the computed elapsed time, flight time remaining,
distance remaining, fuel remaining, fuel flow, flight level, TIT, SHP, IAS, TAS,
ground speed, specific range, indicated outside air temperature and headwind or
tailwind component at the end of each climb, cruise, descent and loiter segment of
the mission. Hourly checkpoints are also included for cruise and loiter segments.
Space is provided in the Howgozit tableau for the user to record the actual values at
each checkpoint during the flight.

The Plan Mission task enables the user to quickly and easily plan several
versions of a mission. This is useful when planning missions with unknown
parameters. For example, if no wind data is available or the winds forecast is
questionable, the user may wish to plan three versions of the mission (best case,
worst case and prcbable case). The three Howgozits would be carried on board and the
most appropriate Howgozit then used.

Following the printout of the Howgozit tableau, the user can request FOREM to
add the mission to the mission library. Missions recorded on the library tapes can
be recalled, modified and recomputed at any future date. Future mission planning
time is greatly reduced by building a library of the missions most often flown by the
squadron.

POCKET-SIZE AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE ADVISORY COMPUTER (P-S APAC)

A commercially available HP-41CV computer containing a specific Read Only Memory
(ROM) module advises aircrew members of those in-flight parameters, such as altitude
and airspeed, that permit optimization of available fuel. The ROM module contains a
software program based on the performance curves of the NATOPS manual.

By keying in vital inputs as they are prompted on the computer's display,
various flight mission segments can be optimized. These inputs include aircraft
weight, drag index, fuel on board, wind speed and direction, and air temperature, for
take-off, cruise, loiter, descent and bingo flight modes. The P-S APAC can be used
as a quick pre-flight mission planning tool or can be used in flight to advise
aircrews of altitude and airspeed changes. Each P-S APAC ROM module and interactive
program is customized to each type, model and series aircraft in the Navy. The HP-
41CV computer is completely independent of the aircraft's electrical system, and is
lightweight, portable and inexpensive.

The objective of this program is to optimize fuel use. It is estimated that
limited use can inspire better than 1% fuel savings per year. This translates into
about $8-10 million per year. The computer and development program can be amortized
by a small fraction of this savings.

P-3C P-S APAC

The P-S APAC for the P-3C aircraft will be described to further illustrate this
program. Based upon user input of aircraft and weather data, the APAC will calculate
and display optimum flight parameters for climb, cruise, loiter and descent.
Additional information provided by the APAC includes weight and balance conditions,
takeoff parameters, a wind calculation and a temperature calculation. The APAC is
used in the battery operated HP-41CV calculator, programmed to support flight
planning. The calculator face is modified with a special overlay which provides
labels that identify APAC-peculiar keys (see Figure 12).

The operating keys are used to input data into the APAC and to obtain data

previously input or output. The operating keys perform the fc'lowing functions.

The ON key turns the APAC on in the USER mode ani also turns it off.

rhe USER key activates the USER and NORMAL modes depending upon which mode is in

7h- Y'-',GO key enters inpUt values and affirmative responses to prompts. It
sl, p the calculations when a program is running; starts calculations when a

, nt running.

P, Key ±nters negative responses to YES/NO prompts (e.g., T.I.T = 1010 Y/N).
A t inly two possible responses, it automatically inputs the other

- t..s the vign of a displayeo value (e.g., negative delta T and
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FIGURE 11. P-3C "HOWGOZIT" TABLEAU

S Fr ALPHA/NUMERIC DISPLAY
* CONTINUOUS MEMORY

* PORTABLE & LIGHTWEIGHT

* DURABLE

* USER ASSIGNED KEYS

* PLUG-IN ROM MODULES

, 32K ROM AVAILABLE

FIGURE 12. P-3C POCKET-SIZE AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE ADVISORY COMPUTE (P-S APAC)
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The CLEAR key erases the last entered digit from the display. The entire value
displayed can be erased one digit at a time by repeatedly pressing the key.

The INPUT key initiates the display of the current flight mode followed by the
values previously entered for that function. This is not operative in the takeoff
and C.G. functions.

The OUTPUT key initiates the display of the current flight mode followed by the
outputs previously computed. This is not operative in the takeoff and C.G.
functions.

The XEQ key executes flight parameter calculations after updates.

The SHIFT key deletes the entire display in a single step when used with the
CLEAR key. The SHIFT key is the gold unlabeled key on the calculator. (It is white
in Figure 10).

The function keys are used to activate equations which compute flight
performance parameters specific to each mission phase (climb, cruise, etc.).
Pressing a function key initiates a series of prompts. The responses to the prompts
are used to compute flight planning outputs. All flight functions are performed with
the USER program activated. Some values are carried from one function to another, if
a total memory clear is not performed. The APAC does not sum fuel, time, or distance
values across flight functions. These must be calculated by the user. The function
keys are: CLMB, CRUS,LOIT, DSCNT, WIND, TEMP, TK.OFF, and C.G.

The CLMB key activates the climb function which computes a near-optimal climb
profile including climb fuel and optimal airspeed.

The CRUS key activates the cruise function which computes optimal cruise
altitude and airspeed, and related flight parameters.

The LOIT key activates the loiter function which computes optimal loiter
altitude and airspeed, and related flight parameters.

The DSCNT key activates the descent function which computes optimal descent
airspeed and descent distance.

The TK.OFF key activates the takeoff function which computes NATOPS takeoff
parameters.

The C.G. key activates the weight and balance function which computes percent
mean aerodynamic chord, zero fuel weight, gross weight, and total moment.

The WIND key activates the wind function which computes the wind component and
automatically inputs it into the cruise and descent modes.

The TEMP key activates the temperature function which computes delta T from
altitude, airspeed, and indicated outside air temperature inputs.

The update keys are used to change flight variables after initial inputs into
the APAC flight functions. This allows updates of values without repeating the
entire input sequence. When an update key is activated, the APAC initiates a series
of prompts. The update keys are: WT (Weight), ENG (Engines), ALT (Altitude), A/S
(Airspeed), and WX (Weather).

The operational range keys are used to supplement the data output from flight
functions. The operational range keys are T-D (Time-Distance, e.g., time and range
available for fuel burn-off of a specified number of pounds) and FUEL (e.g., fuel
required for a specified nautical mile leg of a flight segment).

TAKEOFF

As noted above, the APAC provides the following P-3C functions: weight ind
balance, takeoff, climb, cruise, loiter, descent, a wind calculation and a
temperature calculation. The takeoff and cruise function will be described in some
detail. The takeoff function is operable by depressing the takeoff key which
initiates a series of prompts for the inputs required to compute NATOPS takeoff
parameters. Turbine Inlet Temperatures (TIT) of 1010, 1049, or 1077 degrees can be
specified during the takeoff function. After the TIT is specified, the system
prompts for the following input data: percent engine efficiency, runway pressure
altitude, anti-ice on or off, zero fuel weight, fuel on board, drag count, the
available runway length, the bank angle allowance, the runway slope, the runway
condition reading, runway temperature, the takeoff runway number, the wind direction
and wind speed. The headwind and crosswind are then momentarily displayed and the
calculator goes into a standby mode for a computation time of 31 seconds. A tone
sounds when calculations are complete and the following information is displayed:
the shaft horsepower at 80 knots, the rotation speed, the liftoff speed, the four
engine airspeed at 50 feet, the three engine airspeed at 50 feet, the refusal speed,
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the three engine rate of climb, the distance to 80 knots, the distance to refusal
speed, the distance to rotation speed, the distance to liftoff speed, the decision
speed, the minimum ground control speed, the minimum control speed in air for three
engines, the minimum control speed in air for two engines and the power-on stall
speed.

CRUISE

The cruise function is operable by depressing the CRUS key which initiates a
series of prompts for inputs required to calculate the cruise altitude, cruise
airspeed, shaft horsepower, actual TIT, fuel flow, and ground speed. Optimum outputs
are automatically calculated for altitude and airspeed by retaining the zero values
displayed in the input prompts. If altitude and airspeed are constrained, all the
other outputs are based on the specified altitude and airspeed.

Outputs are computed for three or fc:.: engine cruises, with TIT limits of 925 or
1010. Temperature deviation from standa. i day and wind component factors are used in
the computations. Cruise distance and tii,,e are estimated, given cruise fuel. Cruise
fuel and time are estimated, given cruise distance. Cruise outputs can be updated,
after initial outputs are calculated, by using the update keys to change weight,
engines, altitude, airspeed, and/or weather inputs. Additionally, the WIND and TEMP
function keys can be used to provide input to the cruise function. The operational
range keys, T-D and FUEL, can be used during the cruise function. The FUEL key can
be used to determine the cruise time and fuel burn on the basis of estimated cruise
distance. The T-D key can be used to determine cruise time and distance on the basis
of estimated cruise fuel.

The input prompts as they appear on the calculator are as follows: the turbine
inlet temperature (TIT), the zero fuel weight (ZFW), the fuel on board (FOB), the
drag count (DRAG), the cruise altitude (CRUISE.ALT) select value or retain zero for
computed optimum, cruise indicated airspeed (CRUISE.IAS) select value or retain zero
for computed optimum, the number of engines operating (ENG.OP), the temperature
deviation (DELTA T) and the headwind or tailwind component (WIND).

The word STANDBY is then displayed for approximately 46 seconds while the APAC
computes the outputs. A tone sounds when this is completed and the following outputs
are displayed: the optimum cruise altitude or the selected cruise altitude
(CRUISE.ALT), the optimum airspeed or the selected airspeed (CRUISE.IAS), the shaft
horsepower (SHP), the turbine inlet temperature (TIT), the fuel flow (F/F) and the
ground speed (GRSPD). At this point the prompt for the operational range input can
be obtained by depressing the FUEL key. The computer prompts for cruise distance
(DIST) and after being entered computes and displays the outputs of cruise fuel
(FUEL) and cruise time (CRUISE.TIME). If the T-D key is depressed, prompts are
displayed for determining time and range available for fuel burn-off of a specified
number of pounds. Other parameters that can be updated are airspeed (A/S), altitude
(ALT), weight (WT), number of engines (ENG) and weather (wind component and the
temperature deviation) (WX).

PROGRAM STATUS

All of these programs re in various stages of development. The A-7 FPAS is
scheduled for introduction ir the fleet in July 1986. The F/A-18 FPAS program
schedule calls for first use in late 1988. The S-3 FPAS is in the early stages of
development with a planned introduction into the fleet in 1989. Use of FPAS by other
Navy aircraft will be dependent on extent of avionic updates which can provide the
necessary computational assets and sensor input data necessary to support an on-board
Flight Performance Advisory System.

One of the FOREM systems, the P-3C, will have completed its technical evaluation
by June 1986 and be ready for fleet wide use. The S-3 FOREM program will at that
time be starting its 90 day technical evaluation. FOREM systems for 14 other Navy
aircraft are planned.

The P-S APAC for the P-3A is operational and the P-3C will be operational in
June 1986. The KC-130C is expected to have completed technical evaluation by June
1986 and be ready for fleet use. Development of the P-S APAC for 14 other Navy
aircraft is continuing at various stages of development. A total effort of 24 P-S
APACs is planned.
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l Abstract

The problems of design criteria and architecture of multiloop flight control systems are
discussed for a realized system to achieve precise flight path guidance, safe and
economic control of the aerodynamic flow (airspeed, angle of attack and lift coefficient
control) and passenger comfort. Joint root locus and quality criteria design will he ,,
presented.

The structure of the presented multiloop flight control system consists of nonlinear
open loop control for flight performance and flight management purpose, superposed quasi
linear state vector feed back and six control surfaces (aileron, rudder, elevator, trim,
throttle, direct lift/drag control).
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1. Introduction

Flight control systems are more or less a conventional tool to improve the aircraft
characteristics as well as to provide a more precise guidance and control. The range of
application is extrem wide. In order to improve the handling qualities and low
stability margins of uncontrolled aircraft, damper and stabilizer are state of the art.
F lutter control systems may reduce the structure load of the aircraft structure and can
improve life cycle time. For many applications in guidance and control the improvement
of flight accuracy for air traffic control and 3D/4D navigation is essential. Weapon
delivery requires excellent attitude and speed control. Also for safe and economic
flights, the control of the aerodynamic flow condition via airspeed, angle of attack or
lift coefficient is of great importance. Additonally, many military and all civil
aircraft need control systems to improve passenger comfort and the safety margin when
flying in adverse wheather conditions e.g. turbulence, wake vortices, wind shear and
poor visibility.

Design criteria for adequate flight control systems to fulifill the discussed
requirements are contradicting in general and an acceptable compromise has to be found
/I/.

These design problems will be discussed for a multiloop flight control system that can
achieve a precise flight path guidance and a safe aerodynamic flow control. The
structure of this flight control system consist of

- nonlinear open loop control for flight performance and flight management purpose
- superposed linear state vector feed back control
- six control surfaces (aileron, rudder, elevator, trim, direct lift/drag, throttle)

The flight control system as a digital experimental system, is installed in a twin
engined propeller driven research aircraft of the Technische Universit t Braunschweig.
Up to now the system has been tested in cruise flight, approach and landing.

2. Symbols

2.1 Control theory

D disturbance vector

A System matrix G c guidance input vector

t time

D observation period 2 variance
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2.2 Flight mechanic

C handling quality criterion V airspeed

C derevativ VK ground speed

F Thrust VW  wind speed

g earth acceleration

H altitude 1 angle of attack

H rate of climb y flight path angle

vertical acceleration t roll '
n load factor 0 pitch attitude angle (Euler)

m aircraft mass 1 yaw I

S wing area n elevator displacement

q pitch rate 6f flap displacement

qp dynamic pressure p air density

v orthogonal speed component

w

2.3 Indices

c Command o open loop

d disturbance w actuator open loop command

D drag a angle of attack

L Lift

3.Control system structure

Design criteria and control system structures are difficult to he presented in general,
as they vary due to the application. In this paper we will concentrate the discussion
on the precise control of the flight path and the safe control of the aerodyamic flow
condition. Flight path and flow condition can vary over a wide range in short time
periods.

The basic command inputs in the flight control system are flight path and airspeed. The
pilot or an outer loop air traffic control system may vary this command inputs.

To achieve a proper response of the controlled aircraft six control surfaces (actuators)
are applied, as there are aileron, rudder, elevator, elevator trim, throttle, and direct
lift device (fast landing flap control). For optimum control, all relevant control
information has to be fed to all relevant actuators. Therefore the adequate control
system for this task is a strongly cross-coupled multi-loop control system.

For the mathematical presentation of general cross-coupled higher order multiloop
systems the state space may be adequate. In this space presentation all state element
have equal status. It is typical for the aircraft dynamic response that some state
element have different status. Generally speaking the aircraft dynamic response can he
presented as a cascade system. Each loop of this cascade system has a different and
specific response charakteristic. The different loops can be characterised by their
frequency domains. Beginning with the highest frequency domain as the inner cascade
loop, four different loop can be identified.

1. Structural dynamic

In the relativ high frequency dynamic response of the elastic aircraft flutter control,
structural strength reduction and partly loadfactor control as well as gust alleviation
are typical applications.

2. Rotational dynamic

In the frequency range of the short period mode, dutch roll and roll mode the handling
qualities are of great importance. In this frequency regime an enormous knowledge
exists to specify and design special control systems, as there are damper, stahilizer,
gust alleviation, direct lift control.
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3. Energy dynamic

In the frequency regime of the phugoid and spiral mode, energy transfer is important.
Throttle control, speed control and wind shear suspression are typical applications in
this area. Additionally some cross coupling effects between lateral and longitudinal
motion, e.g. turn flight, are of interest as well as some effects of direct drag and
lift control.

4. Flight path management

In the extrem low frequency regime, flight management, 30 and 40 navigation and partly
air traffic control dominate this outer cascade loop.

In the past, most of the applied flight control systems are specified and designed for
relativly small cascade element (e.g. damper for cascade Mr. 2 and autothrottle control
for cascade Mr. 3) as single loop control systems. As the interaction between the
cascades can not be neglected, the control efficiency of such sinqle loop control can be
improved significantly in applying a multi-loop control structure. For example, the
poor control dynamics of conventional flight control system for transport cateqory
aircraft in the energy cascade loop require a long stabilized flight profile for
approach and landing /2/. Already small energy disturbances e.g. moderatly curved
flight path or wind shear can effect such type of control systems very much.

The well known modern control theory /3/ based on a state space presentation of the
aircraft may overcome some of the discussed problems. The general problem in
application of the modern control theory is the cascade behaviour of the aircraft
dynamic, where each cascade loop askes for its specific design procedure. The
application of different design procedures in one control systems shall be discussed in
chapter 5 more in detail.

The knowledge concerning the aircraft response is in general excellent. The relevant
discipline is known as flight mechanics. But only a small part of this knowledge is
implemented in flight control systems. This lack of information may cause problems in
dynamic response quality and precision.

Most flight control systems use only information to adapt varifng parameters as dynamic
pressure or Mach number.

The theoretical approach to incorporate flight mechanical knowledge in the flight
control system is simple in principle. We assume that the characteristics of total
cascade can he described in state space

A - Ax + Bu . (I)

If, for specific manoeuvres, the state vector Ac is specified, the required optimal
control deflection uc can be calculated in prinziple.

u - (i - Ax) B_1  (2)

This ideal equation cannot be solved in general. The phenomen is known as the inversion

of the transfer function of time delayed systems.

Most flight control applications eq.(2) can be simplified in a way, that a mathematical
solution is possible.

If we observe the information flow in the cascade loops, we find that primary the
information will flow from the outer loop to the inner loop. Therefore the dynamic
presentation of the outer loop is more important for the knowledge implementation. As
the outer loop responds much slower than the inner loops, a quasistationary
approximation of eq.(2) may solve the problem. Because the equation of aircraft motion
is non linear the approximation of eq.(2) has to be non linear.

With such an quasistationary non linear open loop control the closed loop design is
easier. The required feed back gains are small compared with control systems without an
adequate open loop control. For example, the aleviation of gust and windshear can be a
part of the open loop control.

The less the presentation of the aircraft dynamic in the open loop, the greater are the
required feed back gains to fullfill the task. An example for such an open lonp control
system is given in chapter 4.

4. Non linear open loop control

A more detailed discussion of the loop control shall demonstrate some practical aspects.

The cross-coupling effects between lateral and longitudinal aircraft motion are relative
small for conventional transport aircraft. Primary the coordinated turn flight
influences the load factor

n W + cosy (3)
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and body fixed rate sensors produce coupled output signals. For example in the output

of a pitch rate sensor

qs - bcos# + #sin# cosO . (4)

To simplify the discussion, only the longitudinal aircraft motion shall be pointed out

more in detail.

There exist two major tasks of the open loop control (see fig. I and fig. 2)

- Calculation of the commanded state vector element xc

- Calculation of the open loop control surface displacement u0

A typical set of state vector elements of a flight control system may be

q pitch rate
pitch attitude
angle of attack

H altitude
i vertical speed
ii vertical accelleration
VK horizontal accelleration

To achieve a precise control with adequate dynamic behaviour, each state vector element

should be compared with a commanded state vector element.

The commanded state vector xc has to be calculated as a function of

the guidance input vector Gc

H, flight path command
Vc airspeed command

and the disturbance vector Dc

I roll angle
Af wing flap deviation
e air density
W aircraft weight
VW  wind and turbulence velocity

The function between xc, Gc and Dc is part of the flight performance calculation. In
general the complete-set-of the-aircraft motion equation (see appendix) is necessary to
realize the performance calculations. A simple example shall demonstrate this in a
procedure that is well known in the flight mechanics community.

The required lift L is in equilibrium with the weight W of the aircraft and the load

factor n

L - n W (5)

The lift is a function of dynamic pressure

q . 0 V 2 (6)

wing area S and lift coefficient CL

L - * V
2 
S CL (7)

The lift coefficient itself is primary a function of angle af attack cx and flap
deflection angle 6f

CL - C Lo(6f) + CL% a (8)

The combination of equation (5) to (8) gives the element c of the commanded state

vector .c

2 Wdnc V
2 
S C + C (

6
f) (9

Wdc c CLa Lo f)CLa-
" (9

The commanded airspeed Vc is an element of the guidance vactor. The weiqht Wd is an
element of the disturbance vector. The load factor nc has additionally to hP calculated
in relation to eq.(3).

An example for the open loop throttle control may be derived from the "drag equation" of
the aircraft (see appendix). The required thrust is:

Fc . W [n - n-- cosy - + n-- ) siny + K (I)
L V Vgic
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The drag lift to drag ratio is a function of the anqle of attack, flap position and Mach
number. The load factor n is in relation to eq.(3) a function of vertical accelleration
H, roll angle t and flight path angle r . The effect of vertical wind WWg
(e.g. downburst) is as well implimented as horizontal wind uW Horizontal wind
influences the required thrust only in climb or descend condition%. The effect of
required thrust in a windshear situation shall he discussed more in detail. In
windshear the airspeed V of an aircraft shall be constant (V - 0) for safety reasons.
As the ground speed VK is a superposition of windspeed VW and airspeed

YK - Y + YW (11)

The time derevation is

K +

With V = 0 the requirement exists, that VK = u . This means, that in a windshear
situation the aircraft has to be accelerated or decelerated in the same way as the wind
itself. We introduce this effect into eq.(IO). For small flight path angle Y we get

CD  u _

Fc - W nl L  nV - (1 - n N)y (10oa)

These equations are the basis for a precise and effective open loop control.

With the todays computer power in digital flight control systems these coupled non
linear equations can be calculated in real time without any significant problems.

The modern control theory /3/ gives precise answers concerning the optimal structure of
linear feed back: All state vector elements x have to feed back to all actuators. The
practical problem is to define the six elements of the state vector and to measure the
state variables. These very interesting problems can only be mentioned without going
into details.

The state vector size depend on how many cascade loops are necessary to present the
aircraft characteristics. In most cases the actuator dynamics must he added yet. In
contrast to this the sensor dynamic may he neglected.

The aircraft measurement technics /4/ are well developed so that most state vector
elements can be measured directly. On the other hand the modern control theory provides
powerfull methods to observe unknown state vector elements. The design of observers /5/
for flight control systems is a very interesting task. The designer has to find a
compromise between expensive sensors and moderate system knowledge.

Figure I shows a block diagramm of all essential control loop elements.

5. Design criteria and procedure

For a given control system structure the control parameters have to be calculated. To
design a non linear open loop control is relativly simple. The set of nonlinear
equations can be solved for example with a numerical minimum variance methods /6/.

In contrast to the open loop control, the closed loop control design can in theory be
very complicate. The todays design procedure for complex flight control systems is more
art then an application of a proper theory. I shall illustrate this private statement
more in detail.
The design criteria in the "rotational dynamic cascade" are well formulated in the
handling qualities criteria of aircraft. An excellent example of handling qualities
requirements is the well known military specification MIL 8785 /7/. Most of the
handling quality criteria can be expressed as 'igenvalues and elgenvectors of the
relevant modes (short period, dutch roll, roll mode). The MIL 87'iS gives clear rules,
where the eigenvalues (roots) have to be placed.

In contrast to the adequate root method of the rotational dynamic cascade thp design of
the energy dynamic cascade and parts of the flight management cascade can be formulated
only unsufficiently by eigenvalues. Problems of speed and flight path d-viation as well
as of throttle activity may be formulated by variances of deviations. For example the
difference between the commanded airspeed and the measured airspeed is a clear and
simple measurement for speed control accuracy. The variance of the speed derivation is
AV - Vc - V

t+D

-a f A V' dt (12)

t

is easy to calculate. Throttle activity is an important human factor in flight control
design and acceptance. A high throttle activity bothers both pilot and passengers /I/.
S ome additional research is required to formulate an adequate mathematical equation to
describe throttle activity. A sufficient measurement is thrust rate t
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I . f F'dt. (13)
t

Passengers or pilots comfort is an additional Important human factor, both in civil and
military aviation. In general it is difficult to find an acceptable mathematical
formulation for human factors. The well known C - Criteria /8/ for short periods
response design represents passenger comfort quite well.

2 '2(14)

C
.  - H + (Vp(1

t+D

O 1. j Cdt (15)

t

As difficult as the correct mathematical formulation of the relevant effects in the

energy dynamics cascade is the weighting of these effects. The simple question what is

more undesirable: a speed deviation of I knot or a fliqht oath deviation of 10 ft is

very difficult to answer. Due to the flight envelope different weighting are
worthwhile. A practical approach is the equal weighting of the relevant
energy-deviations

- kinetic energy AV

- potential energy AN

This energy weighting produce acceptable flight test results /Q/.

More difficult is weighting the precision ( H. V) on one hand and the human factors
(throttle activity, passenger comfort) on the other hand. Many experience in
calculation, simulation, flight test and operation are necessary to fix the weighting
factors.

When the weighting factors K have been fixed, variance of the control qualtiy 0

Q - /&xK X AxT dt + fAu K AuT dt (16)

can be minimized with different powerfull procedures.

Recording many application, a fixed set of weighting factors is not adequate for the
total flight regime. Each area of the flight envelope requires its specific weighting
matrix. The superposed calculation of different flight regimes and a joint minimisation
of the quality criteria can give sufficent results. Todays powerfull computer are the
necessary tool for this job.

As problemized earlier, complete flight control system requires different design
procedures, root methods for the inner cascades and minimum cost methods for the outer
cascades. No theory exists to solve both problems at the same time. If we use the
different characteristics of the cascade we will find, that the control parameters of
the inner loops affects strongly the dynamic characteristic, of the outer loop but not
vice versa. The control parameter sensivity move in the opposite way compared to the
control information. Based on this axiom, we design complex multiloop control systems
step by step.

The first step is the design of the inner loop (flutter suspression, damper, stabilizer)
with root methods based on aircraft handling quality specifications. In a second step
the outer loop control parameters are calculated by cost function minimization, where
the inner loop control parameters are fixed. In most applications two or three
iterative circles including flight test are sufficient.

6. Flight Test results

The results of the discussed design procedure for complex multiloop flight control
systems shall be demonstrated for a realized flight control system for scientific
applications. This flight control system has heen developed in the Institut for
Guidance and Control, Technical University Braunschweig /10/. The des'gn targed was an
extrem precise flight control system for flying nap-on-the-earth protiles to measure
wind, windshea and turbulence on board of the aircraft.

The test aircraft is an institute owned, twin engine propeller aircraft (fig. 3). The
aircraft is fully equiped with sensors, digital and analog computer and actuators for
elevator, aileron, rudder, horizontal fin trim, throttle and direct lift (fig. 4). In
the presented version of the flight control system, the aerodynamic flow condition was
measured via the angle of attack. The task of air data computing, flight augmentation
and thrust control will be done in one central computer (Typ Norden, DEC PDPI1
compatible). The sample rate is 23 cycles per second.

Figure 5 demonstrates the high accuracy of the flight control system In smooth air. In
a 9 minutes flight period, the maximum altitude deviation was less then I m. The
altitude deviation is In the range of the resolution of the barometric altimeter.
Figure 6 shows the aircraft response in altitude, airspeed and thrust at the hegin of a
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turn flight in moderate turbulence. In figure 7 the aircraft energy situations were
heavily disturbed by setting the landing flans. An altitude-acquire manotievre shows
fig. 8 for strong turbulence. An automatic landing is demonstrated in fig. 9. Typical
for this test aircraft is the gust sensitivity of the uncontrolled aircraft due to the
low wing load and on the other hand its high pitch angle variation due to tail-wheel
landing gear.

An older version (with a simple open loop control) is shown i, fig. 10 in an curved
MLS-approach /11/ passing a moderate wind shear.
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Al Aircraft equation of motion (translational) (simplified)

V k F - D + L sin a - Wsny (Al)
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A2 Velocity vector geometrie
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A3 Thrust equation (superposition of eq (Al), eq (A2), eq (A4))
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fig. 3 The DO 28 research aircraft
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The Paperldescribes some of the work carried out in the Civil Avionics Research
programme at RAE Bedford. After describing some of the factors that are leading to a
future Air Traffic Management system, the Yaper reviews the activities in navigation,
flight management, displays and novel human input techniques. The progress made and some
of the lessons learned are also described. The/aper concludes with a view of how a
future Air Traffic Management system might operate.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Civil Avionics Section of Operational Systems Division at RAE Bedford carries
out a programme of research on behalf of the UK Department of Trade and Industry. The aim
of the research, which enjoys the support and cooperation of industry, is to enhance the
technological base of the UK avionics industry, particularly those firms seeking to
operate in the civil market. Almost all the products and concepts which arise are
subjected to flight testing in the section's BAC 1-11 flying laboratory aircraft. Without
such realistic final proving there is often little hope of convincing hard-headed
operators that the ideas will work.

Inevitably there has to be considerable emphasis on improving the efficiency of
airline operation because airlines and their customers are very cost conscious and have
aircraft and equipment purchasing policies that reflect this. These policies have led to
the procurement of dramatically improved airframes and engines and also a great
proliferation of electronic aids on the flight deck. This trend towards greater
complexity will continue and, in our view, the sophistication of the ATC environment will
also increase; it is this trend that makes necessary the research to exploit these growing
capabilities and to make them manageable and useful.

2 ECONOMIC PRESSURES ON AIRLINES

The last 25 years has seen major changes in the patterus of civil aviation. The
best known and most widely publicised influence for change has been the rapid increase
in the price of crude oil and the aviation fuel derived from it. Fig 1 shows the oil and
aviation fuel price movements since 1960, the recent downturn in fuel prices can probably
at best be regarded as a temporary reprieve from the upward movement in basic energy
costs. Over the same period the cost of aircraft and their equipment has risen steeply as
manufacturers have sought to reduce fuel burn per passenger seat/mile and yet despite this
the real cost of air travel has fallen as the example of the cost of a N Atlantic crossing
shows.

The contribution of avionics to aircraft operating economy began in the 19708 with
the introduction of area navigation (RNAV) systems originally intended to provide a
navigation capability that would allow direct routings and thus break the dependence on
fixed air routes based on the location of ground navigation aids. It is perhaps ironic
that only now, in the 1980s, are direct routing. becoming acceptable to ATC authorities
and that the savings associated with RNAV systems have instead been realised by virtue of
precise navigation and flight control along airways. Examples of the possible
improvements that can be made can be seen by contrasting observed airway performance
(Pig 2) with our own flight results based on DM/DME navigation (Fig 3); this contribution
alone reduces track miles by 0.5-1.0%. Correct turn anticipation, rather than turning
after the beacon overhead position can save a further 1-3% of track miles depending on
route structure.

Also started in the 1970a was the adoption of Performance Management System to
provide guidance to the pilot or autopilot for optimum climb, cruise and descent
strategies. Some users have attributed fuel savings of 3% to such systems. Recently even
more sophistication and precise control has come to the flight deck with the widespread
adoption of Flight Management Systems in the 1980s.

The potential savings are so large In cash term that it has been estimated that at
least 70% of major civil transport aircraft will have either RNAV or PUS fitted by 1990
and over 80% will be so fitted by the year 2000

You can easily Imagine the frustration of airlines as they find that, despite the
sophisticated computation available on the flight deck and the CRT based instrument
display system that so vividly portray the enforced departures from the planned route,

"1
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significant further savings are being denied them because the ATC system cannot provide
the routings, flight levels and optimum climb and descent profiles that they would like.
It has been calculated that in Eyrope a further 5-10% of 5oute miles could be saved if
true direct routing was possible and Attwooll and Benoit have calculated that at one
busy UK airport 10 tonnes of fuel per hour in the peak period could be saved by ideal,
non interrupted descent paths and yet current airline experience suggests that only 20% of
descents into that airport are uninterrupted.

This emphasis on economic operation has made life very different for the pilot; he
is noa concerned with the minimising of fuel burn by feeding and obeying his flight
computers in addition to his other tasks, thus the mental workload has increased. The
contribution to reduced pilot workload and increased situation awareness provided by the
Electronic Flight Instrument Systems (EFIS) on modern aircraft has largely offset this and
the importance of this technique cannot be over emphasised, but the ergonomics of the
Control and Display Units used to communicate with the FMS and other systems are still
appalling. As the complexity of the future ATM system increases, including the use of
four-dimensional trajectories, the pilot-machine interface will become more complex and
more critical if the man is to remain in effective control of his systems, rather than the
other way round.

3 SOME ATC PROBLEMS

TWe most important function of ATC is to ensure safe, orderly and expeditious flow
of air traffic. The keyword 'safety' naturally makes ATC authorities conservative
organisations, this conservatism being further reinforced because they must work within
international rules. The system that we see now has evolved over many years from
basically procedural forms of control (which are well suited to low traffic density, low
workload environments) to the modern high traffic density, high workload tactical radar
control experienced near major airports and airway junctions. The system is based on the
human judgement exercised by Air Traffic Controllers who, with experience, actually
achieve astonishingly good performance. The methods of control, especially in busy
periods, involve accurate mental estimation of positions and velocities and are very
communication intensive, the communication being by voice over HT or telephone links. As
traffic flows increase any one controller will reach a limit which can be loosely
described as a 'headful' of information beyond which he cannot picture and control the
situation. The classic response to this problem is to reduce the volume of airspace that
he controls, and this remedy is effective until the overhead of communicating with
adjacent sectors begins to dominate his workload. Major airports and intersections have
probably reached this point and yet all traffic forecasts predict significant traffic
increases in the years ahead; for example, in Europe up to 5?! 2 Increaae by the year 2000,
and for some types of traffic in the USA even more than this . Clearly this will
present a major problem.

It Is fortunate that improving technology, both in the air and on the ground,
offers at least partial solutions to this problem.

Some simple guidelines that could govern the transition to future solutions are:

(a) Safety must at least be preserved at each step.

(b) Each step must be an evolutionary one and offer compatibility with previous
solutions and, ideally, be capable of justification on cost benefit grounds at each
stage.

(c) The system must be able to cope with a wide range of demands and with unexpected
perturbations.

(d) For the foreseeable future men will remain in the loop both in the air and on the
ground.

(e) Greater capacity will be achieved through greater precision in the knowledge of
aircraft current and future positions. The exploitation of this precision will in
turn demand computer based systems, both in the air and on the ground, for
prediction and execution of trajectories that will be specified in three and four
dimensions. These trajectories will be based largeLy on continuous descents that
are close to fuel optimal.

(f) This implies a shift to more strategic rather than tactical forms of control, and
the necessary numerical specification of trajectories will require a data link to
support the resulting air-ground exchange of information. The exchange of data
will almost certainly provide the means for improved short term weather forecasts
needed for economical four-dimensional control.

These predicted changes, leading towards a full Air Traffic Management (ATM) scen-
ario pose considerable demands on research and development; amongst these are how to
specify and achieve the necessary man-machine interfaces (both air and ground) that allow
this information to be understood, agreed and monitored by pilots and air traffic
controllers.

It is against this vision of the future that our programe should be viewed,
seeking to provide the technical building blocks which will eventually be assembled into a
future system.
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4 RESEARCH PROGRAMME

The Civil Avionics research programe is 100% funded by the Department of Trade and
Industry, and on a short-term basis provides a flight test, development and demonstration
facility for UK Avionics manufacturers, enabling them either to Install and operate
equipment on a stand-alone basis or to integrate their equipment fully with other systems
already operating In the BAC i-1i aircraft. On a longer term basis, a major aim of the
programme is to investigate the role and integration of avionic systems for the more
demanding air traffic environment of the future. Our programme is therefore concerned
with developing and demonstrating a total aircraft system that will be compatible with
future ATC systems. These will need to cope with the expected large increases In traffic
demand and provide more economic aircraft operation in terms of fuel savings and reduced
delays, while at the same time improving, or at least maintaining current levels of
safety. Although the emphasis of our research is on systems Integration, it is convenient
for descriptive purposes to break down the programme into a number of main topics which
are detailed below.

4.1 Navigation

The navigational aspect of our programme is concerned with how accurately aircraft
can position-fix and fly a defined two-dimensional route. The work has Included an
assessment of the accuracy and characteristics of currently available ground navigation
aids , and also extensive measurements of automatic navigation pirformance when using
various combinations of radio aids augmented by on-board sensors . These measurements
confirmed the high level of accuracy provided by DME/DME position fixing, (of the order of
0.25 n mile 1 ad), which Is now used by most area navigation systems when operating In
areas of good DNE coverage. Our navigation work is now concentrating on methods of
improving the accuracy achievable in regions less well-equipped with ground aids.

4.2 Flight Management

The essential feature of a Flight Management System (PMS) is to combine the
requirements of lateral, vertical, speed and time demands, in order to obtain an optimum
overall result in terms of aircraft operating efficiency, within the constraints imposed
by Air Traffic Control. The lateral requirement is to track automatically along airways
and to follow defined Standard Instrument Departure (SID) and Standard Arrival Routes
(STAR) in the terminal area. Vertical control facilities should enable the pilot to
define and achieve any required climb and descent profiles. Speed control needs to take
account of the vertical profile requirements in order to maintain optimum speed accurately
and with minimum throttle activity.

Time control within current ATC systems generally involves path stretching
manoeuvres within defined holding areas in order to absorb unavoidable delays. A number
of flexible path stretching methods have been investigated and developed allowing any
specified delay to be achieved accurately within the airspace presently allocated for such
manoeuvres. More fuel efficient methods of meeting time constraints are under
development, Involving strategic speed control (often referred to as four-dimensional
control or time-slot following), and most 6of our research effort In the flight management
area is being concentrated on this aspect

4.3 Man-machine interfacing

4.3.1 Displays

As civil aircraft become fitted with more comprehensive facilities in terms of
route navigation, vertical, speed and time control, it is essential to provide sufficient
Information in the cockpit to enable the flight crew to monitor and control these
automatic systems adequately. Displays research is aimed at providing a fully integrated
presentation of Primary Flight and aircraft systems data, Including mode indications and
failure warnings, in such a way that information is always available when needed, but is
not displayed otherwise. This avoids clutter and possible confusion. Colour CRT displays
have been used to provide this major interface between the pilot and the various sensors
and systems needed to operite the aircraft, with the emphasis being on developing
navigation display formats suitable for the 111 functions described in section 4.2 above.

4.3.2 Workload reduction

As well an Informing the pilot of the present position and status of his aircraft
and Its system, it Is also necessary to enable him to easily input the data and commands
required for overall system management. The keyboard entry methods currently used are
time-consumlng and error-prone, especially In high workload situations, sometimes causing
frustration as well as sore fingers. Alternative input techniques are being tried,
including the us* of a Joystick or roller-ball to drive a cursor symbol on the CRT screen
in order to change the defined navigation route more rapidly, for example.

Methods of utilising speech recognlsers to allow direct voice input to control
selections and insert commnds and data to various automatic system are also under
investigation. Initial results appear promising but sauh work i required in this area to
determine the combination of input techniques probably needed to provide the speed and

Aflexibility demanded by pilots.
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4.4 Air Traffic Management

It is vitally important that the systems and capabilities provided for airborne use
are compatible with, and form part of, future Air Traffic Management systems, and the
Civil Avionics section therefore has a joint programme with the Royal Signals and Radar
Establishment at Malvern, to consider how future ATC systems might develop in order to
utilise the capabilities of modern well-equipped aircraft. Of particular interest is the
potential use of a two-way data link between the ground and the aircraft, for passing the
more detailed information expected to be needed for efficient operation of future AT
systems. Initial trials are being carried out using commercial modem equipment with VHF
radio transceivers in the BAC 1-il aircraft, to investigate the integration of data link
information with ATC, the on-board avionic systems and the flight deck crew. Later a mode
S data link will be used In these experiments.

4.5 Flight control

Research on flight control aspects is largely concerned with non-linear control
laws and energy management techniques and seeks to achieve tighter control performance
with less control activity and fuel burn. This work is currently independent of the other
research topics and is therefore outside the scope of this paper.

5 THE BAC 1-11 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

The programme centres on a BAC 1-i 200 series aircraft, equipped with a multitude
of facilities that make a 20 year old aircraft a versatile research tool, ie a flying
laboratory. The present installation lends itself to research into such toics as
navigation techniques, flight management system assessment, flight control and more
recently the man-machine interface including research into the use of electronic flight
deck displays and Direct Voice Input (DVI). For ease of access and maintenance, the
majority of equipment, excluding power and cooling systems, has been fitted Into the
passenger cabin. To preserve flexibility, the philosophy of routing signals and data via
junction boxes has been adopted.

On entering the cockpit, a striking feature is the contrast between the port and
starboard pilot panels. The starboard pilot position retains conventional instrumentation
and systems and is the safety pilot position. By this means considerable freedom to
modify the remainder of the cockpit has been obtained. The port side is dominated by two
colour displays which conform to ARINC 725 format D (8 inch x 8 inch). One of these is
normally devoted to the display of normal primary flight information, the other is used as
a navigation display. The generation of the navigation display format is shared between a
symbol generator unit and a general purpose digital computer. The basic data for this
navigation display comes from an area navigation (RNAV) system. The navigation computer
has been expanded with additional memory for experimental use and, with the numerous soft-
ware changes since its purchase, now provides a Flight Management System (FMS) capability.
The controller for this FNS/RNAV installation is situated In the centre pedestal of the
cockpit; for monitoring purposes and software updating an additional controller is
installed in one of the rear observer's control desks.

The navigation sensor package for the RNAV/FMS and other systems includes two VOR
receivers to ARINC 579, a VOR to ARINC 711, three DME receivers to ARINC 568, two
frequency agile DNE receivers to ARINC 709, an inertial navigation system to ARINC 581 and
a digital air data system.

A low cost RNAV system receiver has also been installed into the aircraft. Trials
have been conducted In collaboration with the manufacturer, to assess the performance of
such equipment.

Situated next to the FMS controller in the cockpit pedestal is a Radio Management
System (RMS) based on an integrated control and display unit. This forr.s part of the on-
board comma/nav suite. This prototype system not only provides the pilots with a tactile
controller with space saving benefits but also an interface between the speech recognition
system and the Tx/Rx units.

A duplex analogue autopilot offers full autoland capability; in addition, a
microprocessor and a digital computer, that can drive the autopilot servo systems,
provides a flexible and readily programmable autopilot for experimental purposes. The
aircraft has been modified to provide a direct lift capability, using the standard
spoilers; pitch compensation is also available using an elevator series actuator.

In-house control research is supplemented by UK Industry participation and recently
a prototype high integrity flight control computer has been installed. This joint
programme between RAE and Industry will investigate the use of such systems on a civil
aircraft.

Two dual flight observer stations are positioned forward in the passenger cabin.
From these stations, the flight observers can conduct the trial and also monitor the
aircraft's state by means of a full set of flight instruments and displays. The recording
of most parameters, including the aircraft intercom, is also controlled from these
stations.

As the programme has broadened to include Air Traffic Management and man-machine
interface aspects more equipment has been recently installed, including:
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(a) Experimental data link systems based on VHF/modems as a precursor to mode S,
capable of linking experimental ATC systems to the aircraft.

(b) Advanced speech recognisers.

Comprehensive instrumentation as well as a large number of signal conditioning
units have been provided. The primary recording system is a digital magnetic tape system.
Online analogue pen recorders are also available. The synchronisation of the aircraft
records with other sources, such as tracking radar installations, is achieved by a
standard time radio clock receiver. In addition to the normal aircraft supplies, two
static inverters provide 4 kW of UK domestic electrical power at 240 V x 50 Hz. Seventeen
passenger seats are provided in the rear of the cabin allowing flight demonstrations; the
nature of the BAC 1-11 with ventral stairs and auxiliary power unit also give the aircraft
a convenient ground demonstration role.

6 PRESENT POSITION ON RESEARCH TOPICS

6.1 Navigation

DME/DME navigation is now widely used in area navigation and flight management
systems, giving an accuracy of around 0.25 n mile when operating in areas moderately
well-equipped with ground aids. In other areas (M Mediterranean and Northern
Scandinavia) the number of ground aids is severely limited, with the result that automatic
position fixing systems are forced to revert to VOR/DME operation, or even to
dead-reckoning, for long periods of time. Measurements taken in the Mediterranean area,
using a frequency agile DME receiver fitted in our BAC 1-11 aircraft, showed that
intermittent DME data was frequently available from a number of ground stations, even
though signals from two stations giving a satisfactory cut-angle for DME/DME operation
could not be maintained for any significant length of time.

Our recent navigation research has therefore been concentrated on developing
techniques for utilising the capability of frequency agile DME receivers, so that whatever
range information is available at any particular time can be combined with other aircraft
data to provide a best estimate of present position. As the data tends to be intermittent
in nature, and could be coming from continuously changing sources, the navigation
technique for combining the data has become known as 'data puddle'. Position fixing
algorithms to combine distance information from up to five ground stations have been
developed, together with the necessary station selection algorithms for determining the
preferred five stations when operating in areas well-equipped with aids. The selection
criteria are based on achieving an even spread of ground stations around the aircraft
whenever possible, rather than simply accepting the aids closest to the aircraft. If
range information is only available from five or less ground stations, then all the
available data will be utilised and no selection is necessary. Obviously this situation
applies in those areas sparsely equipped with ground aids.

Initial flight trials using data puddle in a good nay aid environment have proved
that the concept works, and there are signs that the expected improvement in accuracy
compared with DME/DME position fixing is being achieved, although no absolute accuracy
measurements have been made at this stage. Data puddle performance on flights in sparsely
equipped areas shows equal promise, with position fixing from two or more stations being
maintained for much of the time that conventional DME/DME navigation proved impossible.
There were, however, times when the available aids were located close together and
the'efore gave very small subtended angles, which could lead to poor position fixing
accuracy. There were other times when only one DME station could be received or even none
at all. Methods for improving navigation in these circumstances are discussed in
section 8.1.

6.2 Flight Management

The ability to fly a defined route accurately, with no overshoot at turn points, is
already providing many airline operators with cost savings as a result of fitting RNAV or
FMS equipment. Automatic track following of complex SID and STAR routes is now available
on modern 11S systems, and therefore no significant research effort is taking place in
terms of lateral flight management capabilities.

Similarly, adequate vertical and speed capabilities are now available, with the
pilot able to define any climb or descent profile by inputting a cruise flight level and
required heights at waypoints along the route. Demanded speed will be maintained to any
value set by the pilot, and automatically changed as necessary for different flight
conditions (I& reduced to optimum holding speed as the aircraft enters a holding pattern).
A vital safety back-up is provided on our vertical control system. Each time ATC clear
the aircraft to a particular altitude or flight level, the pilot inserts this cleared
value on his instrument display. The same information is fed to the FMS, so that any
height profile pre-programed into the system is then over-ridden and the aircraft
automatically levelled at the cleared altitude.

Our recent INS research has concentrated on time control. The need to absorb
delays by path stretching is necessary within to-day's ATC system and will almost
certainly remain so in future systems, although hopefully to a lesser extent than at
present. To meet this requirement a cruise level speed control algorithm as well as an
automatic holding capability have been developed which, together, enable the pilot to
insert any desired hold exit time. The IHS system then computes the size of holding
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pattern (up to a maximum of 6 min), and how many times the aircraft needs to fly round the
pattern. If necessary, airspeed is automatically adjusted on the inbound leg of each
orbit to prevent accumulation of timing errors during the sequence. Flight measurements
of the time-keeping accuracy achieved by the system gave an exit time error of i5 $. The
major contribution to these errors was the track keeping inaccuracy during the curved
segments of the pattern, where a lateral error of only 0.1 n mile can lead to a 10 a time
error. The accuracy of DKE/DME position fixing is such that a 6 min hold can be contained
in a protected area somewhat smaller than that required for a standard pattern. Also,
because aircraft position is known relative to the pattern without having to overfly the
aid defining the hold, it has been possible to implement a revised set of entry
procedures, allowing automatic joins from any direction without going outside the
racetrack pattern'. Adopting these procedures would eliminate the need to allott airspace
to protect hold entry manoeuvres specifically. To cater for delays of less than 3 min, a
U-shaped manoeuvre has been developed, which again is contained within the defined holding
area, so the FMS is fully capable of absorbing any required delay using conventional
path-stretching techniques.

Of perhaps greater significance to future air traffic management systems, Is the
development of strategic speed control (four-dimensional or time-slot following) aimed at
providing a more fuel efficient method of meeting time constraints in situations where the
need to delay is known well in advance. While at cruise altitude, the pilot can nominate
an end of descent waypoint and insert any altitude, speed and time constraints associated
with it. The system then calculates the constant calibrated airspeed required to achieve
these constraints, together with a top-of-descent point from which idle thrust should be
maintained throughout the descent, with allowance made for a deceleration segment towards
the end of the descent. Of vital importance to the efficient performance of the descent,
is the prediction of the wind conditions the aircraft will meet during the descent.
Forecast winds issued by, for example, the Met Office at Bracknell cover a six hour period
and can be based on data up to 12 hours old, so it is essential to combine the actual
wind, as measured in the aircraft, with the forecast wind, in order to obtain a reasonable
prediction. Fairly large errors in forecast wind at high altitude can be overcome with
only small speed changes, but similar errors at low altitude lead to significant speed
changes because of the limited time left before reaching the constraint point. The time-
keeping performance currently being achieved is impressive, typically within ±5 s at the
end-of-descent point, but this accuracy is only achieved with thrust changes at the lower
altitudes and Is therefore less fuel efficient than we would like. Some improvements may
be possible by refining the wind prediction algorithm, but the biggest improvement would
come from more accurate forecasts of the wind profile along the descent path, or by
relaying over a data-link actual winds experienced by a preceding aircraft that has
recently descended through the same airmass.

6.3 Man-machine interfacing

6.3.1 Displays

Two colour CRT displays, each 8 inch square, and using shadow-mask atubes with
cursive writing, have been operating in the 1-11 aircraft since June 1981 . The large
screen size enables all primary flight information to be displayed on just one display.
Airspeed, height and vertical speed are presented in a conventional circular analogue
fashion, with aircraft attitude information in the centre of the display, and a heading
scale along the bottom. No new research effort has been put into this primary flight
display, and although not optimum in some areas, it presents a sharp contrast to some more
recent attempts to provide the same information using vertical strip scales on smaller
displays. We feel that care must be taken to present these critical flight parameters in
the best possible way. Additional display area should be provided to meet the
presentation requirement, rather than compromising the presentation in order to squeeze it
into too small a space.

The second display is used for navigation data, and it is in this area that our
displays research has been concentrated. A full-screen map display has been developed
showing the intended route of the aircraft including any holding patterns, with track
lines joining the waypoint symbols. Present position is indicated by an aircraft symbol
positioned towards the centre of the screen, thereby providing considerable look-behind
capability. This gives pilots a greater awareness of position along the route and is
especially useful when flying complex SIDs and STARs within terminal areas.

Additional data can be selected by the pilot as and when required, including the
display of all navigation aids, all waypoints contained in the data base, and VOR or ADF
bearing pointers for flying non-precision approaches or for monitoring the simplex
navigation computer driving our map display. Pull scales from 15 n mile up to 300 n mile
are available, and the map orientation can be heading-up, track-up or north-up. A
look-ahead or planning mode, has been provided, allowing the pilot to examine any part of
the route easily and in fine detail. This is especially useful for checking the
programed arrival procedure well before entering a terminal area. In this look-ahead
mode, the pilot can move the map origin to any desired position using a roller-ball
mounted on his armrest. He can also, of course, change the map scaling as required.

Danger areas are automatically drawn on the map if the aircraft is likely to pass 1 4I
close to them. In a similar way, safety altitudes have been included in the data base so
that if the aircraft comes close to infringing any of these altitudes, the relevant area
is drawn on the map, together with the minimum allowable height within that area.

. . . .. .....................
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Vertical information has been incorporated on the map display by writing demanded
altitudes alongside each waypoint symbol, and colour coding the route track-lines, using
blue for climb segments, white for level flight or cruise segments, and brown for descent
segments, which gives extra emphasis to the vertical structure. Also available, by pilot
selection, is a full-screen vertical display which allows detailed checking of the
vertical profile in much the same way as with the azimuth look-ahead mode.

Time-slot following information can also be presented on the map. This includes
the computed top-of-descent point, the end-of-descent waypoint together with speed, height
and time constraints, time estimates for all waypoints in the route, and the display of
any time errors together with an indication of where the aircraft should be in order to
meet the constraints.

As well as controlling map position in the look-ahead mode, the roller-ball can
also be used to position a cursor symbol on the map, to nominate any point held in the
data base, or to generate new waypoints for insertion into the route. This rapid and
flexible entry method has also been combined with direct voice input techniques and is
discussed further in section 6.3.2.

The current map display, while still capable of improvement and further
development, provides a very versatile method of presenting considerable quantities of
navigation data to the pilot and, by giving an instant picture of present position without
the need for mental interpretation of range and bearing from ground aids, achieves the
biggest workload reduction seen in civil cockpits for many years.

6.3.2 Workload reduction

The research thrust has been directed towards methods of data input and system
control other than conventional CDUs, keyboards, knobs and switches. Most effort has been
directed at evaluating the capabilities of the modern Automatic Speech Recognisers (ASRs)
in the airborne environment and then to explore their integ ration with other cockpit
systems to provide an experimental Direct Voice Input (DVI) capability of considerable
authority.

After initial testing with an early speaker dependent isolated word recogniser, it
was clear that connected or continuous word recognition was required to maintain the
natural aspect of using speech for control purposes. This early recogniser also suffered
unacceptable recognition error rates in the noise environment of a cockpit.

At about that time a UK firm was developing a then advanced connected word
recogniser that was also speaker dependent but employed dynamic time warping to allow for
within speaker variability. This machine, the SR 126, was delivered in mid 1982 and was
subjected to laboratory testing. The recognition performance was so encouraging that the
same equipment was installed in the aircraft for flight testing two weeks later. Similar
recognition performance was obtained during flight conditions and, as a result, the SR 128
was integrated with the cockpit displays and this degree of DVI was demonstrated success-
fully at the SBAC Air Show in 1982. A vocabulary of 32 words was used. Pilot reaction to
DVI in this early stage was very favourable, to the extent that other systems were con-
sidered for voice control. A prototype Radio Management System (RMS) was described in
section 5. Experiments using this menu driven CDU based system having been completed, it
was decided to attempt DVI control of the radio and navigation equipment via this system.
This allowed the pilot DVI control of two UHF/VHF radios, two VHF radios, two ADF
receivers, two ILS receivers, two VOR receivers and an SSR transponder.

The vocabulary size required to control the comms/nav equipment and the cockpit
electronic displays was now 106 words. To assist recognition the syntax adopted was
structured as shown in simplified form in Fig 4. It will be noticed that the vocabulary
is split into two parts, display commands or Comms/Nav commands, requiring two keywords
(DISPLAY or CONKS) to be said before the remaining command. The pilots commented that the
syntax was too restricting, and the necessity for key words aggravating. The syntax that
was eventually adopted is shown in Fig 5. The pilots found the revised syntax easier to
remember and use but the recognition performance was degraded due to the increase in the
number of words at some syntax nodes. For example, in the first syntax the number of
possible words after the command 'BOX' was 23, whereas in the revised syntax this
increased to 54.

A test was conducted to examine the impact on recognition performance of these two
syntaxes. A standard test was devised consisting of typical connected word commands such
as BOX 1 1 2 3 DECIMAL 4. Three pilots conducted the same test with both versions of the
syntax during flight using the same training templates. The difference in recognition
word error rate for the two syntaxes is shown in Fig 6. Not only are there differences in
performance for the two syntaxes but also significant variations between pilots. The
reason for the range in operator performance is believed to be speaker variability; it is
hoped that future speech recognition algorithms may be more robust.

As the general reaction to DVI on board the BAC 1-11 was still favourable, it was
decided to attempt integration with the FMS. [

The implementation of route changes through the VMS keyboard is a time-consuming
and cumbersome process and therefore it was in this area that we concentrated our DVIintegration efforts. A variety of route changing options are available to the pilot by

'I
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(e) Response time to pilot inputs must be short; there should be no limit on the
rate at which the pilot can enter data. Also, at the completion of any input
sequence, the system should provide any computed information, demanded as a result
of that input, within 5 s.

Experiments with time control algorithms have shown that a high degree of accuracy
(typically t5 s) can be achieved in meeting time constraints at an end-of-descent
waypoint . This accuracy is only achieved by using engine thrust in excess of flight idle
or unwanted throttle activity in some wind conditions. It has proved difficult to predict
the wind structure accurately during a descent, when using a combination of forecast wind
along the descent path and actual wind being experienced by the aircraft at its current
altitude. Considerable improvement in the accuracy of forecast wind data is required if
such tight time constraints are to be met in a fuel efficient manner.

7.3 Man-machine interface

7.3.1 Displays

The clarity, sharpness and colour definition produced by shadow mask CRT displays
make a very favourable impression on all pilots. The use of colour enables far more
information to be presented without clutter and potential confusion, than can be displayed
on monochrome displays. Nevertheless, care must be taken to display only essential
information at any time. Even with colour discrimination, it is easy to achieve a
cluttered presentation if the temptation to display desirable, as opposed to essential,
features is not strongly resisted.

For civil applications we feel that the colour chosen for a particular feature is
not critical. Of more importance is ensuring that a consistent colour code is applied
throughout all display modes and also from one display to another. Primary colours have
been found to be too harsh, and are more acceptable when desaturated. Pilots generally
prefer the softer tones of colours like cyan and yellow. Magenta is considered by many to
be a harsh colour and could therefore be useful for highlighting purposes, although the
conventional use of amber for caution and red for warning appears to work well and has, of
course, been readily accepted.

Flashing any symbol on and off is very attention-getting and is therefore effective
for alerting purposes. It is, therefore, essential to avoid inadvertent flashing of
symbols on the display (eA if a parameter is dithering at one end of its displayed scale,
it is necessary to add hysteresis to prevent it flashing on and off).

Electronic instrument displays are still in a very early development stage and
therefore, in our view, it would be premature to attempt to standardise on the symbology
and colour coding in use on civil aircraft. The flexible nature of CRT displays should be
fully utilised. The optimum choice of colour and symbology will largely depend on the
exact combination of airborne equipment and capabilities, together with the type of
operation any particular aircraft is designed to perform.

Apparent symbol movement can occur on the displays (in the form of sudden Jumps in
the apparent position of one symbol relative to another) if symbols positioned close to
one another on the screen are drawn at significantly different times (more than about
4 m sec time difference), Some people are more susceptible to this effect than others.
Time differences between drawing various symbols are a function of the screen refresh
rate, and problems of this sort are not usually apparent if refresh rates greater than
60 Hz are employed.

The uniform brightness level of all displayed information is a feature much
appreciated by pilots. This particularly applies in night conditions, when CRT displays
compare favourably with the standard of panel lighting found in most cockpits using
conventional instruments. CRT displays must, however, be designed to operate without
flickering when set to the very low brightness levels required for night flying.

Large CRT displays (8 inch x 8 inch in the 1-11) give a wider choice of formats for
presenting data compared with smaller displays. This has proved important in two areas.
On Just one display it has been possible to present all primary flight information, using
conventional circular analogue counter-pointer formats' for speed, height and vertical
speed. The second area concerns the map display, where it has been possible to position
the aircraft symbol towards the centre of the screen, rather than close to the bottom. By
this means a good look-behind capability is provided without unacceptably compressing the
range scaling of the map.

It is worth again emphasising the overall benefit of the map display. Its
introduction on the civil flight deck is considered to have produced the largest reduction
in pilot workload for many years.

7.3.2 Workload reduction

A cursor symbol on the map, which can be driven to any required position in order
to designate already defined points for inclusion in the route, or to generate totally new
waypoints, has added considerably to the speed and flexibility of route changing compared
with keyboard entry. Driving the cursor with a roller-ball controller was found to be a
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On a longer-term basis.we are cooperating with the UK Civil Aviation Authority and
Eurocontrol to investigate a mode S type of data link. It is hoped that this programme
will provide a prototype airborne mode S transponder together with a Data Link Processor
Unit for installation in mid 1987. In the meantime we have installed a two-way data link
in the 1-11, using radio modem equipment connected to VHF transceivers, which we intend to
develop as a mode S simulation. By this means, we are able to demonstrate how routing
demands and constraints might be passed to the aircraft from some future ATC system. We
can also investigate the man-machine interface problems associated with data link.
Currently, we present the data-link message on the pilot's map display. Required routing
together with any constraints, are manually input to the FMS by the pilot, who then checks
that the demanded speed to meet these c6nstraints is within the aircraft's capability. In
the future he will be able to reply over the data link, either accepting the route and
constraints, or requesting a different time slot or alternative routing.

7 LESSONS LEARNED

7.1 Navigation

Position fixing systems, using range information from two DME ground stations,
achieve mean errors of about 0.25 n mile, while systems using multiple DME ground stations
have a potential for achieving mean errors of perhaps about 0.1 n mile. These accuracies
depend on knowledge of ground station position and accurate reply delay. Published
coordinates are sometimes in error, and sometimes differ depending on the source of
information used (eg whether civil or military documents are consulted). The integrity of
ground station coordinates in airborne data bases will become very important if DME
navigation systems are used as a means of reducing track separations to increase airspace
capacity. Another potential source of error lies in the method of defining these station
coordinates in terms of latitude and longitude. Different countries use different grid
coordinates for surveying purposes. We believe a variety of earth models are used for
converting from grid coordinates into latitude and longitude. This can lead to
differences of up to 0.5 n mile in defined position. Coordinate conversion problems of
this sort could affect other accurate position fixing systems such as GPS, and indicate a
need for common conversion standards.

To avoid receiving range information from other stations on the same frequency,
some navigation systems only tune stations when the aircraft is within the protected range
published for each station. Other systems ignore the protected range figure, but carry
out validity checks on both range and range rate before accepting data as coming from the
selected ground station. This latter method may well have benefits in areas sparsely
equipped with ground aids, as any validated information can be utilised for position
fixing irrespective of range from the ground station.

An electronic map giving estimated aircraft position, provides a very compulsive
and believable display to the pilot. It is therefore essential that any degradation in
the position fixing accuracy (2A as a result of reverting from DME/DME to VOR/DME mode) is
suitably indicated to the pilot. Ideally, the probable error in estimated position (based
on navigation mode in use, or time since last position fix) should be calculated and
clearly displayed when greater than some residual level (say 0.5 n mile).

The use of a frequency agile DME for multi-DME position fixing brought to light two
problems. First of all, some difficulties were experienced in positively relating a
particular range value with its associated ground station frequency. This problem stems
from lack of adequate data word identification in the ARINC specification for airborne
equipment. The range data from a particular ground station is output on the DME data
highway immediately after the data word containing the frequency of that ground station.
Difficulties can arise in the event of failing to receive some data words, with a danger
of associating the wrong range data with a particular frequency. This problem would not
have arisen if each data word had been uniquely tagged. The second problem area concerns
the polar diagram of DiE airborne aerials. Reception in some directions is inevitably
better than in other directions. This can lead to a less than optimum spread of available
aids around the aircraft and therefore a reduction in position fixing accuracy. It may be
desirable to consider feeding agile DME transponders from more than one aerial if maximum
accuracy is required.

7.2 Flight management

The capability of flight management systems to control the azimuth, vertical and
speed components of an aircraft's flight path satisfactorily has been demonstrated
adequately, with a number of such systems already in airline service. Because of the wide
range of options available to the pilot and the complex interactions between the many
different operating modes, provided by these automatic systems, it is clear that
conventional multi-function keyboards do not provide an ideal interface between the pilot
and the computer system. Although they may appear self-evident, it is worth stating the
main requirements of any future FMS man-machine interface.

(a) System current operating state and engaged modes must be displayed clearly.

(b) Options available for selection must be shown.

(c) Methods for obtaining required data must be logical and obvious.

(d) Methods of inputting, storing and displaying data must be consistent.
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keyboard operation, and most of these were made available as direct voice commands (see
Table 1). The pilot could, therefore, enter the required form of route change by voice,
together with relevant waypoints defined by name, latitude and longitude, or by
range/bearing from a known waypoint. He could verify correct speech recognition using the
DVI visual feedback display on the coaming in front of him. To ensure that his commands
had been transmitted correctly from the recogniser, through the associated microprocessor,
to the FMS, the demanded route modifications were shown on the colour map display in the
form of dotted lines, with the current route still displayed in solid lines. When
satisfied that his commands had been correctly interpreted, the pilot would then use voice
to execute the route change, with the map then displaying the new route in the
conventional way (ie with solid lines).

Also integrated into this FMS/DVI route change system, was the roller-ball/map-
cursor combination described in section 6.3.1 above. The cursor position could be used to
nominate a pre-designated waypoint or define a new one. These positions, combined with
DVI commands to state what should be done with each waypoint, provided a flexible and
convenient method of modifying the existing route. The procedure was found to be
particularly useful for constructing entirely new routes involving input of many
waypoints.

In addition to route changing functions, DVI has also been introduced to control
FMS mode selection and to insert any commanded values needed for operation in these
selected modes. This application of DVI, where voice is used to control systems which
have a direct effect on aircraft attitude, height, heading and speed, is more relevant to
military aircraft than to the civil flight deck, where it is generally easy to select
modes and demanded values using simple switches and knobs. The principle adopted for
route changing, where the pilot verifies that the system has understood his voice command
before he executes that command, was also applied to the control of FMS modes and inputs.

The concept of using voice input to control any of the aircraft systems and
facilities was proved feasible and was readily accepted by the pilots. However, delays
between uttering commands and obtaining aircraft or system response were found to be
unacceptably long in most cases. These delays were caused by a combination of the time
taken for speech recognition and the long transmission and handshake times between the
experimental equipments used to implement the commands.

The vocabulary required for the control of electronic displays, comms and nay and
the FMS by voice is now 235 words. This size of vocabulary has caused certain problems
not only for the ASR but also memory problems for the operator. These problems are
discussed in section 7.3.2.

6.4 Air Traffic Management

Research into integrating airborne FMS capabilities with future strategically-based
air traffic management systems is going on in a number of countries. Within Europe a
GARTEur Action Group (FM A003) with members from the Netherlands, West Germany and the UK
research establishments, has recently produced a future ATM scenario in order to provide a
framework to help assess the benefits of integrating FMS and ATM systems. This scenario
identifies a number of broad areas where changes to present ATC systems are expected.
These include improvements in en-route capacity through exploitation of more accurate
three-dimensional navigation, and use of longitudinal (time or four-dimensional)
navigation and control to increase capacity of junctions and terminal areas. To meet
these and other expected developments, the scenario suggests that three distinct levels of
communication will be required:

(a) Background level - for automatic exchange of data between air and ground
computers with no direct human intervention.

(b) Strategic level - for human initiated exchange of strategic ATC planning and
clearance information.

(c) Tactical level - for exchange of information requiring short-term response,
n ATC tactical instructions.

It is recognised that for some time to come voice R/T will remain the primary
channel for tactical transmissions. However, data link is considered to be the most
appropriate mechanism for the background and strategic communication requirements of
future ATM systems. As any change to ATC systems must take place in an evolutionary
manner, it follows that an early introduction of data link features into the present
mainly tactical ATC system could be of benefit in developing the necessary formats,
procedures and equipment. Passing weather data from the ground to aircraft and
confirmation of R/T clearance and control messages are examples of where data link could
be introduced in to-days environment.

Data link research using our 1-li aircraft started with the installation of a Data
Buffer Unit which interfaces with a SSR-type transponder unit, to provide a down-link of
aircraft parameters to the ground. This airborne-derived data is being used to assist
development of the ground SSR network required for future mode S operation, and this work
will continue in conjunction with RSRE Malvern.
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considerable improvement compared with using a joystick. Pilots find positioning the
cursor is easier when using direct position control, as in the roller-ball case, compared
with using the rate control necessary with a spring-loaded-to-centre joystick.

No agreement has been reached over the direction in which the cursor should move
when the roller-ball is rotated in a fore-and-aft direction. Some pilots want the cursor
to move up the screen for a forward movement of the roller-ball, while others want the
reverse sense. The same disagreement on convention also exists for joystick control of
the cursor.

Rotatable knobs for dialling pilot selected values need to be positioned next to
the visual display of the value selected, so that the pilot can see the knob and the
value at the same time. Selected values may therefore need to be displayed on, for
example, the coaming area alongside the knob, as well as on the pilot's primary flight
display.

The experiments on the integration of DVI have indicated the great potential of
speech which can exploit a modality of human to machine communication which is so far
unused. Work so far has indicated that the applications for DVI must be chosen with care,
as certain tasks can already be done more quickly and accurately by other means, for
example, a simple switch setting. Also needed is some feedback from the recogniser to the
speaker, together with a simple means of correcting mistakes. Visual display feedback has
been used so far, to good effect, but the role of audio feedback needs to be explored.
Syntax is used at present purely to improve recognition performance, if it remains
necessary it must not be obtrusive or restricting; ideally it should become more
intelligent and equate more to the human use of context to improve understanding. Error
rates for current recognition algorithms are about 1% or 2% per word for good subjects;
algorithms need to be made more robust to cope with less consistent speakers and need to
cope automatically with the changing background noise that is experienced in flight.
Vocabulary size also presents an interesting problem in that a human can easily remember
say 50 words, and would be unlikely to stray outside an unstructured vocabulary of say
1000 words. Between these extremes are vocabularies like ours of about 250 words for
which the human cannot remember without being prompted which words and sequences are
permitted.

The combination of a roller-ball driven cursor, to designate waypoints on the map
and DVI, to define to the flight management system the exact form of route change
required, was found to have great potential for overcoming keyboard entry problems. It is
by combining the best features of particular input techniques in this way that the pilot
can be provided with the most effective methods of interacting with the automated systems
at his disposal. He may wish to use different input techniques for a particular task,
depending on the workload he is under at the time, and therefore the man-machine interface
must remain flexible with a variety of modalities available to him.

Recognition and implementation delays have been found frustrating, with total
system delays of up to 6 s being experienced on occasion. Tolerable delays are probably
less than 1 second for a complete operation. To achieve this not only will faster
recognisers be needed but more efficient computing architectures will be required for
system processing.

8 FUTURE PROGRAMME

8.1 Navigation

Further development of the data puddle concept will form the main part of our
future navigation work. Special algorithms need to be developed to improve position
fixing accuracy, when all available DME stations are situated in approximately the same
direction relative to aircraft position, thus giving very small subtended angles and poor
position fixing. The use of range rate information, in conjunction with aircraft track
angle and ground speed, to compute aircraft bearing from each ground station, will be
investigated to determine potential benefits. This technique will also be tried in
situations where range from only one DME ground station can be obtained.

Additional sensor inputs will also be incorporated into the data puddle system.
These will include VOR bearing information as well as data from an inertial navigation
system.

Because wide variations in position fixing accuracy will occur using data puddle,
from very high precision in areas well equipped With DME ground stations to relatively low
accuracy when only one aid is available (or even non at all), it is important to provide
the pilot with an indication of the probable error in estimated position. A method needs
to be developed for computing this probable error taking into account the confidence level
attached to each element of data contributing to the best estimate of position.

Other position fixing systems are expected to play a significant role in future
civil air transport operations. These include MLS and OPS, and our research programme
will include integration of position data from these sources with the on-board FMS,
together with consideration of any display and pilot interfacing requirements resulting
from such integration. We plan to install a OPS receiver in the 1-11 for flight trials
during 1987.
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8.2 Flight Management

To achieve maximum airspace utilisation, it will be necessary for aircraft to
conform accurately with altitude, speed and time constraints at particular route
locations, such as at airway intersections and end-of-descent points. Our programme will
continue to Investigate methods of complying with such constraints In a fuel-efficient
manner. In lightly loaded traffic situations, it may be possible for Air Traffic Control
to define a four-dimensional 'window' at the constraint point, such that the aircraft can
arrive at the defined position within a particular height band, with speed held within
certain limits, and somewhere between defined earliest and latest arrival times. In this
way the airborne system would have more freedom to follow an optimised flight profile and
could absorb errors in wind forecasting in a cost-effective manner more easily. We will
be investigating techniques for meeting constraints defined in this way, and will extend
the work to include multiple constraint points in the route. Our work will provide a
logical step towards the concept of future ATC systems issuing aircraft clearances in the
form of four-dimensional tubes in space, as envisaged in the GARTEur future scenario.

The structure of present flight management systems often makes it difficult to
introduce new features and to interface with other systems, for experimental purposes.
Some effort may be spent in exploring alternative FMS structures that could provide
greater flexibility, allow easier modification and, therefore, be more suitable for our
research programme.

8.3 Man-machine Interfacing

The emphasis of our future man-machine interfacing work will be on integration of
displays and inputting techniques, to provide the pilot with flexible options for
controlling and monitoring the aircraft and its systems. The aim is to combine the best
features of particular inputting techniques to obtain satisfactory overall solutions to
the many different situations faced by the pilot (the combination of roller-ball driven
cursor symbol and direct voice input is one example of a possible solution).

A large experimental display area will shortly be provided in the centre of the
1-11 cockpit coaming, with CRT displays with touch-sensitive screens being fitted
Initially. These will be replaced by flat-panel displays as soon as suitable devices
prove worthy of flight evaluation.

There is scope for improvement in current map displays, particularly in terms of
better presentation and integration of vertical information, possibly leading to some form
of 'path-in-the-sky' display. There is also a need for improved display of heading
information on the map, as some pilots miss the level of orientation provided by
conventional compass rose displays. The integration of weather radar data on the map is
another important aspect, but can only become part of our programme if funding for
suitable radar equipment is made available.

Improvements are expected in the capabilities of automatic speech recognisers, and
new systems will be assessed as they become available. It is particularly hoped that
improvements will be evident in their capability to cope with changes in background noise
level, and that faster computing will reduce recognition delay times. Our programme may
also investigate the use of audio feedback of DVI recognition to supplement the present
visual feedback method.

One long-term aim of our research is to develop a 'flying desk' cockpit environment
in the 1-il aircraft. This would involve removing the control column on the port side of
the aircraft and installing a sidestick or ministick controller. By this means the space
around the pilot becomes more accessible, and allows greater freedom for introducing new
display technology and improved interfacing techniques. We are constructing a ground rig
to enable full testing, development and integration of alternative display and inputting
methods to take place before installing the most promising systems in the 1-il for flight
testing.

8.4 Air Traffic Management

The future scenario suggested by GARTEur Action Group FM AG03 will be used as an
overall guide to our air traffic management programme. This will be carried out in
cooperation with other agencies such as CAA, Eurocontrol qnd GARTEur, as it is vital to
evolve international solutions to ATM problems, as well as achieve compatibility between
the ground and airborne elements. The principal aim of the programme is to improve
overall operational efficiency, which involves increasing airspace capacity and allowing
aircraft operators to achieve individually optimised flight profiles.

Our flight programme investigating the use of data link will continue, in
conjunction with RSRE Malvern, by providing airborne-derived data to assist development of
the ground SSR network required for future mode S operation. We will also continue to
develop a mode S simulation capability, using radio modem equipment, with the aim of
demonstrating the concept of a ground-based data network being linked to the aircraft with
its airborne data network. Methods of integrating the data link system with the avionic
network will be investigated, including any display and hard-copy requirements. Provision
of automatic entry of data-linked ATC routing commands and constraints into the FMS albeit
after acceptance by the pilot, is one example of the integration required.

- ( • mm~dm~km m m mm___
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9 A LONG TERM FUTURE LOOK

This Paper has concentrated on current and projected developments in avionic
technology. There are corresponding developments emerging from research into ATC,
examples include better radars and radar processing which will allow more precise
monitoring in busy airspace. Also, algorithms for automatic conflict prediction and
resolution will be combined with refined automatic scheduling, to provide a complete
computer-based source of ATC advice. Here too, better man-machine interfaces will be
needed, large full colour displays and direct voice input will almost certainly have a
role to play in these improved interfaces.

It is assumed that, with computer-based systems on the ground and in the air,
digital data links will form the obvious and ideal basis of air/ground communication, with
voice RT being reserved for special functions such as emergency actions or perhaps even
reassurance.

There is as yet no agreement on how a future ATM system would operate, but the
following proposed sequence may well serve to illustrate our own thinking for the years
beyond 2000 and also to provoke further discussion.

(a) The aircraft approaches a control boundary and makes a bid for a preferred route
and timing.

(b) The ground system checks the request against the known traffic situation and offers
a trajectory and time slot; this may or may not be the one the aircraft requested.

(c) If necessary, data link based negotiation ends with an agreed description of the
trajectory, defined in four-dimensions all the way to the runway threshold.

(d) This trajectory description includes data on the allowed tolerances, ie the size of
the defined tube in space. Low density traffic allows loose tolerances which the
aircraft can exploit to minimise its operating cost; conversely high traffic
densities will demand a tightly constrained or narrow tube to meet traffic needs.

(e) The aircraft then executes the trajectory and is monitored by the ATC system, with
intervention only needed for deviations or emergencies.

Even these simple statements pose many problems in the technical, human engineering
and possibly political arenas and, as yet, the cost benefit studies needed to justify such
major change have not been carried out.

The future arrival of satellite based systems for communication, navigation and
surveillance, such as are being considered by the ICAO FANS committee, provides a common
reference for such operations rather than altering the ATM concepts.

10 CONCLUSIONS

This Paper has attempted to describe the problems and resulting trends that have
led to the existing level of avionic sophistication in the latest generations of civil
aircraft. These standards of avionics have quite short economic payback times and would
appear to have fully justified the investment involved. However, airlines have realised
that still greater savings could be realised if ATC would allow procedures more compatible
with modern aircraft and systems. As a result, pressures are mounting on ATC authorities
to move this way. ATC, at the same time, is facing problems due to already saturated
bottlenecks in the system and yet is facing substantial predicted increases in traffic
demand.

The solutions to both economic and traffic problems would appear to be with
increased dependence on computer-based advice and automation. Given the assumption that
pilots and air traffic controllers will remain in the loop, then a whole new range of
nam-machine interface problems have to be solved. The civil avionics research programme
at RAE Bedford has been working for some time in the technologies and their integration
needed for a future air traffic management system; this Paper has concentrated on some of
the technologies that will be present in future civil flight decks.

Some important lessons emerging from this largely experimental work can best be

summarised under a series of headings:

NAVIGATION

There is still substantial development potential in conventional radio aid
based navigation but there are problems to be faced with the accuracy and integrity
of data bases. It is probable that a completely new system based on satellites
would also suffer from these problems.

PLIGHT MANAGEMENT

Current l Ss are very capable, perhaps even over complex. Future developments
must include better man-machine interfaces. Good, fuel efficient, four-dimensional
descents need better wind and other atmospheric data than is given by current
forecasting techniques.
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DISPLAYS

The arrival of full colour CRT displays on the flight deck is an enormousadvance, and here as elsewhere big displays provide more opportunity for an
integrated presentation than do small ones. The electronic map is very powerful
and will be the medium which will make future complex trajectories comprehensible.

WORKLOAD

Modern cockpits with their clean, uncluttered presentations are very good
indeed, but a future ATM scenario will be more complex than at present and will
require greater dialogue between the pilot and his computing systems. Direct
voice input and other techniques offer great potential in this dialogue, but they
must be used carefully if this potential is to be reallsed.

Finally, it is worth pointing out again that all of these developments are driven
by the demands for additional traffic capacity and improved efficiency and that therefore
additional efforts to quantify the benefits are needed.
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Table 1

OPTIONS AVAILABLE TO THE PILOT BY VOICE COMMANDS

(a) Route change procedures

1 Go direct from present position to new waypoint

2 GQ direct from one waypoint to another waypoint

3 Insert a new waypoint after an existing waypoint

4 Change one waypoint for another waypoint

5 Delete existing waypoint(s)

(b) Selection of lateral, vertical, speed and time modes

(c.) Insertion of commanded values relevant to each mode
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SEMI-AUTOMATIC CROSS-CHECKING BETWEEN DIFFERENT COPIES OF THE SAME FLIGHT PLAN

S. Ratcliffe
2. Mason Close

Malvern
wR14 2NF

United Kingdom

A flight-plan usually exists in several different form, in the aircraft flight
anagement system, as hard copy on the flight-deck, in one or more ATC data processors,
and distributed over flight-progress strips (or their electronic equivalent$) in one or( more control centres. Any discrepancies between various versions of the plan are poten-
tially hazardous. Given that the flight plan is already stored, for one reason or another,
in at least oW computer, it is proposed that each computer should also be used to generate
a %hock word-wwhich can easily and rapidly be compared with that stored as hard-copy or
in some other machine. The check word might consist of four alpha characters which can
easily be remembered and passed by voice. The paper discusses possible algorithms for
jenerating check-words, and gives the results of some laboratory trials of a prototype
system.

ERRORS IN GENERAL

Air traffic control does not have a monopoly over clerical errors, and the technique
outlined in this paper may well be applicable In other areas, but work has so far concen-
trated on flight plan data, where undetected errors, although rare, can have major safety
implications. A discrepancy between the flight plan used at route qualification briefing
and that supplied to the flight management computer on the day, was a factor in the
disaster to New Zealand flight TE901, which flew into the side of an Antarctic volcano,
Mt. Erebus, in November 1979. Neasures have recently been introduced in the UK to ensure
that controllers are reminded, by a suffix to the radio call sign, when an aircraft is
flying to a plan that differs from a version earlier stored by ATC. The European Air
Navigation Planning Group are reviewing the procedures more generally. It seems likely,
therefore, that problems have been encountered in ATC as well as on the flight deck.

The problems of validating copies of important documents must have arisen very early
in history, when manual copying was virtually the only method by which a document could
be duplicated. If there is a task more boring than the meticulous copying of a lengthy
document, it must be the subsequent collation of the copy and the original in the process
of checking for possible errors. A number of techniques were accordingly devised which,
whilst not guaranteeing to detect all possible errors, had the advantage that they could
detect many errors by a simple check. Such simplicity not only saves time, the process
is more likely to be carried out correctly. The so-called SECUNDO FOLIO method was based
on a comparison of the leading words of the second or subsequent pages of two nominally
identical documents, on the grounds that, given reasonable standardisation of letter size
and spacing, a discrepancy at the top of the two 'second pages' would point to a repeti-
tion or deletion from some earlier page. Each page of the hand-drawn scrolls of the
Jewish Bible, the TORAH, is believed to incorporate a means whereby the scribes can check
that the page contains the correct number of words.

Such chocks, no doubt, rapidly draw attention to many of the errors likely in hand-
written copy. They do not serve to catch other errors common in typing, such as the
transposition of two adjacent characters. Such mistakes are easily detected and corrected
by human readers of plain language text, but an error in, for example, a call-sign, SS
code, or a wsypoint co-ordinate in an aircraft flight plan may more easily escape detec-
tion, although such an error is potentially dangerous. Errors in messages sent by tele-
printer or other telegraphy channel my contain, in addition to normal typing errors, one
or more corrupt 'bits' in the string of characters received. Such errors can be detected
by mans of an orror-detecting code in the transmission mechanism. If the errors are
sufficiently sparse, they may even be corrected on reception. In its simplest form, an
error-correcting code is formed by adding a redundant bit to the seven-bit code that is
essential to define an ASCII or 130 (CCITT Alphabet go. 5) character. The redundant bit
enables a single-bit error in the character to be detected, but correction is only
possible by demending a replay of part of the mmseoge. More elaborate codes are possible,
such as the frame check sequence used by the Commo ICAO Dota Interchange Network, CIDIN
41), or that proposed for US Md S. Them are capable of detecting a moderate number
of indIependet errors, and the faulty bit oan often be precisely identified, thus enabling
the correct message to be reconstructed at the receiver. Theme mechanisms can only detect
errors that axrise after the redundant bits have been ineorporated In the mes"ge, garbage
in, g e out* still applies.

Givee a ms"g s-ch as a Flight Plan, which has a defined structure and which is
bhadled by caputers Which i am be programed to toot the validity of the meeeae cotent,
further oeks are poesible. For emample, *ne oem cho k that the cruising leml and
airsoeod are Within the alrcraft' capfbillties, that misconeive Vypeists along the
route are met too far apt, an s on. These ohecks en the stored flight pla camot do
more the establish that the flight plan is credible, it does not have to be corrects
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yesterday's flight plan would pass the credibility checks as easily as today's. Given a
suitable data link, it is possible, in principle, automatically to check that the data in
the flight management computer is consistent with that held in the ATC processor, but it
will be much more difficult to check that the computer data is consistent with a hard-
copy version.

Reference 2 pointed out a drawback to the present N. Atlantic position-reporting
system, where waypoint co-ordinates (latitude and longitude) are quoted as integer
multiples of a degree, corresponding to the lateral separation standard, 60 na. The
effect is that many errors in inputting waypoint data will result in a plausible but
incorrect figure being delivered to the computer. If the lateral tracks were separated
by 59 nm, say, transposition of two latitude digits would yield a result that was not an
integral multiple of 59 minutes, and the error could easily be detected. Unfortunately,
it is difficult to see how the A2C system could now make a transition from 60 nm to 59 nm
spacing.

THE USE OF "CHUCK-WORDS"

The present paper is primarily concerned with the detection of differences between
two or more versions of a given message. The proposed method is quite general, and does
not need access to any data other than the message itself. An algorithm has been devised
which generates, at the end of the message, or at the end of a page if the message is
long, a "check-word" consisting of four alphabetical characters, say. The check-word is
easy to compute, and the result can be printed at the end of hard-copy versions of the
message, or displayed at the output of any computer holding the same text. The four-
letter chock-word is suggested as a suitable length for most purposes, but there is no
problem in making the word longer or shorter if desired.

The four-letter check-word, supposing we are confined to the 26 alphabetical charac-
ters in the ICAO alphabet 13), is capable of taking any one of 456,976 combinations. Let
us, for the moment, consider some numerical representation of the check-word, hereafter
referred to as the "value' of a given text. The text will, in general, have more than
26 different characters, if we include the numerals 0-9, punctuation marks and, for some
applications, diacritical signs (represented by a letter, backspace and some agreed symbol)
used to denote accented characters not found in the alphabet defined in reference 3. The
alphabet used in the original text is not important so long as there exists some agreed
method of representing each character in the alphabet by some numeral unique to the
character. This number is then multiplied by a "weight" chosen in accordance with some
rule to be discussed below. The product, here termed the "value" of the character, is
added to that of all other characters in the message, and the total, the "value" of the
message as a whole, is used to define the check-word, by some means to be discussed later.
The simplest possible algorithm for converting a text into a check value is to give each
character the same weight, unity say. Unless the value thus derived exceeds 456,976, the
check value is a reliable test that two copies of a given message contain the same charac-
ters, but there is no check that the characters are in the same order in the two versions.
If the resulting value exceeds 456,976. the value used for check purposes is the remainder
obtained on division of the original figure by 456,976. There is therefore a risk that
two different messages may yield the same check word. This situation is inevitable, since
the number of possible messages is infinite, and the possible permutations of a limited
number of characters forming a check word is finite. The probability of a coincidence
can be reduced to any desired level by making the check word long enough. For the present
purposes, it is sugjested that, since the probability of the error which the check word
is to detect is itself low, a reduction in the resulting risk by a factor of 100,000 may
be more than adequate.

To overcome the danger of failing to detect transposition of a pair of characters,
the algorithm that generates the check value must be more complex than suggested above.
Transposition of two adjacent digits can be detected by giving different weights, eq 1
and 3, to alternate characters. The difficulty remains that many simple errors, such as
412 for 214 will escape detection. A better method is to give each character a different
weight, at least until some practical upper limit is reached. This can be achieved by
giving each character a weight equal to the character's position in the message. For a
long message, it will eventually be necessary to restart the numbering process to avoid
the need to handle inordinately longer numbers, but see below.

Raving computed the value of the whole message, it is rpow proposed to convert it to
a group of alphAbotical characters, four say. Four alpha characters can represent more
than 400,000 combinations, and is easier to remember than a group of six numerals. An
obvious method of conversion is to express the value In radix 26. Just as in the normal
decimel ccmvention, the four digits of a number, 2341, say, denot (1000 * 2) 100 * 3)
(10 * 4) * 5, in radix 26 the digits would denote (260 2) + (2V' 31 + 426 * 4) + 5.
Instead of ram 49 from 0 to 9, the individual digits can each range from 0 to 25 and
substitution of alpha character* Is nov a trivial task.

A weakness of this system is that a single error, outh as the substitution of FL 270
for FL 290, is likely to change only a single character in the chock-wordt the "most
sigmifiaat" letters will chale only slowly as character$ are added to, or subtracted
from, the text to be checked. Indeed, since a typical flight plan requires only a short
amese, sew of the letters in the check word may rarely change at all. An error can
cause the check value to ahange in either direction. If a single error results in only
a small chanoe Ln the cheek word, there Is a significant risk that two errors In the
maese" may leave the chock word unchanged. This situation can be improved by using

.-ANN
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weights which vary rapidly over a considerable range between successive characters, the
object being to produce weighted character values which are spread over the entire
available range, even for short messages.

The use of a pseudo-random number generator to generate a sequence of weights does
not aasily satisfy the requirement. We need an algorithm which enables all conceivable
types of computer to generate the same random sequence. Further, the suggested scheme
would lead to calculations involving large integers, and multiple-length arithmetic would
be needed in many machines, with a subsequent penalty in processor time. An alternative
approach, that involves only arithmetic on small integers whilst avoiding the problems
involved in generating standardised pseudo-random integers, will be discussed in the
following section.

THE PROPOSED SOLUTION

It is proposed to compute, not one "value" for the message, but a separate value for
each character in the check word, using a different weight for each. It will be shown
that, given a check word based on an alphabet of 26 characters, and a message alphabet of,
say, 40 characters, only integers are involved in the calculation and none need ek-zeed
about 1040. Most of the numbers involved can be stored and processed as a single 8-bit
word. The final step in converting each message value into a single alpha character is
to divide the value by the number of available letters in the alphabet and to discard
everything but the remainder. If there are N characters, this remainder will, in what
follows, be referred to as the value (MODULO M). It can be shown that the value (MODULO
M) of the difference, the sum, or the product of two integers is not changed if any
multiple of M is subtracted from either or both of the integers before the calculation
is commenced. The truth of this assertion is obvious, for MODULO 10, at least. The value
(MODULO 10) of any integer is simply the least significant digit of the number as normally
written, and it is easy to see that this digit in the result of an addition, subtraction
or multiplication depends only on the least significant digits of the numbers input to
the calculation. It is not necessary for the programmer to reduce his numbers to MODULO M
at each step, but he is free to do so whenever the integers become inconveniently large.

From the argument given above, it is clear that, with the suggested method of gener-
ating the check word, there is no point in having a weight greater than M, since the
outcome of the weighting process depends only on the weight (MODULO M). It follows,
similarly, that if the number of characters in the alphabet used for the text (including
numerals and other signs which are to be taken into account when computing the check word)
is greater than M, there must arise situations where different characters in the text
have the same value (MODULO M). For example, with a 40 character alphabet for the text
and M - 26, no less than 14 characters will have synonyms when converted (MODULO 26).

This ambiguity can be resolved by using different values for M in generating the
various letters for the check word. It can be arranged that if the 'true' and 'false'
versions of a given character give the same value in the calculation of one character
in the check word, the two versions of the text will result in different values in compu-
ting the other three characters. In the experimental version, the four letters for the
check word are calculated for M equal to 26, 25, 23 and 21. The number of possible
combinations of weights is equal to the number of check words now available, the lowest
common multiple of the four values chosen for M, ie 313,950. We have resolved the
ambiguity at the expense of a reduction in the number of possible check words from
456,976. The method of generating successive weights has been designed to ensure that
each weight changes rapidly over the available range and that there is no correlation
between changes in the weights used to generate different characters in the check word.
Successive values of each weight can be calculated by a method which requires only the
addition and/or subtraction of integers, so that the outcome will not depend on charac-
teristics of the host processor.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For purposes of experimental work, the immediate source of test messages is the
output of a word-processor, resident in a 16-bit micro. Most word processor software is
so designed that it is difficult for an outsider to penetrate its workings. A simple
method of appending additional software for check word generation is to use a second
microprocessor to emulate the printer to which the word-processor output is normally
delivered. This second machine can perform the necessary check word claculations on
each character before passing it to the printer mechanism. The additional processing
need have no serious effect on printing speed. At the end of the text, the emulator
software appends the check word to the original text. This technique may be of interest
to other workers wishing to test a check word system without disturbing some existing
software package. The emulator can even be driven directly from a teleprinter.

Figure I shows a short section of the sequence of weights generated by the experi-
mental word-check algorithm. The four numbers printed In each row correspond to the four
characters in the check word. The pattern in the left-hand column repeats after 26 rows,
that in the second after 25 raw, and those in the third and fourth rows after 23 and 21
respectively. Since thes four numbers have no common factors, the pattern as a whole
will repeat only after 26 x 25 x 23 x 21 rows.

Figure 2 shows a rather improbable message consisting of 24 rows of 40 identical
characters, whoee numrics1 e uivalent in the software is unity. The check word, GAVJ,
is shom below the text of the message.
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25 19 15 20
6 6 13 15
3 13 19 2

22 20 20 17
21 15 5 18
8 21 14 16
1 22 1 1

18 3 13 5
4 2 8 12
7 17 18 11

12 23 17 7
17 1 7 13
23 5 9 14
15 24 2 4
9 11 11 19

13 7 12 8
19 8 4 9
11 16 10 6
5 9 22 3
10 13 21 8
1 10 16 10

14 12 6 20
24 18 3 15
2 14 15 2
16 4 13 17
20 19 19 18
25 6 20 16
6 13 5 1
3 20 14 5

FIGURE 1. Sample Weightings

FIGURE 2. GAVJ

In Figure 3, a single character has been changed from "A* to "B" (numerical equiva-
lent 2). Note the change in every character of the check word, GAVJ has become HRCK.

Table 1 given the probability that a single radome error in the text will change any
given number of characters in the check word.

Characters Changed Probability

4 67.21
3 29.3%
2 3.38%
1 0.14%
0 0.0036%

TABLE 1

Effect on a 4-Character Check word of a Random Change in One Character in the Text-Am.

&~nppkk~kkkkkkKA~h&&I
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FIGURE 3. HRCK

Table one was obtained experimentally, using the algorithm explained above, for
330,000 trials each involving one random change to a character selected at random in a
100-word text. The probability of failing to change even a single character in the check
word is about 10 times greater than when the same algorithm is used with a text drawn
from a 26-character alphabet, thus avoiding synonyms.

OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS J

This paper has concentrated on "the flight plan". In fact, a flight plan is a

relatively complex document containing assorted data not all of which is relevant to the
tasks of every user of the data. It is not normally necessary, for example, to tell a
flight management computer the type of aircraft in which it is fitted. Similarly, ATC
authorities are principally concerned with details of the route by which an aircraft plans
to pass through their particular jurisdiction. Although the check word proposal might be
useful even to a single airline using the system purely for its own purposes, much greater
benefits might arise if the technique was used by the majority, though not necessarily
all, of the civil aircraft in a given region, not only for checks within the airline or
the ATC organisation, but also for overall checks between aircraft and ATC. It will then
be necessary to agree on those features of the flight plan for which checks are essential
and carefully to fram rules to ensure that any interested party can base his check word
calculation on the same elements of the text.

The flight plan is not the only message to which this technique can be applicable.
ATC clearances, which frequentky require manual inputs to a computer by pilots and
controllers, may also lend themselves to the technique. There may be other applications.
To explore the possibilities will require an International and interdisciplinary study
beyond the capability of the present author's small team.

When the application has been more clearly defined, numerous protocol problems will
require study. It may be found that not all users of a particular text wish to store the
display characters in the same format. It is then necessary to compute the check word
by a method that is not sensitive to the layout of the text as displayed or printed.
This may involve, for example, treating any mixture of "carriage return" and *line feed"
characters as synonyms for "space". Problems also arise if data is not stored as a
string of characters, or if the data in the character string is not kept up-to-date. For
example, numerical values can be written in a number of different styles, all mathemati-
cally equivalent, which yield different check words. A waypoint may be given as
0010N00500W, where the leading zeros in both latitude and longitude serve to draw
attention to any confusion between latitude and longitude. Within a computer, the
co-ordinates could well be broken up into their latitude ana longitude components, the
angles being expressed as degrees and fractions of degrees, or even as radians.

Real numbers, is those involving some fractional part, present another obvious
problem. Clearly, if two systems perform their calculations to different levels of
precision, difficulties arise if a check word is used to determine whether two numbers
are *identical". It will be necessary, before computing the check word to round-off any
fraction to same agreed level of precision. This problem is common when attempting to
make a comparison between numbrs that have undergone some transformation before storage
in a database, eg when 20 minutes of arc has become 0.33333 ... degrees. It will also be
necessary for users to agree on a standard method of expressing numeric quantities as a
string of characters, at least for purposes of computing the check word.

It may be argued that ICAO (4) has standardised number formats for use in flight
plans, ATC clearances, etc, to the point where the above differences do not arise in the
present context. Since this symposium is looking to the future, it should be appreciated
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that we may face higher accuracy navaids combined with more precise flight management
systems, and ATC systems wishing to carry out more detailed planning. One way or
another, these are likely to lead to a demand for more precise specification of aircraft
co-ordinates, and the format problem may then raise its head.

Figure 4 shows a small sample of flight-plan derived data, as stored in an ATC
computer, with a check word printed under each plan.

BA690 B737/C 420 EGLL P1055 330 EGLL.URIN..UG24N..R23.EPWA
RAEA

BD774 SH36/C 205 EGLL P1105 060 EGLL.A1.EGBB
RIDD

K815 B737/C 420 EGKK P1110 330 EGKK.UAl..UA3W..UR16..UR46.MEDAL..TORLI..RO
TUN..GIANO..PAL.UA18.LMML

YJFF

GAF1004 B707/C 468 TOLKA P1100 310 EDDK.UW39..UB1..EGL.CYYR :TACAN TO TOLKA
NJPF

BA845 BA11/C 370 LIFFY P1125 170 EIDW.B1.EGCC
EYRU

BA5445 BA11/C 400 EGNT P1130 230 EGNT..POL.A1.MID.AIE.LFPG
OVGQ

UK703 FK27/C 240 EGNM P1130 150 EGNM
HOKO

BA147 L101/C 494 EGLL P1030 330 EGLL.UG1.UB6..UB1W..UBS..UA4..VA4..VG8..VA16.
.VB15..WI0..A21..RI9..B54.OKBK

VIJC

GBOAD CONC/C M200 EGLL P1200 600 EGLL. SWB2.5107N/0715W..5110N/0645W..4920N/
0600W..4946N/0353W..5008N/0149W..ASPEN.UR14..URS..W38.NORRY..EGVN

C14PR

FIGURE 4.

CONCLUSION

It was not intended to put forward a paper in which the check word was prese.ted as
the outcome of some mysterious process known only to the author. Tle description of the
algorithm used in the experiments has been given in terms that were meant to be intel-
ligible to readers unfamiliar with number theory. A better qualified mathematician,
writing for similarly qualified readers, could, no doubt, have produced a more concise
description.

The given algorithm is not the only means of generating a check word, and better
methods may present themselves. The immediate object was to build a demonstrator system
which might provoke discussion of the possible uses of this technique by ATC.

From the trials so far, it appears that the check word generator should have the
following properties:

(1) It should be easy to implement in any microprocessor having a word length of 8 or
more bits.

(2) It should require only integer arithmetic in the processor, thus ensuring that the
check words generated are independent of the hardware in which the software is
resident.

(3) It should be possible to determine the probability that an error of a given type,
eg one erroneous character, .will pass undetected. If this is not possible, there
must be, at least, a known upper bound on the possibility.

(4) The probability, as determined under item (3) abole, must be acceptably low.

(5) The check word is signIficantly easier to remember if it does not contain more
than about four characters.

The present phase of the work on this scheme is near completion. It seems very
likely that a reduction in the frequency of errors in inserting or amending flight plans
is desirable. The question is how desirable? Having more precisely defined the problems
to be solved, the next question is what will it cost? Neither of these questions can be
answered by a small team working in isolation. The object of the present paper was,
hopefully, to encourage discussion of, at least, the first of these questions.

-Ak;
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7 SUMMARY

4his paper considers the need to explore the approach of Intelligent Knowledge Based
Systems (IKBS) towards meeting the pressures for change in future Air Traffic Control
Systems. The discussion includes the role of automation in ATC and the suitability of
IKBS within a shared approach between controller and machine. Areas selected to
provide practical experience of IKBS applied to ATC include Air Traffic Flow
Management, Conflict Resolution and Training. 44r-ela-±t uideline concepts for the
introduction of a new technology to ATC are outlined. -,

1. Introduction

There is now increasingly worldwide interest in Artificial Intelligence (AI), with
the Japanese 5th generation project, the European ESPRIT project, United States
programmes supported by the Department of Defense, the Federal Aviation Authority,
NASA, and the United Kingdom Alvey programme. Interest in a subset of Al -
Intelligent Knowledge Based Systems (IKBS) - within the United Kingdom Civil
Aviation Authority, has been fostered by the Chief Scientist who in 1985, placed
two IKBS study contracts with Industry 111,2]. These studies investigated
potential applications of 1KBS to Air Traffic Control (ATC); this paper includes
the findings and strategies developed from these studies for gaining experience of
concepts and for the introduction of IKBS technology.

Additionally, the Civil Aviation Authority sponsors a programme in Air Traffic
Systems research, including IKBS, at the Royal Signals and Radar Establishment,
Malvern, and in human factors at the RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine.

The paper examines the UK Air Traffic System for potential applications; there
are, however, conclusions drawn which relate to ATC in general. On an even wider
scale the implications of introducing a new technology are considered, where
issues of safety, expedition and human factors interaction are paramount.

2. Air Traffic Services Within the United Kingdom

ATC Centres

Air Traffic Control, Advisory and Information Services within United Kingdom
airspace are divided into the London and Scottish Flight Information Regions,
(FIRs). Within the FIRs airspace is controlled from the London Air Traffic
Control Centre, LATCC, West Drayton with a subcentre at Manchester, from the
Scottish ATC Centre, ScATCC, and the Oceanic Area Control Centre OACC both at
Prestwick.

The Civil Operations Room at LATCC has control suites for each sector of airspace
and the north and south London TMA, and the Air Traffic Flow Management Suite,
incorporating Departure Flow Regulation and the Expected Approach Time Unit.
Military Operations are conducted separately but co-ordinated where necessary at
the London ATCC.

Airports and Aerodromes

The United Kingdom National Air Traffic Services orovides ATS for all British
Airports Authority airports, also at some local authority airports and at all the
Scottish aerodromes. Each airport provides aerodrome control and approach control
services which include ground movement planning, ground movement control, alerting
service and flight information services.

Pressures for Change

Pressures for change aimed at improving the air traffic control system are listed
in Figure 1.

The increasing demand for air travel continues, despite fluctuations caused by
economic and political factors. This increase is fundamental to initiatives
directed at improving the air traffic control system. A recent estimate of the
forecast increase in the number of passenger Air Transport Movements through the
British Airports Authority airports is shown in Fig 2 [3]. This shows a steady
increase with a mean expectancy of 25% growth by 1995 and 55% by the year 2000.
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Continued expansion in the variety of aircraft also has major implications for ATC
with increasing numbers of "low and slow" ptiblic transport traffic.

Airfield capacity studies [4] for the London THA show that the limitations are in
the amount of "concrete", and runway configuration as well as by vortex wake
separations and environmental factors.

The capability of the existing ATC system to deal with such increased pressures is
limited and requires new methods of control.

Further pressure for change comes from the airlines which are investing in
aircraft with sophisticated navigation, flight management and collision avoidance
systems. There is also a view that investment and application of technology for
the ground control environment is lagging significantly behind that on the flight
deck.

3. Current Considerations

Developments in civil aviation take place reasonably slowly and long timescales
are to be expected. Major changes in ATC can only be achieved through an
incremental approach while maintaining safety and continuity of service at all
times. It is the requirement for a longer term view which makes it necessary to
consider supportive research and planning now for possible implementation in the
years beyond 1995.

IKBS has a relatively long history, almost as long as data processing itself, with
early attempts starting in the 1960's in University research departments. At that
time processing hardware was far from being sufficiently powerful to support
significant applications, and the subject remained largely academic until the late
1970's. Several significant Artificial Intelligence systems then began to emerge
with commercial exploitation developing momentum in the early 1980's. Currently
there is much interest in both military and civil areas, including ATC, [51,16] in
the anticipation of much more powerful computers becoming available.

It is by no means certain that many of the claims made for IKSS will be fulfilled
in the near future, if at all, and it is likely that there is an undue degree of
optimism in many recent statements 171. It is therefore necessary to explore the
possibilities carefully within a research or prototype development environment.

Dominant considerations when introducing a new technology to ATC are listed in
Fig 3. The introduction of any new technology must maintain and, if possible,
enhance safety features. Secondly, the CAA, supported by UK airline interests,
currently believes in ground-based control. In the 1960's, prior to the FAA large
commitment to a ground-based control philosophy, there was active exploration of
an air-based system with the belief that only such a system would meet the
capacity demand in air traffic. This movement did not succeed and the FAA
confirmed its belief in a ground-based control philosophy. Another well
established UK view is to adopt an integrated human-machine system, as distinct
from either manual control or full automation. The US shared control concept is
similar to this. Additionally the UK has to consider the interaction with
continental neighbours. Finally, the UK is also a member State of Eurocontrol and
of ICAO; developments in aviation and avionics affect all ATC authorities.

4. Computer Assistance and its Limitations

There already exists a significant amount of computer assistance within the
'manual' Air Traffic Control System. Examples of present and planned assistance in
the UK are given in Fig 4. The role of automation in ATC, however, requires
examination.

Potentially, there exists a continuum between the completely manual system and a
theoretically possible completely automatic system. Pressures to increase
automation are manifold. With present traffic levels, the area and volume of
traffic which a controller can handle are governed by his communications load and
by the limitations on his span of comprehension, his ability to keep track of a
complex situation, and to integrate information from a wide variety of sources, as
in Fig 5. It is not possible to overcome these limitations by continually
subdividing the airspace into smaller sectors since each new sector boundary
increases the communications load substantially. Some communications problems
between sectors could be aided by establishing an automatically updated flight
plan data base while sector team restructuring could also improve co-ordination.

Complete automation of controller functions would appear to remove the problem of
human error, but in reality this is simply a transfer of error origin to the
systems designer and to the software. While the controller is directly and
consciously accountable for his actions, is highly motivated and can take
immediate action in a crisis, ATC is a secondary area of expertise to the system
designer who is not directly in the control loop and so would be unable to make a
direct response should a crisis occur. Unfortunately experiences in the nuclear
industry have made us all too aware that we cannot design error free systems or
even identify all possible error conditions.
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Increasingly, it has been acknowledged that some compromise to additional
automation is necessary (8), (9]. There are at least three approaches to the
introduction of automation. Initially, attempts were made to assign tasks to man
and machine on the basis of their respective strengths. Recently the increasing
capability of technology has allowed it the potential to assume more of these
tasks. If the technology is exploited then man becomes reduced, initially, to a
supervisor of the system's behaviour, and as more planning and strategic
functions become possible (perhaps through IKBS), finally to a monitor with
nothing to do until a crisis occurs. Concern about the man's ability to
intervene in such circumstances has been expressed in ATC and in the aircraft-
cockpit where similar problems are evident.

As processing power has become cheaper, manpower costs have become a
consideration. However, when safety is involved, other cost criteria have to be
considered. Hopkin, 1101, has pointed out that with this decrease in computing
cost, it is no longer prohibitive to allow both the man and machine to perform
tasks in parallel with more fluid switching between them. Despite the problems
in ensuring consistency of control in such circumstances, there are advantages in
that two such different methods of problem solving, through two different
processing media, provide a very powerful error checking method.

A second approach to the role of automation is envisaged by this parallel
function: the 'electronic cocoon' concept (11) currently being considered in
the US for the flight deck. The pilot flies the aircraft within his cocoon which
is constantly monitoring all the details of the aircraft's progress.
Intervention only comes from the system when it decides that the pilot has made
an oversight or has not become aware of some emerging situation. This method has
the advantage of retaining all the pilot's existing skills, providing him with a
satisfying job, and keeping him deeply involved in the situation which may be
vital if his perception and improvisational abilities are required. The system
may however have difficulties in recognizing that the pilot is already resolving
a crisis especially if a novel solution is required.

A third approach to the role of automation, and the current mainstream, is
represented by work within the CAA and elsewhere, which moves the emphasis away
from tactical ATC and towards strategic and planning functions. In essence this
shifts the limitations on the controller's comprehension by shifting the level of
description upwards to a more global level where fewer concepts and objects
describe the same situation. This approach uses automation to filter the data and
present it to the controller in different ways. It may have advantages in that
the individual controller can deal with a larger area in a more efficient way, and
it retains involvement, motivation and responsibility in the hands of the
individual but it does create a new task which may require new skills.
Anticipating the nature of these skills, their consequences for a smooth
transition for retraining and for the selection of personnel, may present
significant problems.

In summary, total automation is unlikely to be feasible, or acceptable in the
foreseable future. There are a number of approaches to partial automation some of
which are suspect because of difficulties in keeping the controller actively
involved, but all of which require a great deal more exploration and
consideration. The next section considers the suitability of IKBS in such a role.

5. Properties of Intelligent Knowledge Based Systems (IKBS)

Until recently computers have been usefully applied in areas where human
capabilities are limited, ie in high speed calculations and in storing and
retrieving large volumes of data. The computers run algorithmic programs -
completely defined, step-by-step procedures for solving problems.

IKBS have demonstrated their special potential in several application areas such
as medical diagnosis, structural chemistry, and genetics. In each of these
applications computer programs were developed which were capable of performing
tasks which would normally be described as requiring the application of human
knowledge or experience.

IKB8 may have many conventional computing components but are unique in the way
they can draw conclusions from a store of task specific knowledge. This
knowledge consists of rules and concepts similar to those used by specialists
When they make decisions in their field of expertise. An example of expert
system rules is shown in Fig 6. IKBS encode knowledge directly in a symbolic,
ie non-numerical, form, and draw conclusions principally through logical
inference, not by numerical calculation. In this way IK8S are not restricted to
a pro-defined decision path; they can choose from alternatives in their search
for a conclusion. They can weigh facts and assumptions, and in a sense, make
choices appropriate for each problem presented to them.

IKB8 can also organize knowledge of classification systems or the relationships
between real objects. One of their most significant features is the display, on
request, of their line of reasoningl thus the user can examine the suitability
of the computer's decision process. The potential for better forms of computer
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assistance by improving the relationship between the controller and the computer
is considerable since familiar techniques for problem solving can often be
incorporated in the program.

A pre-requisite for building and maintaining an IKB8 is the human expert or
specialist in the domain of interest. The success of the IKS depends on how
well it captures not only "textbook" knowledge but also the "heuristics" of human
experts, is, informal rules, and "rules of thumb" based upon experience, together
with methods for dealing with uncertain information and ill-defined or multiple
goals and constraints. All of this information makes up the "knowledge base" on
which the "inference reasoning mechanism" operates. Often acquisitioning such
information is the bottleneck in building an IKS.

it is most important that the human expert, the controller, should be able to
obtain explanations of the IKBS behaviour on demand and to help improve the
system interactively in the light of operational results. It is therefore
essential that the knowledge is represented explicitly in the program code. This
is a major difference between IKB8 programs and more "conventional" computer
programs. Conventional programs usually contain information that can be
described as "knowledge', but this knowledge is distributed throughout the
program and is, therefore, not recognisable or accessible to anyone other than
the programmer.

Where conventional computing systems are starting to reach their limits, IKBS can
provide extra capabilities such as deductive reasoning and data organisation
which simplify som parts of system building. Consequently IKS8 can be regarded
as using very high level languages which describe problems in a more readily
understandable form, and may provide solutions which are less optimal than
mathematical solutions, but generally much easier to understand.

6. Application Areas for IKB$

Over the past 20 years many potential applications for computing have been found
in ATC but have been limited by technology. From this experience and from a
requirement to identify potential IKBS growth areas which can remain separate
from the planned implementation programaes, and still have a reasonably high
chance of successful implementation in the longer term, several Operational
Support and Off-line examples have been selected for further study.

During the selection process a wide range of applications was considered. These
applications covered both specific tasks such as arrivals sequencing and
metering, departure flow regulation and control, clearances, conflict detection
and resolution, emergency situations, radar monitoring, and general tasks such as
a Controller Help Interface, Airspace Structure and Procedure Expert, and'
Training.

The particular examples selected for further study are:

Air Traffic Flow Management
Conflict Resolution
Departure Flow Regulation
Ground Movements Planning and Control
Training
Maintenance

Of these, Air Traffic Flow Management, Conflict Resolution and Training are being
actively pursued.

Air Traffic Flow Management is concerned with the means and measures to improve
the flow of Air Traffic. On a local or regional basis this includes obtaining
air traffic demand data and available route information. Strategically this is
being done through the Burocontrol Central Data Bank. However tactical rerouting
is common and an IKBS approach towards studying this aspect would examine the
expertise necessary for this task. A natural longer term extension to ATFM would
be to include the airfield aspects of Ground Movement Planning. This is largely
rule-based and therefore possibly amenable to an Expert Systems approach. Ground
Movement Control, which relies on knowledge of actual aircraft positions, would
be a still longer term extension to this work as shown in rig 7.

Conflict Resolution is already the subject of examination for IKS application,
as in the Mitre AIRPAC System 16), and is of interest. It is realised that the
required knowledge base for this application would be large and complex.

Training is an expensive and time consuming function in ATC, taking place
initially within a College and later under considerable experienced supervision
in the operational environment. Application of Intelligent Computer Based
instruction techniques, initially within a College environment, could lead to an
MR1S approach within the operational environment through the use of simulation.

Other areas, such as maintenance, have potential ATC applications but are common
to a variety of users and are expected to be developed independently by them.

L
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7. 1ME55 an an Isamele of the Introduction of a Now Technology

The main ain of the CAA programme to to gain practical experience of ME(5 applied
to ATC. This experience could eventually provide information as a basis for coat-
benefit analysis.

Ideally it should be possible to select MEB8 application ares according to their
suitability within an overall system framework. This has been described in
control system terms, 121, and shown in Fig B. This framework distinguishes the
needs for human resources and tot supporting technology, with the controller's
function at the intersection of the respective control loops. Cycle times of
several years for both loops are to be expected. The controller's function has
been expanded in Fig 9 to indicate the knowledge categories required, rule-based.
such as AC procedural knowledge 1 1211 control and background experience.
In practice, however, when introducing a new technology to a large organimation.
other aspects arise from the differes perspectives of its components, eg
operational, technology and research areas. Some guideline concepts emerges

1. the selected programme should be within a research or simulation
environment,

2. high visibility growth areas should be selected, if possible leading to a
sequence of applications.

3. the programe should take into account current and planned development
programmes.

4. the programme should consider the implications of system integrity.

Simulation has an important role in many areas of ATC. and this will continue to
be the case with the introduction of newer systems such as IKBS. This is
particularly so for applications close to the operational environment.

For successful implementation in the long term, it is important to select seed-
point or growth application areas for investigation. These may fall within the
description of 'on-line', related to operational control and operational support.
or 'off-line', with no immediate effect on the operational system.

The difficulties currently being acknowledged of introducing a newer technology,
1131, may become particularly acute in a large interacting system which is
undergoing continuous, planned development and implementation programmes. It is
then necessary to maintain an independent research study programme parallel to
utilisation and implementation programmes as shown in Fig 10. Within this three
track approach, the research programme should be relatively advanced, relaxed
from constraints and ambitious with not all of its products expected to reach
implementation. The utilisation programme draws on the opportunities and
approaches as offered by research. It is therefore important to have operational
staff not only identifying suitable ways of utilising research, but also taking
an active role in the research and development stages of the system. With a
central utilisation programme, the current and planned implementation programmes
should be able to proceed in an evolutionary way.

System integrity and related fallback modes assume an important role in any
system. With KB8. the information available to the Air Traffic Controller must
at all times be understood. Just as the reasons underlying any decision on the
part of the IKB8 must be clear, it is vital to have a clear explanation and
situation description in any fallback or reversionary failure mode. Similarly
with the use of IKBS in the wider context of a total Air Traffic Management
system, with the use of MRBS in aircraft and in multiple ATC Centres it is vital
to co-ordinate strategies towards resolving a comon situation.
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At the cad of a four-day Confereace, we net for a final, pleasant and hopefully fruitful discussion, with
the &at ofeeming coecluaions. calling the attention of the appropriate Authorities to specific options
and poesibly expressing implamstation, development or study recommadationa.

It would certainly have Men too ambitious to review all the item presented during the Conference. since
the program covered a wide field of activities. The rouidd-table discussion was accordingly limited to a
few selected topics. of course. theae my not prove to be the most critical ons, hut they at Least,
appear so today when seen ageint the background of our present knowledge.
0. behalf of the Program Comittee, appreciation wee expressed to all who attended. Ws thanked the
delegates who contributed to this Last session and, io particular, those who agreed to present their views
on releVSStGOise.

Victor VaChi~ry had already defined the broad lines of an air traffic services Io.ep suitable for the
year 2000 ad beyond, but agreed to sumorise the usin characteristics of the systEFnbe had described.

inaferesce was ends to various versions of the ifs It! at. Syatm in the course of the Conference.
A special session included several presentation in c~S~t rTi constitutes a good example of an
area in which It is highly desirable to strengthen co-operation between the air traffic services, the
aircraft mnafcturers sad operators and avionics designers. Our experience Indicates that the ?PI5 could
&ad should be used to optinisa the es-route (cruise and descent) phoe guided by speed and/or time direc-
tives f rom the ground. by contrast, iu advanced extended terminal areas, it would probably be mors advan-
taeous to conduct the final phase in accordance with ground directives without uaing thin facility
unless. perhaps. it is properly configured for 4-0 navigation.

When locking to the future during the first sesioo too authors, Olivier Caol and Sigbert Poritzky. had
discussed the advent of future invigation system, in particular the use of satellites for civil aviation.
During the round-tabLe discussion Olivier Caol comsnted further on the complontarity, c;npetliy
&ad redundancy aspects of beth the Nods S ad the use of satellites develomnt projects. Since this
embreced the oence-baaed saltifuection radar eltem. tequale Piurino also presented his views on the

The promotion of outoastion in air traffic services has, for a long time, been received with sited
feelings. On the one hand, the engineers advocate its writs in term of efficiency, productivity, eco-
sny" and safety. While on the other, controllers are not necessariiy convinced that automtion will
improve their professional situation, although. as with may &&pact* of life, there are indications that
younger and eider generations my beve different attitudes on this Issue. The philosophy of the Federal
Aviation Admiistration (USA) on automtion wns explained at thin meting, as well a" the statue of
progress. It was interesting to hear the coments expressed by Lees Holconbe and Bennett Flax, who were
eat directly associated with the preentations.

The n-lie .niaaion and aueget control of flights inbound to a sodiu.tm ihdnat rfi
te.J.l a be teeujc of great Isternet for over 15years. ueAdioyDr.M.ve a wll as
fterfng end Specing- techniques introduced In the United States by the Federal Aviation Administration

constituted Preliminary attt to redoes the economic penalty resulting f rom stacking procedures. The
situation resolve critical (is terme of delays, fuel consumnption. econony and landing capacity), but the
related problem hbe reat ly hen approached in a systematic mimer.

Owring the Conference, fear papers wee devoted to the subject, tea originating from the !)sited States
(NASA Langley fteeareb Center, Namtes, Virgia ad NASA Armeasearch Center, Noffet Field, California)
ad two e fm Gurepe (em finm the WIA, inetitut f~r Flugfbhrung. Braunechonig. Geresny, the other being
preased jointly by 3UOC~hTDL sod the bolgs Air Traffic Control Authorities). gach of these four
coetribotiees bad swsathing Original to Gay. All the authors stressed the new role of the hbman
centroller io a system uich automtically defines the heat arrival lading sequence, but at that point
Idene disarmed. Dr. Winter (09YLA, Braunschweig. M~) felt strongly that the implementation of the
landing pla should be wistaned s as essential task of the controller. by contrast, the KUROCONTSOL
*poteamb e Intended to provide the hums controller with accurate guidance directives for each indivi-
dual aircraft free entry to teuch d&s,. the atteties of the controller being kept throughout the flight.
Ibis Last fetties em doetetatod during the Coet reece at brussels National Airport (by ZUNOCOVTRL
*st. beigias Air Traffic Controllers end SAMM crew) and thoe of you uho attended the demonstration
mere able to observe the friendly relatienehp between the computer, the controller and the pilot.

Cleary. these develomnts will lead to an appreciable chage in the role of the hamn controller, a
chee that will be for the best, we believe, although It is still perhaps too early to foresee all the
impl icat ione.
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During the Conference, Stewart Nicol had described in a lucid and lively manner the application of
Iatellient knowledge based systems to air traffic control. At first sight, It appeared that all the
applications mentioned related to actions or functions located appreciably upstream when referred to the
space/time jurisdiction of the controller. What was the potential of such techniques for solving on-line
probleme? Night this be, for Instance, the definition of a 4-D conflict-free trajectory for each flight
entering an extended area or in other words, the on-line automatic resolution of conflicts in a highly
reliable manner? Stewart Nicol comented further on this and similar aspects at the round-table
discussion. In relation to automation in general, Stan Ratcliffe considered the use of knowledge-based
systems for keeping the software operational despite frequent ATC modifications.

In the history of aviation in general, and air traffic control in particular, many examples exist of
research initiated by the military leading subsequently to products currently used, at times jointly, by
both the military and the civilian communities. Air/ground/air digital communications and the Global
Positioning System may fall into this category in the future. Throughout the Conference, the co-operation
between the two communities was remarkable at all levels - preparation, logistics, participation, respon-
sibilities - which we may hope was a reflection of the actual operational situation. Geoffrey Howell of-
fared his views on wilitr/vil coordination, with particular reference to military requirements.
Subsequently. Jean Coupes describd dierent ways of ensuring proper coordination between military and
civilian ATC centres.

As was frequently clear during the course of the Conference, it is a difficult task to foresee the
merits of a future component or of a nw system. It is even more difficult to appreciate the advantages
which should, could or might result from particular innovations, especially when quantitative benefit-to-
cost ratio estimates are expected. Adequate tools are accordingly required to assess theoretical projec-
tions. Georges MaiSnan outlined his views on the necessary evolution of simulation if it was to provide
efficient assistance to the Air Traffic Services authorities.

What will the role of the human controller be in the next generation of air traffic systems? This
question was repeatedly asked explicitly, or implicitly throughout the Conference. David Hopkin who has
devoted an appreciable part of his life to the man/machine relationship concluded the round table
discussion on this human note.

Victor Vachidry

Ancien GlAve de l'Kcole Polytechnique, Paris, France
Direction Technique, BUROCONTROL, Bruxelle., Belgique

The future Air traffic Management system will offer an increase in capacity and minimum constraints on
the ecomomy of flight operations. It is mainly by augmenting the role of automated assistance in the
decision-making process that this will be made feasible.

The ground system will require accurate input data and will have to provide the controller with efficient
and acceptable automated functions.

it data

The key to s significant improvement of ATM is the Implementation of an Air/Ground/Air data link. This is
the only way to bemefit on the one hand from an accurate navigation system, and on the other from the abi-
lity of the aircraft to adhere strictly to a predefined 4-D profile.

Furtbermore it will allow the ground to obtain actual information on the state vector of the aircraft and
on other essential data such as the actual MET conditions. Finally, the data link will be the support for
establiabing the necessary dialogue between the air and the ground in order to select and follow the opti-
mal fligt profile.

Automated fomctioas

The seed to increase automated assistance in the decision making pr6css raises immediate concern with
regard to reliability, system integrity, system fault tolerance and man/machine relationship (hman
factors).

Is additioe, all individual functia mst be considered and checked out in a system context. This points
to the requirement for test facilities which constitute an adequate representation of the total system
(Airborme sad Ground sides).

It mast also be borne in mind that AT will have to face a mixed environment as far as airborne equipment
capabilities are cocersed.

It is obious that future developments in the ATM field most entail close cooperation between aircraft and
avioics meaufactrers, aircraft operators, and the authorities responsible for Air Traffic Management.
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Olivier Carel

Ancien &lAve do l'Ecole Polytechnique, Paris, France
Service Technique de la Navigation Afrienne, Paris, France

Two air ground data exchange systems are presently contemplated for air traffic control applications, the
secondary radar Mode S and satellite communication systems. An ICAO meeting voted the Mode S format in
September 1985. The United States Federal Aviation Administration passed a contract in 1984 for the pro-
curement of 137 secondary radar stations capable of the new Mode S, with the first ones to be operational
in 1988. Ground and airborne equipment prototypes are presently developed in Europe and will be tested by
EUROCONTROL. The operational use of Node S in Europe may begin in the early 90's. This relatively simple
data link will exist. However, the SS coverage will always be limited to some continental areas and the
data flow of Node S is limited. There is a corresponding need for a more universal system with worldwide
coverage and data flows capable of all types of data exchange - ATC, but also airline services and,
possibly, passenger private, communications. The aeronautical satellite communication system at 1559 M4Hz
and 1646,5 MHz is the only universal solution. There may be a time when the two data links will coexist.
The massages need to be standardized applying the ISO communication layer concept, so that the commonality
of the two systems is optimized. This is presently the task of ICAO and a standard message structure is
now developed by the ICAO SICASP Panel (SSR Improvement and Collision Avoidance System Panel).

Following a question asked about the future of satellite based surveillance of the civil aviation traffic,
as far as I know, nobody in civil aviation is thinking of a satellite borne primary radar. Civil aviation
surveillance is presently based on cooperative exchanges between the controlled aircraft and the air traf-
fic services, either implementing voice position report., or by secondary radar. Some years ago the con-
cept of a geostationary satellite carrying a huge secondary radar (at 1030 MHz and 1090 MHz) was
contemplated but does not seen to be studied any more. The ICAO Special Committee FANS believes that
automatic position reports transferred through a satellite communication channel will be of a great impor-
tance in the future. Automatic Dependent Surveillance (ADS) using L-band civil aviation data com-
munication by satellite is now the solution.

Pasquale Murino

Istituto di Aerodinamica "Umberto Nobile"
Facoltl di Ingegneria - Universiti degli Studi di Napoli, Italia

In this Conference, the great potential of satellite systems for both navigation and surveillance has

been pointed out.

Concerning surveillance two concepts came out:

i) Automatic Dependent Surveillance (ADS) and

iL) Space Based Primary Radars and Secondary Radars (SBR/SBSR).

These two concepts are not competitive but complementary. Indeed, as Hr Poritzky reported, the FANS-2
Committee considered that an independent surveillance service based on satellites is likely to be needed.
In my opinion a satellite navigation system, ADS and SBR/SBSR could form the overall Navigation-
Surveillance System in the future, since this system meets the general requirements of accuracy, cross-
check capabilities, redundancy and complete surveillance of the airspace.

The system should be developed as a whole but it could be realized in two phases: most likely the sub-
system GPS-ADS (which is more mature) first, then, in 10-15 years, SB/SBSR, which could replace som of
the similar earth-based systems.

Lee Holcomb

Information Sciences and Human Factors
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, NASA, Washington DC, U.S.A.

The automation of Air Traffic Control (ATC) functions must be built based on a sound technical basis. The
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) currently has over 100 efforts to apply knowledge-
based systems to aerospace applications. To date only about three systems have become operationally use-
ful. One successful system, called DIVISOR, was begun as a research program in 1980. After three years
of research an initial knowledge-base was developed. Nearly three additional years were required to vali-

I.
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date the knowledge-base. DEVISOR was used successfully as an offline planner for the voyager spacecraft
encounter with Uranius in January 1980. The lesson learned was that validation of a knowledge-base
requires several years.

Two technical issues have merged with the application of knowledge-based systems: (1) Man/machine inter-
face, and (2) knowledge-base validation.

Man-Machine Interface

A key technical challenge is the ability to design an effective man-machine interface which will allow the
system to transition between operator controlled and automated operation.
Overwhelming the operator with control options is of an acceptable solution. The user must be provided
with sufficient information to effectively supervise the system in the event of unforeseen circumstances.
User acceptance is essential if the automated system is to be effective. Human-machine interface must be
built into the system from the start.

Validation

Finally, techniques to validate automated systems must be developed which will deal with system complexi-
ties associated with fault tolerant and artificial intelligent systems. Conventional aerospace software
validation techniques, which strive to test every possible system state, are both infeasible und unaffor-
dable.

The successful application of advanced automation to the ATC environment will be evolutionary - not
revolutionary. NASA has begun a cooperation project with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to
demonstrate an Artificial Intelligence (Al) based "controller associate" in the Denver ATC center in 1988.
This demonstration project is designed to be a first step in retiring the technical risks associated with
the application of Al to the ATC environment.

Bennett Flax

Air Traffic Staff, Federal Aviation Administration
EUROPE, AFRICA AND MIDDLE EAST OFFICE, Brussels, Belgium.

The previous speaker briefly noted that the United States is switching to the mode S secondary radar
system. That is true; but a few more details may help clarify the situation.

The FAA has ordered 137 mode S secondary radars. Deliveries are expected to begin in 1988. Each radar
will interrogate both conventional (ATCRBS) transponders and mode S transponders.

All mode S transponders must be able to reply to mode A and mode C interrogations, as well as to mode S
interrogations. Mode S transponders will therefore be detected by conventional SSRs.

The interoperability of both mode S radars and mode S transponders permits a gradual transition to the
newer technology; and the FAA's rule on transponder installations takes advantage of this flexibility.
The main feature of the rule is its requirement that transponders newly installed in U.S.-registered air-
craft after January 1, 1992, meet the FAA's technical standard order for mode S transponders (TSO-C112).

There are over 200,000 U.S.-registered aircraft. The overwhelming majority of them already have ATCRBS
transponders, and the rule does not require that they be replaced. Consequently, the transition is
expected to be gradual. The FAA expects to induce owners to equip their aircraft with mode S transponders
by offering various services that will use the mode S data link. Though the data link program is in a
relatively early stage, and there have not yet been any decisions on the services to be implemented, it is
generally expected that various kinds of weather information services would be useful and popular.

W. 'tewart Nicol

Chief Scientist Division
Civil Aviation Authority, London, U.K.

It is important to gain early experience of the rapidly emerging technology of Intelligent Knowledge Based
te (Ifi) within a research or rapid-prototype environment. In this respect both tactical and stra-

tegic conflict resolution offer suitable areas for examination. At present a large proportion of
controller time is spent in situation assessment through monitoring the current airspace situation and in
resolving potential conflicts.I

It
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An IKBS approach would be applied tactically to handle situation of potential conflict 10-30 minutes in
advance of occurring. This would have the objective to maintain separation standards in the en-route
phase of flight, incorporating rules and controller expertise. Knowledge required includes route struc-
ture within a defined region, separation standards, airspace restrictions, aircraft performance, flight
profiles, aircraft intention, weather and surveillance information. Human factors would necessarily play
an important part in the elicitation of controller expertise and in determining the role of IKBS in the
main-machine interaction.

A natural extension to short term conflict resolution would be the strategic role of total trajectory
planning or flow management, including aircraft intentions.

The Mitre AIRPAC (Advisor for the Intelligent Resolution of Predicted Aircraft Conflicts) has already used
IKBS techniques to develop a rule based system for describing the resolution of the two-aircraft conflict
situation. Systems such as AIRPAC offer the facility for gathering and assessing conflict resolution
expertise.

Stanley Ratcliffe

Consultant
Civil Aviation Authority, London, U.K.

Earlier speakers have pointed out the difficulty of building and validating software that can suggest
satisfactory solutions to ATC Problems, even under laboratory conditions, where the rules can be defined
before the programmers begin work.

In the real world, ATC must deal with freqUent changes in airspace geography and operating rules. In the
UK, examination of NOTA1S shows that some change in ATC rules, large or small, would be needed about once
per day. If software is to produce solutions consistent with these rules, and the rules concerned are
embedded in, but distributed throughout, the software, the tasks of tracking down the software implica-
tions of each change, and of making appropriate modifications, is clearly prohibitive. A knowledge-based
system offers a chance of effectively separating the problem - solving logic from a single explicit state-
ment of the geographical constraints and other conditions that the solution must satisfy.

This offers, perhaps, hope of overcoming the difficulty.

Geoffrey C. Howell

Director of Research
Civil Aviation Authority, London, U.K.

Currently the requirements of expeditious flow and safety are mainly achieved by the separation of civil
and military aircraft Into their own airspaces. Civil airspace planning in Europe is based on this con-
cept leading to controlled airspace for en-route sectors and Terminal Movement Areas.

Military peacetime training is requiring larger amounts of low level routes: this in turn leads to
problems of Radar Surveillance. One area of particular concern is the North Sea where low level military
aircraft wish to operate close to civil helicopters supporting North Sea oil and gas operations.

The short and longer term exploitation of RNAV and 4D Navigation inevitably leads to the desirability for
the equipped civil aircraft to obtain direct routeings. Also advanced metering and spacing concepts call
for control of flight paths 200 miles from major airports. The military are very unhappy about any
increase in the volume of controlled airspace. The beat solution to this problem would be to find a way
for military and civil aircraft to share airspace. To do this, better co-ordination of plans is needed
through accurate and up-to-date exchange of flight plans and progress.

Thus the strong conclusion to draw is that data bases for all levels of planning and control of military
and civil aircraft should be better co-ordinated in the future and up-to-date information of military
activity displayed clearly to the civil air traffic controllers and vice versa.

4
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Jean J.E. Coupez

Lieutenant Colonel d'Aviation
Commandant du Centre de ContrOle du Traffic Airien, Belgique

La coordination du trafic airien civil at militaire peut s'effectuer de trois faons diffirentes

a. Lea contrgleurs du trafic airien civils et militaires se trouvent cgte A c8te (elbow coordination)
dana un mime centre.

b. Lea contrgleurs du trafic afirien civils et militaires se trouvent dana un mime centre mais ils sont
siparis physIquement. La coordination se fait par des moyens de tilicommunication mals le dialogue
personnel entre contr8leurs eat aisi.

c. Lea contr8leurs du trafic airien civils et militaires se trouvent dans des centres siparia et la
coordination s'effectue uniquement par des moyens de tilicommunication.

Pour des raisons propres A chaque Etat, on rencontre ces trois types diffirents de coordination civile-
militaire au sein de l'OTAN. Les diffirentes solutions sont A peu pros 6quivalentes pour autant que dans
le cas dfcrit sous c., Is connaissance mutuelle des contrgleurs du trafic airien soit rialisie au moyen
d'changes, visites, etc.

Georges Maignan

Directeur du Centre Expirimental, EUROCONTROL, Britigny, Prance.

Evolution of Simulation Facilities to support Research Studies and Experiment of ATM Systems

The EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre - Br6tigny - is one of the 7 European Units working in the
field of ATC Research, Studies and Experiments. Many of these units are represented at this
Meeting.

Our traditional job is ATC simulation. We have a relatively powerful real-time ATC simulator which
is commonly used and commonly financed by the EUROCONTROL Member States.

Our views and plans for upgrading this simulator in order to experiment in the area of Air Traffic
Management Systems and of systems with closer air-ground coupling than today is as follows:

i) Irnrovementof the "Air" side

To rewrite the traffic generation programmes (what we call the "Navigator"), mainly to
have more realistic a/c performances, including performances of FMS-equipped aircraft.

To add a few realistic aircraft (between 2 and 10), the flight decks of which are simula-
ted by standard graphic displays (Multi-Cockpit Simulator).

For these realistic aircraft to develop a "multi-aircraft" FMS.

Possibly at a later stage, to connect the ATC simulator to an appropriate flight simulator
somewhere in Europe.

it) Ip2rovement of the "Ground" side

To add to the standard ATC positions, some advanced ATh positions with means of presenta-
tion more exotic than today's State of the Art. Currently we are working on projects such
as 3-D type of display and knowledge-based expert systems to assist the planning
controller.

The future ATC System Is unknown. We have to experiment with various scenarios. Flexibility
in programming these scenarios is necessary.

Currently we have started with:

The most complicated one with a very advanced degree of automation. We have given it the
name "ARC 2000".
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Simulation of Andr6 Benolt's Zone of Convergence Concept with the "4-D descent advisor"
presented by Sip Swierstra.

iv) Co£lementar e erients

Complementary experiments are contemplated for transmission of flight profiles and a/c state
vectors via Node-S data-link and by satellite. In the PRODAT ATC Programme a real-time
simulation with actual use of the space segment in the simulator is foreseen.

The work to be done to achieve these goals is important and expensive. Discussions are in progress
in the various EUROCONTROL Working Groups and Panels to specify their plan and to share the work
between the various European ATC Research Units in order to avoid unnecessary duplication and
expense.

V. David Hopkin

RAP Institute of Aviation Medicine, Farnborough, Hants, U.K.

MAN / MACHINE INTERRELATIONSHIP

Introduction

There seems to be general agreement that any automated air traffic control systems belong to the
distant future and that, in the meantime, policies and plans should be made on the assumption that air
traffic controllers will continue to have roles within the system. Over the years, evidence has accumu-
lated that the human controller cannot fulfil passive roles well and that, in particular, his performanc,
as a system monitor is poor if his role is to watch equipment functioning and to intervene rarely. There-
f ore any plans which envisage man primarily as a monitor imply serious human factors problems which can
be difficult to resolve.

The presence of the controller often rests on arguments that he can be flexible and innovative,
can compensate for system deficiencies or inadequacies, and can intervene effectively in emergencies to
maintain the integrity, safety and efficiency of the functioning system. There are legal issues if he may
retain responsibility for air traffic control functions even when using equipment which he cannot indepen-
dently verify as accurate, reliable or trustworthy. It is important to recognise that human flexibility
can be exercised only to the extent that the man-machine interface has been designed to permit flexible
and innovative actions.

Attention

In the past, plans have tended to assume that the controller will be able to attend continuously
to the content of his displays and will maintain an up-to-date picture of the air traffic control
situation so that he can intervene effectively at any time, should the need arise. Yet practical
experience, such as that gained by conference attendees listening to papers for a few days, demonstrates
to each individual that it is not possible to sit passively and maintain attention, even to topics of
acknowledged interest, without daydreaming and losing the thread of the speaker's remarks from time to
time. Similarly, if a controller becomes a passive monitor of an actively functioning system, occa-
sionally his attention will lapse. This is not a criticism of the professionalism of air traffic
controllers but a statement about a fundamental human characteristic. Exhortations to try harder to main-
tain attention cannot resolve the problem which is not primarily a matter of motivation but of roles,
functions, task designs and resultant levels of human activity and direct involvement.

An apparent consequence is that the system must be designed to remain safe when the man is not
attending as well as when he is. This is quite a radical notion. It does not imply that attempts to
engage and maintain human attention to the air traffic control situation should be abandoned, but it does
imply that the safety of the system and of the aircraft under control should not be predicated on the
assumption that these attempts will always be successful. Either human roles must remain active, or, if
they can become passive, the controller will sometimes not be attending, and therefore be unable to inter-
vene effectively and at once in a sudden emergency.

Role Definition

One way to tackle this problem is to assume that the man will be present, to define the roles
which he must play, and to optimise his ability to fulfil thea by means of selection, training, the provi-
sion of suitable equipment, and the design of appropriate tasks and procedures. This optiaieation of
human functioning could be done independently of the optimising of equipment functioning. Hitherto it has
been axiomatic that if a function is performed by the machine it does not need to be performed also by the
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man, and should not be. Human roles have been determined in the peast not so such by what the controller
can do as by what the machine cannot do. This approach has led to many present difficulties. An alter-
native is to optimise human roles in their owa right, regardless of whether this involves duplication of
functions with the machine. This mans that functions are not allocated to an or machine but the job of
the man is designed as an entity to fulfil its objectives independently of those of the machine. Where
this results in man and machine both performing certain functions in parallel this my sometimes be a
potential extra source of safety. Normally the man would be performing the function at a such simpler
level since he can handle much less data in a given time. It should often be possible to cross-check any
major discrepancies between human and machine products. The discovery of such discrepancies may become an
aid to safety.

Adaptability

Human efficiency ultimately depends on optimising human roles in their own right. In the future
it will be possible for the machine rather than the man to do much of the adapting. In the past it has
been assumed that man's great strength is adaptability, and roles and tasks have been designed on the pre-
sumption that he can adapt. Recently, adaptability has also become a characteristic of machines. It
will, for example, become possible, if necessary, to design and conduct man-machine dialogues in which the
machine adapts the level at which the dialogue is conducted to the most appropriate level according to the
man's knowledge, skill and understanding, as revealed by his responses during the initial stages of the
dialogue. This machine adaptation can be an iterative process throughout the dialogue. Such machine
adaptability may also assist the optimisation of human roles.

Workload

One way in which machine adaptability may enhance human roles is by giving the controller greater
influence over his own workload. Host people who can set their own workload choose to be busy rather than
idle. This suggests that the air traffic controller should be able to do almost all the work himself when
the traffic is light, and should allow the machine to do much of the work and confine his tasks to broader
strategic responsibilities when traffic is heavy. This gives the man some control over his workload.
Machine adaptability is necessary to achieve this but it has recently become a practical rather than an
idealistic aim. It is difficult to reconcile the attempts of individuals who have control over their own
workload to keep themselves fully occupied with the apparent crusade to reduce workload in air traffic
control. In many countries a few air traffic control jobs and a few famous or infamous control sectors
can generate high and burdensome workload and it is then necessary to check frequently that the high
workload is neither unsafe nor inducing occupational health problems. Nevertheless such jobs are in the
minority, and even in them the high workload does not generally apply all of the time. Therefore the need
to reduce workload, often taken as self-evident during this conference, needs to be examined much more
critically. It certainly seems dubious as a principle. The aim should be to enable the controller to
influence or set his own workload rather than to reduce workload In all positions, times and circumstan-
ces. The reduction of workload does not necessarily resolve many existing problems, but ay bring further
problems in its train.

One of these is that people who are given more passive roles report that they feel less sure that
they understand the situation which they are controlling, and they become anxious lest they lose their
picture of the traffic. This effect seems to occur as aids are Introduced. It occurs partly because of
the passive role which these aids may engender and perhaps partly because of an incomplete understanding
of how the various aids work. It is not possible to deduce from using the typical air traffic control
problem solving, decision making or prediction aid how far it should be trusted, what it would look like
if it failed, and which factors have been included in the decision, solution or prediction proposed.

The issue has to be more throughly addressed of what the controller needs to know about an aid in
order to use it efficiently. The controller's necessary knowledge may take one of two forms: it may refer
to training and experience in the sense that the knowledge is already possessed and reliance is placed on
human memory to recall it when appropriate, or it may refer to the man-machine interface design if this
interface must be used to retrieve the necessary knowledge from the system but reliance is still placed on
human memory to recall what is available and how to retrieve it. The machine may be used to draw the
controller's attention to necessary knowledge, but only in particular pre-defined conditions. If he is
required to reject or accept a decision, solution or prediction, then some rationale is necessary to do
this. The rationale depends on knowledge of which factors have already been incorporated in the automated
proposal and which have not and could therefore form a basis for rejecting it.

Individual Differences

Attitudes to individual differences appear to be somewhat ambivalent. During selection it is
asumed that individual differences are substantial and that it is possible to capitalise on them by
selecting those individuals met suited to air traffic control because of the combination of abilities,
skills and attributes which they possess or have potential to acquire. Thereafter individual differences
tend to be seen as an encumbrance because individual controllers do not behave uniformly and cannot all
achieve comparable levels of performance. However it my be possible to treat individual differences as
an asset by measuring them more carefully and by using certain aspects of them as part of the basis for
allocating controllers to future jobs.

I
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One recent research topic with substantial individual differences is direct voice input, where
those who are able to produce consistent results are now called 'sheep' and those whose performance is
erratic and error prone are called 'goats'. This is seen as a nuisance, but suggests that performance in
direct voice input tasks night be substantially enhanced by an appropriate selection procedure. Indivi-
dual differences can be an asset which is not appreciated sufficiently in a systm context where the sun
is viewed primarily as a system component and variability between components which are nominally the sam
is frowned upon.

Manual Functions

As air traffic control systems evolve, existing manual functions tend to remain intact or be
replaced by automated aids which substantially retain the manual for.. This may not be the way to obtain
the most efficient automated aids. It may be necessary to recast functions substantially rather than to
automate existing human functions as they stand.

Teams

In air traffic control, as in other applications, most aids have been devised for individuals
rather than for teams but air traffic control is largely a team activity. Replacing mn-man Interactions
with sn-schine interactions has major implications for team roles and team functioning. Traditional

forms of supervision or assistance ay no longer be practical, the sharing of tasks and responsibilities
may no longer be feasible, and professional norms and standards may fall to develop because the evidence
gleaned from the behaviour of one's colleagues, which forms the basis for their development, may not be
present when tasks include few team activities and consist essentially of man-umchLne interactions.

Ultimately benefits are sought in terms of safety, efficiency or money. It therefore seem

strange that many of the functions for which computer assistance has been tried are those at which the
unaided controller already appears to be highly efficient, and in some cases approaches the theoretically
maximum attainable performance, so that any benefits measured and expressed only in the above ters must
remain marginal. A more logical approach may be to ask first what the controller does not do well and
then ensure that he does not have to perform functions for which human beings are Ill suited. High on the
list of such functions would be monitoring. Evidence accumulates that the human being needs active roles
in order to maintain his attention and knowledge of the system, to intervene in an emergency and to act
flexibly with a full understanding of what he is doing and of the consequences of his actions. This also
may be enhanced if the machine is adaptable. Perhaps it would be better to derive a hierarchy of func-
tions in terms of those which lend themselves most to substantial improvement in quantifiable terms.
Again the state of equipment development makes this a practical option where formerly it was not.

Acceptability

Controllers have developed skills. It is often remarked that one of the most important aspects of
any aid is its acceptability. This is linked to the extent to which the controller can understand it and
learn to trust it. Some aids do not sell themselves but have to be positively sold for their merits to be
appreciated. Other aids, such as colour coding, sell themselves only too well and can lead to unrealistic
expectations. Perhaps time should be spent on discovering the factors which determine the acceptability
of the air traffic controller's work, tasks and equipment rather than simply its efficiency. A controller
will tend to use equipment efficiently and safely if he accepts It. If he does not accept it, he may
demonstrate how unhelpful it is, and its potential my never be fully realised. The need for accep-
tability should be addressed and the main determinants of the acceptability of new aids need to be iden-
tified.
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